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HlECIS iv. 

Chapter I 

The Carlton survey may be desoribed as a dmDographio and 

sociological investigation into selected oharacteristics of 

Allstralia t s most l'ltIIlI3rOllS no~British inmigrant grOt1p - the 

Italians -- in the metropolis in which they are most heavily 

:represented - JelbCll.ll'n8. };s its title suggests this investigation 

is limited in its scope, restricted in the main to the oonsideration 

of oharacteristics ansnab1e to quantitative analysis. Its aims 

have been primarily empirioal, an emphasis dictated by tluJ absence 

of comparative studies of Australian metropolitan popllations. 

A secondary interest in this study, related to the first, 

is in methodology. No social survey of a metropolitan irmligrant 

~tion had yet been Qondu.cted in Australia, and questions of 

methodology assumad oonsiderable :importance. Problems of seale 

and residential mobility had to be overoome before a sample SUr.'Vf!TY' 

of Italians in the Carlton area oould be conducted.. 

A third focus was upon ohain-migration. Every study of 

Italians in Australia has stressed the role of this oharacteristio 

feature of Italian emigration. Chain-migration has been seen as 

a ~terminant of' the residential and. occupational distribution of 

Italians in Australia, ani at an even more general level it has 

been implied. that behaviour in Australia is a function of origin 

in Italy. This hypothesis has been analysed and tested in the 

present work, although limitations of size haarpered the analytical 

refinements possible in a survey of larger scale. 



v. 

The form of the present stu~ has been aetormined by the .. 

three major interests: the demographic and. sociologioal charaoter

istics ot a metropolitan Italian population, the most appropriate 

... thode by which such a st~ may be effected, and the importance 

of origin in Italy as a determinant at the behaviour of Italian 

iumigrants in Australia. 

Chapter II 

In the great period of Italian transoceanio emigration, 

from 1895 to t he beginning of the First World War, Ital.ian migration 

to Australia constituted only a trickla away from tba main current 

of this em1gratory flow. At the turn of the oentury Australia's 

Italian-born population nuabered only a ferw thousands and was 

distributed among three states, New South Wales, Viotoria, ani 

Western Australia. In relative terms, Western .Australia, with a 

total population much smaller than that of either New SoIlth Wales 

or Victoria, had by far the greatest Italian concentration in these 

early years, and by 1911 indeed Western Australia bad also the most 

numerous Italian popllation of any mainland state. This represented 

the peak: of Italian settlement in the west, and although at subsequent 

oensuaes Western Australia has comiDl8d to harbour the de'nBest 

Italian concentration at any mainland State, Italian ::imnigration 

since 1920 favoured first Queensland and later Victoria and South 

Australia. 

Victoria's 8BSrgence as a State of Italian ooncentration 

came relatively late in the history of Ita.l.ian settlJ::ment in 

Australia, and. although in 1881 and 1891 Victoria contai.ned a 



relatively large nunber of Italians its present concentration has 

'been the result of the post-war influx of Italian j_igrams. 

Unlike the Italian settlers of earlier ,ears, most of these post

war arrivals showed a disproportionate tendency to settle in 

metropolitan areas, particularly in the City of Jlelbou.rm, which 

with Fitzroy represents the historical centre of Italian settlement 

in the Mel'bourm metropolitan area. Within the City of lblbourne 

itself, the Carlton area contained a dense Italian ooncemration, 

and even in 1954 20 per cent of the population in some parts of 

Carlton and North Carlton oonsisted of Italian-born persons. By 

the time of the present survey the Italian popu.l.ation of this area 

had grown to such an extent that every third or fottrth house 

contained Italian residents. TC>day Carlton is reoognized as 

Melbourne's "Italian" suburb. 

Chapter III 

A complete emmeration of this Italian popllation could 

not be undertaken with the resou.rcss available to the present 

Vi. 

stud3'. Some selection was called for, and a randcm sample offered 

the most satisfactory means to this end. Since a random. sample 

implies the oonstruction of a universe from whioh, and. from which 

only, such a sample can legitimately be drawn, a list of adult 

Italian nationals registered as resident in Carlton or North Carlton 

in November 1958 was drawn up from information on the District Index 

of .Aliens held by the tBpartment of llIInigration, ~lbourne. ThiB 

list of adult aliens of Italian nationality was supplemented with 

a BSQond list of British nationals with Italian-sounding names drawn 



frmn the ComDlOtIi&alth electoral rolla for the Carlton area. 

Subsequent checking of this seoond. list against tho Naturalization 

I_x Ileld by tho Department or Imnigration in Canberra revealed 

that while most of these persons had. previously been nationaJ.s of 

Italy a considlsrable mmber were not listed on this i~x. Several 

considerations suggested that such persons with Italian-sounding 

:oa.Des but of indefinite Italian origin shouJ.d. not be rejected from. 

the sample, and consequently those with addre ..... identical with 

on!t registered by a person of present or former Italian nationality 

were included in the major universe. The remainder were kept 

separate (the minor universe) for independent field-investigation. 

In addition to al.lowing a randan sample of Italialls 

resident in the Carlton area to be drawn, the construction of a 

universe also permitted the collation of valuable prellminary data, 

the analysis of whioh suggested several areas of subsequent enquiry. 

Firstly, district of' rttsia.noe in Carlton was significantly related 

to almost every variable for which infonnationwas obtained. 

Field-investigation shawed that these relationships stenmed partly 

f'rom tile history or Italian aettlement in Carlton-North Carlton, 

but ecological differences within the Carlton area itself' were also 

involved. Seoond.ly, the territorial canposition or Carlton's 

Italian population was not at all representative of Italy' B 8.8 a 

whole, and the majority of Italians in the Carlton area had been 

drawn from quite restricted parts of Italy. Areas, which in Italy 

aocounted for only a negligible fraction of total population, in 

Carlton and Narth Carlton constituted remarkable concentrations. 
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viii. 

Clearly chain-migration and regional con,oemrations were subjects 

to be investigated in the field. Finally, the residential mobility 

of Italian nationals in Carlton-North Carlton was very high. Almost 

om in five persons whose addressos were ohecked agaiJ'lSt the Aliens 

Registration Index had registered a change of address between 

November ~958 and September ~959. Although no .stilllate of the 

mobility of British nationals of former Italian nationality was 

possible, changes of such magnitude in the oomposition of the 

Italian national population of this area frem one year to t he next 

posed s&riCltls problems, not for drawing a rand.cm sample, but for 

obtaining a random _~e in the fie~d. The pro_ot thet by the 

time the present survey was conducted as IItB.tly as oM-third of Italians 

listed in November 1958 as residents of Carlton-North Carlton might 

be living at another address was a orucia1 consideration in the 

choice of a sample design. 

Chapter IV 

In an attempt to reduce the high residential mobility of 

Italians in the Carlton area the idea of sampling indivic3nals was 

rejected ,in favour of sampling addresses. Italians registered as 

resident in Carlton or North Carlton were classified according to 

their place of residence, and the addresses BO obtaired, stratified 

by district of residence in Carlton and the mmber of Italians 

registered at each address, provided the sampling frame fran 

which the Carlton sample was drawn. Two sampling frames were 

cOl'U!!tructed, 0])9 consisting of persons of definite or probable

Italian origin (the major univerme) and the other of addresses of 



British nationals with Itali~sound1ng names but of indefinite 

Italian origin (the minor 1lllliverse) ~ 

iX. 

Although this sample design reduoed non-response due to 

residential mobility remarkab~t non-response did occur and intro

duced. a bias into the saJIple. The less mobile members of the popul

ation tended to be over-represented, since non-response may be aBsUIIl8d 

to have been greatest among those who were residentially mobile. This 

tendency was accentuated by a secondary bias arising from the sanple 

design itself, since Italians who took up residence in the Carl ton 

area af'ter Noveniber 1958 could be represented in the s~le only to 

the extent that they occupied or lived at addresses previously 

occupied by Italians. 

That this bias was not excessive is suggested by two f'aotors. 

No signifioant difference could be found between the obtained sample 

and the universe, although 29 tests of statistical significance were 

applied to their respective distributions. While the absence o~ 

observed dif~erences does not imply that sigpificBBt differences did 

not in fact exist, it does offer at least prima facie evidence that 

such differences were minimal. Secondly, further analysis suggested 

that two out o~ three Italians estimated to have taken up residence 

in Oarlton-North Carlton between November 1958 and June 1960 were in 

fact included in the sample. Since in 21 of the original 95 

addresses Italians leaving a particular address were replaced by 

other Italians not registered as resident at that address in November 

1958, clearly some residentially mbile persons were represented in 

the obtained sample. 



Chapter V 

In the present study a variety of sources was utilized. 

In the initial stages of the research indexes held by the 

Department of Immigration in Melbourne and Canberra were relied 

upon heavily, and proved useful at a later stage in checking data 

obtained in the field. Wherever possible offioial statistics, 

unpublished as well as published, have been introduced for 

cOlI!Parative purposes. Census figures, Demography Bulletins, and 

immigration statistics have all been used at various points in 

the text. 

The main source of data was the random sample of 95 

addresses occupied by Italians in the Carlton area in November 

1958. All persons of Italian origin or connexion resident at 

these addresses at the time of interviewing were included, and 

identical information was obtained from each. This information 

forms the basis of Chapters VII, VIII, and IX. 

Selected informants were also interviewed, mainly' from 

the Upper Agri Basin (Potenza) and. the Al tipiano of Asiago (Vicenza). 

The historical information and genealogioal tables supplied by these 

non-randomly selected persons is discussed in Chapter X. Street

directories, electoral rolls, immigration records, and passenger

lists of migrant vessels were used in verifying as much of this 

information as possible. 

To describe the ecologioal and historical setting of the 

present survey t some original research into the history of Carl ton 

and North Carlton, and the history of their ethnic minorities, was 

x. 



neoessitated. Colonial censuses, marriage-records, st:reet

direotories, as well as literary and standard historioal. worka, 

were consulted in this task (Chapter V). 

Finally, the marriage-records of the Church of the Saored 

Heart, Carlton were analysed. This analysis 'oould not be presented 

in full in the present work and only the broad figures have been 

used, to illustrate the growth of the Italian pop1lation of Carlton 

and the surrounding area. 

OMF"" VI 

Carlton and North Carlton are long-establ1shed suburbs 

I\i. 

of lblbourlle 'built largely between sixty five and ninety five years 

ago. The pattern of '.o.ri:ginal settlement was from south to north, 

and even today a gradual improvement in the oon:lition of the heusing 

is peroeptible as om goes f"urther north. In many cases, however, 

the difference between one house ninety years old and another only 

seventy years old has disappeared, and a.1l of the housing in the 

Carlton area is more or leas dilapidated, except for a few parts of 

North Carlton. In carlton and North Carlton, as in other inner 

suburbs of Melhourne, the terrace-house predominates, a tn:e of 

housing not particularl.y acceptable to modern standards of 

architeotural dflsign, at least in the form in which the terrace 

was cormnonly erected. in the nineteenth century. 

Just as the southernnost parts of Carlton were first 

bui1t, so they were first to deteriorate. Before long persons of 

British stock had begun to move to more salubrious surroundings, 

and as early as 1891 South Carlton already comai'md a Jewish 



concentration. The Jews were followed twenty years later by the 

Viggianese llDlsicians. rAlring the 19201 s and. 1930 1 s, as tbese 

suburbs deteriorated further, the Jews moved from Carlton into 

North Carlton, and in their plaoe a substantial concentration of 

Ita.li$llS from the Veneto and the Friulan province of Udine was 

established. By 1935 the Jews had started to move out ~ the 

Carlton area to other parts of the :metropolis, a movement which 

grew apace after the Second World War as a resul.t of the sudden 

influx of thousands 01' Italians and other southern Europeans into 

the i~r suburbs. During this period North. Carlton also emerged 

as an area of dense ItaJ.ian ooncentration, a substantial part of 

which was derived from Viggiano and its mighbouring coumul181!1 in 

Potenza. In 1960 the Carlton area. contained an estimated 6,500 

persons of Italian origin, not to mention other non-British 

minorities such as the Jews, Greeks, Maltese, and. Yugosl.avs. By 

the time of the present survey Carlton and North Carlton harbOUl"Eld 

a dense imnigrant concentration, baving an estimated non-British 

population of scme: 11,.500 persons, 44 per oent of their total 

population. 

Chapter VII 

The occupants of Italian households in Carlton and 

North carlton differed fran their British-Australian neighbours 

in several respects. A high proportion of Britishers were 

middle-aged or e1d8rly persons, rut between one-quarter and 

om-third of the Italians were children undel:r sixteen. The 

Italians differed again, in that a Significantly high proportion 

of them were the owmr-mortgagees of the dwellings they occupied. 

it ii. 



The pattern of past Italian aettl.elOOnt in tbis area 

was still reflected in the present distribution of Italian 

households. carlton contained a higher proportion of pre-war 

settlers than North Carlton, whose Italian pop;1lation consisted 

largely of post-war arrivals. Partly for tbis reason the 

proportion of northern Italian households was higher in Carlton 

than North Carlton, wbn:e southern Italians from Potenza and 

Calabria predcminated. 

These broad historical differences were overlaid by 

differences in ecology. DRellings tended to be slightly larger 

x Iii. 

and in better condition in North Carlton, and thus while the modal 

household-size was identical in both suburbs, the average household

size was significantly largsr in North Carlton than in Carlton. 

In such cases it is difficult to determin3 whether observed 

differences result from ecological factors, origin in Italy, or 

even period of residence in Australia. 

Italian households differed markedly fran the Australian 

ideal of a nuclear family household. Two out of five Italian 

households contained kin beyond the range of the nuclBar family 

of the household-head, or unrelated baardez:s. No significant 

relationship between household-type or overcrowding and origin in 

Italy was found, but in a sample of ~5 households statistica.lly 

significant do not readily appear. The evidence did suggest, 

however, that period of residence in Australia was a more important 

factor affeoting household-size, nousehold-type, and overorowding 

than origin in Italy. 



Although it seems likely on !:. priori grounds that I~alian 

households were more crowded than British-Australian households 

in the same or similar areas, little evidence of ge:tJ3ral overcrowding 

among Italians was found. 'Whila illdlvidu.al cases of congestion could 

be oited, the incidRlnce of overorO'llding seeJmld well below that 

observed in the great cities of the United states fifty years ago. 

In Carlton to live in overorawdtld or unhygienic conditions was not 

the choice of the Italian ilmdgrant. Often he had no alternative. 

Unlike the Dutoh with whom our Italian settlers are frequently, and 

unfavourably, compared, the fami1y migration of Italians to Australia 

receives negligible governlfl3ntal assistance. 

Chapter VIII 

Australian censuses and official statistics do not classify 

persons acoording to the birthplace of their parents. Aocordingly 

the study of ethnic groups in Australia, in 80 far as it has 'been 

restricted to the analysis of such statistics, has been confiD3d 

to the study of persons of foreip birth. Persons of foreign 

ol:\-ig1~ that is persons born in Australia to persons of foreign 

birth, oannot be investigated except by means of a field-survey. 

The Carlton ~le consisted of ftrst-gsneration Italian 

immigrants and their Australian-born ohildren. Only one third

generation Italian 'Was included., since Carlton and North Carlton 

are suburbs of initial Italian settlelltint. Few Australian-born 

,persons of Italian parentage remained in these suburbs after 

marriage, 'but moved to slightly better suburbs. 

The inclusion of the second-generation had interesting 

effects on the demographic struoture of this population, serving 

xiv. 



to correct the heavy concentrations in the young adult age-groups. 

The e:nwoo-ration of persons of Italian connexion had a slight 

effect on masculinity rates, since more Italian-born males than 

females marry non-- Italians. 

xv. 

other variables relevant to the study of an iumigrant group 

were also considered: type of passage, period of residence in 

Australia, age at arrival, conjugal condition. residential mobility 

in Australia, origin in Italy, naturalization, and. oocupational 

distribution. Throughout this anaJ.ysis the ccupl.exity of the 

relationships linking variables bas been emphasized. Cause and 

effect are inter-related, and in the analysis of om variable, 

suoh as origin in Italy, other variables, such as type of passage 

and period of residence in Australia, Illl.st be held constant. In 

a small sample it is often l.nwossible to hold such variables 

constant and still have enough instances to l!lElke a valid comparison. 

Tendencies rather than stat1stic~ significant relationships are 

the result. 

Despite these oomplexities relationships between origin in 

Italy and other variables were found. A higher proportion of 

northern Italian males had been single on arrival in Australia. 

This implies that they were also slightly younger on arrival, and 

had. fewer financial cOl:J'rllitmants, than the southern Italian males, 

who tended to be married prior to emigration. Naturalization and 

origin in Italy were not signif'"icantly related. There was 110 

evid8noe that northern Italians became naturalized in greater 

numbers than southam Italians. In occupational distribution sc;mte 



interesting patterns did emerge. A signific:a.ntly high proportion 

of southern Itali.an wives were in the work force. Among the 

males northern Italians tended to be over-represented in the 

craftsman and. labourer grades of occupations. Whereas the 

unskilled northern Italian worker tended to beoome a bui~r' s 

labourer,. the unskilled soutbermr tended to find employment as 

an operative in a factory. In so far as this sort of discrepancy 

affects assimilation,. the southern Italian pattern may be the 

more desirable,. since southern Italians were at least employed by 

and worked with British-Australians. Most of the northern 

xvi. 

Italian labourers were employed by northern Ital.ian conarete

contractors in the inn!>lr suburbs and worked only with other Italians. 

Chapter IX 

The family is a subject which has esoaped the serious 

attention of scholars in this oountry. Few attempts have been made 

to investigate its structure and form,. and although one analysis 

has found evidence of rural-urban differentials in family-size and 

a relationship between fami1y-size and economio status and religion,. 

little research into the relatiOnship between family composition and 

ethnic origin has been conduoted. 

Basic differences in patterns of marriage and family 

composition existed among Italians in the Carlton area. Whereas 

the majority of northern Italian males had been unmarried on arrival 

in Australia, a lIDJ.cn higher proportion of the southern Italians 

had married in Italy and emigrated aome three to six years later. 

This discrepancy was also related to age at marriage and completed 



family-size. Persons who had been married prior to emigration 

tended to marry at younger ages, and to have larger families, 

than those who married after the initial emigration of the male. 

XVii. 

At a broader level of analysis, Italians differed in 

their patterns of marriage from the Australian population generally. 

The difference between the relative ages of spouses was greater 

among Italian than Australian couplas, and the average issue of 

Italian wives was greater than that of Australian wives at 

c~bl.e durations of marriage. Future research may discover to 

what extent the Australian-born children of Italian imnigrants 

perpetuate these discrepancies ~ 

Chapter X 

The importance of cbain-migra.tion and. regional 

concentrations in the pattern of Italian settlement has been 

emphasized in every study of Italians in Australia. In the 

carlton area two major concentrations, from the Upper Agri Basin 

and the A1tipiano of Asiago, accounted for o~-quarter of all 

persons of Italian origin in this area. These represented only 

the two largest groups, and smaller concentrations, consisting 

sanetimes only of two or three related families, were found among 

Italians from almost every part of Italy. Chain-mi~ation, or 

rather the guiding force of kinship, dominated the pattern of 

Italian settlement in this area. 

Both these major regional concentrations had long been 

centred upon the Carlton area. The Italian settlement from 

Potenza dates back to before the First World War and an early 



conoentration of Viggianese Btreet-musioians in South Carlton. 

Between the wars this concentration failed to increase as rapidly 

xviii. 

as other groups of Italians in Carlton, but since 194-'7 a remarkable 

increase in its size has occurred. Melbourne today oontains 

appro:rlma.tely 2t ooo Viggianesi alone t which represents the third 

largest concentration of these Italians in the world, after Viggiano 

itself' and New York. Migration frem. the Altipiano at Asiago, by 

contrast, began only in 1922, when the first migrant steaner to come 

direct to Australia from Italy brought the first five migrants fran 

this area. Within two years another hundred men from the Altipiano 

had arrived in Australia, most of whom settled in Victoria and later 

in Carlton. By the midd.le of the 1930's Carlton wa.s a suburb at 

northern Italian settlement, a character it retains even today. 

Unlike migration from Potenza that from the Altipiano has not 

inereased since the Second. World War. The eoonomic reoovery in 

Europe bas seen a return to the old pattern of seasonal 1Jdgration 

to nearby countries in preference to pe:naan!:nt trans.:;,peeanio 

migration. 

Chain-migration from both areas was primarily a function 

of the force of Italian kinship. Kinship d.id not naC8ssarily produce 

the emigratory current, but once this was established ties of 

kinsbip partially dete:nnined the col'ltent, the volume, and the 

direction of the emigratory flaw. Kinship dominated the pattern of 

resettlement, and tba Carlton area was remarkable for the number 

of related families resident in adjaoent or nearby houses. 



Chapt;er XI 

Region of origin in Ita.ly had a tuniiamental relationship 

to the behaviour of Italians in Australia. It was related to where 

Italians ohose to live, what employment they sought, whom they 

married, and the size of their families. Other factors, however, 

were also impGrtant, and. a d1tference in the behaviour of Italians 

from different parts of Italy did not always :imply that such 

differences were the result of their respective origins. Two 

"demographiC" variables ha4 am-ays to be considered in interpreting 

dif1"erenee,s in inmigrant behaviour - type of passage and period 

of residence in Australia. 

xix. 

Three main types of iumigrant studies remain to be conducted: 

area studies, group studies, and comparative studies. The first two 

types would imrol.ve, in the oase of Italian iDmigrants, field. 

investigations in areas of dense Italian concentration or of regional 

groups of Italians spread throughout a nwnber of separate localities. 

These case-studies provide the basis for the third and most general 

type of inmigrant study, the caaparative study, in whioh the 

inst1tutional1md. behaviour of different groups of inmigrants are 

to be compared, in order to evaluate and to assess the importance 

of ethnic origin as a determinant of human behaviour. Only in this 

way is it possible to establish to what extent the sooial behaviour 

of ethnic grou.ps differ, to what extent "being an Italian" or a 

person of a:ny other ethnic origin is related to a person l s family, 

eoonomio, religious, political, or social life. Such comparisons 

must not be confined to ethnics of foreign origin. The conceptual 



frameWork of future izwestigation lDlSt be extended to include 

the native-born. Only thus can studies of iJmJigrants be placed 

in a proper socio1ogical perspective. 

xx. 
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Figure 1 

ITALIAN-OCCUPIED ADDRESSES 

IN 

CARLTON 

AND 

NORTH CARLTON 

November 1958 

Showing the distribution and origin of households 

interviewed in the Carlton Sample 1960. 
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Other Parts of Italy 

All residences coloured white on the original map 

x x Xiv. 

represent addresses at which Italian nationals and British nationals 
of former Italian netio,nali ty were registered as resident 
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"Queensland is perturbed by the arrival of Italian 
inmigrant. and by a report that there is lik<>ly to be 
an influx of Greeks. The last lot of Ital.ians to 
arrive are being oared for by the Salvation Army and 
the State GovermneJIt. is paying for their board and 
lodgings. This is the class of ilIInigration Australia 
does not want..... There is no special objection to 
Italians and Greeks, if they are able to sb1f't for 
themselves and assist in developing the oountry. 
Nevertheless it would be desirable, as far as possible, 
to confine the enc~ageroerrt of immigration to people 
at the &i tish race ~ 

Getl8ral 

The large-soaJ..e entry of Italian inmigrants bas never 

been encouraged by the Australian gOV6rmJl9;nt. 2 Before the first 

World War the Italian element in the .inmigrant intake bad been 

nu:mr!lrically insignificant and thereafter the: problem oooarD! one 

of controlling rather than encouraging the flow of Italians to 

this country. Italy has long been able to supply more migrants 

than Australia bas felt able to accept. 

It has been claimed that Italians have l'JW'8r been popular 

in Australia.3 There is little evidence, however, that Italians as 

such were unpopular before the First World War, as ~ed we might 

l.rhe Me (Melbourne), lsading columns, 'Z7 Decsmber 1922. 

~.O.P. Pyke, "SOIIlIEiI Reflections on Italian Immigration into Australia", 
The Australian Quart0rly, lWln (December 19l,.6), p.36. 

3ibid• See also ~rcy F. Martin, "Australia and Italian lDmigration", 
FOi'firl.ghtq Review, 130 (December 1928) p.SO;. 



expectt sinee thare were relativel.y few Italians in Australia 

'before the 1920' s. Wi<kt-spread antipathy towards Italians in 

Australia can be traced fairly accurately to the years 1mnediatel;y 

after the First World Wart with the first major influx or Italians 

to Australia. 

On 26th December 1922,. the Re d t Ita11a,. the piomer steamer 

of a DSW passenger service between Italy and Australia, docked at 

Port le1bourm. On board were 600 passengers, mostly Italian 

1mnigrants, attracted to Australia by glc:lwing reports of prospllrity. 

They had been told that they could earn freon £3 to £5 a day in 

Australia.At- Of these 600, 120 disembarked in J,e1bourne. Two days 

later they were still wandering about the docks,. r:enn:iless, without 

work, unable to speak English, likely it seemed to 'beoome a charge 

upon the ooomunity like the previous batch of Italian arrivals in 

Queensland. 

That the very first migrant steamer fran Italy to 

Austral.ia should have brought so many penurious jDJ01 grants was an 

unfortunate beginning to large-scale Italian .iDJnigration. Public 

reaction was sharp and instantaneous. The Age published articles 

deploring this type of inmigration and eJg?r8ssed fear that the 

perils against which the United states of Amerioa had. so reeently 

legislated now threatened Australia,. whose population up to the 

1,-
The ~ (1oIo1bourne) 29 Decemher 1922; Attilio Barela ~r la 

Nostraxpansione in Australia",. Nuova Antologia, 6 Ser. 23'1 
(sett. -ott. 1924), p.379. 
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present been Itrelatively p.tre".5 The American el!;perience of 

southern European iJ:rmigration bad been unsatisfactory. These 

foreign peoples " •••• retain their own languages, and are not 

properly absorbed into Amerioa's lile for generations. They are 

a bar to the homogeneity of the .American people, and in international 

affairs are a source of weakness". 6 So great l::}a.d been the reaction 

among Australians to t he arrival of these seemingly unemployable 

Italians that the Italian consul in 163lbourne cabled the Italian 

government, advising that no more Italian migrants should be 

shipped to Australia unless nominated by Italians ~ady here 

who were prepared to receive them.7 Thus large-scale Italian 

imnigration to Australia had begun very badly. The fear that 

Italians, and. southern Europeans in general, constituted a threat 

to national unity and. nationa1 prosperity, a fear engendered by 

the American Quota Act of 1921, had received dramatio substantiation. 

Antipathy to the southern European inmigrant Was based on 

economic and social grounds. Italians were, it was argued, accustcmed 

to low standards of living, and they were bard to assimilate. The 

American experienoe provided proof of this. Such fears became 

stronger throughout the year.s of depression and with the rise of 

Fascism in Ita~ a political ingredient was added,8 With Italy's 

entry into the European war as an Axis pcmer in June 19".0 

ami-Italian feeling in .Australia reached its peak. I.a.rge numbers 

5 6 
The #P. 

7 
:M!lbour:ne, 27 I:eoember 1922. ibid. 

~., 29 December 1922. 
8 
Pyke, op. cit., pp • .lt-3-44 .. 
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of Italian nationals were interned and in North Queensland 

especially relationships between Italians and. Australians were 

partiou.1arly bitter.9 In a public opinion poll in 194~ only ten 

in one hundred people favoured Italian iJImigration to Australia, 

but twenty-eight in one hundred were prepared to have Germans, even 

though the Germans had initiated World War II and fought in it 

J.onger. 

Amid the post-war plans in Australia for renewed iJmnigration 

on a scale hitherto not envisaged, it quickly beeam:t apparent that a 

measure of renewed Italian migration would have to 'be accepted.ll 

Italians had been the most l'lUIJJ!'rous non-British inmigrant group 

before the war, and it wa~ inevitable that this flow would. at least 

partially re-establish itself'. Before long, indeed, Italians bad. 

once again become a major element in the imnigrant intake. As 

Table 1.1 shows, in the post-war period as a whole Italians have 

outwmberod the next largest non-British group (the Dutoh) almost 

two to 0Jl8, in spite of the fact that 62 per oent of the Dutch but 

only 18 per cent of the Italians re'oeived assisted passages. That 

so many Italians were prepared to pay their own fares was perhaps 

a counter-balancing attraction in the eyes of inrnigration planners .. 

9 
W.D. Borrie, Italians and Germans in Australia: A Study of 

Assimilation ~}.i!ibourne 1954), p.i16. 
10 

Australian Gallup Polls, "Australian Public Opinion Polls lI , 

Nos. 31+5-354 (May-JUDO 19l,.6). 
11 

Pyke, OPt cit., p.35. 

4 



TABIE 1.1 Australia: Nationality of lmlg-term and ~rmaDtnt Assisted 
and Full-fare Arrivals October 19,.5 - September 1960 

Nationality Assisted Full-fare Total 

British l,.O 3, 2Ol,. 371,37,. 77",578 
Dutch 7",399 1,.6,121.- 120,523 
German 58,291 22,173 80,"6"-
Greek 27 ,l,.O6 ,.5,,.50 72,856 
Italian 39,393 17",765 2ll,.,1;8 
Other 23l,.,78l,. 113,856 3l,.8, 6l,.O 

Total. 837,,.77 773,71,.2 1,611,219 

In the face of this huge post""'W8.I" influx of Italians, 

anti-Italian feeling in Australia bas decreased remarkably. It has 

not disappeared entirely, however, and what vestiges remain have 

aSsumed a somewhat different guise. The intelligent Australi.an, who 

has hindsight as well as foresight, has learnt that his former 

conte~ for Italians as a whole was really based upon a dislike of 

the southern Italian. The northern Italian, according to the 

stereotype, is quite different. His contribution to Awrtralia has 

always 'been valuable. It is the sou.tbern Italian alona who has 

merited criticism. 

This facile distinction between the northern and southern 

Italian was enunciated very clearly by the American sociologist, 

Fairchild.. 12 It cane to the attention of Royal Comnissiomr Ferry, 

who quoted it with approval in his report into the social and 

12 
Henry Pratt Fairchil.d. ~~g!a~t~i~ong·~. d-A~\'!gor~1~a.~Move~~""~nt~..!a~nd~~I~t!.. 

American Significance (~v as edition, New O. 
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economio effects of the increase in the munber of aliens, most~y 

Italians, in North Queensland between 1.920 and. 1925.13 In this 

distitlCtion Ferry found a oonvenient explanation of why the new 

migration, mostly "Sioilians H, was 80 inferior to the older 

migration, mostly Iombards and P1edmontese, who he claimed had 

assimilated far better than the southern Itallan.14 Ferry ignored 

the very important fact that the northern Italian had been in 

Queensland. for twenty to thirty years and bad arrived in a period 

when the sugar-cane industry needed developne:nt. The southern 

'Italians and Sicilians bad arrived only in the past few years, at 

a time when the industry was already over"'supplied with labour. 

Naturally there were dif.ferenoes in tho way the two groups settled 

down, but these differences had little to do with the fact that 

sOlIIS' were northern, and others southern, Italians. 

Between the wars, when every class of Italian regardless 

of his origin tended to be unpopular in Australia, the distinction 

between the northern and southern failed to gain wide currency. 

All Italians were "dagoes" and no further description, except 

perhaps an adjectival interpolation, was deemed necessary. Since 

the war, however, this distinction has revived, until now it is 

a ccmmonplaoe. The man-on-tbe-street is quite well aware that 

lIo-
~., pp.14-16. Of'. Borrie, ope cit., (Melbourne 1954), p.ll. 
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Italians constitute two species~ OM with. all the virtues, the 

other all the vices found among inmigrant groups. A book which, 

amongst other things, exploited this distinction between northern 

Italians and meridionali sold over half a million oopies in 

Australia.15 This author's conception of the difference was 

almost identioal with Fairchild's. 

It is regrettable that Italians have won a measure of 

acceptance in this country only at the e:x;pense of playing the 

northern Italian of~ against the southerner. It is regrettable 

beoause it leaves no hopJ for the southern Italian. Every 

aohievement of the southerner is credited to the northerrer, since 

contrary to popllar belief it is not always auy to distinguish a 

nortbern from a southern Italian. Many southern Italians oan tell 

of 8J1P6rienoes like this: 

Salvatore" ana of the most prominent fe.%'D13'rs in the 
Innisfail district, who oomes fran the Province of 
Mo •• ina (Sioi17), told ... that a very :Important 
citizen of the district confided in him,. one day, 
the poor opinion he had of Sicilians. Salvatore 
asked that gentleman if he knew who the Sicilians 
were in that district" and. he mentioned about a 
dozen names - some were Northerners but the others 
were Sicilians - 'Well'" said Salvatore~ 'and 
what do you think of so-and-so and. so-and so?' 
to which the gentleman replied: 'They are semt!t 
of the best tyt:J$s in the district, they are 
Northerners of course.' 'Of' oOllrse they are llC';)t 
Northerners', corrtiw.ed Salvatore, 'they are -
Sicilians and youlW-ll be surprised to know that 
I am a Sicilian. " 

Price also comnented on the difficu1ty of distinguishing northern 

15 
John Patrick QtGrady, Tmy're a Weird. Mob: A Novel by Nino Oul.otta 

(Sydney 1957). See also beading. to Oliapter VIII. 
16 

G.A. luciano, Italians' As They Axe (Gil Italiani, c_ 8one) 
(Svd'l'V!lv lql}q) A '0.19. 
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from southern Italian, reporting that 

••••• if om met in Griffith a dark-haired, dark-eyed 
Italian of less than 5'6" tbs oba""i~ wonld be 2 : 1 
that be was a Northerner in origin. 

Impartial investigations into the characteristios of Italians 

disoover the real difference between tho northermr and the 

southerner. This difference is not so great as popularly supposed. 

We can sootch the idea that the southerners are "less intelligent" 

than nortbermrs,18 or llless lik:e1y- to be ass1milated".19 

Differences between northerners and southerners do exist, but this 

does not :imply superiority on the 0119 hand and inf'eriority on the 

other. Dif'ferenoes as such have no values: values are imposed upon 

them. This study examines the observable differences between 

northerner and southerner. It records in datail the relatio:nship 

between origin in Italy and behavieu.r in Australia. Its aim bas 

been to present an objective sunmary. The differenees have been 

recorded. It remains for the reader and the social administrator 

to give thaw values. 

The first focus of this study is, as described, upon the 

relationship of origin in Italy to "behaviour 1n Australia. The 

secOlld. relates to a problem of imreasing importance, the ooncentra-

tion of Italians in the inner suburbs. Italians, in ooomon with 

other inmigrants, have tended. to assume a geographioal distribution 

17 
C.A. Price, ''The Italian Pop.tlation at Griffith", (Unplblished 

Report, The Australian National Univa-rsity, l~55), p.l9. 
18 
Fairchild., op. cit., p.l4O. 

19 
The Ferry Report, p.l6. 
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minorities in the great cities of the United states at the turn 

of the century, and al.though the conclusion that the pattern 

emerging in Australia is 

••••• not as elearlJr pronounced as in the America of 
a generation ago with its Little S~5ily, Greek Tcvm, 
the Ghetto, Chinatown and the like 

seems justified, the full story is not yet told and mtlch basic 

research remains to be done. This study, limited in scope as it 

mast be, attempts to make an initial empirical contribution to 

that task. 

Review of the Australian LiteratuN 

Since the end. of the SecoRd World War a tIlmber of 

studies of Italian settlements in .Australia have been condllcted. 

Of these only two have been published.26 None of these several. 

studies bas shared a coomon framework, but each has pursued its 

own particular objeotives. The only point of cOlIIIlUnication 

amongst them has been a mutual emphasis upon the importance r£ 

chain-migration and regional concentrations in the pattern of 

Italian settlement. 

Gamba's study, the first field-survey of an Italian 

pop11ation conducted in Australia, had three broad interests: 

econom.i.c history, economics, and human ec010g,y.27 His first 

Australia, Department of National Devel.opment, Atlas of .Australia 
.Re;:..our~:::oe=.!.: ~I~rrm:!!::Jigra;lC.::~t.:io:::!:n (Canberra 1959). p.19. 
26 

Charles Gamba, The Italian Fishermen of Fremantle: A Pr"limi~ 
Study in Socio1.ogy ana Economics (Perth 1952), and Borrie, op.Off., 
(lrbi'iiourne 1954). 
2:1 
Gamba, op. cit., p.iii. 
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interest entailed. the description at the growth at the Italian 

fishing ccmnu.n1ty in Fremantle, the second. the eoonomies of the 

fishing industry itself, and the third the daily life led by the 

Italian fishermen. Although considerably quantitative evidenoe 

was adduced in the discussion of economic matters and also in the 

struoture and residential distribution of the Italian fishiDg 

cORmmHy, muoh of the disoussion of human ecology is descriptive. 

Gamba's gemral findings, that these Italians were concentrated 

into restricted occupational pursuits, into clearly-def'ined areas 

of residence, and into c1ose-knit .regional. groups, have been 

supported by subsequent research. 

Borrie f S study of Italians in Queensland empl.oyed a wide 

varietyof' sources. Based on a close analysis of the available 

statistical data it was supplemented with a field-survey of 

school-children in six selected shires. 28 This additional. survey 

provided information not otherwise available, $\loh as precise 

origin in Italy, relative birthpla.oes of husbands and wives,. and 

family size. No data on Italian fertility had. been published 

before Borrie's survey, and none has been published since, although 

Price's uttpllblished report does caver this field. Wherever 

11 

relevant reference has been made to Borrie's findings and comparisons 

JIlB.de with the carlton survey. 

Bromley' 5 social-anthropologioal study of Italians in 

Port Pirie a.ttempted to analyse the nature of group-integration and 

28 
Borrie, cp. cit., (Ma1bourne 1954-), pp.66-69. 



its relationship to the process of assimilation. 29 In eDmining 

a Molfetteae fishing oomnunity he tried to answer two questions: 

haw the Mol£ettese ocmrmmity had. come into being and. how, once 

established, it persisted. The first question was answered 

historically and the seoord by" analysing the function of the 

Molfettese family and the process of sooialization. Bramley' s 

treatnent is essentially qualitative but has val.ue as an 

introductory analysis of the role of the family in maintaining 

the cultural values of an jDll'ligrant group. The historical 

cllapter which describes the growth of the Molfettese fishing 

conmunity represents a useful addition to the study of Italian 

concentrations in Australia. 

Price t s study of Italians in Griffith was based almost 

entirely on official records. 30 Like Borrie, however, l?rioe 

supplemented official sources with selective interviewing. His 

unpttblished report contains a wealth of demographic data and 

furnishes aut"horitative findings on Italian marriage and the 

Italian family. These t'indings have baen e:x.tensively used in the 

present study, not only for comparative p.lrpoSes bJ.t· also as 

support for tendencies observed in the Carlton survey. 

kDonaldt s research into Italian migration to 

29 
J.E. Bromley, "1'he Italians of Port Pirie tt (Unpublished Master's 

Thesis, Departl'l8nt of Anthropology and Soci.ology, The Australian 
National University, 1955), p.viii. 
30 
Price, op. ci.t., (Canberra 1955), p.3. 
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Australla3l. falls into three distinct rut :related sections. The 

first deals with the relationship between emigration-rates and. the 

different socio-economic systems of lUral Italy, the secooo. with 

the institutional framework within which Italian migration to 

Australia has operated, and the third tbe territorial composition 

of this migration. 32 The first section, in whioh McDonald tries 

to relate rates of emigration to class-structure and extra-familial 

solidarity, is not relevant to the Carlton Survey. The OarltQn 

survey accepts the f'act etf differential rates of emigration; 

it does not explore the reasons 1:ehind it. The naxt section 

(Chapter V) on the institutional framework of Italian migration 

to Australia fills an important gap in the background of this 

migratory movement and has 'teen relied upon exhenaively in this 

present work. McDonaldf s survey of policy changes is essential to 

the understanding of variations in the flow and composition of 

this movement. In studyillg the territorial canposition of Italian 

migration McDonald t S major concern was with ahain-migration, whioh 

he saw as a basic determinant of the residential and. occupational 

distribution of Italians in Australia.33 In this analysis he 

emphasized the role of sponsors. This emphasis seems justified, 

since ohain-migration to Australia has beoome institutionalized. 

31 
J.S. Mol);)na1d, "Migration from Italy to Australia with Speoial 

Rete:rence to Selected Groups" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, the 
Australian National University, 1958). 
32 
ibid., p.vi. 3r-
~., Chapter VII. 
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Full-fare Italian migrants to Australia must be sponsored by a 

person already resident in Australia. But sponsorship as such 

does not produce chain-migration. It merely provides the m9ans by 

which it ca.n be effected. The Carlton survey suggests that wbile 

sponsorship is a necessary element in ohain-migration, it does not 

provide a sufficient explanation. We shall argue that the force 

of Italian kinship lies at the base of chai~gration. 

Since McDonald's research was conducted a major empirical 

contribution to the study of Italians in Australia bas been made. 34 

Hempel' 8 Queensland study' was based upon a sample of adult Italian 

nationals registered with the Department of Inmigration in 

Queensland in December 1957. This sample (5,050 persons) was 

relatively larg&35 and provides a substantial quantitative basis 

from which working-hypotheses might be developed. Some of the 

analysis, hOlgever, tends to be superficial. No statistical tests 

of significance have 'been applied in the interpretation of sample 

differences and many eonolusions drawn in the text require 

validation. Nevertheless this report constitutes a substantial 

compendium of reliable statistios relating to an adult Italian 

population, and as such has been a valuable source of comparative 

material for the present SIlrvey, whioh is based on a far smaller 

semple. 

Finally we have Fetrolias' study of post ""'War Greek and. 

34 

14 

J .A. Hempel, "Italians in Queensland: Some Aspects of the Post-war 
Settlsunt <>f Italian Inmigrant.·. (U_blisbed report The Iwstralian 
National University, Canberra 1959). 
35 
~., p.24-. 



Italian migrants in Melbourm.36 Its relevance to the present work 

is limited bJ" his ooncern with two 1adgrant groups in the whole of 

the Melbourne mstropolitan area, which bas the result that much of 

the anal.ysis relating to the Italians is superfioial. The Greeks 

15 

are treated in greater detail than the Italians, even though the 

latter were by far the more numerous in 1954- (28 ,890 Italian-born 

persona oomparedwith 5,597 Greeks).37 In studying the institutional 

behaviour of Greek and Italian imnigrants, their religious, eooncmic, 

and. social activities, Petrolias bas relied heavily on unstructured 

interviewing, whioh provided a wealth of variegated opinion but 

little substantive knowledge. 38 It is not always olear what 

evidence exists to support particular findings. Opinions have 

rarely been substantiated from other souroes.39 Comparisons have 

been:lDl'l.dD with FetroUe..s t findings wherever relevant. 

Aims and Ibth0d8 of' the Carlton Survey 

The two general aims of the Carlton survey have alread,y 

'been desoribed. c8.rlton and North Carlton were chosen as the 

seem of the present study 'because it was known that Italians were 

36 
John A. retrolias, "Post-war Greek and Italian Migrants in Melbourne" 

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Melbourne, 1959). 
37 
In the discussion of the clnlretes, for 8:xample, thirty three pages 

are devoted to the Greeks but only twelve to the Italians. This is 
typical of most ohapters. "Ibid., Chapter 6. 
3S -

See for example the discussion of Italians in the work-force. Even 
the statistics are opinions. Ibid., p.44. 
~ -
A very frequent source given in the! text is "Interviews with tens of 

Greek and Italian migrants". This sort of ref'erence allows no 
verification at all. 



heavily concentrated in the inner suburbs of Melbourne, and that 

this area was recogniZ!!td in M91bourne as an "Italian" suburb.4D 

Subsequent statistioal investigation supported this general 

impression and confirmed the choioe of this area as a. valid 

starting-point tor a study of Italians in the M31bourne 

metropolitan area. As the first field-su.rvey of an imnigrant 

group in an Australian capital city the Carlton survey restricted 

itself' e:lq)licit1y to the investigation of characteristics amenable 

to quantitative treatment. It was pre-occupied with an empirical 

enquiry into four main aspects crt Italian inmigrant behaviour: 

tbe phy"sical conditions in 'Which Italians in the inner suburbs 

lived (Obapte", VI and VII), the demographic characteristics of a 

viable Italian papulation, as against an artificial population 

based on birthplace or nationality (Chapter VIII), marriage and 

the Italian family (ChaptorIX), and the territorial a_sitton 

(origin in Italy) of Italians in the Carlton axea (Chapter X). 

The Carlton survey was conoeived as a study of inmigrants. In 

the field, however, it bee~ olear that the behaviour of an 

ilmdgrant group 0 auld not be properly understood except in 

relation to t he behaviour of other persons in the Bame locality. 

The study of a human population cannot be divorced from the area 

inhabited by it. Chapter V therefore desoribes in detail the 

4.Q 
James Grant and Geoffrey Serle, The Molbourtle See"" 1893--1956 

(Melbourne 1957), p.258. 
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ecological setting of the Carlton survey. This desoription was 

hampered by the almost complete absence of statistics relating 

to the population at Carlton and North Carlto~ which have never 

constitutoa a separate mnioipality. This should not be ~oh a 

serious difficulty in future studies, however, since the census 

authorities intend to prepare basio statistics for all oollector' s 

districts, the smaJ.lest oensus unit, as well as for census 

sub-divisions.41 

The first interest of the Carlton survey, then, was 

empirical. The seoond was methodological.. Partly because of the 

problems involved in sampling or even making a ccmplete erumeration 

of' a metropolitan population, whose tlllI'Ill:Irous mambers tend to be 

residentially mobile, most social BllrveyS oonducted. in Australia 

have been conducted in rural or provinoiaJ.-urban areas. 0nJ.y one 

survey at a metropolitan population has been p1blisheJ+'2 and 

since this study used a selective sample of' Bchool-ohildren and 

their parents,4.3 its methods were not appropriate to the present 

study. Sampling an area suoh as Carltono-North Carlton posed mal\Y" 

problems, and these are fully discussed in Chapters III am IV. 

It is hoped that the "",thod adopted for sampling tbe Italian 

population at carlton may prove useful to sooial scientists faced 

4J. 
COIIIiWllication with officers of the Bureau of Census and Statistios, 

/wgust 1961. 
42 

O.A. Oeser and S.B. Hamnonci, Social Structure and :Eersonality in a Sty (IDndon 1951.) • 

Ibid., pp.vii-viii. -
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with the task of drawing as random a sample as pessible from 

a ooncentrated, highly mobile urban population. No apology is 

made for the extended discussion of questions of methodology. Few 

social surveys can legitimately olaim to be canplete enumerations 

of human populations. The majority resort to sampling, either 

through intention or default. In evaluating the reliability or 

generality of survey results it is essential to know exaotly hoII'I 

these results were obtained. Guesswork or intuition is not 

desirable. Whatever validity the findings of the Carlton survey 

may poSHSS stems directly from. ita concern with methodology. 

The sources and. methods used in the present survey are 

discussed in subsequent ohapters. In c01lll'lon with most social 

surveys a variety of souroes and methods was used, including public 

doouments, published and ultplblishad official statistics, literary 

sources, marriage-records, and oard-ind8:xes oompiled by Department 

of Inmigration. Intel'V"iewing, however, provided the bulk of the 

data, the informants being supplied fran a random sample of 

households occupied by Italians in this area in 1958. The means 

by whioh these households were selected is discussed in Chapters 

In and IV. Only persons of Italian birth, Italian descent, or 

Italian conn&xion, resident in these households were interviewed. 

Persons of Italian descent were wafined as persons whose parent(s) 

had been born in Italy. Since no third-generation Italians were 

included in the Carlton sample it was unnecessary to extend this 

basic dlat'inition to incluwa persons whose grandparents had been 

Italian-born. The term "Italian origin" is used in the present 
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study to refer to persons of Italian birth or Italian descent. 

By parsons of Italian oonnection the spouses of persons of Ital.ian 

origin were meant. Thus the British-Australian wife of an 

Italia'Qoooborn male was considered to be a person of Italian 

connexion. Identioal information was collected for all persons 

of Italian origin or oonnexicm interviewed, with the emeption 

that the data on occupation was not as detailed for femeJ.es as it 

was for males. The scope of the interview is discussed in 

Chapter V. 

Selected informants were also interviewed to supplement 

the information supplied by the rand.om interviewee-ae These persons 

consisted mainly Qf central figures in the migration from the 

Upper Agri Basin and the lltipiano of Asiago, and supplied most 

of the data on ellailHnigration (Chapter x). Tile genealogioa1 

tab1es of these informants axe contained. in APJl8ndix E. The 

gemalogical method of enquiry, 44 applied e.rimentally with 

these selected informants, was valuablf\' not only in eluoidating 

the pattern of Italian kinship but also inunderatandicg its 

relation to chain-migration. 

Sinoo a major interest of the Carlton survey was the 

relationship between origin in Italy and behaviour in Australia, 

some preliminary remarks and definitions concerning the 

geographical divisions used. in the analysis are appropriate. 

411-
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain ana Ire~ Notes 

and Queries on Anthropoleq (Sixth edition, IDndon 1951), pp.5Q-S5. 
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Tht ccrnu.ne, or COllIBUl'lS, is the smalJsst tpographical unit discussed 

in this study. It is also the smallest administrative unit in 

Italy, oonsisting acmetimes of smaller units, frazioni, or 

fractions. The COJml\lD3:S are grouped by provinces, and for 

convenient rei'erel1Ce an alphabetical list of the Italian provinces 

is contairsd in Appendix B. Appeniix C lists the oonmums most 

frequently referred to in the text, together with their :respective 

provinces. To distinguish communes from provinces, comnunes have 

been underlined wlutn they appear for the first time in a particular 

chapter_ Thus Roana is a CommtlIlB; Vinoenza. is a province. The 

provinces are grouped into regioni, or regions. These regions are 

the geographical t erms most commonly used in general. descriptions 

of Italy: L:!mbardia, Piemonte, Veneto, Basilicata, Calabria, 

Sicilia, and so on. Lastly', we come to the broa.df:list geographical. 

divisions, north Italy, central Italy, southern Italy, and insular 

Italy. In this work these areas are defined according to the 

official. Italian administration usage (Appendix A) .It-5 In some 

ccmparison&, haiVever, loose classifications have been adopted. 

In such cases the text indica.tes whioh groups ot Italians have been 

included in the comparison. Tables have been presented in as much 

detail as practioable, to allow indBpel'ldl3nt interpretations by 

the reader. It should be: further noted that in this study "northern 

Italians H means effectively Italians from the VeMto and 

45 
Diziomrio Vo:~be'ra 

~~ 
• 
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Friuli-Venezia Giulia. Few Italians from other parts of northern 

Italy lived in the Carlton area. Likewise "southern Italians" 

means persona from Potenza, Reggio Calabria, Catanzaro and Siracusa. 

So far as statistical tests of significance are concerned, 

most of the analysis in this work has been related to the oomparison 

of two or more groups with regard to DIltua1ly "J;xclusive character

istios (suoh as age, birthplace, nationality, conjugal oondition, 

place of :residence, and the like). Here the chi-square test of 

statistical significance has usually been applied. This statistical 

test has 'been used in three main forms, to test the goodness of 

fit of two distributiotl8, to teet the independence of two oharaoter-

iatioa, and to test the homogeneity of two groups with respect to 

a common variable. This first test is most useful in comparing a 

sample with its universe, the seoond in examining the relationship 

between two variables, and the third in discovering whether the 

differences between two groups with respect to a given attribute 

are such that it is impossible to assume that they have been drawn 

f'rom a comnon universe.46 Which of' these three tests has been 

used at any point of amlysis will be eviilsnt from tile text. That 

test has also been used in comparing averages and propartions. 

Mills47 has also been f'ollQWed in this. Statements of' tendency or 

46 
EoP. 

47 
Frederick Cecil Mills, 

and llu.i..... (revised e.tm::o: 

, 
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relationships have at all points been supported by the relevant 

test of statistioal significance. The 5 per cent level of 

probability has. been used as a convenient point at which to 

recognize variations as statistioally signifioant, al.thou.gh where 

differences have not been statistically significant in the Carlton 

sample but have nevertheless been reported in other studies, such 

differences have ooen ID3ntioB:ld in the discussion. 

Unless otheJ.'Wise statsd statistics .relating to areas 

other than Carlton-North Carlton are based on figures published 

by t he Bureau or Census ani Statistics or The Department ot 

Iimnigration. 
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CHAPrER II 

THE PATrERN OF ITALIAN SETTIEMENT IN A1l8l'RALIA 

II ••• Mr. Clapperton, who is secretary of the British
Australia society, called for a Royal Commission into 
migration. He said that the Fede:ral Government's 
plan was tor a population of 20 millions by 1980. At 
the present migration rate, Australia would by then 
be su.bstantially a latin country •••• t A foreign invas,n 
is taking place, and the ta»-<payer is paying for it. 

Italian transoceanic emigration, 1880-19.57 

The emigration of Italian citizens to transoceanic 

countries of resettlement, not to mention the movement to oountries 

on the European continent, has been a feature of world population 

movement for more than one hum.red years. 2 Prior to the first 

quarter of the present century, haovever, Italian emigration to 

Australia constituted a mere trickle away fram the main current 

of Italy's emigratory flow. A clear picture of Australia's gradual 

emergence as a country of large-scale Italian imld.gration can be 

drawn from a ccmpe.rison over broad ]?Sriods of time of the average 

number of Italian oitizens leaving Italy for Australia with the 

average amual mmbers who gave as their destinations Argentina, 

Brazil, Canada, or the United States of .America (Table 11.1). 

Clearly not until after the First World War did Australia emerge 

as the :reoipient of a notable proportion of the Italian transoceanio 

1 
The 8y_y IIorning Herald, 20th JUly 1957. 

2 
W.F. Willcox, (ed.), International Migrations (2 vols, New York 

1929-31), Vol. I, p.122. 



TABLE II.1 

Italy: Average Annual EmlgratiCln of Italian Citizens 
to Major Transoceanic Countries of Resettlement, 

1880-1957 

Period of' Country of Resettlement 
Emigration 

Argentina Brazil Canada tf. S. A. Ooeania~ 

1880-1889 33,540 20,540 625 20,039 132 
1890-1899 36,312 56,902 430 47,547 320 
1900-1909 67,027 31,147 5,658 215,446 699 
1910-1918 41,100 14,340 9,231 155,311 835 
1919-1927 56,197 9,450 4,381 81,106 3,233 
1928-194° 12,196 1,493 559 15,546 1,519 
1946-1957 38,550 8,300 14,467 17,350 14,250 

jf Figures for the 1928 onwrds relate to Italian emigrants leaving 
Italy for Australia. 

Source: 1880-1918, Willcox, Ope eit., Vol. I, pp. 828-831. 
1919-1940, MoDonald, Op. cit., Table V.1, pp. 120-125. 
1946-1957, International Labour Office, Studies and 
Reports (New series, No. 54), International Migration 
1954-1957 (Geneva 1959), p. 182. 
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emigration. Prior to 1922, when 4,226 Italian citizens left 

Italy for Oceania, the largest number to emigrate to these parts 

in 8.l\V single year had been 1,682 persons in 1913, tbe year in 

whioh 376,776 Italian citizens left for the United states, 

lll,5OO for Argentina, 31,952 for Brazil, and 30,699 for Canada. 

Between 1880 ani 1918 the e:ver8{?,9 annual Italian 

emigration to Oosania had constitu.ted 0.4 per cent of that to the 

four major transoceanic countries of Italian resettlement shown 

on Table 11.1. Daring tbe 19 20' s, however, the volume of this 

migration expanded, in relative as well as absolute terms, to 

3,233 persons per anrmm (1919-1927), or 2.1 per cent of the Italian 

emigration to the U.S.A., Argentina, Brazil, and Canada. This 

represented a five-fold increase in the volum= of this migration 

'over that in al\Y preceding period. In 1927 Italian migration to 

Oceania reached a peak, with 6,900 Italian citizens leaving Italy 

for Oceania. Illring the depression the number decreased sharply 

again. But even so, it shouJ.d be noted that this decrease: in 

Italian migration bad. not affected only the movement to Australia. 

In relative terms, indeed, Australia's proportion of Italian 

transoceanic emigration bad increased, to 5.1 per cont of that to 

the four countries listed above (1928-1940, Table 11.1). 

Although by the late 1930's Italian ndgroation to 

Australia had bsgun to increase once more, Italy's entry into the 

European war in June 1940 brought this flow to a sudden end. 

The war-years proviMd only a temporary intor.ruption to this 
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movement, however, and since then a remarkable increase in the 

vol.ume of Italian migration to Australia has occurred. Acoording 

to tho offioial Italian statistics 171,000 Italian citizens 

emigrated to Australia between 1946 and 1957, 18.1 per cent at' the 

emigration to the four other major countries of transoceanic 

resettlement and 12.4 per cent of the total Italian transoceanic 

emigration of this period.:3 Since 1946 Argentina has been the only 

overseas oountry to which the flow of Italian emigrants has been 

at a consistently higher level than that to Australia. 

Figures relating to the overseas movement of Italian 

citizens tell us nothing of the permanency of such movements or 

of the pattern of Italian settlement in the several countries of 

imnigration. Moreover, l:efore the sociologioal effects o£ an:! 

immigration oan be assessed, the volume of that imnigration IlIlst 

be related to the size of the receiving population. Thus, whilst 

it is true that 'before 1920 the number of Italians emigrating to 

Australia was insignificant compared with those leaving for the 

United states, Argentina, Brazil, or Canada, persons of Italian 

birth have oonstituted. an important element in Australia's 

non-British population since the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century.4 

The pattern of Italian settlement in Australia up to 

and. including the 1947 census has a.l.ready been analysed by 

3 
International. Ia.bour Of'fioe, loc. cit. (Geneva 1959). s ... ~ f' ::..1,.. 

4 
Berrie, Op. cit. (J.!e1bOl.U"l>O 1954), pp.49-53. 
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Berrie.5 In bringing this history up to date and in emphasizing 

the changing role of Victoria as a State or Italian conoentration 

some recapitulation of Borrie's analysis is necessary. To 

facilitate this desoription an index of concentration has been 

devised, whioh allC1Bs the ready canparison of Italian concentrations 

in different parts of Australia at different times. 

The IndB% of' Regional Comentration 

This present index is s:imilar to that developed by 

Zubr~cki in his exhaustive ~sis of the metropolitan distribution 

of several ethnic groups in the 1954- census.6 The purpose of the 

two measures, -ror 8:xample, is basioally the same. Their aim is to 

provide: a means whereby djj'ferenoes in the geographical distribution 

of ethnio groups may be readily assessed, not only by the comparison 

of one ethnio distribution against another, or of the same ethnio 

group in different localities, but also by comparing these 

distributions over ti..m9, as at different censuses. Two differences 

between these indices, however, are worth noting. 

As the choice of terminology indicates, Zubrzycki' s Index 

of MBtropolitan Conoentration has been used o~ in the analysis 

of ethnic concentrations in the netropolitan areas of Australia's 

oapital cities.7 The present index, the Ind8x of Regional. 

Conoentration, has been applied to a Imlltiplicity of geographical. 

5 
ibid .. pp.49-6/,.. 
r-

Zubrzycki, Op. cit •• pp.79-80. 
7 
~. 
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divisions, including states of the Commol'lWealth (Table 11.3), 

divisions of state within eaoh particular majnland state (Table 11,7), 

and local government areas (L.G.A.' 8) within divisions of State 

8 
(Table 11.9). One very important advantage arising from the 

extension of an index of concentration to cover a variety of 

geographical units is that urban-rural differentials in the 

distribution of ethnic groups at different points of time can be 

readily analysed. In the present study, for exampl.e, the changing 

distribution of Italians in rural and urban divisions of Victoria 

haa played an important part in giving a proper perspective to 

Italian ooncentrations in the metropolitan area of Mtlbourne. 

Related to this difference in the field of' reference of these two 

indices is that whereas in Zubrzyckils index the norm (100) 

relates to the general concentration of an ethnic group in a 

metropolitan area as a whole, or in any L.G.A. where the proportion 

of the ethnic group and the proportion of Australian-born are 

identical,9 in the Index of: Regional Concentration the nom (100) 

relates either to the general concentration of Italians in the 

ComnQIlIIfealth (Table 11.,3) or in the state of Victoria 

8 
ZAlbrzycki's index could, of oourse, be extended to inolude such 

geographical units. Being interested in several etlmic groups am. 
several Australian tD9!tropolltan areas Zubrzyoki restricted his 
analysis to metropolitan areas only. The extension of an index of 
concentration to include ether geographical units is a logical con
ae quenoe of studying only one ethnic group in only one State. 
9 - -
Zubr~ki, Op. eit., p.80. 



(Tables II.7 and II.9). Stated in anotber way. in tbe Ir>lI>x 

of Metropolitan Concentration the total population from which the 

percentage distributions are coug;:uted are the populations of the 

metropolitan areas un(b;Jr examination, tut in the present index 

the pOPllations of the Ccmnonwealth, or a particular State within 

the Cc:mnomealth, as a. whole. 

A second and more funda.uental point or difference between 

the in:lioes is that in the Index of Metropolitan Concentration the 

measu:re crt concentration is based upon a cClllpS.rison of the 

geographical distributions of ethnio groups witb that of the 

Australian-born population. Thus the distribution of the 

Jw.stralian-born poPllation is the neasure of ethnio concentrations. 

In the present imex, by contrast, the measure of ethnic concentra

tion is the distribution of the total popllation, persons of all 

birthplaces. In other words, the I:ndex of Regional Concentration 

is concerned not with deviations from the geographical distribution 

of the native-born bttt with deviations from that of the total 

poptlation. The use of "total pop,11ation" rather than "Australian

born persons" as the basis for comparison is based on two main 

oonsiderations. Firstly, the category "Australian-born" is not 

homogeneous from the ethnic point of view, since it contains the 

AustraJ.ian-born children of imnigrants of foreign birth. This 

implies that the distribution of the native-born does not provide 

an indigenous of "typioal" pattern f rom which other groups may 

differ more or less markedly. Seoondly, the proportion of 

kustralian-born persons differs wid.elJr from. one area to another. 
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It is not constant in a1'lJl" sanse, but has changed significantly 

from census to census, from state to State, and from one L.G-.A. 

to another. IO .An index of etbnic concentration based on the 

proportion of native-born renders more difficult the comparison 

of in&9x values of oonoemrations aGross these divisions of time 

and. apace, since each value must be related not only to changes 

in total population (as in ths present index) but also to changes 

in the .Australian-born component of this total population. Thus 

values provided by the Index of Metropolitan Concentration tend 

to be increased in areas with a relatively B1N1.ll proportion of 

Australian-born tersons (such as Fitzroy or the City of Melbourne), 

and CU;tcreased in areas with relatively large proportions of native

born persons (such as Cambe:rwell or Preston).ll This effect would 

be even more aocentuated in oomparisons between States or between 

censuses, where such variations in the proportion of native-born 

might be of greater magnitude. Also, the geographical distribution 

of the Australian-born population:B itself a significant variablct 

which should receive precisely the sama analysis as that applied to 
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other birthplace categories. The most satisfactory way of eff'ectil'lg 

such an analysis is by comparing the distribution of each birthplace 

group with that of the total popllation. 

Subjeot to these qualifications, the nechani.os of 

10 
ibid., p.43, pp.4Q-4?, pp.65-66, and statistical Supplezoont, p.63. 1:r-
~., statistical SuppleIrerrt, p.63. 



computing values in these two indices are identical.12 Percentage 

distributions of the ethnic groups and the total populations 82'e 

prepared by the relevant geographical units, and the proportion of 

the etlmic group in any geographical unit is expressed as a 

percentage of' the proportion of the total population in the same 

area. Where these proportions are identical. the index value will 

be 100 (the DOrm). An i_x value higher than the norm indicates 

a disproportionately large I1UJ1ber of the ethnic group in the area 

concerned, an index value lower than the norm a disproportionateJ¥ 
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small number. The greater the discrepancy frcm the nonn, the greater 

the disproportion. Since, however, the absolute numbers involved 

in any ooncentration is an important element affecting the inter-

pretation of an index values, these J'JlDD.bers have been indicated 

wherever index values have been computed. 

Italian settlement in Australia, 1901-1960 

At the beginning of the present century the Australian 

State with the heaviest Italian concentration was Western Australia 

(Tables II.2 and U.3). In 1901 both New South Wales and Victoria 

had more n.unerous Italian popu.lations than western Australia, but in 

both these states the total population was several times that of 

Western Australia. By 1911 western Australia had not o~ the 

greatest Italian concentration but also the most tltl.Jlerous Italian 

population of' any mainland state, with 35.1 per oent of' all 

Italian-born persons in Australia. This represented the peak of 

12 
ill.2:.., p.80. 



TAilLE II.2 

Mainland States of Australia : Distribution of Persons of 
Italian Birth, 1901, 1911, 1921, 1933, 1947, and 1954. 

Mainland Sta tea 
Year of Census 

1901 1911 1921 1933 1947 1954 

New South Wales 1,577 1,723 2,000 6,319 8,721 29,940 
Victoria 1,525 1,499 1,850 5,860 8,305 42,429 
Queensland 845 929 1,838 8,355 8,541 10,795 
South Australia 327 184 344 1,489 2,428 11,833 
Western Australia 1,354 2,361 1,975 4,588 5,422 17,295 

Auotralia 5,678 6,719 8,135 26,756 33,632 119,897 

TAilLE II.3 

Mainland States of' Australia: Index of Regional Coneentratlon, 
Persons of Italian Birt~ Only, 1901, 1911, 1921, 1933, 

1947, and 1954. 

Year Qf' Census 
Mainland States 

1901 1911 1921 1933 1947 1954 

New South Wales 77 69 66 60 66 66 
Victoria 85 76 80 80 91 130 
Queensland 113 101 163 218 174 95 
Soutb Australia 61 29 46 64 85 111 
Western Australia 486 557 398 259 244 205 

Australia 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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Italian concentration in Western Australia and subsequent Italian 

imnigration favoured the eastern States. Between 19l1 and 1921 

the proportion of Italians in Western Australia decreased from 

otIa-third to om-quarter of the national total, while all the other 

mainland States increased or maintained their respective shares. 

In 1921 the Italian population of Australia was distributed in more 

or less equal portions among New South Wales, Western Australia, 

Victoria, and Queensland (Table 1I.2). In relative terms, however, 

Western Australia still had by far the most marked Italian concen

tration, followed by Queensland (Table II. 3) • A:fter 1921 the most 

substantial .increase in the Italian pOp1l.ation occurred in the 

state of Queensland, where the index value of Italian concentration 

rose from 163 in 1921 to 218 in 1933. By this latter date, indeed, 

Queensland contained 31.2 p3r oent of' all Italian-born persons in 

the Ccmn.onwealth. Even though this concentration was relatively 

less marked than that in Western .Australia, it' is important to note 

that in 1933 Queensland's Italian-born pop.llation was almost twice 

as tll.1Jmrous as Western Australia t B. 

View,-ed from the standpoint of the 194'7 census the inter

censal period 1933-194'7 appeared to have effected few major changes' 

in the general distribution of' Italians among the mainland states. 

In the light of' the 1954 census results, however, what changes did 

occur were perhaps significant. As the index values indicate, after 

1933 the Italian populations in states of' Italian conoentration 

increased at slower rates than in the Cemnonwealth as a whole. 
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Western Australia's index value contimed to drop, as did Queensland's. 
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In absolute terms, Queensland's Ita~born population increased 

by just under 200 persons. In the other mainland States, the 

proportion of Italian-born persons in the total potulation increased 

carrespondingly, although. their index values still remained below 

the national average. The period of extensive Italian imnigration 

since 194.7 altered this distribution substantially. Between 194.7 

and 1954 Australia's ItaJ.ian-born population increased from 33,632 

to 119,897 persons, an increase whioh as in previous years was 

distributed unequal.ly among the mairUa.nd States. Vietoria and 

South Australia gained most from this rew imnigration, and in 19.54-

both emerged as States of Italian concentration for tne first time 

in the present oentur.r_ The other States enjoyed a rate of grmvth 

below the Australian average, particularly Queensland, whose sharo 

of Australia's Ita1l8l')ooborn population fell from 25.* per oent in 

194.'1 to ]..4..0 per oent in 1954, when for the first t:i..De this century 

Queensland' 8 index value of Italian conoentration fell belavr the 

nonn. 

The 1954 census, then, disolosed a new pattern of 

Italian ssttlement in Australia. Queensland was no longer a state 

of Italian concentration, and. although Western Australia, with its 

long-established Italian population, had maintained its position 

as the State with the largest proportionate Italian-born element, 

the number of' Italians in Victoria and South Australia increased 

five-fold between 1947 and 1954. In 1954 Viotoria oontained two 

and. a half tines as ma.DJI' Italian-born persons as Western Australia. 

Of the period since 1954 we have only the evi('kllnce of 



alien registrations in each State .13 These figures have been 

presented in Table 11-4, which shows that between 19.54- and 1960 

the mmber of' Italian nationals sixteen years and aver registered 

with the Inmigration Department increased by 69 per cent. Half of 

tbis increase (26,124'51,351 persons) occurred in one State alena, 

Victoria, where the nmiber of adult Italian nationals increased 

by 92 per oent. In South Australia this rate of inc1ease was 

even greater (196 per cent). The only other mainland State to 

exceed the national rate of groorth between 1951!- and. 1960 was 

New Sou.th Wales (83 per cent). In Western Australia the increage 

was well below the average (an inc:reaee of only 13 :par oent), and 

in Queensla.nd the increase was almost DBgligible (236 persons, 

or 2 per oent). 

On the assumption that no significant changes in the 

distribution of Italian nationals in .Australia have occurred since 

30th June 1960, some speculation on the probable distribution of 

Ita1:ian-born persons in the 1961 census seems permissible 

(Table II.5). Clearly in 1961 this distribution will reflect a 

13 
Alien registration figures do not, of course, includa naturalimd. 

persons of former Italian nationality. Thus they favour states 
with more recently arrived Italians (viz. Victoria and South 
Australia), am do not give due weight to states where the propor
tion of naturalized Italian-born persons is higher (Viz. Western 
Australia and. Queensland). It is obvious that residence and 
naturalization are related, and that States with a high proportion 
of pre-war arrivals would tend to have a higher proportion of 
naturalized. Italian-born persons. A correction based on the 
relationship between nationality and. birthplace statistios in the 
1954 census has been applied in deriving the projections given 
on Table ll.S. 
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TABLE II.4 

Mainland States of Australia: Italian Nationals Sixteen Years 
and Over, 30th June 1954 and 30th June 1960. 

Mainland Stat.s 
Numbers 

New South Wales 
Viotoria 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Western Australia 

Australia 

18,421 
28,519 
8,2~ 
7,692 

10,274 

74,433 

33,712 
54,645 
8,439 

15,038 
11,017 

125,784 

II 
Estimated figurlS based on the 1954 census. 

JBfAustralla, Department of Immigration, Quart
erly Statistical Bulletin, October 1960, 
Tabl. :1'.2. 

TABLE II.!! 

Mainland States of Australia : Estimated Percentage Distribution 
of Italian-born Persons, Together With Estimated Index 

of Regional Concentration, 30th June 1961. 

Index of 
Mainland Stat •• Percentages Regional 

Conoentration 

New South Wales 26.5 - 27.2 72 ± 1 
Viotoria 39.3 - 42.2 145 ± 5 
Queensland 7.8 - 9.8 62 ± 7 
South Australia 11.2 - 12.1 127 ± 5 
Western Australia 9.2 - 9.9 134 ± 5 

Australia 100. 0 100 
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continuation, and an intensification., of tronds first observed in 

1954-. In 1961, as in 1954, Viotoria will contain the largest 

Italian-born POIAllation of 8.lW State. Increased proportions of the 

national total will be evident in New South Walos and South 

Australia, while decreases are bound to occur in Western Australia 

and Queensland. The estimated index values show that for the first 

time in the present cent'l:ll'Y the degree r4 Italian concentration 

in Western Australia may 'be e:meeded, by Victoria. After these 

two States will be South Australia, followed by New South Wales 

and Queensland., probably in this order of concentration. In 1961 

Queenslan:l will probably contain the smallest Italian-born 

population relative to its total population of 8l\Y mainland state. 

Italian ... tt~nt in Vietoria, 1921-1954 

Although the emergence ot Victoria as a state of Italian 

ooncentration came relatively late in the history of Italian 

migration to Australia, in absolute terms Victoria's Italian-born 

popllation has always been quite large and has never in the present 

century oonstituted less than one-fifth of all Italiano-born persons 

in Australia. Earlier researoh into the distribution of Italians 

in Australia has suggested that although muoh of earlJr Italian 

migration to Australia was of a temporary nature, by 1921 the 

foundations of ma~ future Italian ooncentrations bad alreaQy been 

l.a..id.14 This generalization represents an adequate description 

of Italian settlenent in the MelbQlU"IJa! metropolitan exea, if not 

for other parts of Victoria. 

14-
Borrie, Cp. cit. (Mo1bourno 1954-), p.59. 
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TABLE II,6 

Victoria : Persons of Italian Birth qy Division of State, 
1921, 1933, 1947, and 1954. 

Division of 'State 

Metropolitan-urban 
Provincial-urban 
Rural 

Victoria)! 

~ "migratory" exoluded. 

1921 

81,6 
209 
468 

1,523 

Year 

1933 

2,434 
501 

2,921 

5,856 

of Census 

1947 1954 

4,277 29,890 
618 5,416"" 

3,400 7,OO8~ 

8,303 42,394 

H: Between 1947 and 1954 a change in the definition of "provinc
ial-urban" and "rural n ooourred. According to the pre-1954 
definition 3,425 Italian-born persons resided in provincial 
areas in 1954, and 9,(J'f9 in rural areas. 

TABLE II.? 

Viotoria : Index of Regional Conoentration for Persons 
of Italian Birth by Divisions of State, 

1921, 1933, 1947, and 1954. 

Division of State 
Year of Census 

1921 1933 1947 1954 

Metropolitan-urban 111 76 86 113 
Provincial-urban 111 78 65 64 
Rural 82 144 142 86 

. " V1ctoria 100 100 100 100 

.. 
"migratory" exeluded. 
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are located in the country and others in the oity, and. (ii) if-at 

a given point of' tine, f'or economic or other reasons, chains in 

the country are more active than those in the city (or vice versa}, 

then (iii) at that point of time Italian migration, being largely 

ohain-migration, will tend to favour settlement in rural rather 

than urban areas (or vice versa, if' the contrary situation applies). 

This ~lies that in times of economic depression urban chains 

may tend to be less aotive than those in the country. Probably 

both the depression and chain-migration were important faotors in 

the emergence of this new Italian distribution in Victoria in 1933. 

Between 1933 end 1947 this distribution changed little. 

In 1947 the main Italian concentration was still in the: rural 

division of state, and. although the proportion of Italians in the 

metropolitan area had increased from 41.6 per cent in 1933 to 

51.5 per cent in 1947, this was still below the proportion of the 

total population in t he metropolitan area of' Melbourne (59.8 per 

oent). This pattern changed entirely between 1947 and 1954. In 

this period. the mmber of Italian-born persons in Viotoria increased 
>." 

more than five-fold.,£ of' these the majority settled in the Mslbourne 

m9tropolitan area, which in 1954 contained 70.5 per cent of all 

Italians in the state. Clearly, industrial expansion and the 

assooiated employment opportunities in the city played their 

part in this post-war Italian ooncentration in :r.blbourne. 
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In short, since 1921 the location of Italian concentrations 

in Victoria has 'been variable. Italian-born persons in Viotoria 

have been neither "typically" urban nor "typically" rural. The 



most that can be said is that the pattern of' Italian settlement 

in Victoria has tended to reflect current economic conditions. 

Italians have not been concentrated in the ].oktlbourns metropolitan 

area exoept in tines of economic stability or expansion. 

Italians in the 1lelbourne metropolitan area, 1921-1960 

Although Italians have not always been concentrated in 

the M91bourm netropolitan area as a whole, the extent to which 

Italian settl.enent in ~1bourne has centred on the inner sul::urbs 

is remarkable. M early as 1921 the f'our L.G.A.'s of Fitzroy, 

St. KildA, the City of lVDlbou.rne, and Richmond. contained three

fifths of all Italian-born persons in the metropo1itan area. In 
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no other metropolitan L.G.A. did the degree of Italian concentration 

:reach the IlX'tropo1itan average (Tables 11.8 and 11.9). Even in 

1933, when the main Italian concentration was in the rural division 

of' state, the degree of Italian ooncentration within the metropolitan 

area itself was if' anything more marked than it had been in 1921. 

The Italian ooncentrations in St. Kilda and. Richmond had declined, 

and the two dominant Italian concentrations were now in the City 

of' Melbourne and Fitzroy, whioh contained 44- per cent of all 

Italians in the metropolis. This remarkable concentration reaehed 

a peak in 1947, possibly as a resu1t of anti-Italian feeling during 

the war, and in 1947 the Oity of Melbourm alom contained one-fifth 

of all Italians in the State. Melbourne and. Fitzroy aocounted f'or 

almost hal!' (49.4 per oem) the Italian-born population 00: the 

rretropolitan area. Richmond was the only other metropolitan L.G.A. 

with an index value of Italian ooncentration higher than the 



TABLE II.S 

Vietoria : Persons of Italian Birth in Selected Loeal Government 
Areas in the Melbourne Metropolitan Area, 

1921, 1933, 1947, and 1954. 

Sol,Qted Local Year of Census 
Ckiverniilent Areas 

1921 1933 1947 1954 

City of Melbourne 237 781 1,612 6,812 
Brunswick 41 92 189 3,113 
Coburg 13 35 74 1,123 
Collingwood 12 44 94 1,415 
Essendon 32 82 91 1,310 
Fitzroy 93 292 500 3,708 
Footseray 30 18 45 1,299 
Northcote 19 64 132 1,278 
Richmond 83 137 158 1,619 
St. Kilda 90 145 178 577 

Rest of the 
Melbourne Metropolitan ArM. 196 744 1,202 7,636 

Melbourne Metroplli tan Area 846 2,434 4,277 29,890 

Victoria)! 1,523 5,856 8,303 42,394 

:If "migratory" exoluded. 
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TABLE U.9 

Viatoria : Index of Regional Concentration for Persons of ltaliED 
Birth in Seleoted Looal Government Areas in the Melbourne 

Metropolitan Area, 1921, 1933, 1947, and 1954. 

Selected Local Year of Census 
Government Areas 

1921 1933 1947 1954 

City of Melbourne 230 26t. 399 421 
Brunswick 92 53 81 335 
Coburg 71 29 37 101, 
Collingwood 35 44 78 301 
Essendon 91 55 41 130 
Fitzroy 267 294 383 7rh 
Footscray 89 12 21 129 
Northeote 63 46 73 169 
Richmond 193 107 99 265 
St. Kilda 234 97 75 62 

Rest of the 
Melbourne Metropolitan Area 56 44 42 44 

Melbourne Metropolitan Area 111 76 86 113 

Viotoria* 100 100 100 100 

" n migratory " excluded. 
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=tropo1itan average, but even here the degree of concentration 

was not at all comparable with the relatively huge Italian 

populations of the City of Melbourne and Fitzroy. 

Between 1947 and 19.54- the Ita.J..ian-born population of 

the metropolitan area increased at a muoh faster rate than in 

the state as a whole (increases of '700 per oent and 510 per cent 

respectively). In 1954 the 1B1bOllrne netropolitan area contained 

70.5 per oent of Italians in Victoria, a proportion considerably 

above that for the total population (62.3 per oent). Among the 

metropolitan L.a..A. f s Fit zroy bad by :far the heaviest Italian 

concentration, followed qy the City of Mslbourne, where the 

proportion of Italian-born persons bad fallen from 19.4 per cent 

of the state total. in 1947 to 16.1 per oent in 1954-. Even so, 

the total population of the City of M9:lbaurna had deolined more 

rapidly still, with the result that the effective Italian 

concentration in the City continued to increase'. In a sense, 

however, more interesting changes in the distribution of Italians 

in the metropolitan area had occurred, and. in 1954 J,t,lbourne's 

Italian popllation, being larger, was !!Drs wid.espread tban in any 

previOllS census. In eight L.G.A.' s the degree of Italian 

concentration emeeded the metropolitan average (Table II.9). 

Next in order of concentration after Fit zroy and the City of 

~lbourne came Brunswick, Collingwood, Richmond, Northcote, 

Essendon, and Footscray. Not only did these areas have marked 

Italian ooncentrations but they fo:rmed a continuous belt 

throughout M9lbourne's innar suburbs and were, except for 
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Northco±e oontiguous with the Oity of Melbourne. Moreover, the 

degree of Italian concentration tended to be greatest in areas of 

declining total population. Only in Essendon and Foot8cr~ were 

the total populations more numerous in 1954- than they had been in 

1947 (Figure 3). 

The choice of the Melbourne metropolitan area as the 

scene of the present study is obvious, Within the metropolitan area 

itself, Fitzroy has had as great an Italian ooncentration as the 

City of Melbourne, and in 1954- indeed a considerably greater ooncentr-

ation. But the City of Melbourne is a larger and far more hetero-

geneaus L.a.A. than Fitzroy, oontaining many suburbs, some of whioh, 

like East Melbourne and the business area proper, harbour a relatively 

small Italian population. According to Melbourne residents, Carlton 

had a very large Italian population, but since this suburb has 

always been a part of the City no published figures relating. to its 

population were available against which these opinions could be 

tested. In an atte~t to corroborate this qualitative evidence that 

Carlton was Melbourne's "Italianll sUburb,17 the Bureau of Census and 

Statistics was approached and figures relating to the Italian 

population of part of this area were obtained. OWing to technical 

restrictions int'ormation on the total population of the Carlton area 

could not be obtained, but five collectors' districts were selected 

from a central portion of Carlton~orth Carlton and data was extracted 

on the sex, age, conjugal condition, duration of marriage, number of 

17 
James Grant and Geoffrey Serle, The Melbourne Scene 1803-1956, 

(Melbourne 1957), p. 258. 



Figure 3 IMMIGRANT AND NON IMMIGRANT GROIVTH 1947-54 
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ohildren, and period of residence in Australia or all persons of 

Italian birth in these five districts.
IS 

TABIE 11.10 census Subo-division of Carlton: Italian-born and 
Total POpulation of Five Collector's ~striots, 
with InaexValues of Regional Concentration. 

30th June 1954. 

Numbers I_x of 
Collector t s Italian-born TotaJ: Regional. 

47 

Districts ~rsone Population Concentration 

o. 231 932 1,434 
j. 226 933 1,403 
k. 167 1,127 857 
1. 148 935 918 
m. 122 883 800 

Total 894 4,810 1,071 

City of Melbourne 6,812 93,172 421 

As Table 11.10 shows, these five colleetor1 s districts 

contained 5.2 per oent of the City's total population but 13.1 per 

cent of its Italian-born population. The degree of concentration 

in these areas was signifioantly higher than that in the City 

as a whole. Even though these figures are small, their extraction 

from the total City figures effects a reduction in the City's 

index value of Italian ooncentration from. 4-2l to 386. If the 

18 
A collector) s district is the area covered by one census errumarator 

during the taking of a ~nBUS. The five districts listed above 
were located between Newry-street (North Carlton) and Kay-street 
(Carlton) • These unpublished census statistics have been desoribed 
in full elsewhere. F.L. JOMS, "The Italian Population of Victoria 
and Carlton" (working-papers given to the Department of Demography 
at the Australian National University, 1959), Tables 12-22, 
6th August 1959. 



average degree of Italian concentration in the Carlton area 

generally was the same as that observed in these five districts, 

then the Carlton sub-division would have contaimd almost half 
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(1 •.• 7 per cent) of all Italian-born persons in the City but only 

om-fifth (18.8 per oent) of its total poptllation. Further research, 

indeed, fully justified the ohoice of the Carlton area as the scene 

of the present stu.dy, and aocording to alien :registration figures 

(November 1958) 21 per eem of Carlton's adult po~lation were 

Italian natlonals.19 The findings of the Carlton survey suggest 

that in 1960 the Carlton area contained approximate~ 8,500 

persons of Italian origin. At the time of the present survey 

every third or fourth house in Carlton-North Carlton was occupied 

by an Italian family. 

In the great period of Italian transooeanio emigration, 

from 1895 to the 'i:eginning of the First World War, Italian migration 

to Jw.stralia constituted a mere triokle fJ!IIay from the main current 

of this eno:rmous eDJigratory flow. By the turn of the century 

Australia I s Italian population numbered only a few thousands and 

was distriblted among three States, New South Wales, Victoria, and 

Western Australia. In relative terms, however, Western Australia, 

with a much smal.ler total population than either New South Wales 

or Victoria, had. by far the greatest Italian conoentration of 8.l'\Y 

Australian state. In 1911 irxl8ed Western Australia contained more 

Italian-bern persons than any other state. This marked the peak 



of Italian concentration in the we st, and although at every 

subsequent census Western Australia has still harboured the 

densest Italian concentration of a~ mainland State, Italian 

ilmnigration after 1920 favoured first Queensland and later 

Viotoria and South Australia. 

Victoria's emergence as a state of Italian concentra

tion Ca.tn9 relatively late in the history of Italian settlement in 

Australia, resulting from an influx of Italian imnigrants in the 

immediate post-war period. Unlike the Italian settlers of earlier 

times, most of these post-war arrivals showed a disproportionate 

tendency to settle in metropolitan areas, particularly in the City 

of M9l.bou.rne, which with Fitzroy is the historical centre of 

Italian settlement in the Melbourne metropolitan area. Witbin the 

City itself, the Carlton area represented a region of dense Italian 

concentration, and even in 1954 20 per cent of the population of 

parts of this area consisted of persona of Italian birth. By the 

time of the present survey this Italian population had grown to 

such an extent that ('Nary third or fourth house in Carlton ani 

North Carlton was oocupied ~ an Italian family. Carlton is 

today Melbourne's ItItalian" suburb. 



CHAPrER III 

QUESfICINS OF METHODOUlGY. I : TIlE CCINSTRUCl2ICIN OF A UNIVERSE 

"The principle object of any sampling procedure is 
to secure a Sample which, subject to limitations of 
size, will reproduce the characteristics of the 
population, especially ,osa of imnediate interest, 
as cJ.ose.ly' as possible. 

Goneral 

Once Carlton-North Carlton had been selected as the 

soone of the present survey the question of by what methods such 

a survey should be conducted remained. Social surveys proceed 

usually by one of' two general methods, the census, in which a 

oomplete enumeration of' the population under consideration is 

undertaken, and the sample, usually' a random sample, in which 

part only of the whole is itlV'estigated, on the assumption that 

the part so e:x:amined. is representative of that whole. Although 

ccanplete errumeration alwa,ys furnishes more accurate information 

about human populations than the partial observations possible 

in II; sample stU"VE'y, the proper implementation of a census involves 

as a rule considerable resources of time, finance, and personnel. 

In the partial or total absence ot al:\Y of these three prerequisites 

the total population to be investigated, or the range of subject 

on which information is to be sought, must be reduced. Since 

very often it seems preferable to restrict the size of the 

1 
Fra:nk Yates, Sampling Methods for Censuses and. Surveys (second 

edition, enlarged and revised, L)ndon 1953), p.9. 



population under investigation rather than t he range of the enquiry 

itself, sampling of one sort or another has been the basis of 

many social surveys conducted in recent times.2 

Sample surveys may be either large or small in scale, 

according to the ntmIber of units included in the sample, the 

absolute size of the parent population, and the degree of accuraoy 

desired by t he social scientist. Siooe sampling error tends to 

decrease as the proportional size of the sample inereases, the 

greater the size of the aanwle the greater its accuracy.' Tlrus 

when more aoeu.rate results are desired the size of the sample is 

usually increased. Where, however, resources are not unlimited 

the size oi' a sample tends to be a compromise between what is a 

theoretically desirable degree of accuracy and what is a praotical 

possibility. The size of the Carlton sample was dictated largely 

by the consideration of what one investigator oou.l.d. reasonablJ 

hope to accomplish with limited resources of finance and time. 

In small-scale social surveys, covering only a limited 

range of human behaviour, the attention afforded to queationa 

of IlJ9thodology seems often to be ISrfunctory. This may result 

from the fact that where a research project is initiated and 

carried out by only one or two investigators, formal procedures 

can easily be dispensed with. large-scale social surveys, by 

2 
C.A. Moser, Survey Methods in Scoial Investigation (London 1958), 

Chapter 2. 
3 
Yates, Op. cit., p.17. 



contrast, involve large numbers of persoDD91 and dema'Bi a certain 

degree of methodological attention, or at least organization. Two 

other faotors, hoNever, may also be involved. Sometimes a social 

investigation relates to such a small population that it tends to 

be regarded as a microcosm having a somewhat indefinite and often 

indeterminable relationship to the macrocosm of which it is by 

definition a part. This seems to be the attitude adopted, for 

e:xrunple, in Firth's study of kinship in Iondon.4 Or else it is 

tacitly assumed that the social investigation constitutes in 

itself' a "census" or complete enumeration of the population being 

studied. This attitude is coomon in m.a.n.y soeial-anthropologioa.l 

studies, such as Whyte's study of' Italians in Chicago.5 In the 

first case, it is so difficult to relate the "sample" to its 

'Universe" that the question tends to be shelved. In the second, 

where the "sample" itself beoomes a ttaniveree", it is deemed 

never to have arisen a tall. 

Complete enumerations of human populations are difficult 

to achieve, and man;y social investigations become sample studies, 

either through intention or default. In the _present stud;r 

considerable effort has been expended on questions of methodology. 

"-
Raymond Firth (ed.), Two Studies of Kinship in Lolldan (London 1956), 

p.28. 
5 

William. Foote Whyte, street Corner Sooiety : The Social Structure 
of an Italian Slum (enlarged edition, Chicago 1955), pp.357-58. 
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Clearly the Italian population of the Carlton area was too large to 

permit a cOIJUllete entuneration. Some selection was demanded, and it 

seemed far preferable to investigate the social cnaracteristics of a 

sample having a definable relationship to its parent universe, than to 

study a collection of individuals whose connexion with the total popul-

atian of which t~y were a part could not be assessed at all. 

Structure of' the Carlton universe 

The investigation of a human population by means of a 

random sang;>le involves the construction of a universe from which 

such a s8llq)le can be legitimately draw.n. 6 The procedure 0'£ 

sampling immigr-ants in Australia does not, fortunately, involve 

some of' the difficulties associated with sampling other human p~-

ations, since adequate sources of statistics relating to persons of 

alien nationality are available. Persons of alien nationality 

sixteen years of age and older are required by law to register with 

the Department of Inmigt'ation in the State in which they reside. 

They are further required. to :ttotif'y~ changes in address, oocupation, 

and conjugal. condition tmt11 such time as they either become British 

nationals by na.turalization or else leave the Commonwealth.7 

AI though this legal requirement is not policed except f'or the 

initial registration, the information derived f'rom these alien 

registrations is held by the Immigration Department in each State 

Q~,i"Random" is used here in the strict statistical sense (see Yates, 
Qp. oit., p. 21) and not in the loose, colloquial sense implied qy 
Firth, when he states that "a purely random selection -'knocking 
on doors' - W$S rejected ... ". Firth, Op. cit., p. 24. 

7 AustraJ.ia, NationaJ.ity and Citizenship Act 1948-1955. 



and constitutes a valuable source in the study of imnigrants in 

Australia. The existence of an Aliena Registration Index in 

Victoria made it possible to enumerate adult Italian nationals 

resident in the Carlton area.8 

Naturalized persons of former alien nationality cannot, 

of course, be e:rn:merated in this way, and. to obtain a coverage of 

Ita1i~born persons who had became naturalized British subjects 

since their arrival in Australia the Contn.ol'Ji!lealth electoral. rolls 

relating to the Carlton area were inspected and all persons with 

Italian-sounding names extracted. These persons were subeequent:lJ" 

checked against the 'Naturalization Index, held by the Jmnigration 

Departnent in Canberra.9 

The statement that adult Italian nationals resident 

in the carlton area were i&mtified from the Aliens Registration 

Index needs qualification, to the extent that the basic sotU'oo 

of this information was a second. index based on it, The District 

Index of Allens.
10 

The lliens Registration Index oould not be 

used, since in Victoria it is not classified qy either nationality 

or place of residence. Aliens are listed merely in alphabetical 

order for the whole State. To identify Italian nationals resident 

in the Carlton area would have involved the e»mination of 

8 
Australia, Department of llmnigration (ltl3lbourns) , ItAliens 

Registration Index." 
9 
Australia, Department of Inmigration (Canberra), "Naturalization 

In:lex". 
10 
Australia, Department of Irrmigration (lblbou.rne), "District Index 

of' Aliens ". 
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approxi.n!ately 158,000 cards, the identification of a little over 

53,000 cards relating to Italian nationals, each of which WOtlld. 

have then had to be reversed: natiom.l.ity and place of residence 

are registered on opposite sides of the card. This undertaking 

would. not only have been beyond the resources of the present stu~, 

but also unaoceptable to the Inmigration Departn:ent, whose officers 

were continually referring to the index in the course of d$part-

mental duties. 

Until November 1958 the Malbourne 0:f1'108 of the Imnigration 

Department had kept a District Index of Aliens, whioh duplicated 

most bu.t not all of the information contained. on the basio index. 

This district im-x had two important advantages, in that it 

classified aliens both by nationality and. by federal electorates. 

The District Index of Aliens had been instituted in the years 

following the Second World War on the instruction of the then 

Minister :for Inmigration, to provide a source of information to 

federal parliamentarians on the alien element in their constituenoies. 

Unfortunately, in all the years of' its operation this index was put 

to its intended use on so few occasions that in November 1958 it 

was discontinued. ll As a result of discussions with officers of 

the IJmnigration DlpartJuilnt it emerged that this index, out-ot-date 

though it was, wou1d. be the only, and f'or this reason the best, 

source f'romwhich Italians nationals resident in Carlton-North 

Car~ton cou1d be enumerated. This index was e:xamined 

11 
Interview with officers of the Melbourne of.fioe of the Department 

of liImigration, August 1959. 
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by the present writer in August-September 1959, almost one year 

after it had 'been officially diecomimed. 

The accuracy of information derived from alien registratiOllB 

is variable. There is little reason to doubt the accuracy of 

data relating to name, sex, place of birth in Italy, or date of' 

. arrival in Australia. other data, whose accuracy depends upon 

notifications after arrival in Austral.ia (data such as place of 

residence, place of employment, or present conjugal condition) is 

obvious13 less reliable. How much less reliable, however, it is 

very difficult to estimate. _So far as Italian nationals in the 

Carlton area are ooncerned, the addresses registered in the district 

index were probably relatively accurate. No part of the Carlton 

area was more than two miles distant from the :M:!Ilbourne office of 

the Imnigration Departrrcnt, so that the notification of a change 

in ad.d.reas would not have caused undue incomrenience .12 Secondly, 

since the majority of Italian immigrants arrive in Australia as 

full-fare migrants nominated 'by Italian residents, Ita.lians notify 

changes of address at the same time as they nominate their relatives 

for migration. This would not 'be true, for e-xample for other 

12 
A corollary of this arguJlJmt is that aJ.iens moving into the Carlton 

area from other parts would be more likely to register this change 
of address than those moving out of the Carlton area. Thus alien 
registration figures may tend to over-estimate the number of aliens 
in the inner-City areas. This factor may have been of oril3" inciden
tal importance 8Jl1Ong the Italians, however, since as Table 111.11 
shows 70 ~r cent (1341192) of those persons who changed their 
place of residence between November 1958 and September 195~ moved 
to other addresses in the inner suburbs. 



groups among which a large proportion of mw arrivals are assisted 

migrants (viz. the futon). It was in fact unusua~ to find the 
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card of an Italian national who had not notified at least OYe ohange 

of address since arrival in Australia. 

According to the addresses registered in the District 

Index of Aliens, in November 1958 approximate~ 16,000 Italian 

adults lived in the federal electorates of' Jelboul'M and Scullin 

(Figure 4). In Jurx;, 1958, when the last count was taken, 4,969 

adult Italian nationals were registered in M31boume and li,269 in 

Scullin. Of these 3,915 had Ce.rlton-Norlh Carlton addresses, and 

information shO'Ning their naJJB, sex, address, conjugal condition, 

date of arrival. in Australia, and date of' birth was extracted. No 

ana.l3"sis of the data on employment of' these persons was made. Om 

very important item, however, had not been transferred from the 

llisns Registration Index - pla.oe of' birth in Italy. To obtain 

partial infonnation on this a 20 per cent randan sample of these 

3,915 adult Italian nationals was drawn and checked against the 

current index. At the saJJ6 time as place of birth in Italy was 

transferred the present address registered for these persons was 

also noted. From the analysis of these changes of address a 

measure of the residential mobility of these Italians was derived 

(Table 111.11 below). 

To complete this universe of adult Italians in the 

Carlton area some coverage of British nationals of former Italian 

nationality was necessary. As mentioned above, the Comnomrea1th 

Electoral rolls for Carlton-North Carlton were examined and. all 
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persons with Italian-sounding nanes extracted. This method is 

open to the objeotion that persons of Italian origin carmot with 

certainty be identified from their names. Even so, it JlIlst be 

conceded that the majority of Italian names oan be identified 

with a high degree of accuracy_ Nama-changing does not appear to 

be frequently practised among Italians in Australia, except for 

the omission of a final vowel, a practice which occurs even in 

Italy and does not usual~ serve to conceal a person's Italian 

origin. Doubtful cases were included for further checking. 

Of the 1,100 or so names extracted from the electoral 

rolls a few were rejected upon checking against the Naturalization 

Il'lI.'lex as the former nationals of oountries other than Italy. Of the 

remainder 610 were identified as fO:rrDl;9!r Italian nationals. 

Information extracted from the index on these persons included 

date and place of birth, date of naturalization, and, in the case 

of persona naturalized since tbe war, date of arrival.
13 

Name, 

ad.dress, and. sex had. already baen obtained from the eleotoral rolls. 

Even so 460 British subjects with Italian-sounding names remained 

to whom no reference could be found in the Naturalization Index. 

Several consideratior,s suggested that to reject these persons as 

no~Italians would be unsatisfactory. 

(1) Prior to 1937 children under the age of sixteen who 

beca.ue naturalized by virtue of their parentsl naturalization 

13 
Prior to the early 1950 l s a personls date of arrival in Australia 

was not recorded in the Naturalization Index. 

EO 



were not registered in the index. Their na.mes appeared only on. 

the Certificate of Naturalization. Since 18 per cent (1ll/610) 

of the naturalized persons of former Italian nationality had 'been 

naturalized prior to 1st July,1939. many of the unidentified 

persons with Italian-sounding na.nes could have reen the children 

of such persons. 

(2) Prior to 1949 marriage to a British subject, or to 

a person who subsequently became a British subject, conferred 

British nationality upon the marriage partner. Between 1937 and 

1949 the assumption of the new allegiance was dependent upon a 

Declaration of Acquisition by the spouse concerned, but before 

1937 it was automatio and not registered in the Naturalization 

Index. 

(3) Children born on British soil to parents of alien 

nationality are British nationals by birth. Such persons would. 

not be registered in the Naturalization Index, since they never 

held any nationality other than British. 

(4) There was always the possibility of errors or 

omissions in the Index itself, particularly 't2fore the Second. 

World W'ar, when there was no independent Department of Imnigration. 

In the light of these considerations, then, to exclude 

from the enquiry these British subjects with Italian-sounding 

names ~rely beoause no reference could be found to them in the 

Naturalization Index would be unsatisfactory, particularly as many 

of them might be early arrivals whose eJCPlusion might introduce a 

serious bias into the study. At a later stage of the researoh, 
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therefore, persons with Italian-sounding names but indefinite 

Italian origin whose address in Carlton or North Carlton coincided 

with that given by a person of present or f'ormer Italian nati.ona.l.ity 

were inoluded in the universe. Those whose address did not coinoide 

with om already obtair.ed for persons of definite Italian origin 

were kept separate and. subjected to an independent field-investigation, 

one object of' which was to establish the origin of these unidentified 

persons. Subsequent field-research showed that four of the eight 

persons thus investigated were not Italians at all : one claimed 

distant French origin, another was Maltese, and two others were 

farner wives of' Italians nationals (one was a widow and the other 

a divorcee). The four who were Italians comprised two men who had 

married British-Australians and thus acquired British nationality 

by marriage, the third was the (lWi'I adult and married.) Bon at' Q. 

pre-war arrival and bad. acquired British nationality by virtue of' 

his father's naturalization, and the fourth was an early arrival 

whose name was not listed on the Index. 14 

In short, the major universe oonsisted of Italian 

nationals sixteen years of age and older who in November 1958 were 

registered on the District Index of Aliens as residents of' the 

Carlton area, British nationals of' f'onner Italian nationality, 

twenty-one years of' age and older, who on 2200. October 1958 were 

listed on the Conmonwealth elect<mal rolls as residents of' the 

Carlton area (ref'erred to in subsequent tables as British nationals I), 

14 
See below, Chapter lV-, A note on the minor universe. 



and British nationals with Italian-sounding names but of indefinite 

Italian origin, twenty-ons years of age and over, who on 22nl 

Ootober 1958 were listed as residents of the Garltop. area and who 

were living at an address already given by persons of present or 

former Italian nationality (referred to in subsequent tables as 

British nationals II). The Italian nationals tended to 00 post-war 

arrivals and relatively young, compared with the naturalized persons, 

the majority of whom were pre-war arrivals and for this reason 

somewhat older,. Thus among the Italian nationals 97 per cent of the 

males and 99 per cent of the females had arrived in Australia since 

the 1~7 census, while among the naturalized persons 73 per cent 

and 84 per cent of males and females respectively had arrived prior 

to 1st Jul,y 1939.15 Likewise 4-7 per cent and 39 per cent of male 

and female: Italian nationals were between the ages 25-34, but among 

the naturalized ::persons 64 per cent of males and 68 par cent of 

16 females were over 44 years of age. 

Characteristics of the universe 

~ In desoribing the oharacteristics of the Carlton universe 

a secondary aim has been to indicate the sorts of relationships 

which emerged in the preliminary analysis. These initi.al findings 

were influential i.n determining the soope of the present survey, 

and although at the time when this analysis was conducted the 

15 
Jones, Op. cit. (Canberra 1959) JI November 1959. 

16 
~. 
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faotors involved in these significant relationships were not 

known, sone attempt has 'been made in the follcming &!scription 

to relate these preliminary findings to the field""Work resu1ts. 

Table m:.l sumnarizes the main features of the 

distribution of the universe with regard to the three variables 

for whioh information on all persons in the universe was available, 

distriot of residence, nationality, and. sex. The districts of 

residence were used initially because they corresponded to the 

divisions in whioh the data was origina.l.lJr oollated. "South 

Carlton" and "Central Carlton" constitute the postal district N 3, 

the suburb Carlton, and "North Carlton" is identioal with the 

postal distriot R~, the suburb North Carlton. The division 

"South Carlton" was used, beoause this part of the suburb Carlton 

falls within the boundaries of the federal electorate of ~lbourne, 

and this was the fom. in which the original data was oollected. 

Prior to the field-survey eJChaustive tests of' signifioance were 

applied to these districts of residence, in an attempt to discover 

whether they represented useful divisions or whether they could 

be dispensed with. As the following description will demonstrate, 

district of residence was significantly related to almost every 

variable for which infoxmation was available, and for this reason 

the eDmination of the nature of these relationships became a 

focal point for further research. As Chapter VI shows, the 

relationship between district of residence and the characteristios 

displayed by the Italian residents of eaoh district was the result 

of ecological and historioal factors. 
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TABLE III.1 

The Carlton Universe: Distribution by Sex and District of Re~ 
ldence, in Conjunotion With Nationality. 

Distriot of Residenoe 
and Nata.onallty 

South Carlton 

Italian nationals 
British nationals I 
British nationals II 

Total 

!!ale. 

465 
133 
39 

637 

Sex 

Females 

241 
47 
53 

341 

Persons 

706 
180 
92 

978 -----------------------------------------------------------------
Central Carlton 

Italian nationals 
British nationals I 
British nationals II 

793 
164 
43 

471 
67 
42 

1,264 
231 
85 

Total 1 000 580 1 580 ________________________________ L ______________________ L _______ __ 

North Carlton 

rtalian nationals 
British nationals I 
British nationals II 

1,177 
153 
29 

Btl\. 
46 
45 

1,981 
199 
74 

Total 1,359 895 2,254 -----------------------------------------------------------------
Carlton-North Carlton 

Italian nationals 2,435 1,516 3,951 
British nationals I 450 160 610 
British nationals II 111 140 251 

GRAND TOTAL 2,996 1,816 4,812 
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Italians were not distributed evenly through the 

population of the Carlton area.. The nem'bers of the universe 

constituted only 18 per oent of the total population of South 

Carlton, 31 per cent of that of O,ntral Carlton, and. 25 per cent 

of that in North Carlton. 17 These variations were such the. t the 

hypothesis that these three Italian sub-populations were drawn 

from a homogeneous total was rejected.1S That the Italian 

eonoentrationW8S greatest in central Carlton appeared from field-

research to have been the result of historical factors, that 

Carlton had been settled by Italians before North Carlton." 

The fact that there were relativel.y few Italians in South Carlton 

:reflected a pattern of ecological succession, whereby the earliest 

Italian settlers in the southernmost parts of tMs area were being 

replaced by other ethnic groups, the Greeks, the Maltese, and tbe 

19 Yugoslavs. 

Although in the universe as a whole Italian nationals 

were the most numerous componetnt of the adult Italian populati.on 

of the Carlton area (82 per cent, Table 111.1), nationality was 

also related to district of residence. The proportion of Italian 

nationals in tbe adult Italian population varied from 72 per cent 

17 

66 

The total population was estimated from. unpublished census figures 
relating to the 194.7 and 1954- censuses. At a ocmparable rate of 
population decrease as that observed between 1947 and 1954- the total 
adult populatiomof these distriots were estimated as 5,415, 5,104, 
and 9,110 parsons respectively in November 1958. See Table III.2. 
18 
Test of significance: x?- = 178.96, d.C. = 2, p < 0.001. 

19 
Chapter VI, Non-Britishers in the Carlton area, 1881 to 1960. 



in South Carlton to 80 per oent in Central Carlton,. and 88 per cent 

in North Carlton. That the proportion of naturalized persons was 

significantly higher in Carlton than North Carlton (16 per cent ani 

9 per cent :respectively) again appeared to be related to the earlier 

period inwhioh Carlton was settled qy Italians.20 

Sex and district of residence were also significantly 

related (Table lII.l). 21 The proportion of males was highest in 

South Carlton (a masculinity rate of 187 males per 100 females), 

but lower in Cent'ral Carlton (a rate of 172), am lower again in 

North earlton (a rate of 152). Interestingly enough, these 

differences in sex distribution were reflected in the total adult 

populatiop. of the Carlton area, and aocording to unpublished census 

f'igures in 1954., the masculinity rates among all adults in Ca.rlton

North Carlton varied significantly by districts of residence, f'rom 

the very high rate of 141. in South Carlton to 117 in Centra.l Carlton 

and 105 in North Carlton (Table 111.2). 

TABLE II1.2 Dtstribution of the Total Adult Population of Carlton 
and North Carlton by Sex and District of Residence!l[ 

Sex 
~strict of Residence 

Males Females liersons 

South Carlton 3,166 2,249 5,415 
Central Carlton 2,753 2,351 5,104 
North Carlton 4,660 4,450 9,110 

Carlton-North Carlton 10,579 9,050 19,629 

'II: The sex-distril:ution relates to the 1954 distrib.ltion. 
Total figures, however, have been adjusted to November 19.58. 
See above, footnote 17. 

~est of significance: p <. 0.001. 

2~.st of 
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The fact that masculinity rates increased and. decreased in the 

sam3 general direction among both the total and. the Italian 

populations of those areas suggested strongly that ecological 

faotors had an important effect on the distribution of persons 

in this area. As, indeed, subsequent research showed, the high 

masculinity rates in South Carlton were related to the £,requency 

of boarding-houses in this part of the Carlton area, while the 

law rates in North Carlton reflected the better housing and the 

assooiated fact that a greater number of British-Australi~and 

other, f"emily groups bad remained in this district.
22 

Conjugal oonditionwas available only for Italian 

nationals. So far as the males were concerned, conjugal oondition 

was also signifioantly related to district of residence: 68 per 

cent of adult male Italian nationals in South Carlton were "never 

married", oompared with only 58 per cent in Central Carlton and. 57 

per cent in North Carlton (Table 111.3).23 Here again eoological 

factors .seemed important, and. the high proportion of single men in 

South Carlton seened associated with its boarding-houses. This 

conclusion was supported by the finding that conjugal condition and. 

district of residence were not significantly related among the 

females. 24. This acoords with this hypotheSis, since very few of 

the females compared with the males were unmarried (28 :per cent 

22 
See below, Chapter VI, A sooial history of Carlton-North Carlton. 

23 
J!.= Test of' significance: 17.23, d.f. = 2, p< 0.001. 

24 
J!.= Test of significance: 5.28, d.f. • 2, 0.10> p > 0.05. 
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TABLE III.3 

The Carlton Universe : Distribution of Italian Nationals b.r Oonjugal Oondition and Sex, 
in Conjunotion with District of Residenoe, November 1958. 

Distriet of Residenoe and Sex 
Oonjugal Condition Bonta Oar !ton Central Carlton North Dar 1 ton TOTAL 

m. f. m. f. m. f. 

Never Married 317 80 469 131 673 212 1,882 

Married 146 148 321 330 499 569 2,013 

Widowed 2 12 3 10 5 23 55 

Divorced 1 -- 1 

ALL CONJUGAL CONDITIONS 465 241 793 471 1,177 801, 3,951 

0') 

<:0 



and. 60 per oent respeotively). 

Since information on age was not complete for all members 

of the universe, and since the universe itself consisted of 

Italian nationals over the age of fifteen and British nationals 

twenty-one and over, the age-distrib.l.tions shown on Table 111.4. 

have little oomparative value. The general features of the 

distribution are clear13 defined, and among the males a very high 

proportion were aged "between 20-39 years (69 per cent), compared 

with the total Viotorian population in 1954, in which onl,y 42 per 

oent of males fifteen years of age and over were found between 

these ages_ Among the females the same concentration was observed, 

and 65 per cent of adult females of present or formar Italian 

nationality were aged between 20-39 years. The oorresponding 

figure for the total Victorian population in 1954- (fifteen years 

of age and over) was 4.0 per cent. 

As Table III.4 shows, age was significantly related to 

district of residence. This relationship could be predicted fran 

the previous relationship found between residence and nationality, 

since as already mentioned naturalized persons tended to be older 

than persons of Italian nationality, who consisted mainly of younger, 

post-war arrivals. Thus among both males and females the age

distributions varied significantly by districts. 25 The proportion 

over 44 years of age, for example, varied among the males from. 26 

per cent in South Carlton, to 22 per cent and. 18 per cent in Central 

25 
Test of significance: Males, rill: '76.53, d.f. = 20, p<.O.OOl. 

Females, J!- = 63.61, d.f. = 20, p <. 0.001. 
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TABLE III.4 

The Carlton Universe : Dis~ribution of Males and Females of Present or Former Italian 
Nationality b,y Age and District of Residenas$ November 1958. 

Di§triot of Residenoe and Sex 
Age-groups _tit Carlton Central Car;bton Nortg Carlton TOTAL 

m. f. m. f. m. f. 

16-19 7 13 18 35 57 80 210 
20-24 53 36 120 77 196 158 640 
25-29 128 48 W4 92 280 161 903 
30-34 137 50 201 117 301 141 947 
35-39 75 37 132 64 162 1C1', 574 
40-44 41 25 78 44 88 78 354 
45-49 46 21 70 40 108 52 337 
50-54 42 13 43 21 65 38 222 
55-59 23 20 47 20 30 11 151 
60-64 18 8 23 15 23 14 101 

65 and over 27 15 25 11 14 11 103 

Not .",ted 1 2 6 2 6 2 19 

TOTAL 598 288 957 538 1,330 850 4,561 

'"-'l 
f-" 



carlton and North Carlton respeotive4'. Among the females the 

corresponding proportions were 27 per oent, 20 per cent, and 

15 per oent. To this very marked extent was the history of past 

Italian settlement in the Carlton area .reflected in the age-

struoture of its present Italian po:r;:ulation .. 

In the absence of comparative data there is no means of 

estimating the extent to which the general periods of arrival in 

Australia of Italians in the Carlton area were typicaJ. of other 

urban Italian populations (Table 111.5). knong both males and 

females the majority were post-war arrivals, and 86 per cent and 

91 per oent respectively had arrived in Australia since the 19q.7 

census. It is interesting to note that a much higher proportion 

o~ females than males (49 per cent canpared with 34 per oent) hod 

arrived since the 1954 census, reflecting the tendency in Italian 

migration for the males to precede the f'emales (see below, 

Table VIII.5). Since naturalization is related to period of 

residence in Australia and aliens tmlst fulfil a five years' 

residential qualifioation before being eligible for naturalization, 

72 

there was also a significant relationship between period of residence 

in Australia and district of residance in Australia: the proportion 

of pre-war arrivals varied among the males from 23 per cent in 

South Carlton to 15 per cent in CBntral Carlton and. 8 per cent in 

North Carlton; among the females the corresponding figures were 17 

per cent, 12 per cent, and 5 per cent. 26 This again provides clear 

26 
Test of' 

Females, 

significance: Males, x2 = 76.75, 

7! = 51.4J., d.~. = 4, p <. 0.001. 
d.f. = 4-, 



TABLE III.5 

The Carlton Universe : Period of Arrival in Australia of Males and Femalea of Present or Former 
Italian Nationality by District of Residenoe, November 195$. 

Distriot of Residenoe and Sex 
Period of Arrival TOTAL 

South Carlton Central Carlton North Carlton 
m. f. m. f. -on. f. 

Prior to 1st July 1947 1'4 50 143 62 111 42 542 

1st July 1947 to 30th June 
1954 ,<Y, 123 505 226 698 346 2,200 

1 at July 1954 to lOt 
November 1958 160 115 WI 250 520 462 1,814 

Not Stated 2 1 3 

Total 598 288 957 538 1,330 850 4,561 

""'-l 
c:,;., 



evidence of the different periods in which Italians settled these 

distriots in the Carlton area. 

A significa.ntly higher proportion of males than females 

were naturalized (16 per cent and 9 per oent respectively, Table 

III.6).27 This difference arose mainly out of the different periods 

in which males and females had arrived in Australia, and as implied 

above a higher proportion of males than females were pre-war 

arrivals (14 per cent and 9 per oent respectively).2B Likewise 

among the post-war arrivals, the greatest number among the females 

had arrived since 30th June, 1954, whereas among the trales 60 

per cent had. arrived during the 1947-1954 intercensal period. 

Thus we might expect that a relatively high proportion of males 

would be naturalized, since they tended to be the earlier arrivals. 

Among the nales, moreover, period of naturalization and. district of 

residence were significantly related. 29 The proportion naturalized 

before the 1954 census was highest in South Carlton and Central 

Carlton (72 per cent and 71 per cent res:peotively), rut lcr.ver in 

North Carlton (67 per oent). This suggests that a higher proportion 

of the naturalized Italians in North Carlton were post-war arrivals, 

which would accord~ith later findings relating to the histor,y of 

Italian settlement in Carlton-North Carlton. It should be noted, 

'ZI 
y,2 Test of significance: = 28.1, d.f. = I, P <.0.001. 

2il 
y,2 Test of significance : = 16.2, d.f. • I, p <,0.001. 

29 
y,2 Test of signifioance : = 14.39, d.f •• 6, 0.05 >p:> 0.02. 



TABLE III.6 

The Oarlton Universe : British Nationals of Former Italian Nationality h.r Sex and Period 
of Naturalization in Conjunction with Distriot of Residence, November 1958. 

District of Residenoe and Sex 
Period of Naturalization South Carlton Central Carlton North Carlton TarAL 

m. f. m. f. m. f. 

Prior to 1st July 1939 25 2 45 8 26 5 111 

1st July 1939 to 30th June 
1947 49 22 55 32 44 22 224 

1st July 1947 to 30th June 
1954 22 13 16 15 18 10 94 

1st July 1954 to 1st 
November 1958 36 8 47 12 63 8 174 

Not Stated 1 2 1 2 1 7 

Total 133 47 16.1- 67 153 46 610 

-1 
c:n 



however, that no evidence of a significant relationship between 

period of naturalization and district of residsnoe was found. 30 

76 

Although no satis:faotory eJq)lanation of this discrepancy between 

the male and :female distributions could be given at the stage of 

the preliminary analysisjI subsequent investigation suggested that 

the rate o:f naturalization dif:fered acoording to sexjI and that 

whereas a raunber of post-war male Italian arrivals had lecoma 

naturalizedjl very :few o:f the women had: almost all the naturalized 

wonen in the sample were either pre-war arrivals or the wives of 

pre-war arrivals (see belowjl Table VIII.lB). 

Yinallyjl there was the data relating to pl.aoe o:f birth in 

Italy. This was not availablejl as mentioned, for all persons in 

the universe but only for a 20 per oent sample of Italian nationals 

and for persons of fonner Italian nationality. These :figures were 

not olassi:fied by distriot of residence in the preliminary analysisjI 

although as BUbseque~ investigation showed origin in Ita~ was 

cloae~ related to place of settlement in Carlton.3l Table III.7 

shows that over half (52 per cent) of naturalized persons had been 

born in northern Italy, mostly in the Veneto or Friuli-Venezia 

Giulia. Only 6 per cent had been born in other parts of northern 

Italy. Comparatively few had come :from central Italy (5 per oent), 

and of these the majority were Tuscans. The proportion :from 

30 
Test of significance: ~ = 2.22, d.f. = 6, 0.90> p >0.80. 

31 
See below, Chapter VIII, Origin in Italy : territorial composition. 



TABLE III.7 

The Carlton Universe: British Nationals of Former Italian 
Nationality by Regions and Provinces of Birth in Italy, 

November 1958. 
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Region of Birth Province of Birth Total 

Emilia-Romagna 

Friuli-Venezia Giulia 

Liguria 

Lombardia 

Piemonte 

Trentino-Alto Adige 

Veneto 

For!! Modena Rav~ 
111 

Gorbia Udine 
3"-38 

Gen.ovC!-
1 

Bergam~ Bresoia Mantov! 
111 

SOndrio 
5 

AJ,essandria Cuneo Novara Veroelli 
11 2 1 1 

Balzano Tr anto 
2 7 

Belluno 
10 -

Vioenza 

Padova RovigQ Treviso 
9 2 39 

Venezia 
7 

3 

41 

1 

8 

15 

9 

170- 237 

(~~~!~!c~_!!~!l__________________________________________ 314) 

Lazio Fro;inone ~ 
1 2 

TOBoana Livorno Lueca Massa Piss. 
12 -~-rl 26 

(£~~o~!_!~!!l _________________________________________________ ~22 

Abruzzi e Maliae Campobasso 
3 

Chieti 
1 

L'Aguila Pescara 
7 7 18 

(oonoluded over -



Table III., (ooncluded) 

-----.--------------------~--------------
Region of Birth Province of Birth Total 

Basilieata Potenza 
~ ~ 

Calabria Catanzaro Cosenz~ Reggio Calabria 
11 2 18 31 

Campania Napoli S4l~ 
7 1 8 

Puglie Bar! Foggi~ Taranto 
3 20 2 25 

(§~~!~!~_~!~!l _____________________________________________ -1142 

Sardegna Cagliari SaSS~! 
1 2 3 

Sicilia Caltanisetta Catania ~saina Palermo 
1 18 10 1 

Ragus.!!- Siracusa. 
3 11 44 

(~~o_~~ _________________________________________________ ~z2 

Trieste 

Italy Not Stated 

other Countries 

GRAND T0TAL 

3 

42 

31 

610 
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southern Italy (24 per oent) was not high compared with that from 

northern Italy, and interestingly enough almost half of the 

southerners had come from one province, Potenza in Basilicata. 

Only ? per cent were Sicilians, mainly fran two adjacent provinces 

on Sicily's eastern seabord, Catania and Siracusa. 

Compared with these naturalized persons, a significantly 

low proportion of Italian nationals were from northern Italy 

(34. per cent, Table 111.8))2 As among the naturalized persons 

most of these northern Italians were from the Veneto and Friull-

Venezia Giulia (21q/265). but they were out..Jlumbered among the 

Italian nationals by the southern Italians, who constituted 35 

per cent of the total. The proportion of central. Italians had. 

changed little, still accounting for only a fraction of the total 

Italian population (7 per cent). The Sicilians by contrast had 

doubled their proportion to 14 per cent of Italian nationals, but 

as among the naturalized persons the majority of Sicilians had came 

from two provinces, Catania and Siracusa: this latter indeed 

accounted for over half the Sicilian-born Italian nationals. Just 

as the number of southern Italians increased among the Italian 

nationals, so their origins were BOJ!eWhat more diverse than they 

had been among persons of' fonner Italian nationality. Although 

Potenza was still the most numerously represented southern 

Italian province, the number of Calabrians had increased, and nOR 

32 
Test of signif'icanoe: i2 = 26.1, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001. 
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TABLE UI08 

The Carlton Universe: Italian Nationals by Regions and Provinces 
of Birth in Ita17, Novenber 1~580 

Region of Birth Province of Birth Total 

Emilia.-Romagna Forii Modena Parma Piaeenza Ravenn,J!. 
1 3 1 4 1 

Reggio Emilia 
3 13 

Friuli-Venezla Giulia Qorizia Udine 
1 35 36 

Liguria Genova Imperia Hi Spezi§ 
4 1 3 8 

Lombardia. Bergamg irescia Q2m2 Hantova Milano 
2 5 2 1 1 

Pavia Sondrio 
1 4 

Piemonte Alessandria Cuneo Torino 
3 _"-0 2 10 

Trentino-Alto !dige 
8 

Veneto Balluno Padova Rovigo ~:r;evi§O Vanez.!! 
6 ~ 1· ~ J 

Veron~ Viaenza Veneto (not stated) 
3 84 2 174 

(N~h~I~!z _______________________________________________ 622J 

Luia Frosinone Latin~ J12.g 
3 3 8 14 

Marcbe Ancona Asooli Pinena Maoerata 
1 7 1 

Toscana Firenze Livorno Luoca Massa 
2 • 8 -;;-- -r- 23 

(conoluded over -
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Table III.8 {concluded} 

Region of Birth Province of Birth Total 

Umbria PWgia Terni 
7 1 8 

Abruzzi e Molise Campobasso Chiati L'AauUa Pescara 
1 9 26 33 

Teramo 
1 7Q 

Basilicata Potenza 62 . 

Calabria Catanzaro C0i;8!!!! Reggio Calabri§ 
49 45 100 

Campania Avellino Benevento CasEY:B Naps!li 
2 7 1 5 

Salerno 
5 20 

Puglia Ba.r! Foggia Leece Taranto 
7 15 1 1 24 

{~~~~~-1-~!l _______________________________________________ 27§1 

Sardegna 

Bieilia 

Cagliari ~ Sassari 
122 

Catania Enna Messina Ealermo Ra.gusa 
27 5 6 1 6 

Siracusa 

5 

63- 100 
{Ig~.~!l ________________________________________________ 1121 

Trieste 

Italy Not Stated 

Other countrl as 

GRANlJ TOTAL 

19 

45 
17 

789 
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82 
there were many southern Italians from Catanzaro and Reggio 

Calabria. The Ab:ruzzi provinces of Pesoara and L' Aquila were 

also well. represented. The six provinces of Potenza, catanzaro, 

Reggio Calabria, Pesoara, L'Aquila, and Foggia (Puglie) accounted 

for 83 per cent of all the southern Italian nationals. 

Thus the Italian population of Carlton-North Carlton 

did not represent a cross-section of Italy's population. They 

had been drawn from a mare handful of Italian provinces, and 

northern Italian, southern Italian, and Sicilian had come from 

very restricted parts of their respective divisions. As Table 

I11.9 shcms, eleven provinces had contributed two-thirds of' the 

total Italian population of tbe Carlton area, and although this 

proportion was similar among both Italian and British nationals 

the respective contributions of each of these eleven provinces 

varied by nationality. Thus persons frcm Vicenza oonstituted 27.8 

per cent of the British nationals of fonner Italian nationality, 

but only 10.6 per cent of Italian nationals. Similar~ the 

proportions of persons from. Potenza, Udine, and Foggia were all 
.c.~"I'Io...o ~ \"T"'" 

relatively high among the naturalized persons ~persons of 

Italian nationality, among whom persons born in Treviso, Catanzaro, 

Reggio Calabria, Pescara, L' Aquila, and Siracusa were relatively 

more numerous. Since nationality and period of residence in 

Australia were closely related (Table 111.5 above), these differ-

ences in origin in Italy suggested that a ohange in the oomposition 

of the Italian settlement had occurred after the war, and that 

whereas before the second World War the proportion of northern 

Italians was very high, after the war the nwnber of Italian 



The Carlton Universe : Percentage Distribution of Italian Nationals, 
Britisb Nationals of Former Italian Nationality, and Total 

Italian Population by Sale.ted !'rovinces of Birth, 
November 1958. 

Seleoted Provinces Italian British Total Italian 
of Birth Nationals Nationals PopulationX 

Catania ).4 3.0 3.4 
Catanzaro 6.2 1.8 5.6 
Foggia 1.9 3.3 2.1 
LIAquila 3.3 1.1 3.0 
Pescara 4.2 1.1 3.8 
Potenza 7.~ 10.1 8.2 
Reggio Calabria 5.7 3.0 5.3 
Siracusa 8.0 1.8 7.2 
Treviso 7.7 6.4 7.6 
Udin. 4.4 6.2 4.7 
Vieenza 10.6 27.8 13.0 

Otner Italy 34.4 29.2 33.'7 

Otber Countries 2.2 5.1 2.5 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 

" Sinoe it is impossible to estimate the distribution b.r birth-
place of British Nationals II, this total population consists 
of Italian nationals and British nati0lla1s of former Italian 
Da tionali ty (British nationals I) only". Tbe figures have been 
weighted to allow for the fact the Italian nationals outnumbered 
British nationals over -Six to one (Table III.1). 
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immigrants from southern Italy and Sicily rose considerably, at 

least so far as Italians in the Carlton area were concerned (see 

Tables VII.2, VII.3, and VIII.13 below). Moreover, since 

nationality and district of residence were also related (Table 

III.l above) it could be that persons from different parts of 

Italy were concentrated in different districts of Carlton. This 

supposition could not be adequately checked at the preliminary 

stage of the analysis, since figures on birthplace in Italy had 

not been classified by place of residence in Carlton. 

The analysis of birthplace in Italy was carried one 

stage further, however, to the examination of' the comuni, or 

COlIJIID.ll'eS, within each province.33 From this analysis the 

surprising result emerged that five conmums, which in 1951 

constituted only 0.12 per cent of Italy's total population, 

accounted in 1958 for 12.44 per cent of all Italian adults in 

the Carlton adults. :More surprising s till was that among the 

naturalized persons, two cOJ1!DUnes, Viggiano (Potenza) and Roana 

(Vicenza), which contained 0.02 per cent of Italy's total 

population in 1951, accounted for 12.79 per cent of the total 

(Table III.IO). 

33 
Jones, Op. cit. (Canberra 1959), November 1959. 
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TABLE III.IO The Carlton Universe : Fercentage Distriwtion of 
Italian Nationals, British Nationals of Former Italian 
Nationality and Total Italian Population by Selected 

Commums of' Birth, November 1958. 

8S 

CoJrune of Birth 
Italian British Total Italian 

Nationals Nationals Population!lt 

Floridia 2.79 0.66 2.50 
Roana 2.15 6.56 2.74 
San Marco in Uamis 1.52 2.62 1.67 
Sortino 3.17 0.82 2.85 
Viggiano 3.30 6.23 3.68 

Total ll.93 16.89 12.44-

Carlton-North Carlton 100.00 lOO.OO 100.00 

II: See note to Table 1I1.9. li'loridia and Sortino are in the province 
of Siracusa (Sicilia), San Marco in lAmia in Foggia (Puglia), Roana 
in Vicenza (Veneto), and Viggiano in Potenza (Basilicata). 

This detailed finding was of considerable importance in 

the plalming of' the field-survey and was responsible for the 

decision to restrict the size of' the random sample so as to allow 

some scope for the dt3tailed analysis of migration from each of' 

these restricted parts of It~. Subsequent field-research was to 

show, however, that only two of these oomnunes, Viggiano and Roana, 

were of crucial importance to the present study, since they were 

in fact the central communes in a more widely-based emigration from 

Italy to the Carlton area. 34 (See also Figure 5). 

34 
See Chapter X belOVl. 



Figure 5 ORIGIN IN ITALY OF ADULT ITALIAN-BOBII PERSONS 

IN rrHE CARLTON UNIVERSE 
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Fig. 55. The l'rouinul; tht compartmelltl are indkattd by wlid blaei /WI, atul tlu: phy$kaI rtgio1u (Yol. l) by mllinu 

Re~i~~:~:flem Naval Intelligence Division. Geographical Handbook Series. 
Italy, (Qiford 1945) Vol. 2. 

One dot ; 1 per cent or 42 persons 



Residential mobility 87 
At the saJD3 time as data on place of birth in Italy 

was extracted for the 20 per cent sample of Italian nationals, at\Y 

changes of address registered by such persons between November 

1958, when the District Index of: Aliens was discontinued, and 

September 1959, when this information was transferred from the 

jJiens Registration Index, were also noted. As Table 1II.ll 

indicates, the degree of residential mobility revealed by this 

check was extremel,y high: 24.4 per cent of' the sample had 

registered a change of addl'ess during this period. This mobility 

was greatest in South Carlton (28 per cent of the sample), and 

slightly lower in Central Carlton and North Carlton (25 per cent 

and 23 per cent respectively). These differences were not, however, 

statisticalJ,y significant, and change of a.d.dress was not significantly 

related to district of residence.35 It is interesting to note 

that 70 per cent of persons who had changed their address had moved 

to another address in the inmr suburbs of Melbourne (13lt/192). 

A high proportion (30 per oent, or 57/192) had moved to another 

address in the Carlton area, and the majority of the remainder had 

moved to the adjacent suburbs of Brunswick, Fitzroy, and North 

:M3lbourne. Only 17 per cent had moved out of the Carlton area into 

other parts of Victoria, SO~ to outer suburbs of Melbourne, such 

as Preston, Reservoir, and Eltham, or to country centres such as 

Wangaratta, I.eongatha, or Mirboo North. SOll'B had moved interstate, 

35 
Test of significance: r = 0.70, dS. -= 2, 0.80')0 P >"0.'70. 
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,ABLE III. 11 

The Carlton Universe: Present Residence of Persons Who Changed 
Their Address Between November 1958 and September 

1959, b,y Former District of Residence. 

Place of Residenee, 
Former Residence 

South Central North TOTAL 
Septemb~r 1959. 

Carlton Carlton CoIU'lton 

Carlton-North Carlton 8 18 31 51 

Brunswick 5 8 16 2'1 

Coburg 2 2". 4 

Fitzroy 7 8 13 28 

Footscray 1 2 3 

Northoote 7 7 

North Melbourne 2 2 1 5 

Richmond 1 1 

Elsewhere in Victoria 4 12 16 32 

Interstate 6 2 1 9 

Overseas 2 8 7 17 

Total Who Cbauged Address 36 62 94 192 

TOTAL IN SAMPLE 133 249 4r:J7 189 



U9 
to Tasmania, New South Wales, or Western Australia, and a nunber 

had left the Comnomvealth. 

Cha.nge of address was related significantly with sex, 

and 75 per cent (1J,.3,l192) of those who changed their addresses 

were males, compared with only 62 per cent in the sample as a 

whole.36 Conjugal condition was not, on the other hand, signifi-

cantly related to change of address, and no tendency for unmarried 

males or females to change address more frequently than married 

persons was noted. In fact what evidence was found suggested that 

married persons were slightly, but not significantly, more mobile 

than unmarried persons! thus 58 per cent of ma.les and 16 per cent 

of f'emales (8<Y143 and 8/49 respectively) were unmarried, compared 

with 60 per cent and 28 per cent in the sample aa a whole.}? This 

relatively high mobility of married persons must be interpreted in 

terms of the pattern of Italian immigration to Australia and the 

practice of the husband to precede his wife to the country of' 

resettlement. The fact that so few Italian families receive 

assistance in their emigration means that married Italians tend. 

to move their place of residence relatively frequently in the 

first years of' their resettlement. This is supported by the fact 

that the degree of mobility is much less among the wOJl13n, whose 

arrival in Australia is often anticipated by the husband's moving 

36 
Test 

37 
of significance: 

Test of 
Females, 

significance: Males, 

X2 = 3.63, d.f. = 1, 

d.f. = 1, 

1.16, d.f. = 1, 0.30> p > 0.20. 
0.10 >p >0.05. 



to better accol1Dllodation suitable for his family_ 

There appeared to be no significant relationship between 

age and residential mobility, and the age-distribution of persons 

who changed their addresses did not di.f'fer significantly f'rom that 

of the 20 per cent sample as a whole. 38 There was likewise little 

definite evidl3nce that the more recent arrivals tended to change 

their addresses more frequently than the earlier arrivals. Thus 

26 per cent (49/192) of persons who changed their addresses had 

arrived in Australia after 30th June 1956, compared with 21 per 

so 

cent of the sample. 39 No person who changed his address had arrived 

in Australia prior to 1st July 1948, although fourteen in the sample 

had.40 

Finally, the possibility of a relationship between 

residential mobility and. ori-g!.n 1i1 'Its.ly_ was considered. Did 

seme groups of Italians seem to change their addresses more 

frequently than others? No evidence was f'ound to support this 

hypothesis. In the sample as a Whole 36 per cent of Italian 

nationals who had stated their precise place of' birth in Italy had 

been born in ncrthern Italy, 7 per cent in central Italy, 38 per 

09nt in southern Italy, 16 per cent in insular Italy, and 3 per 

cent in Trieste (see Table 111.8 above). Among persons who changed 

38 
Jones, Qp. cit. (Canberra 1959), November 1959. The tables 

relating to age-structure, period of' residence, and origin in Italy 
have not been reproduced here. 
39 
Test 

40 
of significance: 

Test of significance 
O.20>p>' 0.10. 

r = 1.98, d.f. = 1, 0.20>p;> 0.10. 

(Yates' correction): d.f. = 1, 
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their addresses the corresponding proportions were 33 per cent, 

11 per cent, 38 per cent, 14 per cent, and 4- per cent (59/178, 

19/178, 67/178, 21/178, and 7/178 respectively). This distribution 

was not significantly different from that in the sample as a 

whole.41 

In addition to allowing a random sample of Italians in 

the Carlton area to be drawn, the construction of a universe yielded 

three important preliminary findings which influenced the form of 

the field-enquiry. Firstly, district of residence in Carlton was 

significantly related to almost every variable e:xamined: the total 

number of' Italians, their age-structure, their sex composition, 

their nationality, and period of arrival in Australia all varied 

significantly acoording to the particular district of the Carlton 

area in which they resided. As subsequent field-ilW6stigation 

was to show, these significant differences stenmed partly from the 

history of Italian settlement in Oar~ton-North Carlton, but 

eoological differences within the Carlton area itself also were 

involved. 

Seco~, the territorial composition of Carlton's 

Italian population was not at all representative of' Ital¥ as a 

whole, and the majorityof' Italians in the Carlton area had been 

drawn from quite :restricted parts of Italy. Areas, which in Italy 

accounted for only a negligible fraction of the total population, 

4J. 
Test of significance: X2 = 4.26, d.f. = 4, 0.50> p>O.30. 



in Carlton and North Carlton oonstituted remarkable concentrations. 

Clearly ohai~migration and regional concentrations were subjects 

to 1::e investigated in the field. 

Finallu,. the residential mobility of Italian nationals 

in Carlton-North Carlton appeared to be very high. Almost one in 

five persons whose addresses were checked against the Aliens 

Registration Index had registered a change in address between 

Novem'ber 1958 and. September 1959. llthough no estimate could be 

made of the mobility of British nationals of former Italian 

nationality, changes of such magnitude in the Italian national. 

population of this area from one year to the next presented serious 

rrethodological difficulties, not to drawing a random sample, but to 

obtaining a random sample in the field. The prospect that by the 

tine the present survey was conducted as man.y as one-third of the 

persons listed in November 1958 as residents of the Carlton area 

might be living at different addresses was a crucial consideration 

in the choice of a sampling technique. 



QUESrrONS OF MErHODOLOGY, II : mAWINt;< A SAJ.1PIE 

"A river cannot, we are told, rise about its source • 
••• It is e~ true that the :result of a ~lingl 
study is no better than the sample it is based on." 

General 

The preliminary analysis revealed, amongst other 

things, two important characteristics relating to Italians in the 

Carlton area. Firstly, this population was not homogeneous but 

differed significantly with regard. to ma.1':lY variables from one 

district of residence to another. Secondly, Italian nationals, 

who constituted 82 per cent of the adult Italian population of 

this area, were residentially highly mobile. Both these findings 

were relevant to drawing a sampl.e. 

The procedure of random ~ling attains greate$t 

efficiency when applied to a relatively homogeneous and 

oomparatively stable population.2 In the present study neither 

of these conditions was fulfilled, and. serious dif'ficul.ties 

confronted arw attempt to sample a highly variable Italian popula-

tion in which the residential mobility of the persons comprising 

it was so high that by the time the survey was actually conducted 

possibly one-third of them would. be living at an address different 

from that registered by them in November 1958. Since a sampling 

1 
Darrel.l Huff, How to Lie with Statistios (London 1954-), p.18. 

2 
MOser, 9p. cit., p.127. 



f'rame based upon individuals implies that individuals included in 

a sample must be interviewed, residential mobility imposes 

considerable methodological atrains: persons who have changed 

their place of' residence since their inclusion in the sample must 

be traced. It they cannot be traced then non-response jeopardizes 

the validity of the results. In the present study, there:fore, sane 

method was neededwhereqy the effect of high residential mobility, 

and the non-response it would entail, might be minimized. 

Sampling frame 

The inspeotion of the addresses by the 4,812 persons in 

the major universe revealed that a oonsiderable munber of these 

addresses were duplicated. Family units, for example, occupied a 

single dwelling, and often more than one Italian lived at arw 

given address. Moreover, it was surmised that although individual 

Italians might be resldentiall,y mobile the residenoes which they 

occupied changed only to the extent that new buildings were 

constructed and old buildings demolished.3 ThirdJ.,y, it seemed 

likely that in an area of dense Italian concentration, such as 

Carlton-North Carlton was, Italians moving out of a particular 

dwelling might tend to be replaced by other Italians moving in. 

Usc, since more than one Italian was often registered as the 

same address, one Italian wight move out of, but others remain in, 

the dwelling concerned.4. These considerations suggested that the 

3It was correctly assumed that in a closely-settled area the amount 
of' new building would be negligible. The extent of demolition was, 
on the other band, underestimated. 

ltorhis hypothesis was justified in the field: 21 of the original 95 
addresses in the sample had been re-occup1ed by Italians not 
rep;istered in the universe .. 
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most effective means of controlling the residential mobility of 

individua.l Italians in this area was to reject the idea of 

95 

sampling individuals, in ~avour of sampling a relatively stable 

universe consisting of the addresses at which these persons resided. 

The persons who were: to be interviewed wOuld in this case be, not 

those Italians registered as resident at these addresses in November 

19.58, but those who were in occupancy at the time the survey was 

conducted. Where no Italians resided at the address concerned a 

random replacement could be made. 

The sampling frame from whioh the Carlton sample was drawn 

consisted of the 1,533 addresses occupied b,y Italians in Carlton

North Carlton in November 1958, stratified for the :purpose of sampling 

by district of residence a.nd the number of Italians registered at 

each address. The choiae of these sampling strata was detenrci.ned 

by the findings of the preliminary analysis relating to district 

of residence and the desire to select the right nunber of 

individuals in the sample. Since the number of Italians :registered 

at each address varied quite widely, from one to eighteen persons, 

some account had to be taken of this variation in the sampling 

procedure. otherwise it might be that a 6 :per cent sample of 

addresses might yield only a 3 per cent sample of individuals. 

Sampling lmthod 

The Carlton sample was drawn randomly from a stratified 

universe by the use of uniform sampling-fractions. The optimum 

size of the sample was fiJlBd at 100 addresses, to allow further 

investigation of regional concentrations not adequate~ represented. 



The preliminary analysis indicated that even in a random sample 

of 200 addresses only 26 of these addresses could be expected to 

contain persons from. Vicenza and only 16 persons from Potenza, and 

these were the two largest regional concentrations. Clear~ more 

detailed information on these areas would be needed in any (:closer-=-

study of chain-migration. To leave scope for such detailed 

investigation, the size of the random sample was restricted. 

The randomly-selected addresses were obtained from two 

sources, the major universe (Table IT .1) and the minor universe 

(Table rv.S).5 To obtain a sample of the required size the major 

universe was sampled independently on two occasions. Random 

starting numl::era were used, 6 and in the first case sampling began 

at the eighteenth address, and thereafter fNery thirty-third 

address was removed. ~ling proceeded systematically throughout 

the universe, from single-person addresses in South Carlton to 

two-person addresses in South Carlton, and so on, through Central 

Carlton, and into North Carlton. stratification ensured that the 

correot :n:umber of addresses f'rom each cell was inclUded in the 

sample. This first sampling-ratio (l/33) supplied 4-5 addresses. 

A second sample was drawn by the same general method, except that 

5 
This minor universe consisted of British nationals with Itali~ 

sounding names but of indefinite Italian origin. See below, A note 
on the minor universe. 
6 
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Ronald A. FiSher, and Frank Yates, Statistical Tables for Biological, 
Agricultural. and M3dical Research (fifth edition, IDndOn 1957), 
example li, p.31. 



~E IV.1 

The Original Sample, the Obtained Sample, and the Sampling Frame 
classified Qy Size of Address and District of Residence 

Size of Address and 
District of Residence 

South Carlton 

One person 
Two persons 
Three persons 
Four persons 
Five or six persons 
Seven or more persons 

Original. 
Sample 

4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 

Obtained 
Sample 

4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 

Sampling 
Frame 

'!8 
76 
41 
35 
41 
29 

I2~~ ____________________________ 11-__________ J1 ____________ ~~Q __ 

Central Carlton 

One person 10 10 149 
Two persons 7 7 1 CF) 
Three person. 6 6 95 
Four persons 5 5 62 
F1 ve or six persons 4 4 67 
Seven or more perrons 2 2 37 
!2~~ ____________________________ ~4 ___________ ~4 ____________ 2J2_-

.tiorth Carlton 
One person 8 8 149 
Two persons 10 10 160 
Three persons 8 8 134 
Four persons 5 5 90 
Five or six persons 6 6 101, 
Seven or more persons 3 3 57 

Total. 40 40 694 -----------------------------------------------------------------
Carlton-North Carlton 

One person 
Two persons 
Three persons 
Four persons 
Five or six persons 
Seven or more persons 

GRAND TarAL 

22 
21 
16 
12 
13 
7 

91 

22 
21 
16 
12 
13 
7 

91 

396 
345 
270 
187 
212 
123 

1,533 

"Size of address" refers to the number of adult Italians regist
at a 2ingle ~ddre5s. 
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in this case the random starting-number was eight f and the 

sampling-ratio ~32, since the universe was now 45 addresses 

smaller than before. This second sample yielded 46 addresses. 

These two samples were then merged to provide the final sample of 

91 addresses from the major universe. Seventeen of these addresses 

were located in South Carlton, thirty four in Central Carlton, an:! 

forty in North Carlton, representing 5.9 per cent of all addresses 

in the major universe. 

!}8 

To maintain the size of the sample in the event of non

response, two supplementar,y samples consisting of eighteen addresses 

each were also drawn. One address was seleoted randomly from each 

of the eighteen cells by the use of random raunbers. Replaoement 

in the field was systematic, and addresses of a particular size 

in a particular district were replaced b,y addresses with these 

same characteristics. No attempt wa3 made to match the character

istics of the respective Italian residents registered at these 

addresses. Replacement served only to maintain the size and the 

composition of the original sample. 

Representativeness of the sample 

Before the findings of the Carlton can be reliably 

assessed it is necessary to show to what extent the sample was 

representa.tive of the universe as a whole. Although an aocurate 

statement of its representativeness is limited qy the absence of 

external evidence on the Italian pOpllation of the Carlton area, 

the possible sources, and likel.y effects, of bias in the sample 

can be indicated. Bias may have arisen from the sampling method, 



non-response, or the sampling frams itself. 

BiaS'due to the sampling method. When a sample is drawn 

randomlY from a universe of individuals it can be assumed that all 

individuals in the universe had equal chanoes of selection. When, 

however, individuals are selected on the 'l:ais of the addresses at 

Which they :reside, this assumption does not hold, since it is not 

permissible to assume that the individuals resident at a particular 

address have in fact been selected independent~ of one another. 

Thus at an address occupied by a famiJ,y group, the age of a husband 

tends to be related to that of hi3 wife, his date of arrival in 

Australia to hers, his plaae of birth, and so on for almost every 

characteristio, and for almost every resident at that address. 

S9 

This sort of argtU1J:3'nt holds for all types of residences, even 

boarding-houses, where the occupants have one cOlDIlon characteristic, 

that of not living in a kinship group. The characteristics of the 

residents of a particular dwelling~ then~ tend. to be interdepend.ent~ 

and. the characteristios displayed by' one resident partially 

determines those displayed by' other residents. In a suf'ficiently 

large random sample this sort of 'bias would be reduced to mgligible 

proportions, since all persons (hobos excluded) reside in dwellings 

and therefore have equal chances of being included in a random sample 

of addresses. The question in the present su.rvey was· whether the 

Carlton sample of addresses had been large enough to provide a 

random sample of individuals. 

Exhaustive statistical tests of significance (Table IV .2) 

comparing the goodness of fit between the original sample and the 
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Tests of Significance Comparing the Goodness of Fit of the 
Original Sample with The Major Universe. 

Value of 
Characteristic x2 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 
Probability 

------------------------------------------
Sex Composition 

South Carlton 
Central Carlton 
North Carlton 

Na.tionali ty 

Males -
South Carlton 
Central Culton 
North Carlton 

Females -
South Carl ton 
Central Carlton 
North Oarlton 

Conjugal Condition 
Italian National Males -
South Carlton 
C antral Carl ton 
North Carlton 

Italian National Females -
South Carlton 
Central Carlton 
North Carlton 

Age Structure 

Italian National Males -
South Carlton 
Central Carl ton 
North Carlton 

Italian National Females -
South Carlton-Central 
Carlton 
North Carlton 

0.96/, 
0.201 
0.752 

1.299 
0.860 
1.680 

0.871 
0.116 
0.401 

0.668 
0.125 
0.894 

0.301 
0.041 
0.876 

1.628 
2.142 
0.733 

0.527 
1.802 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

0.50>p> 0.30 
0.70,>p >0.50 
0.50> p>0.30 

O.30>p>0.20 
0.50 >p >0.30 
0.20>p >0.10 

0.50 >p >0.30 
0.80>p>0.70 
0.70>p>0.50 

0.50> p > 0.30 
O.80>p>0.70 
0.50>p>0.30 

0.70>p >0.50 
0.90 >p > 0.80 
0.50>p>O.30 

0.50>p>0.30 
0.50,>p> 0.30 
0.70> p >0.50 

0.80')p>Q.70 
0.50>p>O.50 

(concluded over -
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Table IV.2 (ooncluded) 

val~ of 
Degrees 

Characteristic of Probability 
Freedom 

Period of Re§!dence 

Italian National Males -
South Carlton 0.2C!7 1 0.70)p,>0.50 
Central Carlton 0.000 1 O. 98~ p > o. 95 
North Carlton 0.022 1 0.90> p > 0.80 

Italian National Females -
South Carlton-Central 
Carlton 2.235 1 0.20,> p ,>0.10 
North Carlton 3.683 1 0.10) p;> 0.05 

Naturalized Males-
Carlton-North Carlton 0.201, 1 0.70'>p> 0.50 

Naturalized Females -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.003 1 O. 98-,.p > 0.95 

Period of Naturalization 

Males -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.445 0.90) p;> 0.80 

Females -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.712 1 0.50,> p;> 0.30 
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universe were oarried out. These tests examined all the variables 

~or which data was available and indicated that with respect to 

all the variables oonsidered the distribution of the original 

sample did not differ significantly from that of the universe. 

From this it can be concluded that the sampling n:ethod did not 

introduce any measurab1EL- bias into the sample. 

Bias due to non-response. In the original sample of' 91 

addresses only 65 were aatualJ,y obtained in the field. In the 

remaining 26 cases replacements were necessary, but not all these 

7 replacements can be considered as non-response. 

Six replacements in the original sample were necessitated 

qy the demolition of the residence concerned. All six of these 

demolished residences had. been in Carlton, where some demolition 

had occurred to allow the expansion of industry and conmerce from 

the city proper. More frequently, however, demolished dwel.lings 

were sub-standard houses cleared as a result of the slum reclamation 

activities of the Victorian Housing Commission. At the time the 

survey was conduoted, six reclamation areas in Carlton had been 

declared in Canning-, Faraday-, High-, Palmerston-, and Reevea-

streets and by 31st May 1960 121 of the 183 dwellings involved had 

already been demolisbed.
8 

Although a priori reasoning might suggest 

that the persons who had resided at these demolished dwellings 

7 
This discussion of non-response follows the principles laid down 

by ~ser, 9p. cit., p.127 et seqq. 
8 

Interview with officers of the Slum Reclamation section, Housing 
Commission of Victoria, September 1960. 
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represented a special section of the Carlton population, in that 

they had occupied sub-standard dwellings, it does not follow that 

their e:xolusion introduced a bias in the representativeness of 

the sample. Indeed, their exclusion cannot be properly considered 

as non-response at all. The residents of demolished dwellings were 

not d/iilnied representation in the sample: they could not be included 

for the very reason that they no longer constituted part of 

Carlton's population. In short, there had been a structural change 

in the population of this area since the construction of the 

sampling frene in November 1958. 

SiJr,ilar reasoning must be applied to substitutions 

necessitated qy fictitious or no~xistent addresses,9 which were 

responsible for four replacemmts in the original sample. These 

addresses fall outside the Carlton universe and their inclusion 

in the original sample re_presented an inaccuracy in the sampling 

10 fr8llB, not bias in the sample. 

Ons address in the original sample was unoccupied at the 

tine of interviewing. Its Italian residents had moved in J:eoember 

1959 and no new residents had taken up occupancy by June 1960, 

two months after the initial visit to this address had been made. 

9 
A fictitious address was defined as one at which the Italians 

registered had probably Mver in fact resided. Usually the present 
occupants had been in continuous residence for some years and danied 
that the Italians concerned had ever lived there. Two cases where 
this occurred were rep1aced and not counted as non-response. A 
no~existent address was one which did not exist, that is, there was 
no dwelling at the address indicated. 
10 
Moser, Icc. cit. 
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This address was also replaced. Again this does not constitute 

non-response and must be considered in the same category as 

demolished houses and fiotitious addresses (Table IV .3). 

Correcting for initial supplementations due to these 

causes, we derive a non-response rate of 16 per cent: fifteen of 

the original ninety one addresses covered did not contain any 

Italian residents at the time of interviewing. This non-response 

rate is relatively high, but not alarmingly so. Moser gives an 

11 
average non-response rate as between 10 and 20 per oent. In all 

cases non-response was caused by the residential mobility of the 

Italians concerned. In only two instances were refusals encountered, 

and in neither case was supplementation necessary. In the first 

instance the interviewee refused midway through the interview, after 

most of the inf'ormation had already been collected. In t-he second, 

before an outright refusal was given, several visits had been made 

to the address concerned, during the course of which a considarab1e 

amount of information was elicited. The remainder, mainly dates, 

was oompleted from alien registration records. 

As Table IV.4 shows there was a significant relationship 

between non-response and the number of Italian residents registered 

at an address. Residential mobility was Significantly greater 

among Italians registered at single-person addresses.
12 

Since most 

of these Italians had been boarding at these addresses, their high 

11 
ibid., p.13l. 

12 
Test of signifioance: x?- = 11.04., d.f. = 1, po( 0.001. 



TABLE IV.J 

Initial Supplementation of Addresses in the Original Sample 
Classified by Cause of Supplementation and District of Residence 

District of Residenoe 
Cause of Supplementation South Central North TOTAL 

Carlton Carlton Carlton 

Person (.6) Not KnO'WD. at 
This Address 1 3 3 7 

Person(s) KnO'WIl, but Now 
at Different Address 2 4" 2 8 

Dwelling Demol-ished, or No 
Longer Used as Dwellln~ 4 3 7 

Non-existent address 1 2 1 4 

Total 8 12 6 26 

" Including one vacant dwelling. 

~Including dwellings no longer used for residential purposes. 

TABLE IV.4 

Non-response in the Original Sample Classified by Size of 
Address and District of Residence 

District of Residence 
Size of Address 

TOTAL 
1 2 7 and Over .. _- ,-

South Carlton 3 1 4 
Central Carlton 2 4 6 
North Carlton 5 5 

Carlton-North Carlton 10 4 1 15" 

~ 22 replaoements were neoessary to obtain these 15 addresses. 
16 of these replacements were used in obtaining 10 single-person 
addresses, 5 for 4 two-person addresses, and 1 for 1 address 
containing 7 and over Italians. 

105 
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mobility is not surprising. The relatively high mobility of 

persons resident at two-person addresses is interesting. All four 

addresses concerned were located in Central Carlton, which contains 

nu.merOUs one-storeyed, single-fronted dwellings in dilapidated 

condition. Such dwellings were apparently used by these Italians 

as temporary acconmodation only. Three of these four replacements 

involved houass of this type and in this condition. 

Since non-response must be aSSlll'fI3d to have 'been greatest 

among the most mobile nembers of this Italian population, non

response inevitably introauced a bias in the sample. Non-respondents, 

who were residentially mobile, were replaced by respondt:tnts, who 

were non-mobile. Thus there were more, but not significantly more, 

Italian nationals in the obtained than in the original sample 

(Table IV .5). and. the preliminary analysis the charaoteristics of 

naturalized persons differed significantly from those displayed by 

Italian nationals. Two findings, however, suggest that this bias 

was not of undue weight. Firstly, in 23 per cent of the addresses 

included in the obtained sample (2l/9l) Italians moving out of an 

Italian-occupied address were replaced by other Italians moving into 

the same address. Thus some representation in the sample was 

afforded to residentially mobile persons. Secondly, exhaustive 

tests of significance comparing the goodness of fit of the obtained 

sample with that of the universe did not reveal any significant 

differences with respect to the variables examined (Table IV .5). 

That no significant differences were observed does not, however, 

imply that no significant differences e,xisted, and it is emphasized 
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TABLE IV.5 

Tests of Signifioance Comparing the Goodness of Fit of the 
Obtained Sample with the Major Universe 

Val~ of 
Degrees 

Charaoteristic of Pro babili ty 
Freedom 

Sex Com:eositlon 

South. Carlton 1.593 1 0.30> p > 0.20 
C antral Carlton 0.5'" 1 0.50> p >0.30 
North Oarlton 1.098 1 0.30>1' >0.20 

Nationality 
Males -
South Carlton 2.966 1 0.10 >p ,,0.05 
Central Carlton O.O~ 1 0.95> P >0.90 
North Carlton 2.4'" 1 0.20~p>0.10 

Females -
South Carlton 0.116 1 0.80> P >0.70 
Central Carlton 0.189 1 0.70> p >0.50 
North Carlton 0.039 1 0.90 >p .,.0.80 

Conjugal Condition 
Italian National Males -
South Carlton 0.688 1 0.50>p >0.30 
Central Carlton 0.540 1 0.50 >p,>0.30 
North Carlton 0.485 1 0.50 >p >0.30 

Italian National Females -
South Carlton 0.109 1 0.80>1'>0.70 
Central Carlton 1.005 1 0.50.,.p ,0.30 
North Carlton 0.332 1 0.70) p.,. 0.50 

Age Structure 

Italian National Males -
South Carlton 0.342 2 0.90> p ,0.80 
Central Carlton 3,515 2 0.20)p>0.10 
North Carlton 0.883 2 0.70)p >0.50 

Italian National Females -
South Carlton-Central 
Carlton 2.793 2 0.30)p >0.20 
North Carlton 1.133 2 0.70)p ,0.50 

(concluded over -
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Table IY.2 (concluded) 

Value of Degrees 
Characteri stio X· of Probability 

Freedom 

Period of Re§idenoe 

Italian National Males -
South Carlton 2. CY, 9 1 0.20>p :>0.10 
Central Carlton 0.0002 1 0.99>p >0.98 
North Carlton 0.022 1 0.90>p ,0.80 

Italian Nation~ Females -
South Carlton-Central 
Carlton 1.416 1 0.30>p >0.20 
North Carlton 1.637 1 0.30>p >0.20 

Naturaliz eel Males -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.325 1 0.70>p >0.50 

Naturalized Females -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.030 1 0.90> p >0.80 

Period of Naturalization 

Males -
Carlton-North Carlton 0.706 2 0.80>p>0.70 

Females -
Carlton-North Carlton 1.492 1 0.30> p, 0.20 
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that non-response inevitably introduces bias into a sample: non-

respondents differ from respondents in at least one regard --

their non-response. That the exhaUstive testsof significance 

railed to detect any measurable discrepancies offers merely prima 

facie evidence that the bias so introdllced was not of' critical 

importance.13 

Bias resulting f'rom the sampling frame._ Bias in the 

Carlton Bample resulted from limitations inherent in the sampling 

tram;,. This f'xane oonsisted of a list of addressel3- occupied in 

Rovember 1958 by Italians, but the obtaired sample consisted of 

persons who in 1960 were resident at these addresses. Thus 

although the frame was f'i:xed in time at November 1958, the 

population to which it related was continually changing. That 

the sampling frame could take no account of such changes introduced 

two related sources ~ bias. Persons who had been living at a 

particular address in the Carlton area in November 1958 but who 

had since moved to another address in the same area not previously 

occupied by Italians could not be represented at all in the sample. 

Seco~, Italians who had not been resident in Carlto~North 

Carlton in November 1958 but had taken up residence there since that 

time could. be represented only to the extent that occupied a dwelling 

previously occupied by Italians. 

With regard to the f'irst source of' bias, no information is 

13 
Moser, Op. Cit., pp.127-l29. 



available on the number of Italians who between November 1958 and 

1960 moved into addresses not previously occupied qy Italians. 
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Since nothing is known of the extent of' this movement or of t-he 

characteristics of the persons involved in it, it must be assumed 

that this movement derived equalJ;y from all sections of the Italian 

population. If this is accepted, then such a movement would not 

have affected the representativeness of the sample but J1J3rely the 

proportion of the total universe which it represented. Thus if in 

1960 the Italian population of the Carlton area had increased, but 

in such a way as to maintain its 1958 composition, then the sample 

would have in effect represented a smaller proportion of' this total. 

It would nonetheless have constituted a representative sample. 

That some but not others of those Italians who took up 

residence in the Carlton area after November 1958 were included 

in the obtained sample probably introduced a more serious source 

of bias, since the persons included would have tended to be 

connected in some way with persons already resident in this area. 

Thus dependants or relatives of persons already represented in 

the sample would have tended to 'be included but not persons who had 

;rio prior connexion with Italians residBnt in Carlton or North 

Carlton. This tendency would have magnified the bias introduced 

by non-response, by over-representing less mobile groups. In order 

to gain same insight into the probable weight of such a bias, the 

m.unber of Italians taking up residence in the Carlton area since 

November 1958 was estimated and compared with the number actually 

observed in the obtained sample. This estimate could be made only 



for Italian nationals over the age of fifteen years, for wham 
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alien registration figures are available. 

At 30th June 1958, the last date on which figures relating 

to the distri1:ution of adult Italian nationals by federal electorates 

in Viotoria are available, 22 per cent of these Italian nationals 

in Viotoria were registered as resident in Scullin (Table IV.6). 

This proportion had been rising steadily since 1956 but had not in 

the post-war period e:xceeded 25 per cent of all Italian nationals 

in the State. 

Assumption 1 : ~ 30th June 1959 the proportion of adult 

Italian nationals in Scullin had risen to 23 per cent of the State 

total, and by 30 June 1960 to 24 per cent. On the 'basis of the alien 

registration figures published by the Immigration Departl'l'Bnt it can 

thus be -estimated that at these dates the IlUIIbsr of Italian nationals 

in Scullin was 12,112 persons and. 13,115 persons respectively.14 

On the basis of these estimated increases it can "be 

further calculated that in November 1958, when the District ItXiex 

of Aliens was discontinued, 11,550 adult Italian nationals were 

resident in Scullin. As the present analysis showed, 3,951 of 

these lived in Carlton-North Carlton.15 

14 
Figures relating to the number of adult Italian nationals registered 

on the Aliens Registration Index of each State are published quarterly. 
Australia, Department of Immigration, Quarter!y Statistical Bulletin. 
15 
Although South Carlton fell within the boundaries of the federal 

eleotorate of Melbourne,aliens resident in this part of Carlton 
were almost always registered in Scullin. Thus of the 706 adult 
Italian nationals registered as resident in South Carlton on the 
District Indsx in November 1958, only five had been correctly 
entered in the M!lbourne electorate, and two of' these f'ive lived 
in Scullin anyway. The remaining 702 persons were all classif'ied 
as residents of Scullin. 



TABLE IV,6 

Distriot Index of Aliens: Adult Italian Nationals by Metropolitan Federal Eleotorates 

Eleotorate 
Dat. 

31-12-50 31-12-51 3CJ...6-52 31-12-53 31-12-54 31-12-55 3CJ...6-56 3CJ...6-57 3CJ...6-58 

Balaolava 81 99 131 159 187 220 331 350 565 
Batman 123 307 354 598 715 1,081 1,187 1,527 2,848 
Chisolm 37 42 76 132 159 247 386 412 321 
Darebin 66 171 278 408 493 969 1,098 1,297 1,216 
Fawkner 85 152 185 213 255 385 512 550 828 
Flinders 126 181 231 321 318 376 408 420 374 
Gellibrand 64 216 429 762 918 1,365 1,614 1,724 2,571 
Hooty 50 107 133 229 310 350 472 450 529 
Higgins 44 68 87 158 210 243 301 268 306 
Higginbotham 103 181 218 272 270 390 572 575 368 
Isaacs- 119 201, 459 355 363 398 527 500 280 
Kooyong 55 116 146 190 242 328 482 452 479 
Mari byrnong 91 387 705 941 1,257 1,846 2,120 2,250 2,570 
Melbourne 821 1,635 2,438 2,482 2,677 3,114 3,334 3,486 4,969 
Melbourne Porte 110 318 385 572 427 768 943 962 1,141 
Soullin 1,494 3,751 4,593 5,568 6,172 6,999 8,026 9,698 11,269 
lIill. 63 258 441 623 994 1,420 1,537 1,600 2,285 
Yarra 169 502 781 1,008 1,454 1,945 2,145 2,340 3,967 

VIaTORIA 7,414 14,936 20,855 26,857 30,234 37,409 43,808 48,998 51,321 

f-i. 
f-i. 
N 
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Assumption 2 : The proportion of adult Italian nationals 

in Scullin who lived in the Carlton area :remained constant at 34.2 

per cent (3,95J/ll,550). Thus we can estimate that in June 1960 

4,486 adult Italian nationals were resident in Carlton-North Carlton, 

an increase of 535 persons since November 1958. 

This increase, however, represents a net'· increase and 

does not indicate the number of persons who arrived in this area 

after November 19.58. Between November 1958 and. June 1960 this 

Italian population had been decreased by the naturalization o'f 

aliens over the &@e of fifteen, the deaths of Italian nationals over 

fi:fteen, and the movement of adult Italian nationals out of this 

area to other parts of Victoria, interstate or overseas. lliring the 

same time this population had. been increased by the new registration 

of Italian nationals turning sixteen, and the movement into the 

Carlton area of Italian nationals previously resident elsewhere. 

It is improbable that mortality had much effect on the 

adult Italian national population of this area, since as already 

mentioned the older persons tended to le naturalized. So far as 

decreases due to naturalizations are concerned, the obtained sample 

contaimd only eight adult Italians who had become naturalized 

after November 1958. This nunber was almost e.xactl.y balanced by 

the rn.unber of new alien registrations during this period: nioo 

Italian nationals had. their sixteenth birthday between November 

1958 and June 1960. 

This leaves only the residential mobility of Italians 

in the Carlton area to be considered. This, as shown in the 



preliminary analysis, was an important factor affecting the 

Italian population of this area. 

Assumption 3 : The residential mobility rate of 20.5 

per cent per anmun observed for adult Italian nationals in the 

carlton area between November 1958 and September 1959 (see above 

Table 1I1.11) remained constant.
16 

The application of this third. 

assumption suggests that of the estimated 4,486 adult Italian 

nationals in the Carlton area on 30th June 1960 43 per oent 

(1,927 persons) had not been resident in Carlton or North Carlton 

in November 1958. 

In the obtained sample only 60, or 30 per cent, of the 

202 Italian nationals sixteen years of age or over had taken up 

residence in oa.rlton or North Carlton since November 1958. This , 

proportion was significantly lower than the expected.l7 

All the available evidence, then, suggests that the 

Carlton sample contained a bias. Although two-thirds of the 

expected number of new residents had 'been included, it was highly 

probable that the third not afforded all3" representation differed 

significantly from these others. This bias, moreover, tended in 

the same direction as the bias introduced by non-response, in" 

16 
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This anrual rate of' residential mobility has been calculated from 
the figures relating to the ten-months period, Novem'ber 1958 to 
September 1959, and only mobility out of the Carlton area has been 
considered. As mentiored in the discussion on Table III.ll, 30 
per cent of persons who changed their address during this period 
moved to another address in the Carlton area. 
l? 
Test of significance: ~ = 14.51, d.f. = 1, p-<'O.OOl. 



that the more stable elements of this Italian population were 

over-represented. In the final assessment of' the weight of this 

bias, hOW'ever, it should be mentioned that if the rate of' 

residential mobility asSUJ:Ded in Assumption 3 had been 15 per cent 

instead of 20.5 per cent per annum, the B.miber of new residents 

contained in the sample would not have differed significantly 

from expectation.18 

A note on the minor universe 

Eight addresses were randomly selected from the minor 

universe oomprised of thB addresses of British nationals with 

Italian-sounding namas but of indafinite Italian origin who were 
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not resident at an address already occupied ~ a person of present 

or former Italian nationality. A sampling fraction of one in 

sixteen was used, to af'f'ord comparability with the sample drawn 

from the major universe. The general sampling nethod was identioal 

in both oases, and the minor universe was stratified on the same 

principle as the major universe. Subsequent field-enquiry revealed 

that only four of these eight addresses contained J;ersons of Italian 

origin. The other persons with Italian-sounding names turned out 

to be a British-Australian family of "distant French origin", a 

~Altese family, and two British-Australian females who had been 

married to Italians. One was now divorced, and refused to cone to 

the door; her mother transmitted this piece of information. The 

other was now wida.ved, and although quite happy to l;e interviewed 

18 
Test of Significance: x2 = 2.06, d.f. = 1, 
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she knew nothing of her late husband I s antecedents except that 

he had been born "somewhere in northern Italytl. These two females, 

therefore, together with the :Maltese and British-Australian family, 

were not included in the survey results. The findings of the 

Carlton survey discussed below relate only to the 95 addresses at 

whioh Italians were residant, 91 of which were supplied by the major 

universe, and 4 by the minor universe. 

Tables IV. 7 and IV.8 sunmarise the sampling frame used 

for the minor universe and the distribution of the or'iginal and 

obtained samples with this universe. Sex was the only variable 

available for testing the goodness of fit of these samples with 

the universe. The distribution by sex of neither sample differed 

significantly from that of the universe.19 Four replacements in 

the original sample were necessary, to supplement British nationals 

who had moved to another address. 

In an attempt to reduce the effect or the high residential 

mobility of Italians the idea of sampling individuals was rejected 

in favour of sampling addresses. Italians registered as resident 

in Carlton or North Carlton were classified according to their 

stated place of residence, and the addresses so obtained, stratified 

qy district 'of residence and by the number of Italians registered 

as resident at each address, provided the sampling frame from whbh 

the Carlton sample was drawn. Two sampling fra.nes were constructed, 

19 
Test of significance: Original swnPle, x.2 = 0.08, d..f. = 1, 

0.80>p» 0.70. Obtained sample, X:-:= 0.67, d.f. = 1, O.50>p>O.30. 



TABLE 1ViL 

Tho Sampling Frame of the Minor Universe 

District of Residence Siz e of Address 
TOTAL 

1 2 3 4 5 

South Carlton 33 11 1 2 47 
Central Ca.rlton 22 12 2 1 37 
North Carlton 29 18 5 1 53 

Carlton-North Carlton 84 41 6 5 1 137 

TABLE IV& -
Distribution by Sex of the Original and Obtained Samples Compared 

With That of the Minor Universe 

Sex 

Mal •• 
Females 

Persons 

Original Sample 

6 
6 

12 

Obtained Sample 

8 
10 

18 

Minor Universe 

113 
96 

209 

111 



one consisting of addresses registered by persons of definite or 

probable Italian origin (the major universe) and the other of 

addressee of British nationals with Italian-sounding names but of 

indefinite Italian origin (the minor universe). 

Although this sampling method reauced non-response due 
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to residential mobility remarkably, non-response nevertheless 

introduced a bias into the sample. This bias, which :favoured the 

inclusion of the less mobile members of this Italian population, 

was accentuated by a second bias tending in the same direction in 

the sampling frame itself. Thus the sampling frame consisted of a 

1958 list of addresses occupied by Italians in this area, whereas 

the Italians actually interviewed in the sample were the 1960 

occupants of' these dwellings. Persons who took up residence in 

Carlton or North Carlton after November 1958 could be inoluded only 

to the extent that they took up residence in dwellings previously 

occupied by Italians. This favoured the inclusion of persons with 

a prior connexion with Italians already resident in this area, who 

again tended to "be the less mobile members of this pOPllation. 

That the bias so introduced was not excessive is 

suggested by two factors. No significant difference could be 

found between the obtained sample and the universe, although 

exhaustive tests relating to twenty nine aspects of their :respective 

distributions were applied. 'While the absence of observed statisti

cally significant differences does imply that no such differences 

existed, it does offer at least prima. facie evidence that such 

discrepancies were minimal. Subsequent analysis also suggested 



that two-thirds of' the Italians estimated to have taken up 

residence in the Carlton area since November 1958 were in fact 

included in the sample. Although non-response and limitations 

inherent in the sampling frame favoured the inclusion of 

residentially stable :persons, it should be remembered that in 21 of 

the 95 original addresses Italians leaving a particular address in 

the Carlton area were in fact replaced by other Italians not 

registered at that address in 1958. Thus same residMntia~ mobile 

persons were represented in the sample. 

11 



CliIlPrER V 

QUEffi'ICINS OF MEll'HODOLOGY, III : SOURCES MID MEll'HODS 

Sources of data 

Like most social surveys this study of Italians in the 

Carlton area utilized a variety of sources, ranging from official 

statistics to participant observation. The initial stages of the 

research project relied heavily upon quantitative data held by 

the Department of Immigration and relating to aliens of Italian 

nationality and naturalized persons of former Italian nationality. 

These sources were also used in the later stages of the research, 

to check data collected in the field. By far the most important 

source of the information discussed in following chapters, however, 

was derived from the random sample of addresses, the selection of 

which has already been discussed. Fersans of Italian origin or 

connexion resident at these addresses were interviewed during an 

eight-months period of field10rk extending from February to 

October 1960.1 

Identical information was sought from all these randomly 

selected ini'onnants. This information was restricted mainly to 

1 
At two addresses, however, it was impossible to interview aJ.l the 

Italian oocupants. In both cases the persona ooncerned occupied 
separate flats in the same dwelling, one upstairs and -the other 
downstairs, but relationships were such betwean these separate 
households that the second could not be interviewed without anta
gonizing the om already interviewed. In both these cases only 
nembers of the downstairs household were interviewed, since they 
were the ones who opened the door. 
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data amanab1e to quantitative anal,ysis, although details relating 

to sponsorship and chain-migration, occupational and resiaential 

mobility, and relatives resident in Australia was sought. Little 

of this data was systematically analysed for the purpose of the 

present stua,y. No questionnaire wa.s used during the actual 

interv-iew. A conceptual framework had. been drawn up prior to the 

conmencement of field-work and this served as a guide. Tb.13 

conceptual framework was based on that used by Dr. Jerzy Zubrzycki 

in his study of imnigrants in the latrobe Valley, Victoria2 but 

incorporated modifications to suit the needs of a study devoted 

entirely to Italians. The information obtained from interviews 

was tra.nsferred to personal data sheets3 af'ter the interview bad 

been completed, coded, and. plnched onto hand-sorling cards. Four 

cards were used, each identical with regard to general structure rut 

different in colour and in the coding-system used. Blue and red 

cards were used for the personal cards of males and females 

reapective~, a green card for married couples enumerated together, 

and a yellow card for each household.4 These cards provided the 

data presented in Chapters VIII, IX, and VII respectively. 

In addition to these randomly selected informants other 

Italians resident in Carlton-North Carlton, and elsewhere in the 

2 
This survey was conducted by Dr. Jerzy Zubrzycki, Senior Fellow 

in Sociology at the Australian National University, January-Maroh 
1959. 
3 
This personal data sheet is appended· in Appendix D. 

"-
See also Appendix D. 



metropolitan area, were interviewed. These interviewees were 

mainly persons f'rom the Upper Agri Basin (Potenza) or the Alti

piano of' Asiago (Vicenza), two areas which had contributed ve~ 

many Italian migrants to these two suburbs. Some of" these persons 

were brought to the writer's attention by randomly selected 

interviewees, who mentioned them as key figures in the migration 

f'rom these areas. others had been included in the random sample 

itsel!'. All these key figures were interviewed several times and. 
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ten family trees were obtained. Seven of these genealogical tables 

have been included as an appendix.5 This use of' the genealogical 

method was experimental in the study of immigrant groups in 

Australia, based on the hypothesis that kinship was a determinant 

of chain-migration. This hypothesis was validated by the findings 

of the present survey, ani the genealogical tables proved valuable 

not merely as a means of understanding the pattern of Italian ldnship 

but also an important tool in constructing the history of past 

migration from these parts of Italy. These selected informants 

supplied the basic data used in Chapter X, data which was verified 

wherever possible by reference to passenger-lists of migrant vessels 

arriving in Australian ports, street-directories, electoral rolls, 

and indexes held by the Inunigration Department in Melbourne and 

Canberra. 

Thirdly, the marriage records of the Carlton parish church, 

the Church of the Sacred Heart, were analysed and details relating 

5 
Appendix E. 
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to all marriages involving Italians extracted. 6 This information 

comprised the names, addresses, places of birth, a~s at marriage, 

and occupations of' 4,785 couples, at least one of whom was of 

Italian birth, married in this church between loth May 1881 and 

30th June 1960. Insufficient time was available for the complete 

analJrsis of' this data, and accordingly only broad figures have been 

used in this work, to illustrate the remarkable increase in the 

number of Italians being married in this ohurch in the post-war 

period. 

FinaJ.ly, some historical exploration was required to 

describe adequately the ecological setting of the present BUrve,y 

and. to elucidate the pattern of Italian settlement in this area. 

This was perhaps the most difficult task attempted in this study, 

since almost nothing is written about the Carlton area. No 

population statistics were available in published form, although 

the colonial censuses oontained useful information on the population 

of electoral districts. These colonial consuses, together with 

historical and litera~ sources and unpublished census data, provided 

the main sources of information for Chapter VI. 

Field-work methods 

The random sample was interviewed 'between February and 

October 1960. Dlring this period the writer and his wife lived 

in Carlton, in a flat centrally situated itrmediately behind the 

6 
The Church of the Sacred Heart (Carlton), "Marriage Records", 

loth MAy 1881 to 30th June 1960. 



main Carlton shopping-centre. This flat had been built by an 

Italian contractor, who ocoupied an adjacent flat. Italians also 

occupied the flat above and the other neighbouring house. This 

proximity to the field of study allowed the writer to make mat\Y 

7 
observations which could not be made in any other way. 

Interviews were conducted mainly at night, and only six 

households were interviewed during the day. Interviews varied in 
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duration from half an hour to two and a half hours, but most lasted 

one and a half to two hours. No preliminary contacts with house-

8 
holds were sought, on the principle that this might lead to 

refusals by allowing interviewees to reconsider the possible 

disadvantages of being interviewed. Every attempt was nade to 
,--, 

conduct interviews i.mnediately after the fira1j,', although in twenty 

two of the ninety five addresses visited a second appoint~ had 

to be made anyway. 

The support of the Italian press was sought in publicizing 

the survey, and reports appeared in 11 Globo and. Ia Fianuna.9 These 

reports seemed to have little obvious effect in introducing the 

survey to the Italian residents of Carlton-North Carlton, and. in 

only three interviews did the informants mention that they had read. 

about the study in these newspapers. In all other cases the writer 

7 
F.L. Jones, The Italian Population of Carlton (in The Study of 

Imnigrants in Australia, eQ. C.A. Price, Canberra 1960), passim. 
8 

Since except for the cases mentiomd above all addresses contained 
only one household, the word household. will hereafter be used as 
equivalent to address. 

9n Globo (Melbourne), 2 marzo 1960, IA Fiamma (Sydney), 6 aprile 
1960. 



was a oomplete atranger to the persons being interviewed, and it 

was necessary to explain the purpose of the study he was making. 

Here the book-method was used. IO Informants were told that the 

writer was collecting information for a book he was writing for 

the University on Italian migration; that for this reason he 

12! 

wanted to talk to one lrundred Italian f'amilies in Carlton and North 

Carlton; that he had already spoken with maqy families and that 

he would like very much to speakwith the informant, to learn a 

little more about the Italian settlement in this area. In the 

event of his identity being questioned, the writer carried three 

letters of introduction, from His Exoellenqy the Italian Ambassador 

(~. E. Prato), from an Italian priest attached to the Carlton 

parish church (Fr. T. Barriere), and from the Acting Head of the 

1)epartment of r::emography (Dr. C.A. Price). 'l'hese formal means 

of introduction were in fact seldom used, except in the very 

first interviews. Thereafter the writert s grO'Ning fund. of local 

knOW'1edge proved adequate, and frequently it was possible to 

mention the name of a neighbour or a paesano already interviewed 

to the next informant. This credential was very useful and gaired 

admiasion to every house Visited. 

Although admission was granted to every household visited 

in the Carlton survey, two refusals were encountered. This refusal 

10 
Sister M. Inez Hilger, An Ethnographic Field Method (in Ms:thod 

and ~rspective in AnthroP9logy' ed. R.F. Spencer, Minneapolis 
1951;). p.32. 
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rate was very 1m, for several reasons. Firstly, interviews were 

usually c ondneted at night. This neant that the male head of 

household was usually at hOIll3, and thus the woman of the house was 

not so reticent as she might have been had she reen alone. SecondJ.y, 

when interviews were conducted at night the writer was always 

accompanied by his wife. This proved a very important stratagem, 

and was in fact suggested by one of the fil'st interviewees. Several 

subsequent informants confessed during the course of the interview 

that they would have 'been ullWilling to admit an unaccompanied, and 

unknown, man, since such unheralded visits often preceded a house-

breaking during the day. Thirdly, both the writer and his wife 

learned to speak Italian prior to going into the field. This 

ability to converse in Italian was not merely helpful in establishing 

rapport: without it many interviews could have been conducted only 

with difficulty. Fifty five of' the ninety five interviews were 

conducted alJoost ,entirely in Italian. Fourthly, the interviewing 

method used was as informal and as non-directive as possible. 

Interview schedules were not used at all, and although notes were 

taken in the early interviews this was also dispensed with after 

the fifteenth interviewee had refused to contime the interview, 

on the grounds that the writer was "asking too many questions" and 

writing the answers down. Thereafter no notes were taken during 
;bD_¥ 

interviews, eJO:Jept to jot,(a detail with the rermission of the 

informant, and the number of questions asked were strictly limited. 

So far as practicable the interview took the form of a casual 

conversation. In more than one case this non-directive 
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tecbnique11 was so successful that the writer, having completed 

the interview to his satisfaction, was on the point of leaving 

when the interviewee broke off the conversation to apologize for 

having talked so nruoh and. not allOW'ing the writer to ask any 

questions. Fina.l1~y, there was the fact that the writer and his 

wife lived in Carlton during the period of field-work. Apart from 

the opportunity for participant observation and the convenience 

for interviewing that this prox:lmity to the field of study offered, 

it provided a m:;l:ans of identification between the interviewer and 

the interviewee. They were after all sharing a conmon ezperience 

by living in the sam::'! area, and to be able to describe where they 

lived in Carlton, and. to bemoan the high rents, all helped to 

establish the bona fides of these new visitors. 

These were some of the faotors which made the Carlton 

survey a success. The ~ qua non, however, was the unexpected 

generosity and hospitality shown by the Italian residents of 

Carlton and North Carlton. There were some "unpleasant" interviews, 

but in a random sample this is to be expected, and these few 

experiences were far outweighed by unsolioited and well-nigh 

universal hospitality. Almost every houB8hold insisted on serving 

supper, even where there were no warren in the house, and very 

often an invitation to make a second visit was made. One Italian, 

a man in his sixties, even offered his .services as interpreter for 

the rest of the survey. 

11 
Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Ps,ychotherasr : Newer Ooncepts 

in Practice (Boston 1942). 
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rerhaps one reason for this unexpected hospitality 

might have been that the writer and his wife were often the first 

Australians ever to have paid these Italians a social call. Many 

indeed thought it quite incredible that these visitors of theirs 

were Australians at all. If they were then why did they visit 

Italians in their houses and why did they speak Italian? The 

questions, "Is your wife German?" and "Is your father Italian?" 

were frequently asked. Many interviewees expressed the view that 

the writer and his wife did not "look like Australians". Italians 

in Carlton and North Carlton have little to do with their British-

Australian neighbours. As one Italian said: "I try to say t good , 

morning' to Jl\Y neighbour, but I am shy that I do not speak very 

good English -- if only he would say 'buon giorno' • tl One regret 

still felt by the writer is that he was unable to find time to 

make some of those second visits. Even so it may not be too 

much to hope that the Carlton survey went a little way towards 

closing the social distance between the Italian immigrant and 

the native Australian. 



CHAPrER VI 

CARIJl'ON : TIlE EROF lLE OF A SUBURB 

"A ID-year plan costing £50 million has been drawn 
up by the Housing Minister, Mr. B9:tty, to clear and 
redevelop Melbourne t s slums. It would affect between 
40,000 and 50,000 people living in eight inner suburbs, 
says Mr. Petty in a. sj)I9cial report issued today. The 
suburbs are: North :M::lbourne, Carlton, Fitzroy, 
Co11ingwood, Richlnond, Prahran, South Melbourne and 
Port Melbourne. 'These people, I says Yx. Petty, 'are 
living under wretched, sordid, verminous conditions 
in 1000 acre s of slums. I ,,1 

General 

Chapters I to V have been concerned with the presentation 

of background nate rial against which the relevance and value of a 

detailed study of the Italian population of an inner-suburban area 

of Melbourne can be assessed. In this preliminary analysis it was 

shown that the Italian population of tb.e Carlton area could not be 

regarded as a homogenecus aggregate, since its :members displayed 

significantly different characteristics according to the particular 

district of Carlton in which they lived: district of :residence 

was significantly related to nationality, sex, conjugal condition, 

age, period of residence in Australia, and period of naturalization. 

:E'ield investigation showed that these associations were explicable 

in terms of the history of Carlton-North Carlton and the pattern of 

Italian settlenent in these two suburbs. 

To obtain any information, statistical or otherwise, on 

the original or subsequent inhabitants of Carlton-North Carlton 

1 
The Herald (Jrelbourne). 26th July 1960. 
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is difficult. Urban growth in Australia has tended to receive 

little more than incidental historical or sociological attention, 

and so far a s Melbourne is concerned only one authentic work on 

the metropolis and the m.ture of it s formation exist s. 2 A further 

difficulty is that, while there are a few histories of nnmicipalities 

within the }relbourne metropolitan area, 3 Carlton and North Carlton 

have never had an independent runicipal existence but have from 

their beginnings 'be:en: '. part of the City of M91bourne. The history 

of Carlton forms part of the history of the City itself, a history 

which bas yet to be written.4 In the late colonial censuses, 

statistics relating to municipal wards and electoral districts were 

published in sOme detail. Although it is difficult to justify 

electoral and municipal boundaries with postal districts, it is 

possible from these figures to derive satisfactory evidence on the 

population of the area under study. Since more recent official 

statistics relating to these suburbs do not erist, to find out 

anything about the population of these suburbs it is necessary to 

2 
James Grant and Geoffrey Serle, The Melbourne Scene 1803-1956 

(Melbourne 1957). 
3 
John Butler Cooper, The History of Prahran From Its First Settlement 

to a City (llelbourne 1912). 
~~,-' The History of St. Kilda From Its First Settlement to a 

C~t~ (2 vol., Melbourne 1931). 
Caras Daley, The Histo of South lrelbourne From the Foundation 
of Port Phillip to the Year 193 Melbourne 1940 • 
4 

Current research into this subject is being conducted. See l:eter 
Balm:ford and. J. O'Brien, "Inting Houses in Victoria", Historical 
Studies, Australia and New Zealand, IX (!I\'ly 1961), 379-395. 



extrapolate on the basis of statistics relating to the population 

of the City as a whole, an unsatisfactory procedure when such a 

large and heterogeneous local governnent area as the City of' 

~lbourne is involved. In 1954 the City of Melbourne had a 

population of 93,172 persons, spread over an area of 7,765 acres; 

it included the suburbs of Kensington, Flemington, Newmarket, 
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West Jelbourre, North l.f.elbourD'3, Parkville, Carlton, North Carlton, 

Jolimont and East Melbourne as well as the comnercial area of the 

city proper. Despite these difficulties an attempt has been made 

to piece together, from a variety of contemporary sources, standard 

histories of Victoria, and fragmentary statistical remains, a brief 

account of the original settlers of Carlto~North Carlton and 

subsequent Italian concentrations. 

A Social Histo~ of Carlton-North Carlton 

To even the most casual observer of contemporary life in 

M91baurne's inner suburbs it nust be soon apparent that Carlton 

has about it an air of spaciousness altogether absent from most 

of its neighbouring suburbs north of the River Yarra: the 

transition from the broad boulevards and generous parklands which 

grace so Dnlch of Carlton to the choked thoroughfares and cramped 

quarters characteristic of Fitzroy, Collingwood, Richmond, and 

even parts of Brunswick, is sudden and unmistakeable. As our 

contemporary observer grew more familiar with Carlton he would 

presently perceive that within the Carlton area itself' there was 

little uniformity in the living conditions of its several parts, 

and that as he journeyed north from Victoria-street through Carlton 



into North Carlton and Princes Hill the style of housing gradually 

improved. Nowhere in Carlton today are there such fine residences 

as those still found in parts of North Carlton, a suburb which 

has so fax escaped the nwnerous pockets of slums which in Carlton 

were earmarked as long ago as 19'39 for future slum reclamation. 5 

Differences between Carlton and other inner suburbs of Melbourne, 

and differences within the CarUon area itself, have their origins 

in the history of the city's growth; for the growth of Carlton, 
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like that of the metropolis generally, occurred in several distinct 

phases, reflected even today in the different types of houses which 

predominate in different parts of this area. 

Carlton is one of Melbourne ' s oldest suburbs. It is by 

no means its oldest, however, and throughout the earliest stage 

of Melbourne's growth, up to :$51, Carlton did not exist. Although 

as early as l84l Melbourne already boasted two suburbs, Richmond 

and Newtown,6 the 

time by the vague 

region north of Victoria street, known f'or some 

7 term "North :M!;:lbourne" was settled relatively 

late in the history qf the city. One early writer explained this 

late settlement as the result of the unpleasant climatic conditions 

to which this region was subject, 
8 

but whatever its cause, up to 

5 
Victoria, Housing Commission, f~eport of the Sub-Committee on 

Reclamation Areas", (:Malbaurne undated), p.2. 
6 
Newtown comprised what today is known as Fit zroy and Collingwood. 

7 
Ednn .. tnd Finn, The Cyclorama of Early lV.e1bourne (Melbourne 1892), 

p.109. 
8 

Ednund Finn, The 
, Vol. I, 

p.29. 
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1851 M91bOl.lrne ' s early suburban dwellers by-passed North Melbourne 

and settled in the neighbouring, more protected suburbs, Newtown 

and Richmond. The superior appearance of Carlton to these suburbs 

can almost wholly be attributed to its later settlement and to 

the related fact that while ]'itzroy, Collingwood and Riohmond 

emerged haphazardly from the sub-divisions of a variety of land

jObbers,9 Carlton was magnificently laid out by Melbourne's 

renowned surveyor, Robert Hoddle. 10 

The first land sale in Carlton was in the early 1850' s, 11 

partly in response to the discovery of gold in Victoria in 1851 

and the increased population it promised. By 1854 indeed the 

population of Melbourne was three times what it had. been in 1851.12 

The need for more suburban housing was immediate, and. in 1852 

Carlton, together with a number of other suburbs, was laid out.13 

~ 1854 the sudden growth of population in Carlton had attracted 

the attention of Melbourne's Roman Catholic archbishop, with the 

result that in 1855 the foundation-stone of St .. George's School, 

9 
ibid., Vol. I, p.~. 

10--
If.raie Casey (ed.) , Ear 'Melbourr:e Architecture : Eighteen Forty 

to Eighteen Eighty Eight Melbourne 1953 , p.87. 
11 
James Smith (ed.), The clo dia of Victoria: A Historical and 

Comn.ercial Review (3 vols, Melbourne 1 , Vol. I, p.3l0. 

12 
Grant and Serle, Op. oit., p.74. 

13 
Historical Sub-Committee of the Centena~ Celebrations Council, 

Victoria: The First Centurz : An Historical Survey (Jiilelbourne 1934-), 
p.209. 



Carlton, was laid.14- In the same year, also presumably in 

response to the growth of population in tbis area, two new wards 

of the City of M31bourne, Hotham and Smith wards, were oreated.IS 

Even so, the population of North Melbourne still lagged far behind 

that of Newtown, and Carlton in 1854, as Figure 6 inlicates very 
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clear~, was sparsely settled compared with Fitzroy ani Collingwood. 

In 1854 the population of' North Melbourne (6,730 persons) was little 

more than one-third of Newtown's (17,550 persons). Little wonder 

that when in April 1855 the University of Melbourne was officially 

opened, it stood "well in the country" in what was at that time 

still "a rudimsDtary auburb U •
16 

Of Carlton's original settlers we have little information. 

Some have suggested that Carlton began as a fashionable suburb and 

point to the fact that in the 1850' s it contained ma.ny wealthy 

:residents: in 1856 Mr. Justice (later Sir Rednund) Barry, the 

first Chancellor of Melbourne University, moved :from Russell Street 

to his "semi-rural retreat" at the corner of Drunmond a.l'ld Pelham 

Streets,17 and about the SBJne time Drummond. Street contained the 

residences of mal\Y' business and professional men.18 This early 

:u.. 
Smith, Qp. cit., Vol. I, p.303. 

15 
Historicld Sub-Conmittee, Op. cit., p.209. 

16 
Smith, Cp. cit., Vol. I, _p.303. 

17 
Finn, Qp. cit. (Melbourne 1888), Vol. I, p.30. 

18 
Isaac Selby, The Old. Pioneer's History of Melbourne (Melbourne 1924}, 

p.367. 
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promise cannot have been ful.filled, and. as its population grew 

Carlton beca.ne a predominantly working-class suburb. In 1877 

a c01l'IJentator on Melbourre life eJCPlained. the show of hostility 

by s~ctators at a football match between Melbourre and carlton 

on the grounds that " ••• Melbourne ••• is considered to be a little 

more high-toned, and consequently antagonistic to democratic 

Carlton!,19 Such a sentiment was echoed four years later by an 
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English visitor engaged on a study of tow~life in Australia, 

according to whom Carl.ton was "inhabited by the working-classes. ,,20 

A guide to Melbourne in 1880 described Carlton's population as 

consisting of "mostly artisans and clerks. ,,21 

Carlton, then, was first settled during the 1850's and 

the 1860's. ~ 1871, as Table VI.l shows, the population of 

North Melbourne was almost as numerous as that of' Newtown, which 

only fifteen years before had contained twenty-seven persons for 

t;Nery ten in North Melbourne. In 187l Smith ward alone had a 

population of 12,538, an estimated 10,541 of whom lived in Carlton 

south of' Faraday-street. By 1954 this area contained only 7,676 

persons. 

19 
Stanley 3ames, The Vagabond Papers: Sketches of Melbourne Life 

in Light and Shade (Melbourne 1877-78), 3rd Series, pp.ll-12. 
20 
R.E.N. 'l'wopeI\Y, 

21 
Town Life in Australia (london 1883), p.17. 

R.P. Whitworth (00..), The Official Handbook and Guide to Melbourne, 
~. (Molbourre 1880), p.23l,.. 



TABIE VI.l Population of North Melbourne and Newtown 1851 to 1901 

Year of Census North ~lbourne it Newt emn !B!: 

1851 3,1;1,.9 
1854- 6,730 17,550 
1857 12,194 21,395 
1861 16,770 24,460 
1871 34,060 34,145 
1881 45,858 46,947 
1891 57,202 67,523 
1901 52,678 64,436 

!It North Melbourne is used here in ita original sense, to 
apply to that part of the metropolis lying to the north 
of Victoria street and. east of Nicholson Street. It 
includes what is known today as the suburbs of North 
Melbourne, Carlton, North Carlton, and Parkville. 

!tit Newtown is used in its original sense, to include the 
present-day municipalities of Fitzroy and Collingwood. 

The growth of Carlton in this initial period, 1852 to 

1871, is reflected in the gradual extension of its northern 

boundary. In 1854 Pelham-street marked the northernmost limit 

of residential development, in 1856 Gratta~street, 1860 Elgi~ 

street, and 1863 Neill-street. In 1869 Reilly-street, the present 

boundary between Carlton and North Carlton (kno.vn sinoe the 1880· s 

as Princes-street), became the northern boundar,y of Carlton 

(Figure 7). By 1870 the growth of population in this area had 

been sufficient to warrant the creation of a new ward, Victoria 

ward,22 and in 1872 the northern boundary of Carlton was' fi:x8d 

22 
Historical Sub-Committee, Qp. cit., p.273. 
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at Park street and North Carlton created. 23 

~ 1871 Carlton-North Carlton contained an estimated 

18,572 persons (Table VI.2), of whom the majority l'IDlst have lived 

in Carlton. As late as 1878, the northerrmost main street in 

North Carlton was Church-street (the present Fenwick-street) and 

north of this street there was almost no residential developnent. 

Little residential development between Carlton and Erunswick 

had yet oocurred, sinoo closer settlement in North Carlton was 

hampered by difficulties of drainage north of the "infamous 

Reilly-street drain,,24 and also by nests of quarry-holes .. 25 In 

1879 the local member for Carlton asked the Minister for FUblic 
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Works if he would place on the Estimates a sum of money for filling 

up the quarry-holes in North Carlton. 26 

23 
This discussion of changes in boundaries has been based upon 

Sands and McDougall's Directory of Victoria (Melbourne), 1857-1872. 
24 
Finn, gp. cit. (Melbourne 1888), Vol. I, p.29. 

25 
Historical Sub-Committee, Op. cit., p.268. 

26 
:!!'L~~e!!!. (Victoria, Iagislative Assembly), Vol. 33 



TABLE VI.2 Population of Carlton-North Carlton 
1871 to 1954 

Year of' Census 

1871 
1881 
1891 
1901 
1911 

191,.7 
1954 

Population 

18,572 .. 
25,29& 
32,963 
31,535 
32,998 .. 

29,274-
27,1,.55 

~ Estimated population, based on the comparison 
of figures for Smith and Victoria Wards with 
those for the electoral districts of Carlton 
and Carlton South. 

Between 1871 and 1881 the population of Carlton-North 

Carlton grew steadily, and by the latter date Carlton DJ.lst have 

been oc:unpletely settled. According to the directory of that 

year the rrumber of residences in Charles-, Elgin-, Kay-, Keppel-, 

Neill-, PalJnerston-, Pitt- and Princes-streets was 622, 99 per 

cent of the number of dwellings listed in these streets in 1961 

(631 dwellings). In North Carlton, on the other hand, particularly 

north of ~rson-street, residential development in 1881 was 

still sparse and only 4 per cent of the dwellings listed in the 

1961 directory appeared in the directory of 1881.27 

27 
In 1881 Iugon-, Drummond-, Rathdowm-, &ness-, Ganning-, Station-, 

and. Nicholson-streets (north of McPherson-street), and Garton-, 
Arno1d-, McIlwraith-, Wi1so~, and Pigdon-streets contained o~ 
69 dwellings, compared with 1,575 in 1961. Sands and McDougall! s 
Directory of Victoria, 1881 and 1961. 
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By contrast with the 1870' a, when Melbourne's pOPllation 

grew :relatively slowly, the 1880's witnessed another period of 

inmense population growth: between 1881 and. 1891 the metropolitan 

population inoreased from 282,947 to 490,896 persona.
28 

Although 

this did not affect the inner suburbs as markedly as less ,densely 

pop.ll.ated areas of the m;ltropolis, by 1881 the Carlton area 

contained 25,298 persona, an increase since 1871 of 131 per cent 

compared with the total metropolitan increase of 173 per cent. 

'I'his increase in the Carlton area must have been almost wholly 

restricted to North Carlton, whose population in fact tmlst have 

very marly doubled from 7,000 or 8,000 persons in 1871 to about 

15.000 in 1891. 

In 1891 indeed the population of Carlto~North Carlton 

numbered 32,963 persons, a figure which probably has never been 

moh exceeded since' (Table VI.2). 

Although most of North Carlton, then had. been settled 

by 1891, a few parts of this suburb were not fully developad until 

the first and second decades of the present century. The area above 

the celmtery, for example, and at the northernnost ends of 

RathdCl'Nne- and Drummond-streets, where accol'ding to an 1885 map 

bluestone quarries had still existed, contained only 289 dwellings 

in 1891. By 1901 the number had increased to .344 and by 1921 to 

614. In the 1961 directory only 608 dwellings were listed in the 

28 
Grant and Serle, Op. cit., p.137. 
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Figure 8 CARLTON AND NORTH CARLTON 1906 

SOURCE I Sands and McDougall's Directory of Victoria 1906. 



same area.29 The later period in which these restricted parts 

of North Carlton were settled is reflected even today in the 

housing; for the frequent building of the terrace-house, which 

predominates elsewhere in Carlton-North Carlton, ca.rre to an end 

with the depression of the -1690' s. 30 Partly for this reason the 

parts of North Carlton nentioned above contain a :relatively high 

proportion of detached Chvellings: five of the seven cottages 

included in the sample were in this district. 

If we know little about the original residents of 

Carlton we know even less about those of North Carlton. Its 

present appearances, as well as the opinions of Melbourne people 

todAy, suggest that for a time it may hav"e been a non-unfashionable 

sururb. The presence of a servant' s room in a cottage which occurs 

in parts of North Carlton lends partial support to this view 

(Figure 11).31 Even so the majority of North Carlton's early 

inhabitants were probably work1ng-class people, and although sane 

research has suggested that in early Melbourre the terrace, like 

the suburban villa today, was 'twilt by everyone".32 Twor.:srrfr:! in 

1880 had already declared that ''terraces and attached houses are 

29 
~;f,;~~~~ 1885; 1891; 1901; 1921; 
e considered above included 

Garton-, Arnold-, McIlwraith-, and Wilson-streets only. 
}O 
David A. Saunders, ''I'errace Housing in :M3-lbourne", (unpublished 

Master's Thesis, Department of Architecture, University of ~lbourne, 
1959). p.47. 
31 
Finn, Op. cit. (MSllbourne 1888), Vol. I, p.30. 

32 
Saunders, gp. cit., p.40. 



universally disliked, and almost every class of suburban house 

is detached and stands in its own garden".33 This implies that 

the ~ people at least did not live in terraces. 

The ubiquity of the terrace-house in the inner-suburbs 

of' Nelbourne is no evidence of' its popularity. The rrajority of' 

these houses were built by speculators to house a rapidly e:xpanding 

population, and the attractions which the terrace-house, with its 

contiguous boundary walls, narrow f'rontage and repetitive design, 

of'f'ered to the speculative builder, are obvious.34- The terrace-

house was built in a variety of forms. MOst commonly in Carlton 

and North Carlton it had a single front and was one- or two-

storeys (Figures 9-11 and. Photographs VI.l to VI.?). By modern 

standards it was not well-designed, since in a dwelling with blind 

boundary walls and a narrow frontage it is diff'icult to make 

adequate provision f'or cross-ventilation and light. One room 

usually had no ventilation or light except from the hall upon 

which it opened. men the best terraces had little use for a 

garden in f'ront of the house; most opemd onto a narrow paved 

verandah, sometimes a narrow strip of grass, sometimes even 

directly to the footpath. The terrace-house predominates in 

almost all of h2lbourne's irll'J3;r suburbs. Built rarely after the 

33 
TwopetliY, Ope cit., p.18. 

31,-
~., p.33. 
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1890' s, it fell from popularity to such an extent that by 1920, 

two J!l9tropolitan municipalities, Richmond and Prahran, had passed 

by-laws prohibiting its erection. 35 
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The available evidence suggests that for the greater part 

of their history Carlton and North Carlton have been working-class 

sururbs. By 1886 Sir Rednrund Barry's old villa had beoone the 

Children's Hospita136 and as early as 1879 many of the other fine 

residences in DIunmond Street had been converted into apartJrent

houses,3'7 a function they serve even today. So far as North 

Carlton is concermd, even if some of its early residents had 

been well-to-do, by the beginning of' the 1920'S it had already 

beccme a sooial solecism to live north of the River Yarra and "the 

business and professional classes gradua~ abandoned the advantage 

of proximity and moved to more genteel envirorments. In their 

place the workers concentrated at the factory gatea u•3S 

Although Carlton and. North Carlton have been working-

class suburbs, they have unlike their neighbours reen :relatively 

free from industry; they have always been, as they are today, 

predominantly :residential suburbs. In 1880 a directory of 

M91bourne described Carlton as a "residential suburb", with only 

"three flour-mills, one brewery, three ginger-beer etc. 

35 
Saunders, Cp. cit., p.47. 

36 
Finn, gp_ cit. (Melbourne 1888), Vol. I, p.30. 

37 
Whitworth, 91>. cit. (Melbourno 1880), p.33. 

38 
Grant and Serle, Cp. cit., p.204. 
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manuf'actories, and several motJ..Ul)antal masons I yards". 39 In the same 

directory Brunswick was described as an "industrial borough II whose 

population was chiefly employed in brickmaking, quarrying, and. 

dressing bluestone (there were 33 quarries and. 20 mills for grinding 

clay in Brunswick). 40 Fitzroy appeared as "one of the most 

important suburban cities tI, having a gasworks, boot marui'actories, 

a brewery" furniture and clothing factori~s, etc.;41 Richmond. as 

a "mostJ..v residential subUJ::,b ll with a considerable number of: tanneries 

and wool-washing establishments on the Yarra;42 and Collingwood, 

with upwards of 100 factories within its oity limits,. as "the 

manufacturing centre of the coloqy".43 

Since l880 the industrial profile of the metropolitan 

area haa changed. Even so the Richmond.-Collingwood-Fitzroy district 

has remained the centre of Melbourne's textile industry; Collingwood 

and Fitzroy also contain a notable concentration of the shoe

industries. ~ In Carlton, industry and comnerce have made itn'oads 

into former residential areas, and today Carlton south of Grattan-

street and west of rugon-street is 1argel,y given over to factories 

39 
Whitworth, Cp. cit. (Melbourne 1880), p.236. 

40 
ibid., 

J;r-
p.230. 

ibid., p.239. 
42 
ibid., 

4r- pp.218-220. 

ibid., pp.236-238. 
44 

Clifford M. Zierer "Melbourne as a Functional Center", Armals of 
xxxi (Mar.-D9c. 1941), 
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and busine 88 offices which have spread. out from the city proper. 

Elsewhere in the Carlton area the ingress of industry has been 

less marked, being restrioted on the whole to light industries. 

In North Carlton, still predominantly a residential suburb, the 

1961 directory listed five knitting~lls, four clothing-factories, 

and ore large hosiery mill. Italian women are an important source 

of labour in these industries. 

The disposition of industr,y in Melbourne's inner suburbs 

is an important key to the un&:lrstanding of ~lbaurne' B Italian 

concentrations. Melbourne has long held a position ahead of Sydney 

as a mamfacturing centre 45 ana. for this reason has attracted a 

disproportionate share of Italian migrants arriving in the post-war 

period. Just as ~lbournefB history is concentrated north of the 

River Yarra in Richmond, Collingwood, Fitzroy, Brunswick, North 

Melbourne, and. Port Melbourne,46 so these and neighbouring suburbs 

have attracted dense Italian concentrations. In 1~54 the 

Munioipalities of' the Oity of Melbourne, Brunswick, Fitzroy, 

OollingNood, and. Richmond. contained over halt (16,667/29,890) the 

Italian-born persons in the metropolitan area. 

Carl.ton today is recognised as Melbourne's "L ittle 

ItaliY".47 It has not always, however, been known as an Italian 

45 
Zierer, Op. cit., p.271. 

46 
ibid., pp.272-279. 

4""'-
Grant and Serle, Op. oit., p.258. 
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suburb, since Italians did not became a bumerical~ important 

minority in Melbourm until the 19201 s. What, then, has been the 

history of' Italian settlement in Carlton, ani when did it emerge 

as a suburb of marked Italian concentration? 

Non-Britishers in the Carlton area, 1881 to 1960 

One of the inevitable concomitant s of urban growth is the 

segregation of a city's population into what have been termed 

"natural social areas".48 The tendency for social groups, be they 

based upon differences in social or occupational class, ethnic origin, 

or religious persuasion, to assune a spatial dimemsion is universal. 

The post-war concentration of Italians in Carlton and North Carlton 

can be viewed as an instance of this general law. 

'l'he population of the City of MelbourtEl,4.9 like that of 

Victoria as a whole, has boen characterized by its high degree of 

et-hnic homogeneity. Except for the recent period of extensive 

non-British inmigration since the end of World War II, nine out of 

every ten parsons in the City· s population had been born in 

Australasia or Great Britain.50 Even during the gold rushes, when 

there were 23,083 Chinese in the color,w, 89 per cent of the 

48 
Robert Ezra Park, Human Communities: The City and Human Ecology 

(Illinois 1952), p.79. 
1,.9 

Since no contiruouB aeries of statistics for Carlton-North Carlton 
is available, the following discussion is based partly on the figures 
relating to the total population of the City of :MeIlbourne. 
50 

Although birthplace statistics include persons of different stocks, 
Australasian- and British-born persons are hereafter in this chapter 
referred to as persons of British stock a:m. other persons as 
non-Britishers. 



Victorian population were still British (Table VI.3). 

TABLE VI.3 Percentage of N~Britishars in t~ Total Population 
of' the City of ~lbourne and Victoria - 1846 to 1954 

Year of Census City of' Melbourne Victoria 

1846 0.97 
1851 1.93 
1854- 5.51 
1857 4.13 10.64-
1861 5.15 8.68 
1871 4.03 5.10 
1881 5.06 3.57 
1891 6.94 3.08 
1901 6.03 2.51 
1911 1.98 
1921 3.81 1.81 
1933 5.75 1.68 
1947 7.16 1.99 
1954- 18.50 7.57 

Until 1871 the City of lIblbourne's population was 

more British than the Victorian population as a whole, since gold, 

which had. attracted the first major influx of non-Britishers to 

the coloI\Y, also decreed that the t'irst ethnic concentrations 

should:' be not in the metropolitan area but on the gold-£ields. 

Twa in 1871, the proportion of non-Britishers in the gold-fields 

pop.llation (9-4 per cent) was still almost double the proportion 

in the colol\Y as a whole (5.1 per cent). Among the Italians~ 

whose distribution by local govert:JlOOnt areas was not provided 

until the 1881 census, the greatest concentration was in Walhalla, 

a gold-mining town in Gippsland where in 1881 5 per rent of the 

male population was Italian-born. Although by 1891 the importance 
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of gold had declired, ma.ZW of the diggers had relB'lined in the 

country engaged in other pursuits. In 1891 there was a huge 

Italian concentration in t he wine growing towns of Tabl"ulk and 

Nagambie in the Goulburn shire, where 12 per cent of the maJ.e 

population bad been 'born in Italy. In 1881 there had been only 

6 Italians in this shire. The number had risen to 177 by 1891, 

and declined sharply to 45 persons by 1901. The emergenoe and 

deoline of this Italian concentration coincided with the impetus 

given to the wine industry in Victoria during the 1880' s. 51 

Sudden fluctuations in the size and location of Italian 

concentrations in the period 'before World War I ~flect the 

rapidity with which these early Italians responded to new economic 

opportunities, as well as the temporary nature of much of this 

early settlement. 52 In 1881 94 out of 100 Italians in Victoria 

were males, and even by 1911 there were still 32 Italian-born males 

for every 10 Italian-born females in the State. 

Two exceptions to the above generalization, that ethnic 

minorities did not appear in arw marked fonn in the City of Melbourne 

until after 1871, must 'be noted, the Chinese and the Jews. The 

Chimse, however, who in 1861 aocounted for 0.9 per cent of the 

51 
The Australian Encyclopaedia (2 vola, Sydney 1920), Vol. II, p.626. 

H.E. laffer, The Wine Industry in Australia (Adelaide 194.9) ,- p.47. 
T.W.H. I.eavitt and W.D. Lilburn, Jubilee Ristor, of Victoria and 
M31bourne : Illustrated (2 vols, :Melbourne 1888 , Vol. II, Part II, 
p.73. 
52 
Borrie, Op. cit., p.52. 
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City's population, do not concern us directly here, since they 

have always 'been heavily concentrated in "Chinatown" in Little 

Bourke Street, M9'lbourne1 s Chinese quarter sinco 1854.53 Although 

some Chinese did spread fran this part of the Oi ty into Carlton 

in later years, the Chinese have probably never been a numerically 

large component of the populatior.. in the area unier consideration.54 

In 1891 only 20 of the 1,563 Chinese in the City as a whole lived 

in the electorates of Carlton and Carlton South. The Jews, on 

the other hand, are of oonsiderable relevance to the present 

study, since long before Carlton and North Carlton emerged as an 

area of dense Italian settlement, they had been known as suburbs 

of Jewish concentration. 

According to Iyng5.5 there were 117 Jews in Melbourne in 

1846. By 1857 they """bered 1,139 in the City alo'" (Table VI.4), 

2.2 per cent of its total population. Since 1857 Jews have never 

oonstituted less than 1.9 per oent of the population of the City of 

Melbourm. Within the boundaries o:f the City the distribution of 

Jews has varied considerably. Until 1891 they were concentrated 

almost exclusively in the City area proper, east of Elizabeth-street 

and. north of' Bourke-street, in what was known as the electral 

district of' East M:llbourne.56 In 1891 5.9 per cent of this 

53 
Historical Sub-Comnittee, Op. cit., p.197 

54 
C.A. Price, Inmigration and Group Settlement (in The Cultural 

Integration of Imnigrants, ed. W.];I. Barrie, Paris 1959), p.269. 
55 
J. Iung, Non-Britishers in Australia : Influence on Population and. 

PrOgreSS (l>Iolbourno 1935), p.151. 

56 
Victoria, The Victorian Statutes 1890, Vol. I, p.498 et :se'tlil. 
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Italians, Jews, and Chinese in the City of Melbourne I Numbers and Percenta.ge of 
Total Population, 1854 to 1954. 

Numbers Percentages . -
Year of Oensus Italians Jev. Chinese Italians Jews Chinese 

1854 938 1.7<> 
1857 1,139 251 2.17 0.48 
1861 1,175 341 3.19 0.93 
1871 1,486 402 2.70 0.73 
1881 122 1,874 591 0.'19 2. '2 0.90 
1891 232 2,246 1,563 0.32 3.06 2.13 
1901 
1911" 

180 2,112 1,255 0.26 3.09 1.84 

1921 237 1,959 1,443 0.23 1.90 1.40 
1933 781 2,800 872 0.85 3. Cl4 0.95 
1947 1,612 3,003 654 1.61 ).01 0.65 
1954 6,812 2,613 7.31 2.80 

)( In the OellSllS of 1911 birthplaoe by local government areas was not given. 

~ t' Oomparisons between birthplace groups (viz. Italians) and religious or 
racial groups (viz. The Jews or the Chinese) tend to be slightly biased, since 
in the first category Australian-born persons are exeluded but in. the second 
included. 

..... 
Ul 
on 
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electorate's population was Jewish, ccmpa.red with 3.1 per cent 

of' the City's population as a whole. This East Melbourne electorate, 

indeed, which included Fitzroy south of Gertrude-street and Carlton 

south of Pelham- and east of Leicester-streets, is of considerable 

importance in the study of lttilbourne t s early minorities; in 1891 

it had the most heterogeneous population of aqy district in the 

metropolitan area: 15.5 per cent o:f its population were non-British, 57 

compared with 6.9 per cent in the City of Melbourne as a whole and. 

only 3.1 per cent in Victoria. East M:!llbourne in 1891 was what 

Fitzroy was in 1954: a depre Baed inner-ci ty area with a large non

British PopllatiOn..58 In 1888 a central part of the East Melbourne 

electorate was described as containing houses which were 

~ •• dirty, alive with ve~n, close and foetid, with the 
sharp pungent odour of' decaying wood ever appealing to 
your nostrils; roofs not waterproof; doors without 
fastenings ••• ; windows patched. with paper or stuffed with 
rags; floors rotten and full of holes, through which the 
rats COJ:DS and devour the food they doubtless think has 
been left there for their ~ by the equally rattish and. 
predatory dwellers above '. 

An earlier comnentator has described the same area 

(between Bourke- and. Lonsdale-streets) as the home of .Melbourne's 

"criminal classes ft60 and as l~he headquarters of Melbourne vice 

and crime tt. 61 

57 
The largest minorities were Chinese (1,489 persons, 7.2 per cent) 

and Jews from Germaqy t Poland, the Ukraine and Russia (1,216 
persons, 5.9 per cent). 
58 
ZUbr~cki, ap. cit., p.8l. 

59 
Freeman, Op. cit., p.1l5. 

60 
James, Op. cit., 3rd series, p.63. 

6h,id., 2nd aeries, p.l64. 



At the end of the rllnteenth century, then, this area 

contained sorns of 11"elbourne t s worst slums and a n.unerous non-

British population. Carlton by contrast was still a respectable 

:residential suburb and in 1891 96 per cent of the population of 

the Carlton and Carlton South electorates were of British stock. 

In the oldest parts of Carlton, however, south of :Eelham-street, 

living conditions had already begun to deteriorate. InE91 the 

population of Cardigan division reached its peak and began to 

decline, from 5,240 persons in 1891 to 4,401 in 1901. In 1954 

less than 3,000 persons were estimated62 to be living in this 
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part of Carlton, which is today more a business than a residemiiU. 

district. 

As British-Australians moved out of Carlton the Jews 

spread from the city into this adjacent suburb, and by 1891 Jews 

constituted 4.3 per oent of Carlton's population south of 

Palmerston-street. By the turn of' the century marked Jewish 

concentrations were f'ound in rugon-street and in Drummond-street. 63 

From this early nucleus the Jewish settlement in Carlton grew, 

reaching its peak in the late 19201 s and early 1930' s, when perhaps 

as mal\Y as two of the three thousand Jews in the City lived in 

Carlton and North Carlton. If this estimate is correct, Jews in 

62 
In the 1954 census 4,233 persons were e:rumerated in Carlton south 

of' ~rattan-street. 
63 
Price~ lac. cit. (Faris 1959). 

64 
This estimate is based on inf'ormation supplied by Mr. B. Gurewicz, 

a Jewish resident of' North Carlton, in September 1960. It has not 
been verified, since statistics are not readily available. 
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the Carlton area must have accounted for 4 to 5 per cent of 

the total pop11ation, a degree of concentration mrpassed onb' 

in St. Kllda, where in 1933 every twentieth person was a Jew. 

About this time there was a saying in ~lbourne, that "the English 

have their St. George, the Scotch their St. Anirew, the Irish their 

St. Patrick, and the Jews their st. Kilda ll •
65 By the mid-thirties 

the Jews had alrearly begun to move out of Carlton and. North Carlton 

into better areas, such as Kew and Caulfield. This drift gained 

momentum after the war with the influx of thousands of Italians and 

other imnigrants into the inner suburbs. By 19.54 st. Kilda (10.6 

per cent), Caulfield (4.8 per cent) and Kew (3.1 per cent) all had 

larger Jewish concentrations than the Oity of :Melbourre, where only 

2.8 per cent of' the total population were Jews. Since 1954 the 

exodus of Jems from Carlton-North Carlton has proceeded apace, and. 

while there are still numerous Jewish institutions and shops in 

this area,66 man.y Jewish businesses have closed down. According 

to a Viggianese proprietor who moved into his shop on the east side 

of Iugon-street in 1949, eleven of the twelve shops between Faraday-

and University-street were owned by Jews. By 1960 only five 

65 
lung, Op. cit., p.153. 

66 
These inoluded. the Jewish National Library (Jqgon-street, North 

Carlton), a synagogue (Palmerston-street, carlton), Jewish funeral 
parlors (Pitt- and Canning-streets, Carlton), the Bialik Hebrew 
School (Drummond-street, North Carlton), a Jewish printing press 
(Faradar,street, Carlton), a Jewish book-shop (Rathdowne-street, 
Carlton, and numerous kosher butchers. Sands and McDougall'S 
Directory of' Victoria, 1961. 
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remained in Jewish hands. Four had been taken over by Italians 

and two 'Were still vacant following the departure of their former 

Jewish proprietors. 67 The decline in the Jewish population of' the 

Carlton area has been such that a few years ago the Jews sold 

one of their halls in Drummond-street, North Carlton, to the 

Turkish community.68 

Even in 1960, however, the number of Jews in North 

Carlton must have still been considerable, and the decline in 

importance of this Jewish concentration has been the result not so 

much of a decrease in its numbers but of an increase in other 

minority groups. In 1947 there had been two Jews for every Italian 

in the City of M31bourne. By 1954 the position had been completely 

reversed and nCJll'l rOT every Jew there were close to three Italians 

(2.6 to 1). Not only has the number of Italians increased but there 

has also been a remaxkable growth in other minorities in the 

Carlton area. Aooording to t he alien registration figures, in 

1958 8,460 adult alien nationals were registered in the Scullin 

electorate in addition to 11,269 adults of Italian nationality. 

The Carlton area has ita Greek, Yugoslav, and Maltese ooncentra-

tions as well as the ItaJE.ns and the Jews. 

The changes in the ethnic composition of Carlton's 

population is epitomized in its ohurches. The huge protestant 

buildings, such as St. Jude's Anglican Church in Iqgon-street, 

67 
Interview with Mr. E. Angerame, October 1960. 

68 
Interview with Mr. B. Gurewicz, September 1960, 



built in 1866 to accommodate '750 persons, or the Eskire-street 

Presbyterian Church, built in 1874 ~or 500 worshippers, 69 are 

today silent memorials to a vanished population. In 1880 this 
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Presbyterian church was open for divine service twice on Sunday 

and once on Wednesday. 70 Today the members of' the Greek Orthodox 

conmunity use it on Sunday mornings, and the evening Presbyterian 

service attracts only a handful of elderly people for whose sake 

alone, and the .memory of the past, its doors remain open. The 

Roman Catholic churches, by contrast, are well attended. Even 

a Lebanese church thrives in Carlton. At the Church of the Sacred 

Heart one morning servioe is conducted entirely in Italian and 

another half' in Italian and. ha.lf in English.
71 

Since 1956 an 

72 
Italian-speaking priest has been attached to this parish, ani 

since June 1957 nine out of every ten marriages celebrated in 

this church have involved persons of Italian birth.73 

The history of Italian settlement in Carlton has mal'\Y 

similarities to the history of Jewish settlement in this area. 

The Italians, like the Jews, were concentrated originall;y in the 

city pr~r. By the beginning of the First World War they had 

69 
Whitworth, Op. cit. (:Melbourne 1880), p.234. 

70 
ibid. 

7r--
Interview with Father J. Kelly, Carlton, September 1960. 

72 
The Australasian Catholic Directory (Syillley) , 1956, p.263. 

73 
The Churoh of the Sacred Heart (Carlton), "Marriage Records It. 
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spread into South Carlton and, in the ttwenties, into Carlton 

genera.n.y.. Since 1947 North Carlton as well has recOlD\lI a suburb 

or Italian concentration.. Although the earliest Italian inmigrants 

in Victoria tended to be highl.y mobile and concentrated in :rural 

rather than urban distriats, already in J.881, the first year in 

which distribution of Italian-born persons by local government 

areas in Viotoria is available, a perceptible Italian concentration 

had energed in the City of 1le~bou.rne, where 0.18 per cent of the 

total population was Italian-born, compared with 0.10 per cent in 

the -colony as a whole. By 1891 this concentration had increased 

both absolutely and. relatively, to 232 persons of' Italian birth 

or 0.32 per cent of the City's population, a figure which rep:resen-

ted an ear~ peak of Italian concentration in the City not 

surpassed until the 1933 census. 74 Of further interest is that 

the majority of these early Italian immigrants lived in the 

electorate of East M91bourne, w~..ich with an Italian population of 

204 persons had a degree of Italian concentration (1 .. 0 per cent) 

three times greater than the City as a whole (0 .. 3 per cent). If 

Italians were evenly distributed throughout the several divisions 

of the East Melbourne electoral district, in 1891 approximate~ 

51 Italian-born persons were living in Carlton south of Felham-

street (0.98 per cent of the total population) but only 15 north 

74 
Although in 1921 there were 237 Italian-born persons in the City 

of Melbourm, this included North Melbourne, whioh in 1891 had 
been a separate municipality. In 1891 the Italian population of 
the City of Melbourne and North M9-1bourne numbered 257 persons. 
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of' Pelham-street (0.05 per cent). This speculation on the existence 

of' a small Italian concentration in this southern part of' Carlton 

as early as 1891 is not altogether without f'oundation, since four 

out of every five Italians in East Melbourne were males and this 

southern part of Carlton had for SOlD!' years been known as a 

boarding-house area. 75 

Even if' there were a small Italian concentration in the 

Cardigan division as early as 1891, it is unlikely that these 

early settlers remained to f'orm the nucleus of subsequent Italian 

settlement in this suburb. Most of them lmlst have left their 

families behind them in Italy, and with the onset of the depression 

in the 1890' s roal\Y Italians left ~lbourne, aon:e for other parts 

of Australia where conditions were better than in Victoria,?6 others 

for Italy and home. By 1901 the number of Italians in the City 

of Melbourne had dxopped by one-fifth (Table VI.4). Although the 

majority of these early Italian inmigra?It.s were mobile, some did 

77 
settle permanently, among them a small but, so far as this study 

is concerned, a. significant group of Italians who had been visiting 

Australia since the 1880' s: the Viggianese street musicians, a 

picturesque band of itir:erant harpists and violinists who travelled 

75 
Whitworth, Gp. cit. (Melbourne 1880), p.33. 

76 
Grant and Serle, Op. cit., pp.196-197. 

77 
The 1911 census showed that 34 per cent of Italian-born persons 

in Victoria had been in .Australia for twenty years or longer. 
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the world from the time they were boys in search of' a living. 78 

A f'aw Viggianese musicians, including a rumber from the 

reighbouring village of' Marsicovetere, had already settled in 

Melbourm by the late 1880' s, but not until about 1893 did this 

settlement begin to achieve ~ considerable size. Between 1893 

and the beginning of the First World War at least twenty five 

Viggianese nusicians settled in Melbourne, mostly in Carlton?9 

By 19J.4. no less than twenty musicians frOlll Viggiano or Mariscovetere 

were living only a hundred or two hundred yards from one another 
.y 

in the few blocks bounded,( Iugon-, Victoria-, and Cardigan-streets, 

and Argyle-square. 80 According to the records of' the Carlton parish 

church, all but one of the fourteen Carlton Italians married between 

1890 and 19~ lived in that general area of Carlton.81 

From this w.c1eus of Viggianese musicians Carltont s 

Italian population grew. But as it grew so its character changed. 

By the late 'twenties some Viggianesi, who since the end of' the 

war had f'ound employment in theatres all over Melbourne suiting 

their melodies to the mood of silent f'ilms, had. moved to suburbs 

closer to their place of work, and they were followed not by 

other Viggianeslt but by Italians from the north of Italy, from 

78 
Freeman, Op. cit., pp.202-205. 

McDonald, Op. cH., p.l29. 
Foerster, gp. cit., p.102. 
79 
See below, Table IX.4. 

80 
Sands and MCDougall's tarecto;y of' Victoria, 1914. 

81 
The Church of' the Sacred Heart (Carlton), ''Marriage Records". 



Vicenza, Treviso and. Udine.
82 

Between 1922 and 1930 9,009 

Italian-born persons arrived in Viotoria,83 and wen though a 

considerable number of Italians left Australia during the 

depression, the number of Italian-born persons in Victoria 

trebled from 1,850 per,~ons in 1921 to 5,860 persons in 1933. 

Throughout the intercensal period 1921-1933, there was a general 
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tendency among Italians to ooncentrate in rural rather than urban 

distriots, and while in 1921 56 per cent of Italian-born persons 

in Victoria had lived in the Malbourne metropolitan area, by 1933 

this proportion had dropped to 42 per cent. Now the heaviest 

Italian ooncentrations were in rural Victoria, in the Ovens River 

Valley around ~rtleford, Wangaratta and Beechworth, in south 

Gippsland in the shires of Bass, Bernick, and Cranbourne, in the 

coal-mining town of Wonthaggi, and at Werribee. In the City of 

Melbourne, however, by oontrast with the metropolitan area as a 

whole, the increase in the number of Italian-born persons 015 per 

cent) more than kept pace with that in Victoria as a whole (309 

per cent). So far as Carlton was conoernsd, the main element in 

this increase was an influx of Italians from the Veneto and the 

Friulan province of Udine. Between the wars, indeed, relatively 

few Viggianesi settled in Australia. In an age of radio and 

talkies the street-nru.sician had lost his plaoe, and the Viggianese 

82 
See below, Chapter X. 

83 
Barrie, Qp. cit., p.5*. 



peasantry, which until the First World War had migrated to the 

great cities of' the United States, did not come in large numbers 

to Australia until after the Second World War. The ViggianesEt 

element was engulfed in Carlton, which by 1940 had beccme 1a.rgely 

a northern Italian suburb. 

Throughout the I twenties the growth of' the Italian 

population in Carlton was spasmodic, hNnpered by the economic 

uncertainties of the depression. As early as 1922 employment in 

the city seems to have been scarce for Italian imnigrants,84 

particularly for those with no special skills, and. mal'lY Italians 

sought employment in the country. The few Italians who settled in 

Carlton comprised businessmen, such as fruiterers, cobblers, 

tailors and the like, and also a rumber of Italians from Vicenza. 

and Udine who, unlike the peasant labourers from the other parts 

16 

of Italy, had worked at terrazzo-paving and in general construction 

work in Italy and elsewhere on the continent prior to coming to 

Australia.85 Ma~ of these were from the Altipiano of Asiago in 

Vioenza, a district which in 1960 accounted for almost 10 :per oent 

of Italians in the Carlton area. 86 

After the depression the Italian concentration in 

Carlton grew more rapicUy, not 50 much as a result of increased 

migration from Italy but rather from a redistribution of the 

8lt 
The Age (J.le1bourne). 30th December 1922. 

85 
McDonald, Op. cit., p.l30. 

86 
See below, Chapter X. 
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Italian population within Victoria. Between 1935 and 1947 tnalV 

Italians who had _gone to the country in search of employment 

returned to the city. One typical example of this movement is 

provided by an Italian :from the foothills of Vicenza, who arrived 

in Melbourne in 1924. He found emp+oyment on a farm on the edge 

of the metropolitan area, and in 1927, when his wife arrived from 

Italy, took a job with the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of 

87 
Works at the Upper Yarra reservoir near Warburton. In 1929 

he worked a farm at Korumburra in South Gippsland, and in 1939 

returned to lIelbourne and his present residence in Carlton. Such 

examples could be multiplied. This urban movement among Ita1ians 

in Victoria is reflected in the census data and also in the Carlton 

marriage records. Thus between 1933 and 1947 the number of 

Italians in the City of Melbourne increased by 203 per cent, 

compared with an increase of only 142 per cent in Victoria as a 

whole. Such a discrepancy in these rates of growth cannot be 

explaired by migration to Victoria from Italy, since most of the 

Italians who arrived in Victoria between 1936 and 1947 were 

dependants of Italians already in Victoria,88 and would therefore 

tend to reproduce rather than disturb the established pattern of 

Italian settlement. Such an increase in the Italian population of 

Carlton inunediately before and after the Second World War is 

suggested also by the marria~ records of the Carlton parish church. 

87 
Of. lung, Qp. cit., p.97. 

88 
Borrie, 9p. cit., p.~. 
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Between July 1921 and June 1933 only 2.0 per cent of the marriages 

celebrated in this church i:mrolved Italians (10/489) but between 

July 1933 and December 1939 this proportion rose to 13.7 per cent 

(39/284). Between January 1940 and June 1947 it rose even further 

to 27.3 per cent (11~421).89 

Even by 1947, however, the Jews were probably still more 

tlt.UJIerous in the Carlton area than the Italians, and Carlton-North 

Carlton emerged as Italian BUburbs only aut of the flood of 

Italian immigration which swept into Victoria since 1949. In 

December 1950, 1,494 adult Italian nationals were registered in the 

Scullin electorate: b-.r June 1958 this rumber had increased seven-

fold to 11,269 persons, of whom 3,951 lived in Carlton-North Carlton. 

Although Victoria in 1958 contained an average of 293 electors for 

every 10 adult Italian nationals in Carlton-North Carlton this ratio 

was onl8' 34- to 10.90 

Just as Carlton, settled by Italians at a time when 

northern Italians were well-represented in Italian migration to 

Australia, became a predominantly northern Italian suburb, so 

North Carlton, whose Italian concentration has been the product of 

more recent Italian inmigration, has tended to have a greater element 

of southern Italians, especially Basilicatans. While approx:i.mate],y 

half the Italians who settled in Australia between 1920 and 1940 

89 
The Church of the Sacred Heart (Carlton), ~rriage Records". 

90 
Australia, Department of lJmnigration (Melbourne), ''District Index 

of Aliens". 



were northern Ita1ians,91 only 28 per cent of Italians leaving 

Italy for Australia between 1952 and 1956 came from north Italy.92 

This change in the composition of Italian migration to Australia 

was reflected in the Italian population of the Carlton area, and 

in November 1958 onl.y 12 per cent of' Italian nationals in North 

Carlton had been born in the provinces of' Vicenza., Treviso, and 

Udine, cOOtpared with 26 per oent of' those in Carlton.93 

The magnitude of the increase since 1947 in the Italian-

born population of' the Carlton area, and in Melbourne generally, 

is evident f'rom the Carlton marriage recorda, and whereas between 

July 1947 and June 1951 half (159/321) the marriages celebrated 

in the Church of the Sacred Heart, Carlton, involved Italians, 

between July 1951.and. June 1953 this proportion rose to three

fifth. (13$"226) and botween July 1953 and June 1957 to ibur-fifths 

(731/891). Since June 1957 nine out of every ten marriages 

celebrated in this church have involved persons of' Italian birth.94 

Perhaps the most striking reflection of' the growth in 

Carlton's Italian concentration in the post-war period is seen in 

the munber of' Italian shops in rugon-street. In 19~.5 only f' ourteen 

shops in the Lygon-street shopping centre between Queensberry- am 

91 
C.A. Price, Personal Communication. See also C.A. Price, 

'1European Minorities in Australia 1840-1940", Historical Studies, 
Australia and. Naw Zealani, VI (Nov. 1954.), pp.29lt.-295. 
92 

Hempel, Op, cit., p.2. 
93 

Jones, Op. cit. (Canberra 1959), Aliens Registration Index, Table 10. 
94 . 

The Church of the Sacred Heart (Carlton), ~riage Records". 
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Elgin-streets had Italian proprietors, and of these the majority 

were the traditional Italian busil13sses: the Italian fruiterer, 

~he Italian cobbler, the Italian grocer, and the Italian tailor. 

By 1960 f'orty-seven Italian shops were listed in the 1ltBlbourne 

directory, and. now in addition to the traditional Italian shops 

there were nine expresso-coff'ee bars, three Italian hairdressers, 

three Italian butchers, two retailers of electrical goods, two 

photographers, two estate agents, a chemist, a florist, a motor

mechanic, and even an Italian hotel-prOprietor.95 In ma.ny suburbs 

today where there are Italian concentrations, shops carry in their 

windows the legend "Qui 8i parla italiano". In Carlton Italians 

are saying it may soon read ''English spoken here \I. 

Summary 

Carlton and North Carlton are long-established inner 

suburbs of' Melbourm built largely between sixty five to ninety 

five years ago. The pattern of original settlement in this area 

was from south to north, with the result that today the condition 

of its housing tends to improve the further north one goes. In 

individual cases, however, the difference between a hous~mnety 

years old and ar-.other seventy years old may have disappeared, and 

all housing in this area is, except for some parts of North 

carlton, mOre or less dilapidated, consisting predominantly of 

terraces, a type of housing not particularly acceptable by modern 

95 
Sands and :McDougall's Directory of Victoria, 1961. 



standards of architectural design~ 
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Just as the southernnost regions of Carlton were the 

first parts of this suburb to be settled, so they were the first 

to deteriorate. Soon persons of British stock began to move to 

better areas, and by 1891 a number of Jews had already settled in 

South Carlton, to be follORed twenty years later by the Viggianese 

nru.sicians. Dlring the 1920 t s and 1930 f s, as these suburbs 

deteriorated further, the Jews moved from Carlton into North 

Carlton, and in their place a substantial concentration of Italians 

from the Veneto and the Friulan province of Uaine was established. 

By 1935, the Jews had alreaay begun to move out of the Carlton 

area to other parts of the metropolis, a movement which grew apace 

after the Second World War with a sudden influx of Italians and. 

other southern Europeans into the inner suburbs. During the post

war period North Carlton also emerged- as a suburb of danae Italian 

concentration, the largest element of which was derived from 

Viggiano and its neighbouring comuni in Potenza.. In 1960 the 

Carlton area contained an estimated 6,.500 Italians (including their 

Australian-born children), not to mention other no~British 

minorities such as the Greeks, Jews, Yugoslavs, and Maltese. By 

the time of the present survey Carlton and North Carlton, like other 

inner suburbs of Melbourne, harboured a dense inmigrant concentra

tion, and had an estimated no~British population of 11,380 persons, 

44 per cent of its total population. 
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Photograph VI, 1 One-storeyed, single-fronted ~~~ 
North Carlton. 

Although this type of terrace was built in a 
profusion of differing styles, these are typical of 
most, at least in their basic characteristics: narrow 
frontages, an entry hall providing access to all rooms, 
no space for a garden or lawn in front, and a paved 
verandah of sufficient dimensions only to permit the 
opening of the gate. The third house 'on the right 
has a "Room to let" notice in its window. 
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Photograph VI} 2 One-storeyed, siggle-fronted terraces 

This pair of terraces represents an interesting 
variation on the basic pattern. They have been set back 
a little further, to allow for a small garden, but the 
windows are smaller and the amount of natural light avail
able within the house poor, as the darkened hallways sugg
est. The television aerial and the ornate filibTee, char
acteristic of terraces built in the 1870's and 1880's, 
sJ~bolise the constrast of new and old in Melbourne's 
inner suburbs. 



Photograph VI, 3 Louisa Terrace, Carlton. 
Drurnmond- and Queensberry-streets. 

'l'ypical- of the smaller two-storeyed, single
fronted terrace, this pair was built in 1873. Entrance 
to the right-hand terrace is gained from Queensberry
street. The parking signs and meters in both streets 
reflect the spread of comTIerce and industry into this 
southern part of Carlton. 
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Photograph VIz 4 Malvina Terrace, Grattan-street, 
Carlton. 

This terrace, consisting of four identical two
storeyed, single-fronted dwellings, was also builtin 
1873. It provides a guod example of the more substantial 
early terrace. Each is wider than the two in Louisa 
Terrace, and there are two windows on the first floor 
instead of the more usual one. This block of terraces 
was owned by an Italian and his brother, who together had 
carried out extensive internal and. external improvements. 
It is in exceptionally good condition for a building 
almost ninety years old. 
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Photograph VI,....5 Two-storeyed, single-fronted terraces 
North Carlton. 

This magnificent trio of beautifully preserved 
terraces is found in Pigdon-street. Well-proportioned 
and ornately decorated these must be among the finest 
buildings of this type in Melbourne. They are struct
urally in their original condition: no external alter
ations have been made. But despite their imposing 
appearance they lack any space at the front and open 
onto a very narrOYl verandah. 
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Photograph VI, 6 One-storeyed, double-fronted terrace, 
North Carl ton. 

This dwelling is situated alongside those shown 
in the preceding photograph. Rarely built this type of 
double-fronted terrace possesses a charm and grace in 
its fine proportions unequalled in many detached houses 
erected many years later. This particular example is in 
an excellent state of preservation. An identical terrace 
on the left of the photograph (not included) was occupied 
by an Italian family at the time of the survey. 
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Photograph VI, 7 Two-storeyed, double-fronted terrace 
North Carl ton. 

Few houses of the terrace-type were ever built 
so grandly as this fine example in Drummond-street. Set 
well back in spacious grounds it is richly ornamented, 
even to the extent of having wrought-iron across the 
top of the roof. Hajestic even today, it must have been 
a grand residence at the time of its erection. The 
terrace on its right was built in 1888. 
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CHAPJ'ER VII 

THE COMPOSITION OF ITALI.!N HOllSEHOIDS 

"There are thousands of' migrants, particularly 
southern Eur~ans, living in unhygienic oonditions 
in Melbourre. ,,1 

"Reoently in the canpa:rv of a certain health 
inspector, I inspected several residences in 
Drunmond.-street, Carlton. D.tring my t our of 
inspection, I did :rot meet more than half a dozen 
people of British or Australian stock. In one 
house, there were 2.5 Greek migrants, wbo had 
lived in Australia for onJ,y twelve months. None 
of them could speak English. In another hoUse 
there were 25 Italians, and, in fact, a similar 
situation obtained in almost all the houses 
visited. "2 

Definitions 

Before we attempt to describe the households upon which 

this study bas been based, it will be as well to define the terms 

used in the following description. 

Household. A household may be defined as "a group of persons who 

live coomunally in a single dwellingtt. By. "canmunal U living such 

things as eating at the same table and using the same living room 

are meant. In the Carlton survey households were comnonly de.fined 

as those persons who watched the same television set. By a 

"single dwelling" a habitation having its own street mmber is 

meant. In some instances such dwellings had been irrternaJ.l,y 

1 
Mr. Todd, Parliamentary Debates (Victoria, legislative Assembly), 

Vol. 246 (1955-56), 245. 
2 
Mr. Clarey, Parliamentary Debates (Victoria, Isgislative AssembJ,y), 

Vol. 248 (1955=" ,3328. 



sub-divided into separate flats. Such flats were treated as 

separate households. 

17l 

Head of household~ The head of household may be defined as "the 

:person upon whose authority residence in a household is dependent". 

Thus the household-head. was in most cases the senior married male 

in the household. In some cases the household-head was an 

umlarried male who had purchased a dwelling and subsequently taken 

in additional kin or boarders. In all suoh cases these single men 

owned the dwellings ooncerned. In two other households, widowed 

females were household-heads. In two group households it was 

impossible to identify a household-head, since oocupanoy of the 

two dwellings ooncerned was depends:nt not upon atw of the residents 

but upon the owners, who rented the dwellings as apartment-houses. 

Basic household. In extended-family and composite households the 

:imnediate f'amily of prooreation of the household-head (if he or 

she was married), or the household-head himself (if he was 

urnnarried), was referred to as the basic hOllseho1d, in the sense 

that they oonstituted a relatively stable unit compared with the 

additional kin or boarders included in the household, who were 

likely in time to move out and. form an independent household. 

Single person, conjugal couple, and nuclear fami1)v households. 

These terms are used in their conventional senses and are to this 

extent self-eJIPlanatory. They refer to households consisting of 

one person only, a conjugal couple, or a nuolear family (composed 

of husband, wife and unmarried children). 
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Extended family household. This type of' household may be defined 

as a household whose members do not constitute a ruclear f'amily 

or oonjugal oouple but are mvertbe1ess related by birth or marriage 

to the household-head. 

Composite household. This may be defined as a household which 

contains members who are not related by birth or marriage to the 

household-bead, househol.ds whioh in other words contain unrelated 

boarders. Two such households, with basic households of three and 

six persons, contained five and eight boarders respectively, and 
a .... ,1'IG 

could thus be classed as boarding-houses. .... to their informal 

nature (they could not be identified from the street as boarding-

houses) they have been treated as priva.te households. 

Group household. This household-type may be defined as a 

household whose ll'l6'Jlibers are all males, do not oonstitute a fami1ia.l. 

group, but occupy a single dwelling, in order to lower per capita 

living-oosts. 

Occupant s of Italian households 

Carlton and. North Carlton are today 1:;he centre of an 

Italian concentration unequalled in a~ other Australian oity or 

among a~ other ethnic group. In 1954. 7 per cent of the tota1 

population of Melbourne's il'llle'r suburbs, ocmpr~sing the 

munioipalities of the City of Melbourne, Brunswick, Fitzroy, 

Colling'lwod., and. Richmond, were Italian-born, and. this region of 

M91bourne alone contained 16,667 persons of' Italian birth, only 

two thousands fewer than in the whole of the Sydney metropolitan 

area (18,796 persons) and almost emotly the nwnber in the State 
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of Queensland (l6,795). By 1960 Italian-born persons constituted 

probably 15 per oent of the population of this inner-suburban 

area of' Melbourne. Between December 1954 and June 1958 the number 

of adult Italian nationals registered in this area had already 

increased from 10,303 to 20,205 persons. 3 

So far as Carlton and North Carlton are concerned, it can 

be estimated from the f'indings of' the present survey that in June 

1960 this area oontained 6,350 '1:;o'~ 7,0,34 Italians, between 25 per 

cent and 30 per oent of the total population. Moreover, the 

effective Italian concentrations in parts of these suburbs Imlst 

have been even denser than these figures BUggest, since according 

to the map showing the distribution of Italian-occupied dwellings 

in 1958, Italians weR light J..y repre sented in the oldest part s of 

Carlton (south. of Pelham-street), and in the newest parts of' North 

Carlton (above the cemetery and at the northern ends of' Drunmond-

and Rathdawne-streets). In Carlton tbe heaviest Italian conoentra.-

tiona were north of Pelham-street and. east of Cardigan-street, and 

in North Carlton east of Rathdowne-street. By the time of the 

present survey Italians oocupied every third or fourth house in 

Carlton-North Carlton. Who were these Italians and what were some 

of their characteristios? 

3 
Australia. Department of Immigration (Melbourne). "District Index 

of Aliens". Unpublished. figures relating to the federal electorates 
of Melbourne, Scullin, and Yarra. See Table IV.6 above. 
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In the Carlton sample ninety-five Italian households 

were canVassed, fifty-three in Carlton a.nd forty-two in North 

Carlton. Their oocupants numbered 426 persons, of whom eight were 

non-Italians: in Carlton two households contained. a Yugoslav and. 

a Maltese, and a Yugoslav, respectively, and in two other house-

holds in Carlton and. North Carlton, the Italians interviewed 

were boarding with a Jewish f'amily of three and a Jewish couple 

respectively. These eight non-Italians have been excluded from 

all tables except th.ose relating to household-size, household-type, 

and total number of' occupants. 

The a~ais of census and other official statistics 

shows that in Australia a high proportion of Italian-born persons 

are young adults aged between twenty and. thirty-four.4 One fact to 

emerge from the Carlton survey is that an equally high proportion 

of the members of a viable Italian population in Australia are 

children under sixteen, the majority of whom have bean born in 

.Australia after their parents' arrival. In Carlton-North Carlton 

26 par cent of the sample population were under the a.ge of sixteen 

years and of these over halt' (68/122, see Table VII.l) had been 

born in Australia. 

4-
Zubrzycki, Op. cit., Figure 6, p.35. 



TABLE VII.l Sample: Occupants of Italian Households 

Occupants Carlton North Carlton 

Children 

Males 30 25 
Females 28 39 

Adults 

:Males 79 96 
Females 56 65 

Total 

:Males 109 121 
Females 84 10J,. 
Persons 193 225 

Children are defined as persona under the age of sixteen years, 
and Adults as persons siXteen years of age and over, to allow 
comparison with un;published census figures l'elating to the total 
population of the Carlton area in 1954. 

This Italian proporiion was significantly higher than the 

proportion observed in the tota1 population of' this area in the 

1954. census, 21 per cent.5 This high Italian proportion seems 

1ail 

to be a genuine and not a biased finding, since a oomparison between 

the proportion of Italian-born persons 0-14 years in the sample in 

1960 and in five oollectorfs districts in Carlton in 1954, reveals 

that the sample proportion (15.4. per cent) was not significantly 

5 
Test of' significance: r = 16.69, d.f. = 1, p'<O.OOl. 



higher than the 1954 proportion (13.4. per cent). 6 

If the proportion of children undl;lr sixteen was signifi-

cantly higher in the Italian population than in the total pop.tlation 

of this area, then it JIlIlst have been likewise higher than it was 

among British-Australians. 'Carlton, indeed, like its neighbouring 

suburbs, has been largely abandoned by yOl.lng British-Jiustraliana 

and their families. Today the population of these inner areas 

consists ,of' imnigrants, their ohildren, and those elderly British-

Australians "Who for a variety of' reasons do not want, or are not 

able, to move to more distant suburbs. The census figures reflect 

this. In 1954- seventy five per thousand of Carlton--North Carlton's 

total population were over sixty-five years of' age, compared with 

on1y seventeen per thousand. among the ItaJ.ians in 1960. Although 

a high proportion of Carlton's adul.t population was of foreign 

stock, the proportion was even higher among the ahildren. It is 

est:1.mated that 38 per cent of the children in the Carlton area but 

only 24 per cent of the adults were of Italian origin.
7 

When we 

:further bear in mind that in November 1958 there were approximately 

2,410 adult aliens of other nationality in the Carlton area8 in 

addition to the 3,951 of Italian nationality, clear~ the number 

6 
Test of significance: 

7 
The ratio of children to adults derived from the Italian population,' 

of Carlton-North Carlton in 1960 has 'been applied to the age-structure 
of the total population of this area in 1954 to obtain these figures. 
8 
Australia. 

of Aliens". 
Department of Imnigration (Melbourne). 
See Table IV.6 above. 

tl})istrict Index 



of young British-Australian families must have been small in:ieed. 

Table VII.2 illustrates two important points. Firstlyf 

the household-heads, 9 like the Italians in Carlton-North Carlton 

generally came fram. geographically restricted parts of Italy. 

Thirty-six of the forty northern Italian padroni were from the 

eastern alps region of the Veneto and. Friul.i f and. although there 
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was a somewhat wider spread among the, southern Italians, there was 

an important cluster in North Carlton of households whose head had 

been born in the province of Potenza. Secondly, as a result of' 

the pattern of Italian settlement in Carlton and North Carlton, 

there was a tendency f'or different groups of Itali8.ll5 to be 

concentrated in different parts of' the Carlton area. Thus, the 

padroni from the Veneto and Friuli, two-fifths of whom (llt/36) had 

arrived in Australia before the Second World. War, tended to be 

concentrated in Carlton,10 while those from Potenza, all 1:ut ona 

of whom were post-war arrivals, were concentrated in North Carlton. ll 

The different periods in which Italians settled in 

these two suburbs emerge more clearly in the next Table, Table VII.}. 

9 
Household-heads are hereafter referred to by the alternative ter.m 

padrone, (plur. ;padroni, feminins padrona). 
10 
Test of significance: r = 2.99, d.f'. = 1, O.lO,>p'>O.05. 

11 
Test of significance: x?- = 8.01 .. , 



TABLE VII.2 

Sample : Origin in It~ of Italian Heads of Household 

Province or Region 
of Origin 

Alessandria 
Belluno 
Padova 
Torino 
Treviso 
Udine 
Venezia 
Vicenza 

Trieste 

Roma 
Toscana 

Abruzzi e Molise 
Catanzaro 
Cosenza 
Foggia 
Matera 
Potenza 
Reggio Calabria 

Catania 
Messina 
Siracusa 

Total 

Carlton 

1 

1 
6 
6 
4 

11 

4 

7 

1 
1 
3 
3 

1 
3 

49" 

North Carlton 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

6 

1 

1 
1 

2 
1 
2 

12 
3 

1 
1 
3 

41"" 

fi Four households not included (two group house
holds, one household with a British-Australian 
head, and one Italian boarding with a Jewish 
family). 

**Oue Italian boarding with a Jewish couple not 
included. 
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TABIE VII.3 Sample: Period of Arrivu in Australia of Italian 
Heads of Households. 

Fl9riod. of' Arrival Carlton North Carlton 

1st Julo' 1951\ to . 
30th June 1960 

1st Julo' 1954, to 
30th June 1958 12 6 

1st Julo' 1947, to 
30th June 1954 21 26 

Prior to 1st Julo' 
1947 16 9 

Total 49 " 41 

" See Table VII.2. 

Although the proportion of pre'"'War padroni was not significantly 

higher in Ca.rlton than in North Carlton, 12 it is important to 

note that eleven of' the sixteen pre-war arrivals in Carlton had 

been living in Carlton bef'ore the war; none of the North Carlton 

padroni took up ;residence in North Carlton until after the war. 

Of' the nire pre-war arrivals in North Carlton, one had. been living 

in Carlton before the war, four in other parts of Melbourne, two 

in the country, and two in Queensland. Most of the household-heads 

had arrived in Australia during the interoensal period 19~7-1954, 

12 
Test of signif'icance: ~ = 1.08, d.f. = 1, O.30)p)O.20. 
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and although a number had arrived since the 1954 census, nom had 

entered Australia later than 30th June 1958. This does not 

mean that persona who had arrived between 1958 and. 1960 were not 

represented in the sample but rather that no such person in the 

sample had yet established an independent household: matw of them 

were living with kin or with other persons in the carlton area. 

In addition, of course, the sample itself' was based upon a 1958 

list of addresses and consequently new arrivals could be represented 

only if they took up residence in houses previously occupied 

by Italians; if they moved into houses occupied in 1958 by non

Italians they were not included in the sample. Even so, Table 

VII.4 indicates that considerable mobility had occurred in the 

Italian households of this area since the drawing of' the sample. 

By the time of interviewing, ore in every ten households contained 

a household-head who had been in his present residence for less 

than two years. In spite of this mobility no padrone in the sample 

had been in Australia for less than two years. 



TABLE VII.4 Sample: length of' Residence in Present DNelling 
of Heads of Household 

length of Residence Carlton North Carlton 

Ie ss than one year "- 1 
One year, less than two 3 1 
Two years, less than three 6 "-
Three years, less than four 7 7 
Four years, less than f'ive "- 8 
Five years, less than six 2 "-
Six years, less than seven 9 8 
Seven years, less than eight 1 5 
Eight years, less than nine 1 
Nine years, less than ten 1 
Ten years, less than fourteen 6 2 
Fifteen years or more 7 

Total 50" 41"" 

!( Two group households, and one ItaJ.ian boarder not included. 

tI!t Om Italian boarder not included. 
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In a distribution as uneven as that shown in Table VII.4, 

little advantage is to be gained from the computation of averages. 

In North Carlton the majority of padroni (27/U) took up residence 

in their present dwelling between 1st July 1953 and 30th June 1957, 

and although in Carlton this same trend was apparent, residential 

mobility appeared to be gwater in Carlton than in North Carlton. 

Thus, although in Carlton one out of every four padroni bad. 'been 

in his present residence for ten years or more, compared with on1y 

om in twenty in North Carlton,13 tbis comparatively stable element 

13 
Test of significance: -r- = 7.22, d.f. = 1, 0.01 '>p>O.OOl. 
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of early Italian a1'1'1_8 :from Vicenza, Treviso, Udine and Toscana 

was offset by a highly mobile element of more recent arrivals who 

had been in their present residence for less than two years!4 From 

this evidence, and other more qualitative observations, it can be 

suggested that Carlton today is becoming an area of temporary 

settlement for recently arrived Italian immigrants. Most of the 

housing in this area is old and dilapidated, serving only- as stop-

gap accommodation where Italians in the first stage of their 

resettlement can live cheaply before moving into better acoommodation. 

In North Carlton, by contrast, the housing is better, and the same 

degree of mobility is not evident among the post-war arrivals. 

Although boarders move out as they achieve economic indepen&3nce 

a basic element in each household remains. 

Table VII.5 reinforces this viewpoint, by showing that 

although the proportion of padroni who owned. or were rurchasing 

their residences was high in the Carlton area generally, the 

proportion ot' tenants was significantly higher in Carlton than in 

North Carlton.15 

14 
7! Test of significance : = 2.07, d.f. = 1, 0.20> p') 0.10. 

15 
7! Test of significance: = 8.8}, d.f. = 1, 0.01'> p> 0.001. 
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TABLE VI~~5 Sampla : Nature of Occupancy in Italian Households 

Nature of Occupancy Carlton North Carlton 

OImer-mortgagee 
Tenant 

Total. 

28 
24-

52 " 

3l.-
7 

41"" 

![ One Italian boarding with a Jewish family not included; the 
Jewish head of household was the owner-purchaser of the 
dwelling concerned. 

~ Om Italian boarding with a Jewish family not included; the 
Jewish hea.d of household was the owner-purchaser of the dwelling 
concerned. 

Two-thirds of the Eadroni in the Carlton sample were the 

owner-morlgagees of the dwellings occupied. by them. Is this 

comparatively high proportion reliable, or does it reflect the bias 
'hlC.L .... s. ON at: 

introduced by replacement towards theA:1ess mcbile members of the 

Italian population of this area, and therefore sOOlewhat high? let 

us treat Carlton and North Carlton separately. In North Carlton 

there were only fi va replacement s in the original sample a All 

five replacements were owner-mortgagees. On the extreme assumption 

that all the £8.droni thus replaced had been renting their dwellings 

thirty of' the original forty-one padroni in North Carlton were 

owner-mortgageeB. Thus the sample proportion probably lies some-

where between this low :figure of 73 per cent and the obtained figure 

of 83 per cent. In Carlton, there were ten replacements due to 

non-response in the original sample. Seven of these substitutes 
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were owner-mortgagees and three tenants. On t he assumption that 

all the padroni thus replaced. ware tenants a lOW' estimate of 

owner-mortgagees in Carlton of 40 per cent (2J/52) and a high 

estimate of 54 per cent (28/52) are derived. 

Combining these low and high estimates for the Carlton 

area as a whole, we may assume that between 55 per cent and 67 per 

cent of Italian padroni in these suburbs were awner-mortgagees of 

their residences. On either estimate the proportion of tenants 

is significantly low compared with the total population of this 

axea. In the 1954 census 61 per cent of the occupants of private 

dwellings in the City of :Melbourne were tenants, canpared with no 

more than 45 per cent of the Italians in Carlton in 1960.
16 

This 

tendency for Italians to purchase their residences has also been 

noted by Officers of the Slum Reclamation Section of the Victorian 

Housing Commissio~17 

loTo significant relationship between type of' occupancy 

and origin in Italy was observed. Since a. higher proportion of' 

southern Italians lived in North Carlton, so a higher proportion 

of' ~oni f'rom Basilicata-Calabria than those f"rem Veneto-Friuli 

16 
Test of' signi.f'icance (using the high sample estimate of tenants): 

X2 = 10.20, d.f'. = 1, 0.01 >p >0.001. 
17 

According to a housing eu:rvey oonducted in slum reolamation areas 
in Carlton botween 1958 and 1960, two-thirds (5&/86) of the dwellings 
occupied by British-Australians were rented, oamparedwith only one
quarter (14146) of' those occupied by Italians (Test of' signi:ficance: 
X2 = 20.59, d.f. = 1, P <.0.001) • Italians occupied almost om
third (4t¥'152) of' the dwellings covered. Source. Officers of the 
state Housing Commission of Victoria, 1st September 1960. 



were the owner-mortgagees of the dwellings they occupied (2q!a 

compared with 2'/36). This difference, "hile quite marked, was 
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not atatistical~ signifioant,lB and appeared to reflect ecological 

differences between the two suburbs rather than a direct relation-

ship between origin in Italy and. type of occupancy. As already 

mentioned (Table VII.2) the proportion of household-heads born 

in northern Italy was significantly higher in Carlton than in 

North Carlton. 19 

structure of Italian households 

The modal household-size in. both Carlton and. North 

Carlton was four persons, consisting in most cases o:f a oonjugal 

couple and two unnarried children: sixteen of t he twenty-five 

four-person households were thus canposed. The average household-

size, on the other hand, differed significantly by suburb, being 

significantly smaller in Carlton (see Table VII.6). 20 

18 
~ = 3.06, Test of significance: d.f. • 1, 0.10") p') 0.05. 

19 
~ = 4.56, Test of significance: d.f. = 1, 0.05 >p >0.02. 

20 
Test of significance: t = 3.96, d.t. = 93, po(O.OOl. 
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TABI.iI!: VII.6 Sample: Size of' Italian Hooseholds 

Household-ai ze Carlton North Carlton 

One person only 
Two persons 
Three persons 
Four persons 
Five persons 
Six persons 
Seven persona 
Eight persons 
Nine persons 
Fourteen persons 

Total. 

Average household-size 

~ standard deviations of the means 

2 
11 
11 
15 

7 
3 
3 
1 

53 

3.8 
(1.6)" 

1 
1 
5 

10 
6 
8 
5 
3 
2 
1 

42 

This discrepancy is partly explained by the presence in Carlton of 

a greater number of pre-war arrivals, since the average size of 

households whose head had arrived in Australia before the Second. 

World War was significantly smaller than that among the post-war 

arrivals. 21 This cannot be t~e complete explanation of this 

discrepancy as more detailed anaJ..ysia reveals: with regard both to 

pre.owar and to post-war arrivals the average household-size was 

2l. 
Average household sizes were: pre-war padroni, 3 .. 5 persons 

(S.D. 1.9); post-war padroni, 4.9 persons (S.D. 2.1). Test of' 
signifioance: t = 2.905, d.f. = 88, O.Ol)y> 0.001. 
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significantly greater in North Caxlton than in Carlton • .22 Since 

there was no significant relationship between average househol~ 

size and origin in Italy,23 differences in average household-size 

seemed related primarily to ecological factors: dwellings tended to 

be slightly larger and in better condition in North Carlton than in 

Carlton and. hence their occupants more numerous (see Table 13 below). 

Related to household-size is household-structure. By 

contrast with British-Australian househol.ds, which consist ideall,y24 

of husband, wife and unnarried children, ahnost ha1f the Italian 

households were not of this type: many oontained additional kin, 

others lod.::,vers, while a few consisted merely of' a group of men 

living together. This tendency for Ital~n households to contain 

22 
Average household-sizes were: Pre-war arrivals: Carlton 25 persons 

(S.D. 1.1), North Carlton, 5.1 Persons (S.D. 1.7), t = 4.466, 
d.f. = 23, p < 0.001; Post-war arrivals, Carlton 4.3 parsons (S.D.. 
1.5 persons), North Carlton 5.6 persons ~S.D. 2.4), t = 2.576, 
d.f. = 63, 0.02> p > 0.01. 
23 
The average household-sizes 

Veneti-Friulani, 4.3 persons 
persons (S.D. 2.1). Test of 
0.20 '7p >0.10. 
24 

among the largest relevant groups were: 
(S.D. 2.3). Iucani-Calabresi 5.2 
significance: t = 1.517, d.f. = 58, 

Only qualitative evidence support of this ideal household-
type in Australia; seems never to be cited. see 

r~r;ga~re~t~R~'!Mi~'d~d~a~.~t!on~.~~~~~~~!:~~~ • 
(in --"~ 
S.B. 

• pp. 
by contrast, do offer quantitative evidence in support of this ideal 
type. See Peter Willmott and Michael Young, 
London Suburb (London 1960). pp.40-46; and T. 
Cit,t (GlAsgow 1959). p.&" and p.105. 



kin beyond the simple family or lodgers has been noted in studies 

in Arnerica25 and also in Great Britai~26 

The frequency with which the different types of household 

occurred is shown on Table VII.7. 

TABIE VII.7 Sample: structure of Ita.lian Households 

Type of Household Carlton North Carlton 

Single-person household 2 1 
Conjugal-couple household 9 1 
Nuclear-fami~ household 26 14 
Extended-family household 7 16 
Composite household 5 9 
Group household 4 1 

Total 53 42 

Many oonments could be made on this Table. Of irmned.iate 

interest is that in North Carlton, where households were larger, 

the proportion of extended-family ard composite households was 

significantly higher than in Carlton. 27 Here households tended to 

25 
Grace Feloubet Norton, "Chicago Housing Conditions, VII: Two 

Italian Distriots", The .American Journal. of Sociology, rllII 
(Jan. 1913), p.527; u.s. Senate, Conmittee. on llmnigration, 
Reports of the Intni¥aation COJIIniseion : Inmigrants in Cities 
(s. Doc. No. 338, Gat Congress, 2nd. SeSSion, 1910), Vol. I, 
Table 42, p.79. 
26 
Firth, gp. cit., pp.71-72. 

27 
Test of significance: d.:r. = 1, 
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be smaller, and in two out of every three cases consisted of a 

conjugal couple or a nuclear family. 

Single person households. Three households consisted of 

one person only: in Carlton a bachelor aged 63 from Livorno who 

had lived by himself in the back of his shop in Iqgon-street for 

almost thirty years; a divorcee aged 53 fran Vicenza who had 

separated from his British-Australian wife six or seven years 

earlier and was now living by himself; and. in North Carlton a 

bachelor of 52 years from Potenza who rented. the upstairs of his 

two-storeyed terrace to an Australian family, while he himself took 

his meals down the street with his married sister. 

Con;jugal couple households. Ten hou.seholds were 

composed of a solitary conjugal couple, of which a significantly 

high proportion were in Carlton.28 
Only two of these ten couples 

were recently married (both lived in Carlton), and all remaining 

eight couples were pre-war arrivals over the age of fifty whose 

chi1d.ren29 had g1'own up, married, and moved to other suburbs. In 

no instance in Carlton had the married child of a pre-war arrival 

continued to reside in his parental home after marriage, although 

in North Carlton, :rour of the five pre-war arrivals with married. 

children had a married child living with them at the time of 

interviewing. 

28 
Test of significance: 

29 
~ = 6.15, 

Two oouples had been ohildless. 

d.f. = 1, 0.02)p )0.01. 
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Nuclear family households. The largest proportion of' 

Italian households oonsisted of a mclear, or elementary" famiJ.y: 

one-half of the households in Carlton and one-third of those in 

30 North Carlton were thus composed. The modal type of nuclear 

family household consisted of father, mother, and two unmarried 

children, although households with only one unmarried Child still 

residant in the parental home occurred almost as frequently 

(Table VII.8). Four-fifths of the children (6J/77) were aependant. 

under the age of fifteen. The parents, by contrast with the 

members of' the conjugal couple households, were mostly under 

forly-five: twenty-nine of the fathers and thirty-three of the 

mothers were in this broad age-group .. 

TABLE VII.8 Sample: Structure of Nuclear Families 

Number of Children 
Resident with Parents Carlton North Carlton 

One child only 10 4-
Two chi1dren 12 4-
Three children 2 4-
Four children 1 
Five children 2 
Eight children 1 

Total 26 14 

30 
These proportions were not significantly different: ~ = 2.40, 

as. = 1, O.20")p)O.lO. 
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Whereas the padroni of eight of the ten conjugal-couple households 

had arrived in Australia before the war from northern Italy or 

Toscana, thirty-three of the heads of nuclear family households were 

post-war arrivals, and. half (21/40) had come from southern or 

insular Italy. 

Extended family households. One-quarter of the Italian 

households in Carlton-North Carlton were extended families varying 

in size from three to eight persons. Their modal size was six 

persons (9 households) and their average size 5.6 persons, of whan 

4.4 persons were adults and 1.2 dependent children under the age 

of fifteen. Only 22 per oent (28/128) of the oocupants of extended 

family households were under the age of fifteen, compared with 37 

per cent (6l/165) of those in nuclear family households. A smaller 

number of dependent children seemed oonduoive to the inclusion of 

kin outside the padronefs family of' procreation. 

Only six of the padroni of extended-family households 

were pre-war arrivals, four of wham had married children living 

with them (households 6, 7, 13, 19), the fifth (household 11) 

the widowed padron,at s unmarried brother, and the sixth, a ohildless 

couple (household 4), an u::anarried cousin. Half (13123) of the 

extended-family households had heads from north or central Italy. 

There was no evidence that southern Italians or Sicilians were 

more prom to live in extended family groups than northern Italians~l 

31 
Test of significance: x? = 0.25, d.f. = 1, 0.80) p':>O.7.0 



TABLE VII.9 

Sample: Composition of EXtended Family HouseholdSK 

No. 
Members of the Additional Kin 
Basic Household 

1 P (unmarried) Fs, PaR, PsS, Pad 
2 P (unmarried) PS(1), PsH, Psd, Ps(2), Pa(;) 
3 P (unmarried) PB, PEw, PBd, PC, PCw 
4 P, ~: PC 
5 P, w PB, PEw, PES 
6 P, w PS, PSw, PSS, PSd 
7 P, w' PS, PSw, PSd(1), PSd(2) 
8 P, w, d PC 
9 p, S(1), S(2) pO 

10 P, w, d PwE 
11 p, d(1), d(2) pH 
12 P, w, d PE, Pm 
13 P, w, S PS, PSw, PBS 
14 P, w, d Ps, PsH, Pad 
15 P, w, d PE(1), PEw, PE(2), Ps 
16 P, w, S, d PE 
17 P, w, d(1), d(2) PE 
18 P, w, S(1), S(2) Pd, Pelli 
19 P, w, d(2), S Pd(1), PdR 
20 P, w, S(1), S(2), d PN, PNs, Pn 
21 P, w, and 3 sona PwE .. 
22 P, w, S(1), 5(2), d(2) Pd(1), t>dR, Pdd 
23 P, w, d(1),8(1), d (2), 

8(2) Pm 

!E Letters in upper case refer to males, those in lower case to 
females 

P ::;::; padrone, male head of household 
p ;:;: padrona, female head of household 
H ::; husband 
w ,;; wife 
S;::; son 
d ;:: daughter 
B.;;; brother 
s ;:; sister 
m ;;; mother 
C .; male cousin 
N ;;; nephew 
n ;;; niece 
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The twelve northern or central Italian households 

comaired 60 persons, the eleven southern Italian or Sicilian 

households 64 persons32 (Table VII.9). 

The members of the basic households in the extended 

family households numbered seventy two persons, sixteen of whom 

<) Pl· ';'u 

were children under the age of fifteen. Fifty six additional kin, 

including twelve children, were also included. Eleven of these 

children were under five years of age, mostly (qlll) grandchildren 

of the padroni (households 6, 7, 13, 22). The number of additional 

kin, and. their relationship to the padrone, varied from one 

household to another. Most comnonly only one additional kin was 

included (households 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 21, 23), usually an 

unnarried male: three households included an unmarried brother 

of the padrone' 6 wife, two an ursnarried brother of the pa.d:rone, two 

his unmarried male oousin, and one the widowed male cousin of the 

edrona, herself a widow (households 10, 11, 21, 16, 17, 4, 8, and 

9 respectively). The only female in these nire households where 

only om additional kin was included was the padrone' s widowed 

mother, whom. he had brought to Australia in 1956 upon the death of 

his father in Italy (household 23). In three other households 

(18, 19, 12) there were two additional kin: in two cases a married 

daughter and her husband were living with the daughter's parents; 

32 
Test of significance: r = 0.81, d.f. = 1, O.50>p>O.30. 
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the third contained the padro:oe t s mather33 and an unnarried 

brother. In :four of the five households (households 5, 14, 13, 12, 

ani 20 respectively) containing three additional kin, these kin 

were married siblings or married children of the padrone: a married 

brother, a married siater, a married son and a married daughter, 

each with a liPouse and one child; in the :fifth household the 

additional kin were the padrom I s nephew and two nieces, all 

unmarried. FinallJr, in six households, three of whose heads were 

unnarried, there were more than three additional kin, and again the 

majority were married siblings or married child:ren of the padrone: 

in two householde (6 and 7) married sons and their families were 

living with parents, two other households (1 and 3) contained the 

families of' a married sister and. a married brother of the padrone, 

and another (household 2) the family of' a married sister as well as 

two unmarried sisters of the padronej the remaining household (15) 

was composed of' a basic household of' three, the padrone l s married 

brother and his wife, and also anotber brother and a rister, both 

of wham were unmarried. 

Thus thirty eight of the fifty six additional kin included. 

in the extended f'amily households were married couples and. their 

children. Six of these couples were married children, and six 

married siblings, of the padrone. Only one was a married cousin of' 

33 
This womanl s husband was residing in the country with another married 

son at the time of interviewing. The mother had been in Australia 
for o~ a f'ew months. 
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the household-head. If we eXclude: the married childr~n, all rut 

ore of whom. had been living in their parental homes since marriage, 

we find. that only one couple had been living with the padrone for 

more than three years: two had 'been in the present dwelling for 

under one year, one under two years, and. two under three years. 

Of the eighteen remaining adult additional kin, seven were 

siblings of the padrone, three siblings of his wife, two mothers 

of the padrone, and six cousins, 1l9phews or nieces. Fourteen had 

been living with the edrone for less than three years. A})8.rt 

from the six married children, three of whom were married sons and. 

three married daughters, only four of the other thirty-two adult 

additional kin were not related directly to the padrone. This 

emphasis on the male line was noted in the london study ot' Italian 

kinship.34 

Composite household. One in seven households in the 

Carlton survey, a proportion somewhat below that -round in some 

American cities in 1910 (22.4 per oent), 35 conit;ained persons not 

related by kinship to t he household-head. Such households, since 

they are composed of diverse element s, have been oa.lled "composite 

households", a term used by Caradog Jones, in a slightly dif'ferent 

sense, in his analysis of households in England and. Wales in 1951.36 

34 
Firth, Op. cit., p.73. 

35 
u.s. Senate, Committee on Immigration, Op. cit., Vol. I, p.8l. 

Test of' signif'icance: X2 = 3.22, 0.10 '> p>O.05. 
36 
A .. M. Carr-Saunders, D. Caradog Jones, and C.A. Moser, A Survey 

of Social Conditions in .England and Wales as nlustrated by 

Statistics (Oxf'ord 1958), pp.35-36. 
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The size of composite households varied oonsiderably, fram three 

to fourteen person5~ Only om padrone of a composite household was 

a pre-war arrival, a retired man of seventy from Vicenza, who used 

his largish two-storeyed terrace in North Carlton as a boarding-

house (household 8). Three padroni were from northern Italy 

(8, 10, 14), are from Tosoana (4), six from southern Italy 

(1, 2, 6, 7, 12, and 13) and two from Sicily (9 and 11); two 

Italians in the sample were boarding with Jewish families (3 and 5) • 

Thus although two out of avery three of the beads of composite 

households were from southern Italy or Sicily, the nmtber of 

instances was small and the tenaa-ncy for more southern Italian 

or Sioilian households to contain unrelated boarders not 

statistical~ signifbant. 37 

Although five of the fourteen oomposite households 

oontained fewer than six members, the modal size was seven persons 

and the mean size 6.6 persons. Forty two of' the ninety three 

occupants of' these fourteen households were boarders um-elated. to 

the household-head. A relatively high proportion of the members of 

the basic household were dependent children (18/51, just over one 

third), which suggests that economic reasons were, as one would 

expeot, the most important factor in accepting boarders in the 

household. 

37 
Test of significance: ~ = 1.77, d.f.; 1, O.20'>p) 0.10. 



TABlE VII.10 Sample: Structure of Composite Households 

No. lembers of the 
Basic Household 

Additional householdmambers 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

P (umarried) 
P, d(2)" 

PC; Br., w, 8(1), a, 8(2), s(3) 
Pd(2), PdH; Er., w, d 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

P, w 
P, w, S 
p, w, S 
P, w, S 
P, w, 5 
P, w, S 
P, w, 8(1), S(2) 
P, w, 8(1), S(2) 
P w S, d(l), a(2l 
~: :: ~)il: ~: ~)~ 
P, w, d(l ,. S, d(2 

and aO) 

!( Padrore t s wife still in Italy 

!II[ Married, wife still in Italy 

Er. 
Br. 
Br. 
Er. 
Br., 6, S 
Five (5) male boa_rs 
Br., w, d, Br.ws. Br. wad 
Er. 
Br., w 
Br.(l), Br.(2)""' 
Br., w 

Eight (8) male boarders 

CODE: As for Table VII.9. Br. = male boarder. 

Seven young married couples were among the boarders in 

these households (1,2,7,9, ll,and 13), and they, together with 

all their children, accounted for almost half (2.1/44) the boarders. 

All seven husbands had onlJr cousins or married sisters in Australia. 

Four of' these oouples had been at their present lodgings for less 

than a year, and none had been there longer than two years; in fact 

none of the boarders f wives had been in Australia for longer than 

two years. Boarding with non-kin was for these couples obviously 

an expedient. 
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The remaining twenty-three boarders consisted of twenty 

unnarried males between nineteen and thirty-four years of age~ 

thirteen o:f whom resided in two households; a married. male aged 

forty-nine awaiting his wife f s arrival from Italy, and a young 

widow aged twenty-four, who with her young daughter was boarding 

in the same household as her married sister. Ten of the twenty 

single male boarders had been in Australia for one year or less; 

eighteen had been at the present lodgings for OIle' year or less. 

It is interesting to notf}that sixteen of' the twenty had arrived in 

Australia on assisted passages from the Australian government or 

the Intergovernmental. Committee for EurOpean Migration. Only one 

had arw relatives in Australia. 

Group households. Five group households, consisting of 

a group of' men living together and sharing exr:enaes,.38 were 

included in the survey_ Four were in Carlton, three of which 

contained males over forty years of age: three bachelors, two 

widowers, a married male awaiting his wi~e's arrival from Calabria, 

and a divorcee who had been separated fram his British-Australian 

wife since the end of the war. Four o~ these seven males had 

arrived in Australia between 1922 and 1927. The other group-

household in Carlton was an apartment house containing five 

lodgers, all unmarried males between twenty-nine and thirty-seven 

.l8 
U.S. Senate, Comnittee on Innnigration, (]p. cit., Vol. I, p.79. 



years of age, who had arrived in Australia between 1952 and. 1956. 

The only group household in North Carlton consisted of four 

Italians from Potenza, all unmarried males between twenty-eight 

and thirty years of age, the eldest of whom had bought a house 

in 1955 in an (as yet unsuccessful) attempt to increase his value 

on the marriage~rket. They had all been in Australia for more 

than six years. 
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Out of this detailed discussion of the type of house

holds occupied by Italians in the Carlton area, two general 

findings have emerged. Firstly, almost half these households 

contained persons not included in the padrone'$ family of 

procreation. This wider inclusiveness of Italian compared with 

British-Australian households partly reflected a preference on the 

part of some Italians at least for living in extended family rather 

than nuclear family groups. .More often, however, particularly 

when boarders were included, this was a purely economic arrangement. 

Thus few of the pre-war arrivals lived in extended family groups" 

unless a married child had stayed on in the parental hC8I'\61 after 

marriage, or in composite householda.(Table VII.12). The boarders 

themselves were usual~ young unmarried nen, moxe often than not 

assisted migrants with no relatives in Australia. In other cases 

young married couples, the wife recent~ arrived in Australia, 

were boarding with unrelated families when unable to find 

accomnodation with relatives or privately. Many of the families 

with whom they boarded had young children, and in such cases 

taking boarders saved the wife from finding employment outside the 

home. 



IJ\BLE VII.] 1 

Sample Household-type Classified by Period of Arrival in Australia and Division 
of Origin in Italy of Household Head 

Period of Arrival Division of Origin in ItalI 
Household-type Northern or Southern or TarAt 

Pre-war Post-war Central Insular 

Single person 2 1 2 1 3 
Conjugal couple 8 2 9 1 10 
Nuclear family 7 32 18 21 40 
Extended family 6 15 12 11 23 
Oomposite household 1 11 4 8 14 
Group household 1 2 1 2 5 

Total 25" 65" 46" 44" 95" 

" One British-Australian household-head, two group households, and two Italians 
boarding with Jewish families not included. 

N 
C"'J 
<;;0 
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Secondly,. no significant relationship was found between 

type of household and origin in Italy. There was no evidence, 

for e~le, that southern Italians or Sicilians were more prom 

than northern Italians to live in extended families or composite 

households. However, the smallooss of numbers restricted this 

ccmparison, and a significant relationship might well have existed. 

The sample also showed the importance of period of residence as a 

factor influencing household-type (pre-war arrivals rarely took in 

boarders or additional kin), and this had to be taken into account 

in assessing differences in household-type between southern and 

northern Italians: a much lower proportion of the southern Italian 

padroni had arrived before the Second. World War. 

Since so many of these Italian households comaired 

persons beyond the range of the padrone t s family of procreation, 

it is relevant to ask to what extent these households were 

overorowded; for parallels have already been drawn between 

immigrant concentrations in the Australian cities today and those 

in the cities of the United states fifty and sixty years ago. 39 

Living conditions 

The pattern of ethnic concentration em.erging in the 

Australian capital cities today is clearly not yet as pronounced 

as it was in the United states at the turn of the century.40 

Melbourne, for e~le, has no Italian concentration ccmparable 

39 
Australia, 

Resouroes : 
40 
~. 

Department of National Resources, 
Immigration (Canberra 1959). p.1~. 

Atlas of Australian 
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to Chicago· s "Little Hell", where in the ttwenties 84. per cent 

of' the population in six central blocks of this district were

Sicilians.41 Just as the Australian concentrations appear less 

marked than those in some American citiea,42 so the conditions in 

which they live are likewise not so dBpressed as they were fifty 

years ago in Chicago, New York, Boston, and other great North 

American cities.43 

Before we discuss in detail the living conditions of 

Italians in Carlton-North Carlton, it must be emphasiatd that 

what we find for Italians in Carlton may not hold f'or Italians 

in other inror suburbs of' ~.{elbourne. The housing in suburbs 

like Fitzroy,44 Collingwood, and Richmond, all of' which have large 

Italian populations, t ends to be more depressed and dilapidiated 

than. in Carlton, where slum olearance had already claimed the 

worst dwellings by the tilDe the present survey was conducted. 

Moreover, the original housing in Carlton was both better-built 

and less crowded than that in Fit zroy, Collingwood or Richmond. 

In the absence of published statistios relating to the 

total population of Carlton-North Carlton, it is impossible to 

4J. 
Harvey W. Zorbaugh, The Gold Coast and the Slum : A Sociological StU! of Chicago's Near North Side (ninth impression, Chicago 1955), 

p.l • 
42 
Norton, Qp. cit., passim. 

43 
u .. s. Senate, Committee on Iixmigratio~, Op. cit., Vol. I, pp.55-56. 

44 
Frederick Oswald Barnett, 

Master's Thesis, Department 
1931), passim. 

"Economics of the Slums" (unpublished 
of Conmeroe, University of Melbourne, 



assess to what extent Italians enjoy better or worse living 

conditions than British-Australians in the Carlton area. 

Aocording to unpublished census figures, however, the average 

number of oocupants in all dwellings in the carlton area in 1954-

was 4.0 :persons, compared with 4.6 persons in Italian-occupied 

dwellings in 1960. These figures suggest a slight degree of 

overcrowding in Italian households. The difference was not, 

however, statistically signifioant.45 It is relevant to note 

21. 

that the proportion of children was significantly higher among the 

Italian than the total population (Table VII.l above). 

By 1880 almost all of Carlton, and by 1893 alJnost all 

of North Carlton, was already built. Today this housing is in 

the condition one might reasonably expect of houses built seventy 

or eighty years ago. Most (66195) of the houses covered in the 

survey were in this "moderate" condition. Some had been given a 

touch of paint ~l'6 and there~ but most were the same structurally 

as when they were built (photographs VII.l to VII.7) • Some, 

however, particularly in Carlton. were in an extremely dila.pida.ted 

condition: nine dwellings in Carlton and. four in North Carlton 

were judged to be in poor or very poor condition. Two of these 

houses had already l:een purchased by the Housing COIm'dsaioD prior 

to demolition. A third was situated at the end of a blind 

right-of-way nwmed in 1940 as a slum area.~6 Fifteen houses in 

45 
Test of significance: 

46 
x2 = 2.37, d.f. = 1, 0.20) p) 0.10. 

Victoria, Housing Conmission, "Report of &Ib-Committee on 
Reclamation Areas", (Melbourne, undated), p.2. 
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or two storeys predominated. Only ten double-fronted terraces 

and seven detached houses, five of which were in North Carlton, 

were included. There was a unifonn, but not significant, tendency 

for dwellings in North Carlton to contain more rooms than those 

in Carlton: the modal single-fronted, one-storeyed terrace had 

:four rooms in Carlton but five in North Carlton, and likewise the 

modal single-fronted, two storeyed terrace had six rOQllS in 

Carlton but seven in North Carlton. As Table VII.13 shows, the 

average number of rooms was lower, but not significantly lower, 

in Carlton than in North carlton.48 

U BLE W-U.13 Sample: Average Number of Rooms per DNelling 

Type of DNelling Carlton North Carlton 

Single-fronted, one-storeyed 
4-.3 (1.0)" 5.4- (1.0)" terrace 

Single-fronted, two-storeyed. 
5.0 (1.5)" 6.1 (1.0)" terrace 

AlldJNellings 5.0 (1.3)" 5.5 (1.3)" 

9[ Standard. deviations given in brackets. 

Source. Information on the number of rooms per dwelling was obtained 
from the rating-records of the MelbOUrD:5 City Council. It 
is essential to note that the definition of a "room" varies 
from one munioipality to another. In the City of' Melbourne 
the kitchen, if' it served as a dining-room (as it almost 
invariably did in carlton-North Carlton), counted as a room; 
bathrooms and laundries are not counted as rooms. 

4-8 
Tests of significance: (one-storeyed) t = 0.692, d.f. = 39, 

0.50> p,> 0.4-0; (two-storeyed) t = 0.333, d.f. = 32, O.60,>p,> 0.50. 



The Italian-occupied dwellings oovered in the Carlton 

sample contained 474 rooms and ~8 persons.4-9 After allowance is 

21~ 

made for the fact that thirteen of these dwellings were also shops, 

and that perhaps two rooms in each were used for living purposes, 

a ratio of 0.93 persons per roam is derived. This ratio seems 

relatively low and does not indicate general overorowding. 

Camparedwith the degree of oongestion recorded in immigrant 

households in the United States in 1910 this ratio is very bv 

indeed: in the 2,057 Italian households CSm"assed in seven 

American cities the number of' Italians per room averaged 1.65 

persons, and. 43 per cent of households oontained more than two 

persons per room. 50 In Carlton only two of' the ninety five house-

holds averaged more than two persons per roan. 

That overcrowding among Italian households in the Carlton 

area was not general does not imply that individual cases of 

OV'erorowding did not exist. The llWriber of persons per room differed 

significantly according to whether the padrone had arrived in 

Australia before or after the war.51 Diff'erenoes also existed in 

the nun"ber of pel'sons per room according to household-type. 

4-9 
Number of rooms was not available for two dwellings; their eight 

occupants have been excluded from the total of 418 persons. 
50 
u.s. Senate, Committee on DBmigration, Op. cit., Vol. I, pp.52-53. 

51 
The 25 dwelli~s with a prs"""'War padrone contained 88 persons in 

127 rooms; the 63 with a post-war ~one contained 313 persons in 
315 reams. Test of significance: ~= 21.13, d.f. = 1, p~O.OOl. 
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lvloreover, a degree of overcrowding acceptable in a family-group 

might be unacceptable when boarders were included. in the 

household. 52 As we might expect there was no evidence of physical. 

overcrowding in single-person and. conjugal-couple households, and 

the twenty three persons living in such households shared a total 

of sixty rooms. Surprisingly little evidence was found to suggest 

that the seventeen males in the group-household were living in 

overorowded or poor conditions. They shared a total of twenty one 

rooms, an overall ratio of 0.81 persons per room, a figure slightly 

below the Carlton-North Carlton average of 0.93 persona per room. 

It should,be emphasized, however, these impressions of living 

conditions were formed mainly from observations in the two or 

three rooms seen during the interview. It was not usually 

practicable to view the upstairs rooms in two-storeyed terraces. 

In two group households the males were l.iving in somewhat squ.a.lld 

conditions, but in view of the absence of a wootan in the house this 

was not altogether surprising. The writer's general impression of 

these households was that, although the conditions in whioh these 

males lived were untidy and. to a degree unpleasant, they could 

not be described as foul or slovenly. The Italian male, particularly 

the young Italian male, seemed better equipped for survival without 

a wifel8' influence than his Anglo-Saxon counterpart in Carlton. 

While overorowding was not general among the occuparrt: s 

5? 
Norton, Qp. oit., p.527. 



of nuclear fami~ households and the average ratio of persons per 

roam. was 0.86, '~;again bel'" the figure for all. types of households 

in the survey, at least six w.clear families were living in 

overcrowded oonditions. Five of' these six households rented the 

dwellings in which they lived. In four of the households the 

degree of physical overorowding was not severe (three persons in 

two rooms, four in three, another four in three, and five in five 

2H 

rooms), but in every case the house concermd was very dilapidated: 

two were in parts of Oarlton where slum clearance is planned, 53 

and a third in a street ~ as a slum area twenty years ago.54 

Two worse oases of overcrowding than these were also encountered in 

Carlton, among two families of seven persons both residant in very 

small terraces of three rooms, not unlike those shown on Figure 12, 

except that neither of' these terraces contained the fourth room at . 

the rear and. were of even s.m.<tller dimensions. Both these houses 

were in a very dilapidated condition. In one the front gate and 

the front door were almost off their hinges, and in the other the 

hall was full of holes and broken boards; the kitchen consisted 

of' a gas-stove sat in what was designed originally as the back 

porch. In both, the middle roam, no larger(and very probably 

smaller) than that shown on the plan, was occupied by four children 

sleeping two to a bed; this room had no ventilation except f'rom 

53 
The Herald (Melbourne), 26th Jul,y 1960. 

54 
Victoria, Housing Commission, QQ. cit., p.2. 
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the hall. Even so, these e:xMIples- of' overcrowding are not so 

extreme as those found among Italians in Chicago fifty years ago. 

Not only were the Chicago houses in far worse condition than 

those in Carlton today, 55 but the degree of physical crowding appears 

to have been worse,. 

In some oases, especially in Gault Court, the overcrowding 
was appalling. In one apartment three adults and. t;hree 
ohildren were sleeping in a room havi:ng less than 350 
cubic feet of air, a room that could not legally be 
occupied even by one adult,. In a.nother case an Italian 
saloon-keeper had six lodgers who slept in a room 
containing only 504 cubio feet. One Italian family of 
tbree adults and three children slept in a room, also 
used as their parlor, which had only "118 cubic feet of 
air.S6 

It may be that conrparable e%i9Jl!ples of overcrowding could. 

be found in Melbourne: none as extreme as theBe were found Italians 

in Carlton. 

The general degree of overcrowding was greatest in the 

extended family and composite households. In these households a 

high proportion of the occupants were adults, and. 46 per oem 

(101 out of 221 persons) of their oocupants were persons outside 

the family of prooreation of' the ;pa.drone. But although the general 

level of overcrowding was greatest in these households (among the 

extended. familiee the ratio of persons per roCX\1\ averaged 1.01, and 

in the composite households 1.12), notable overcrowding occurred in 

only one extended family and. four ccmposite households. The 

55 
73 per cent of houses in the Italian district on the lower north 

side of Chicago were built partly or who1l3 of' timber; 53 per cent 
were over two storeys high; 15 per cent of the apartments visited 
were partly or wholly below ground l8V'E\ll. Norton, 0;>. cit., 
p.509 et seqq. 
56 
ibid. 
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extended family household. contained eight a.d.u1.ts in a single-

fronted, one-storeyed terrace of six rooms. The degree of 

overorowding was more marked still in the t:our ccmposite nouseholds: 

in one seven persons, including the padrone (whose wife was still 

in Italy) his adult daughter, his married daughter and her husband, 

and an unrelated family of three, occupied a dilapidated. two-

storeyed terrace of five rooms; in the second a family of five 

shared a six-roomed single-storeyed terrace with two adult male 

boarders; in the third a family of' four, a boarder, his wife and. 

child, and the widOllll'ed sister-in-law of the boarder and. her 

daughter, lived in a poorly-kept five-roomed, two-storeyed terrace; 

and in the fourth fourteen persons, including eight adult male 

boarders were crowded into an eight-roomed cottage not unlike that 

shown on Figure 11. 

In at least eleven Italian households, then, just over 

10 per cent of those included in the sample, sane evi&nce of 

overcrowding was noted.. There was, however, no evidance that 

overcrowding was more prevalent among the southern Italians than 

northern Italians. Five of the eleven households mentioned above 

had northern Italian heads and six southern Italians or Sicilians. 

This distribution did not differ markedly fran that of the sample 

as a whole. 57 At a more general level of analysis, we find that 

57 
Test of signif'icance: r = 0.23, d .. f' .. = 1, 0.70) p'> 0.50. 
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the two largest groups, households with padroni from the Vemto

Friuli on the one ham and Basilicata-Oalabria on the other, 

contained 154 persons am 124 persons in 176 and 123 rooms 

respectively • .58 Such a discrepancy is not at all marked, in view 

of' the fact that only one of' the latter but fourteen of the fonner 

padroni were pre~ar arrivals. 59 

A popular ccmparison is that between I'utch a'rd Italian 

imnigrants, the two most numerous non-British groups in .Australia 

today, The Dutch have settled predominantly in fringe suburbs of 

the Melbourne metropolitan area, the Italians in the depressed 

inner-suburban areas.60 An important factor related to this 

differential pattern is that whereas 82 per cent of' the 179,000 

Italian nationals who arrived in .Australia. between october 1945 , 

and. June 1958 paid their own fares, 56 per cent of the 100,123 

Dutch arrivals were assisted by the Australian governrnent. 61 

Italians in the post-war period have migrated to Australia with 

little governns:ntal assistance. Most of them have found the 

money ~or their fares by selling what little property they have in 

Italy, or by borrowing from friends and relatives in Australia 

58 
Test of significance: 

59 
Test of significance 

O.Ol>p>O.OOl. 
60 

d.f. = 1, 0 •. 0:5 >p > 0.02. 

(Yates' Correction): ~ = 7.49, d.f. = 1, 

Zubr~cki, gp. cit., p.81. 
61 

iV.D. Barrie, "The Growth of the Australian Population with 
Particular Reference to the Period Since 1947", Population studies, 
XIII (July 1959), p.10. 
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and in Italy. Unlike the Dltcbman, the Italian can rarely 

afford. to bring his wife and family with him when he first comes 

to Australia. Typically the Italian husband precedes his, wife 

to Australia by two,. three or even more years. His first task 

upon arrival is to fin! a job, and cheap aoconmodation; for not 

only has he a wife and family still in Italy to support, but· he 

lllUst also begin to save 80 that he can repay what he DorrOW'ed for 

his own fare a.nd. arrange for his family to :rejoin him. When his 

wife and children eventually arrive, after two or three years of 

hardship, the husband has to find a house or, if his family is only 

small, board and lodgings with a ~lative or ~sa.no; in this case 

his wife is free to go out and find work too. Gradually he repays 

all his debts, and now at last he can begin life in bis new country. 

After several years of cheap accommodation and unremitting toil 

he finds h1msel£ in the position which awaits the Dutchman as he 

and his family step f'rcm the boat that brought them across on their 

assisted passages. 

Maqy Australians believe that Italian concentrations in 

the inner-city slums cannot be defended: they can at least be 

understood. To an increasing nunber of Italians arriving in 

Australia today, where prejudice against the "dago lt has diminished 

remarkablY since the end of the War, a house in the slums is not 

the end, but the beginning, of their resettlem:mt. Many Italians 

live first in slums ~cause they are poor, but as they gain 

financial independence they begin to move out of suburbs "like 

Carlton, Fitzroy, Collingwood, and Richmond into less depressed 

, 



areas such as Footscra.y, Moome Ponds, North Carlton, Brunswick, 

Northcote, or Preston. Probably the worst case of poverty and. 

overcrowding encountered in the Carlton survey concerned a 

family from the Abruzzi livillg in a dingy, dilapidated terrace 

in Carlton. The husband, who married just af'ter the war at the 

age of twenty two, had four children aged seven, four, two, and. 

four days when he arrived in .Australia in August 1955; but he 

was able by borrowing from his brother-in-law, who had been 

in Australia since 1952, to find sufficient roomy to bring out 

his family only eight months later. Although he had always 

worked as an unskilled labourer in a factory, by 1960, five years 

and another baby since his arrival, he had repaid £1,000 of 

the money he bad borrowed £01' his and his family's f'are. He 

pointed with pride to his first possession in this country, a new 

television set which looked strangely out of place amongst the 

rickety furniture of his crCM'ded kitchen. But to hlJn it was 

something more important: it symbolized his independence. For 

this he had laboured five years, and for this he is by many 

condemned. 

Summary 

The occupant's of Italian households in Carlton and 

North Carlton differed from their British-Australian neighbours 

inma~ respects. While a high proportion of Britishers were 

middle-aged or elderly persons, between one-quarter and one-third. 

of' the Italians were children under sixteen. The Italians differed 



again in that a very high proportion of them were the owner-

mortgagees of the dwellings they occupied. 

The pattern of past Italian settlement in this area was 

reflected in the present distribution of Italian households. 

Carlton still contained a higher proportion of pre-war settlers 

than North Carlton, whose Italian population consisted largely 

of postwwar arrivals. Partly for this reason the proportion of 

northern Italian households in Carlton was high compared with 

North Carlton, where southern Italians, mainly from Potenza, 

predominated. 

These broad historical differences were overlaid by 

differences in ecology. Thus, although the modal household-size 

was the same in both suburbs, in North Carlton, where dwellings 

also tended to have more rooms and to be in better oondition, the 

average household-size was significantly larger than in Carlton. 

Similar~ the proportion of extended family and composite house

holds was also significantly higher. In such oases it is difficult 

to determine whether differences in ecology, in period of residence, 

or in origin in It~ are responsible for differences between the 

characteristics displayed by northern and southern Italians. 

Italian households also differed markedly from the 

Australian ideal of a nuclear family household. Two out of every 

five Italian households contained additional kin or unrelated 

boarders. No significant relationship between type of household 

or overcrowding and origi'n in Italy was observed, mt in a sample 

of 95 households statistically significant differences do not 



readily appear. The evidence did suggest, however, that period 

of residence in Australia may have been a more important factor 

affecting household-type and overcrowding than origin in Italy. 

Finally, although it seems likely on ::. priori grounds 

that Italian households were more crowded than British-Australian 

households in the same 0l:' similar areas, little evidence of general 

overcrowding was found. While individual cases of congestion 

could be cited, the incidence of overcrowding seemed well 'below 

that observed in the great cities of North .America fifty years ago. 

To live in overcrowded or unh,ygienic coniitions was not the choice 

of the Italian immigrant. Often he had nO alternative. Unlike 

the Dutch with whom our Italian settlers are so frequent~ compared, 

the f'amily migration of Italians to Australia receives negligib1e 

governmental assistance. 



Photograph VII, 1 Drummond-street, Carlton 

This row of two-storeyed, single-fronted terraces 
illustrates some better-preserved houses in the older parts 
of Carlton. E1:ternally their appearance is reasonable for 
houses eighty or ninety years old, but inside conditions 
are very much poorer. The houses shown are in the boarding
house area of Carlton, a.s the closed-in verandahs of some 
suggest. On almost any day of the week dozens of houses 
having ItRoom to letH notices in their front windows can be 
found in this part of Drunnnond-street (south of Pelham
street). Although none of these houses was included in the 
sample, two were visited in the course of the survey, but 
the Italians registered at these addresses in 1958 had 
moved, being replaced by Yugoslavs. 
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Photograph VII, 2 Drummond-street, Carlion~ 

The housing illustrated below is typical of much 
of the Carlton area. Single-fronted dwelJings predominate, 
but two-storeyed houses alternate with one-storeyed quite 
irregularly. In Drummond"" Rathdowne-, and Canning-streets, 
all of which are very broad and have plantations , the real 
condition of the housi.r:tg tends to be disguised. The area 
shown is to be demolished and reclaimed as part of the slum 
reclamation activities of the Victorian Housing Commission. 
The Herald, Melbourne, 2$th July, 1960. 
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Photograph VII, 3 Cross-street, Carlton. 

Narrow streets such as this occur frequently in 
Carlton, and usually harbour very dilapidated dwellings. 
Iiore often than not their existence is not eve!} suspected 
by the casual observer, and the passer-by readily assumes 
that no-one would live in such a.lleys and rights-or-way. 
The residences in the right foreground had been declared 

"Unfit for human habitation". They were built probably 
about 1873, the date given on a dwelling nearby in Lygon
street. 
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Photograph VII, 4 Amess-street, North Carlton. 

Crowded, single-fronted terraceS of this type 
and condition dominate Carlton and North Carlton between 
Palmerston- and Newry-streets. The lack of natural 
light and adequate ventilation can be easily imagined 
from this photograph. One terrace has an out-house on 
its verandah, probably in contravention of municil]al 
re6ula'tions. 
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Photograph VII, 5 Station-street, North Carlton. 

This is included to illustrate the way in which 
some residents, often Italians, have renovated and 
improved the old terraces in the inner suburbs. The 
wrought-iron and elaborate stonework have been cleared 
away and the exterior walls stuccoed. The centre house 
has had its iron roof replaced with tiles, and a new 
window (partly obscured) of greater dimensions than the 
original has been set in the front wall. In this way 
Italians and other immigrants have given some of the 
housing in this area a new lease of life. 
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Photograph VII, 6 Canning-street, North Carlton. 

This quiet, peaceful section of North Carlton 
above Curtain-square contains some well-preserved 
terraces. The plantation adds to their appearance, 
giving an air of graciousness to this old housing. An 
interview was conducted with an established Viggianese 
family in the two-storeyed terrace nearest the camera, 
and the interior of this house,which had been extens
ively renovated, was in very good condition. 
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Photograph VII, 7 Station-street, North Carlton. 

Terraces like these could be found s.ny\vhere north 
of McPherson- and. east of Amess-streets in North Carlton. 
The blocks are Quite narrow and the houses shoddier than 
in other parts of the same suburb built about the same 
time. Thus in 1961 Drummond- and Rathdowne-streets north 
of McPherson-street, areas where good houses cnn be found, 
contained only 137 and 165 d:uelli,ngs res:r;:ectively, compared 
with 220 and 219 dwellings in similar sections of Canning
and Station-streets. 



PhotOgTaph VII, 8 Ormond-place, Carlton (rear view). 

The t~e condition of the terrace-housing in 
Melbourne I s inner suburbs can be gauged only from what 
lies behind the ornamented facades. These houses were 
exposed to the gaze of passers-by by the demolition of 
seven terraces in even worse condition in Lygon-street 
(The Herald, Melbourne, 25th Iilay, 1960). '1\'1"0 of the 
houses shown below were occupied at the time of the 
present survey. The dome of the Exhibition Buildings 
can be seen in the background. 

2 
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Photograph VII, 9 High-street, Carlton. 

This is a proclaimed slum reclamation area. Some 
houses had already been demolished, but families were 
still living in the brick houses. 1m Abruzzese family 
included in the survey occupied the terrace at the extreme 
right of the photograph (almost wholly obscured). The 
timber dwelling"s at; the top end of' the street were in an 
extremely dilapidated state. Many parts of Carlton, such 
as University-street, McArthur-place, Cargidan- and Little 
Palmerston-streets, to name only a few, contain housing 
little if' any better than the above. 



CHAPfER vrn 

DEllOORAPHIO OHARACTERISTICS 

" ••• the population of Italy is divided into two distinct 
groups, but these are also geographica1~ separated, and 
the result is a dual stream of immigration, rather than 
a single outflow due to racial antagonism. The inhabit
ants of northern Italy, the 'north Italians t as they are 
called, are Teutonic in blood and appearance •••• The 
southern Italians belong to the Mediterranean branch of 
the Caucasian race, are shorter in stature and more 
swarthy, and on the whole much inferior in intelligence 
to their northern compatriots." 1 

It, •• the worst kind were what we called Meridionali. 
These are Italians from the south of Italy. They are 
small dark people with b10ltCk hair and what we consid
ered to be bad habits. We are big fair people with 
blue eyes and good habits." 2 

Country of Birth 

It Was emphasized in the preceding chapter that the 

Carlton survey was not artificia1~ restricted to persons who had 

been born in It~ or to persona of present or former Italian 

nationality. Although the majority in any inmrl.grant population 

may have been bom in a single country of emigration, a sizeable 

proportion has usually been born in the country of' immigration 

and others even in countries to which their parents may have once 

emigrated. In the Carlton sample the majority of the 418 persons 

of Italian origin or connexion had been bom in Italy. One in 

1 Henry Pratt Fairchild, Immigration: A World Movement and Its 
American Significance (revised edition, New York, 1925), p. 140. 

2 D. P. O'Graay, They're a Weird Mob: A Novel by Nino Culotta 
(Syilliey 1957). p. 10. 



five persons had been born in Australia, of whom the greater part 

oonsisted of children born to post-war arrivals. Three-quarters 

(68/85) of these Australian-barn persons were under ten years of 

age. Six Australian-born persons were Italian by connexion, 

having married persons of Italian origin. Five were British-

Australian women, four of whom were married to pre-war alTivals. 

The sixth was a male" who had married a female from Ascoli Piceno 

in 1958. Seven children born to these six marriages were inoluded 

in the sample; these children were aged 26, 21, 10, 9, 7, 5, and 1. 

Eight persons had been born in countries other than Italy or Austrll1a 

(Table VIII.1). 

TABLE VIII.J Sample ,!'- Birthplace by "-S-C'x and Age 

Birthplace and Age 
TorAL Sex 0-1415-19 20-3435-49 50 & over 

Itall! 

Males 18 11 81 41 3"- 185 
Females 32 8 57 2"- 19 140 

Australia 

Males 35 2 5 42 
Females 33 1 7 1 1 43 

Other Countries 

Males 1 2 3 
Females 1 2 2 5 

All BirthElaces 

Males 53 14 86 43 34 230 
Females 65 10 64 27 22 188 



Two of these persons were not of Italian origin, a woman aged 56 

bom in the United Kingdom. who migrated to Australia in 1928 and 

subsequently married a pre-war arrival from V1cenza (her three 

children were also included in the sample, two girls aged 24 and 

')'l6 "u 

20 and a son aged 16), and an Hungarian refugee who arrived in 1957 

and married an Italian from Matera, whom she met on the ship to 

Australia; this latter couple had no children. The remaining six 

foreign-born persons had been born in countries to which their 

parents had. once emigrated; a girl born in Abyssinia in 1942 just 

before her parents returned to Messina, a man born in Philadelphia 

whence at the age of six years he returned in 1923 to Reggio 

Calabria, another man, from Vicenza whose parents, had been in Germany 

at the time of his birth ( 1911); a woman aged 61 from Vicenza, 

whose father used to breed horses in HUDgazy until the First World 

War, when he returned to the Altipiano; and a woman aged 49 and 

her son, 18, both born in Fiume, which was once part of Italy but 

now belongs to Yugoslavia; this last woman had married an Italian 

from Udine. 

In an area where ver:!.. few Australian-born children o£ 

Italian immigrants remained in" the inner suburbs after marriage, 

only one third-generation Italian was encountered. As he was a baby 

of two months at the time of interviewing his behaviour seemed to 

fall beyond the purview of this survey. Only two of the eight,-

children born in Australia to Italian migrants in the Carlton area 

who had married by 1960 still lived' in Carlton or North Carlton. 

Both these two had. married Italian-born spouses. The other six 
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had moved into suburbs such as Northoote, Kew, Hawthorn" and 

Middle Park. The Italian population of the Carlton area consisted 

mainly of first-generation Italians and their unmarried children. 

79 per oent (331/418) of those in the sanw1e were first-generation 

immigrants, and 19 per cent (79 persons) second-generation Italians, 

born in Australia after their parents arrival from Italy. As 

almost all of these second-generation Italians were still of school 

age -- 71 were under fifteen - there was no opportunity in this 

survey to explore systematically differences in the behaviour of' 

f'irst- and second-generation Italians. 

Age composition 

In the 1954 census the Italian-born population of'Victoria 

was characterized by an extremely high proportion of persons 

between the ages of twenty and thirty four; 47 per cent ot Italian

born males and .q.o per cent of Italian-born females we~ between 

these ages, compared with only 23 per cent and 22 per cent of the 

total Victorian population. In Carlton this sama characteristio 

age-distribution was found, and although the inclusion of the non

Italian-born menibers of this Italian population reduced substantially 

the proportions between these ages, the propprtions of males and 

females between twenty and. thirty four years of age were still 

very high (37 per oent and 34 per cent respectively. Table VIII. 2) • 
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onerOUs to undertake a trip to Australia at their emn expense. 

It is, howEJVer, very interesting to cc:mpare the age-structures 

of the Netherlands-born and the Italian-born at the time of the 

1954 census, since unlike the Italians a very high proportion of 

the Dutch receive Governmental assistance. This facilitates 

family migration among the llitch and. thus in Australia in 1954 

approximately 39 per cent of the Netherlands-born were under 

twenty years of age, oompared with only 18 per cent of the Italian

born.3 These proportions are, however, affected by the fact that 

since the Italians have been migrating to Australia for a much 

longer period. than the futch, whose migration has assumed numerical 

importance only in the post-war period, a far greater proportion 

of Italians were fifty years of age and over.4. 

Conjugal Condition 

Acpording to unpublished figures relating to the 1954 

census, 41 per oent of Italian-born males in Victoria, but only 

15 per oent of Italian-born females, fifteen years and over were 

"never married". For every ore umtarried Italian-born woman in 

this broad age-group there were almost six unmarried Italian-born 

men (lO,116 l1'..a.les to 1,800 females, a masculinity rate of 562 

males per 100 females). In the sample this same trem was evident. 

Table VIII.3 indicates that whereas 91 per cent of the weanen over 

3 
Zubrz,ycld,.2l2. cit., Table 3; and Figures 3 and 6. 

"-
ibid. 
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nineteen were married or widowed, 36 per cent of the men in the 

corresponding age-bracket were Ifrever married". In the most 

oritical age-group, 20-34, there were over five times as marw 

unnarried men as unnarried women, and of the nine unmarried women 

in this age-group three had only just turned twenty and another 

three twenty one. Among the married persons, the balance of the 

sexes was quite 6ven, a SC!D.e"Nhat unexpected finding in view of 

the tendency among Italians for husbands to precede their wives 

to the country of resettlement. Of' the 49 males in the sample 

who had married in Italy prior to their emigration only 8 weN 

accompanied. by their wives. Only three husbands, however, all 

from Calabria, who were still awaiting their wives' arrival from 

Italy were encountered in the survey. This ur.expeotedly low 

proportion, ccmpared with Hempel's proportion of one-fifth of the 

married men in his sample drawn in Queensland in December, 1957,5 

must be related to the large nwnber of' wives who joined their 

husbands between 1958 and 1959 (see Tables VIII.4 and VIII.5 

below), years in which seven wives rejoined their husbands in 

Carlto~ ~ one married Italian male who arrived in Australia 

during the same years was included in the sample, and he had been 

accompanied by his wife. If the Carlton sample had been drawn 

in 1)e,cember 1957, when Hempel's was, then presumably a higher 

proportion of the married men would have still been separated 

5 
Hempel, Qp. cit., p.103. 



from their wives. In aadition, since 1957 the inflow of Italian 

males has been controlled (Table VIII.5 below). 

Imbalance between the Se;x.es 

The overall masculinity rate in the Carlton sample 

(122 males per one hundred females) was extremely law o~ 

with the 1954 census, when it was 188 among Italian-born persons 

in Victoria. A possible bias towards the inclusion of f~ly 

units may have meant that the sample rate was artificially low. 

On the other hand, the imbalance of the sema so strongly marked 

among Italian-born persons in 1954 has to a considerab1e extent 

been corrected since that time, and in three years (1957, 1958, 

and 1959, Table VIII.5) more female than male Italian nationals 

arrived in Australia as permanent immigrants. Notwithstanding 

this low overall masoulinity rate, which as Table VIII., 

indicates, was the result primarily of a surplus of' females in 

the 0-14 age-groups, among the unmarried. men the s6x>-imbalanoe was 

still strongly marked. Of the eigh~one unnarried persons of 

Italian birth over the age of fourteen t'our-fif'ths (6q!81) were 

males, a proportion not significantly lcmer than that observed in 

6 the 1954 oensus (85 per cent). It is worthwhi1e noting at this 

point that two out at' every seven ot these unnarried lOOn in the 

sample had been assisted to Australia by the Commonwealth 

Governnent (thirteen males) or by the Intergovernnental Committee 

6 
Test of significance: r = 0.88, d.f. = 1, 
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for European Migration (six males). None of these nineteen men 

had turned thirty five at the time of interview. Half of them 

were under twenty .seven. 

Two-thirds (27/40) of the f'orty Italians who arrived 

in Australia between 1922 and 1939 were males. As Table VIII.4 

suggests, both before and after the war the first Italian arrivals 

tended to be the men, whose wives and children, or very often 

fiancees, followed later. Thus eight of the twenty two males who 

arrived between 1922 and 1930 were married bef'ore they left Italy. 

None of them was accompanied. by his wife. Three wives followed 

a year later, another five years later, two oth&rs ten and eleven 

years later. The remaining two did not arrive in Australia until 

after the war, twenty one and twenty three years after their 

respective husbands. This general pattern has held true for the 

post-war arrivals in the sample and only eight of the thirty nine 

males who were married prior to emigration were accompanied by 

their wives. The majority of the remaining wives (24131) reached 

Australia within four years of' their husbands' arrival. 



TABLE VIII.4 Sample: Year of Arrival in Australia of Males, 
Females, and Persons of Present or Fo:rmer 

Italian Nationality 

Calendar Year Males FemaJ.es 'Fersons 

1922 to 1921i. 12 3 15 
1925 to 1927 9 4 13 
1928 to 1934 2 2 4 
1935 to 1939 4 4 8 
1940 to 1945 1 1 
1946 to 1948 1 2 3 

1949 15 8 23 
1950 15 5 20 
1951 20 5 25 
1952 23 11 34 
1953 19 14 33 
1954- 11 13 24 
1955 15 17 32 
1956 2li. 17 41 
1957 3 9 12 
1958 2 14 16 
1959 4 11 15 
1960 8 4 12 

Total 188 143 331 

High masculinity in an immigrant Italian population 

has been correctly identified as a problem endemic to Italian 
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migration itself, and to the temporary separation of families in 

the migratory movement. Foerstert s classic generalization, 

hOW'ever, that " ••• the Italian immigration, since its inf'ancy, 

has been composed, four parts out of five, of males and of" these 

chiefly in the productive years of 1ife ••• 11 ,7 has not held true 

7 
Foerster, Qpe cit., p.43. 
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of Italian :inmigration to Australia. for at least thirty years, 

since his remark related to a period in which few governnental 

controls were applied to migratory currents. Since the middJ.e 

of the 1920' 5 Italian migration to ilustralia has been continuously 

8 
sub~ct to administrative controls, and although at any point of 

time the masculinity rate among Italians arriving in Australia or 

among Italians settled in Australia may be high, since there is 

always a bacftlog of' wives waiting to follOW' their husbands to the 

country of .resettlement, these controls and the high cost of 

irmnigration to Australia hale tended to reduce the number of 

temporaxy male migrants and to increase the relative IlUIllber of 

permanent settlers, mainly family groups among which the balance 

of the SSJtSos tends to be more even. The effect of administrative 

controls on the sex-composition of Italian migration to Australia 

in the post-war period is seen olear~ in Table VIII.5. In the 

early years of post-war Italian immigration to Australia masculinity 

rates were high. In 1949, a year in which wives and. dependent 

children or pre-war immigrants were still arriving in Australia,9 

the m'lsculinity rate among pennanent arrivals of Italian 

nationality was 280: by 1952 it had soared to 461, a peak not 

exceeded in this period. Since 1952, when an economio recession 

necessitated the application of aaministrative controls to the 

8 
McDonald, Op. cit., Chapter V. 

9 
In the sample one male and four females among those who arrived 

in Australia in 1949 we~ dependants of pre-war Italian immigrants. 



TABLE VIII.5 

Distribution ~ Year of Arrival in Australia of Italian Nationals in the Sample Com~red 
with Perll\anent Arrivals of Italian Nationality in Australia, January 1949-June 1960. 

Peroentages. 

Calendar Year 
Sample Australia 

Males Females Persona Males Females Persons 

1949 5.2 2.8 8.0 3.7 1.3 5.1 
1950 5.2 1.7 7.0 4.6 1.7 6.3 
1951 7.0 1.7 8.7 5.9 . 2.1 8.0 
1952 8.0 3.8 11.8 11.1 2.4 13.5 
1953 6.6 4.9 11.5 3.4 3.3 6.7 
1954 3.8 4.5 8.4 3.8 3.9 7.7 
1955 5.2 5.9 11.1 8.1 4.9 13.1 
1956 8.4 5.9 14.3 8.8 4.6 13"4 
1957 1.0 3.1 4.2 3.8 4.5 8.3 
1958 0.7 4.9 5.6 2.1 4.1 6.2 
195&< 1.4 3.8 5.2 3.2 3.6 6.8 
196 2.8 1.4 4.2 3.2"" 1.8~ 5.0 

Total 55.4 4/1.5 100.0 61.S 38.2 100.0 

Numbers 159 128 287 128,050 79,089 2a?,139 

:If January-June only ~ estimated rigures 

Source : Australia" Bureau of Census and Statistics, ~~:r~:Pb,y __ ~:LJ,.et:i"ns. 

[''"' 
.. " 
CO 
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immigration of Italian males, the proportion of females in the 

Italian intake has increased. In 1953 and 1954 the balance of 

the sexes was quite even, and although the proportion of males 

rose sharply again in 1955 and 1956,10 the masculinity rate has 

never exceeded 189 since 1952, while in the three years 1957-59 

it has fallen considerably below 100. 

The comparison between the proportion of post-war Italian 

immigrants in the sample who arrived in a particular year with the 

corresponding proportions arriving in Australia as a whole is not 

intended to represent an e:xa.ct or precise parallel. Not only do 

the Australian figures include those who may have subsequently 

left the Commonvealth but, more importantly, the anrual number who 

settled in Victoria is unknown and probably varied. Even so the 

extent to which the Carlton sample reflects the t'luctuationa in the 

total Australian intakes with regard to changes both in the relative 

size of each arrival intake is interesting. Except for two years 

(1953 and 1957), no marked differences between the oorresponding 

proportions are apparent, while it would be dangerous to place 

overmuch confidence in a ccmparison which may conceal as muoh as 

it reveals, it provides no evidence of a disproportionate number 

of recently arrived Italian inmigrants in the Carlton area. It 

should be further remembe:red, however, that sampling bias mAy have 

been responsible for the relatively low proportions of recent 

10 
This relaJG3.tion was dne to a relaxation of restriction.~ on certain 

categories of personal nominees in the Italian immigration of these 
years. MacDonald, Cp. cit., p.J.4.7. 
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Italian arrivals recorded in the sample. 

Italian migration to Australia in much of the post-war 

period has been composed. of two distinct elements, those. who have 

been personally nominated by relatives and friends in Australia 

and who have paid their own passages to this country, and those who 

have received governmental assistance.
ll 

Although assistance, in 

the tenn of subsidized passages and land-grants, to certain 

categories of immigrants has been a feature of Australian immigra

tion policies since 1830,12 an assisted passage scheme for Italians 

was introduced only in March 1951 by an agreement between the 

Italian and AustJtiL ian goverrments.13 

Since the end of the First World War, when Italian 

emigration to the United States was severely restricted, there has 

been a surplus of' Italians wishing to emigrate to Australia. The 

question of an assisted scheme did not arise, sinee the problem 

was not how to attract Italians to this country but how to restrict 

their entry to what was considered a reasonable number. There might, 

for this reason, appear to be something paradoxical in the .Australian 

goverrnnerrt I S assisted passage agreement with It,aly when controls 

11 
The Department of Immigration has never made ::public the nethods by 

which it administers the assisted passage scheme or the personal 
ncminations system. MacDonald, who was given access to confidential 
files, gives an interesting and. authoritative summary of policy 
changes since 1920. Macdonald J., Op. cit., 1959. Chapter V. 
12 

Borrie, gp. cit. (July 1959), p.'. 
13 

MacDonald, Qp. cit., p.152. 
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on full-fare Italian immigration were being applied through 

the personal nominations system. This paradox is apparent and 

not real, however, since the assisted passage scheme has tenda:d 

to operate largely in northern Italy in areas which might otherwise 

have contributed very few migrants to Australia. Most of the 

full-fare migration to .Australia today, on the. other hand, stems 

from the south and. from Sicily.14 In the Carlton sample seventeen 

of the fifty northern Italian adult males who had arrived in 

Australia since 1949 came as assisted migrants: only three of the 

sixty eight southern Italian or Sicilian male adults were assisted. 1 5 

Thus it is mainly the southern Italian imnigration which is being 

restricted under the personal naninationa system. 

The types of passage under which the members of' the 

Carlton sample arrived in Australia are SUIlmlarised in Table 

VIII.6. 

14 
Hempel, 92. cit., p.74 and p.88. 

15 
These proportions were significantly different. Test of significance 

X2 = 22.26, d.f. == 1, p <,0.001. 



TABLE VIII.6 8ample: Type of Passage of Italian Immigrants 
to Australia 

Type of Passage 

Full-fare 

Assisted unler the 
Italo-Australian 
Assisted Bassage 
Sch_ 

Assisted by 1CEM 

Total 

Males 

157 

6 

18'7" 

Females Persons 

14.0 

3 27 

6 

330 

![ One Catanian merchant-sailor who arrived in Australia
during the war as a civilian prisonar-of-war excluded. 

All the pre-war arrivals paid their awn passages, and only 11 
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per cent of post-war arrivals received a~ governmental assistance. 

Of this 11 per cent four-fifths arrived under the Itala-Australian 

passage scheme, and one fifth were assisted by I.C.E.M., an 

international organization in which Australia is a foun&ttion 

member; I.C.E.M. plays a notable role in assisting migration from 

Europe to 1l18.l1Y transoceanic countrles.16 The proportion of persons 

who arrived under the assisted passage agreement (27/290, or 9.3 

per cent of all post-war arrivals in the sample) was significantl,y 

lower than the proportion among all Italian arrivals in the 

16 
Intergovernnental Committee for European V..igration. lCEM Handbook 
~ (Switzerland 1958), p.6. 



post-war period., 18.4 per cent of whom arrived under this 

scheme.
17 

At least three explanations can be afforded for this 

discrepancy. Firstly, a considerable number of assisted migrants 

have been from the free Territory of Trieste, and few Triestini 

settled in the, Carlton area. Secondly, matr{ assisted migrants, 

25~ 

whose employment for the first two years after arrival is controlled 

by the governnent, are sent initia1~ to states other than Victoria: 

only sixteen of the twenty four male assisted migrants in the 

sample were given initial etrq)loyment in Victoria; two arrived in 

Queensland, three in New South Wales, and three in South Australia. 

All but seven of the 136 full-fare male Italian nationals to arrive 

in the post-war p9riod came straight to Victoria; only two arrived 

in Queensland, two in New South Wales, one in the Australian 

Capital Territory, and two in Western lw.stralia. This proportion 

was significantly lower than among the assisted migrants.18 

Thirdly, the writer's impression, one which is to some extent 

substantiated by Rempel's researches,19 is that the rate of 

repatriation to Italy may be higher among assisted than full-fare 

Italian immigrants. 

The relevance of this digression into assisted Italian 

migration is that the masculinity rate among assisted migrants was 

17 
Test 

18 
of significance: 

Test of significa.nce~ 
19 

x2 = 15.66, d.f. = 1, 

x2 = 18.44, d.f. = 1, 

Hempel, Op. cit., pp.lo-12. 

p <0.001. 

p( 0.001. 



higher than among the full-fare arrivals. According to 

Table VIII.6 proportionately six times as ma~ males as females 

arrived under the Italo-Australian Assisted Passage Scheme. This 

sex distribution differed significantly from that of the full-fare 

arrivals. 20 Since the Carlton figures relating to assisted 

migrants are small, and since the proportion of assisted migrants 

in tho sample was low compared with the total Australian intake, 

some analysis of the sex composition of the total intake is 

required.21 

The Italo-Australian assisted passage scheme came into 

operation on 1st August, 1951.22 Although only 59 assisted 

Italian iImnigrants (all males) arrived during the rem$.ind.er of 

this year, 1952, the peak year of post~ar Italian immigration to 

Australia, witnessed the arrival of 9,913 assisted Italian 

immigrants, all but ten of whom were unacccanpanied adult males. 

This was a most uni'ortunate contribution to the already high 

masculinity rate among Italian immigrants. Fortunately, fran 

this point of view, the assisted scheme was suspendttd in November 

1952, because of a recession in the ,Australian eConon'(Y'.23 

Thereafter the balance of the se:xas was more even. In recent 

20 
Test of significance: 

2l 

2 X = 13.242, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001. 

This discussion is based upon figures published in the Demo~raphy 
Bulletin (Australia. Bureau of Census and. Statistics) and t e 
QUarterly statistical Bulletin (.Australia. Department of Immigration). 
22 
:MacDona.ld, Op. cit., p.l52. 

23 
~., p.153. 
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years indeed, although the number of assisted Italian immigrants 

has since June 1957 averaged olll3" 3,000 persons per anrnun, the 

balance of' the sexes has been extremely favourable and between 

July 1956 and June 1960, more aduJ,t feme.les than males arrived 

under this scheme (6,410 females compared with 5,167 males). 

Despite the m9re even sex-balance among assisted 

Italian inmigrants since July 1956, the long-term effects of the 

high mAsculinity rates of earlier years are probably still with 

US; for mar:w more assisted migrants arrived in the years of high 

masculinity. In 1952 and 1955, a total of 18,150 assisted migrants 

arrived under the Italian scheme, and of these 80 per cent were 

adult males, 12 per cent aduJ..t females, and 8 per cent children; 

the masculinity among adults in these two years averaged 689 males 

per 100 females. .Among the full-fare Italian arrivals in these 

years the masculinity rates must have been far below this very 

high figure, since among all arrivals o~ Italian nationality in 1952 

and 1955 (including assiated migrants) the rate was only 263 males 

per 100 females. 24 This high masculinity among assisted arrivals 

has not continlE~d since 1955, and only 46 per oent of the 17,.574 

persons arriving under the Italian scheme between January 1956 aM 

24 
It should be noted in passing that a precise cc.mparison of sex 

ratios among full-fare and assisted Italian immigrants is net 
possible, since children arriving under the assisted schene are not 
classi~ied qy sex, o~ adults. As the total figures include 
children among whom the balance of the sems tends to be more even, 
the masculinity rates ~or all Italian arrivals are lower than if 
adults only were considered. While this might affect the details 
of these rates, the general finlings would be the same. 



June 1960 were adult males.; 35 per cent were adult females, and 

19 per cent children. This low masculinity rate of' 133 compares 

favourably with the :figure among all arrivals of Italian 

nationality during the same period, 43,718 of whom were males 

and 38,530 females (a masculinity rate of' 1~). 

Finally we may compare the family status of persons 

25£ 

arriving in Australia under the Dutch assisted passage scheme with 

that of those arriving under the Italian. Firstly, in both 

relative and absolute tams the rnmber of assisted migrants among 

the llitch has exceeded that among the Italians. Secondly, whereas 

an extremely high proportion of Dutch assisted migration has been 

composed of family units, the majority of assisted Italian 

immigrants have tended, until recent years, to be unaccompanied 

adults. These differences are seen clearly in the following 

figures based on statistios publi~ by the Department of 

Immigration, brought together for the period Jamazy 1951 to 

June 1960. 

Family' Status D.ltch Scheme Italian Scheme 

lien 15,l,4O 22,696 
Women 12,643 8,298 
Children 27,517 4-,789 

Total 55,600 35,783 

Thus, between these two dates one and a halt times as 

martY aault males were assisted un:ler the Italian as under the IAltch 



scheme, accounting for 63.4- per cent and 27.8 per cent of their 

respective totals. By contrast, the nunber of futch waren and 

children receiving assistance to Australia over the same 

period exceeded the corresponding Italian figure more than three-

fold.. This anomalous situation has far-reaching repercussions 

on the pattern of resettlement shown by the two groups. The Dutch 

are favoured fram the outset, since ccmpared with them family 

migration of' Italians to Australia receives negligible governmental 

assistance. 

Age at Arrival 

A high proportion of the overseas-born persons of 

Italian origin in the Carlton sample had arrived in Australia as 

dependent children under fifteen years of age (8Q/33l, or 26 per 

cent). Only one unaccompanied person, a girl from Sortino, was 

under fifteen on arrival, and. she had been nominated at the age 

of fourteen by her married brother, with whom she was living at 

the time of interviewing. 

Most persons in the sample had arrived as young adults 

aged between twenty and twenty nine. Half the pre-war immigrants 

were between these ages at the time of their arrival, as were 44 

per oent of the post-war male illJmigrants and 34 per cent of the 

females (Table VIII.7). 



TABLE VIII.7 Sample: Age at Arrival in Australia of Pre-wa.r 
and Post-war Italian Jimnigrants 

Pre-war arrivals Post-war arrivals 

Age at Arrival 

Maies Females Ma1.es Females 

0-14- 3 4- 37 4-3 
15-19 3 11 12 
20-24- 6 ~ 39 24-
25-29 8 3 31 20 
30-34- 6 1 21 12 

35 & over 2 2 21 19 

Total. 28 13 160 130 

The lower proportion25 or female post-war arriva.ls in this age-group 

is to be explained by the f'act that a significantly smaller proportion 

of :females than males had been unmarried on arrival (19/80 compared 

with 79/123),26 and as Table VIII.8 shows age at arrival in Australia 

tended to be lower among unnarried than married arrival.s. 

All but twelve persons (f'ive males and seven females) 

were under forty five on arrival. Hempel indeed estimates that 

the Italian is the youngest immigrant to Australia.
27 

Comparative 

evidence on this point is not readily available, and from Hempal t s 

ovm calculations the average age at arrival among male adults of 

25 
These female and male proportions did not, however, differ 

significantly. X2 = 2.867, dS. = 1, 0.10) p>O.05. 
26 
Test of 

27 
significance: 

Hempel, Op. cit., p.39. 

x2 = 22.82, d.f. = 1, p<., 0.001.. 
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German nationality r:n!iy be equally as low as, if not lower than, 

that a.mong Italian nationals. Thus in Queensland in 1954 the 

average age among Italian national males in the 15-64 years age 

bracket was 31 years, compared with an average of 29.5 years among 

German national males. Eut since a higher proportion of' the 

German ~han Italian nationals had arrived in Australia in the 

two years immediately preoeding the census (35 per cent and 23 per 

oent respectively), this would have tended to reduce the average 

28 age among the Germans more than among the Italians in the census. 

Clearly the question of comparative ages at arrival among different; 

ethnic groups needs closer investigation, before am group can 

be shown to be younger on arrival than another. 

In the Carlton s~ple the average age at arrival for 

adult males before the war was 26.1 years and in the post-war 

period 2'7.9 years; the corresponding figures for females were 

28.6 years and 29.7 years. A1though these differences between 

the average age at arrival among the pre-war and post-war immigrants 

relate to a small number of observations, they agree with the 

findings of Price that " ••• the average age for male migrants who 

arrived at the beginning of the century was considerab~ lower 

(than in the post-war period.)". 29 The post-war figures for age 

at arrival of Italian adults derived from the Carlton sample, 

28 
ibid. 
2~ 

Quoted by Hempel, Gp. cit., p.U. 



27.9 years for males and 29.7 years for females, correspond very 

closely to those obtained by Hempel, 27.5 years and 30.5 years 

respectively.30 

Age at arrival in the Carlton sample was also related 

to sex, and among the post-war arrivals (Table VIII.B) the average 

age at arrival. among unttarried and rrarried females was slight1.y 

below that among unmarried and married males. Since, however, 

a higher proportion of females than males were married, and 

therefore o~r on arrival, the overall figure for average age at 

arrival was higher for females than males. The relatively low 

average age among unmarried f'emaJ.es resulted from the raet that 

seven of them had been tlOOlinated by fiancees, whom they married 

soon after arrival, and another seven young unnarried siaters 

called out by brothers. The lower average age among the married 

females is also interesting, since most of them arrived one to 

four years after their husbands. However, the fact that the 

average Italian wife in the sample was over two years younger 

than her husband more than offset this time lag between the 

arrival of husband and wife. 

Hempel has suggested that age at arrival is also related 

to five factors other than sex: type of passage, region of origin 

in Italy, year of arrival in Australia, conjugal condition on 

30 
ibid. 
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TABLE VIII.8 

Sample: Average and tfudal Age at Arrival of Adul"V! Italians 
by Sax, Conjugal Condition and Period of Residence in Australia 

Sex, Oonjugal Condition 
Number Average Age Modal Age and Period of Residence 

Pre-war Arrivals 
Unmarried Males 15 22.8 26 
Married Males 10 31.0 31 
All Males 25 26.1 26 

Unmarried Females 2 23.0 
Married Females 7 30.1 
All Females 9 28.6 

Post-war Arrivals 
Unmarried Males 79 23.8 25 
Married Males 43 35.0 32 
All Males 123- 27.9 25 

Unmarried Females 19 21.9 19 
Married Females 59 3105 29 
All Females 80"" 29.7 29 

--- -_. 

H An adult arrival is defined in these tables as a person who 
arrived in Australia unaccompanied by a parent. 

B.One widowed male and two widowed. females included. 

261 



arrival, and place of settlement in Queensland. 31 Hempel's 

evidence for year of arrival and. place of settlement is slender. 

It is not clear that the age-st:ructu:re of Italian arrivals did 

differ from one year to another,32 and even if it did then 

differences in the geographical composition of the annual intake 
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were probab~ responsible for such variations. Similar~ Hempel's 

emphasis on place of settlement as a factor related to age at 

arrival is based on questionable statistical evidence. Thus his 

claim. that the average age at arrival among Italian females was 

higher in the Brisbane metropolitan area than in the rest of the 

state was based on averages of 30.4. and. 30.2 years respeatively.33 

The relationship between type of passage and age at 

arrival is well substantiated. In Hempel's sample 86 per cent and 

75 :per cent respectiveJ,y of adult assisted males and females were 

under thirty on arrival, canpared with only 67 per cent and 57 

:per cent respectively among the full-fare arrivals. 34 Although 

no averages were calculated it seems clear that the average age 

at arrival in Australia was lower ~ong assisted than full-fare 

arrivals. Tbis finding accords with expectation, since among 
1e .. D -r .. BE 

Italians assisted passages~ restricted to persons between 

eighteen and thirty years of age. 35 In the Carlton sample the 

average agp of arrival among assisted males was lower, but tXt 

3l 
ibid., p.39. 

3-S--
ibid., pSl. 

3;--
~trolias, Op. cit., p.2l. 

32 
ibid., p.42. 
3~ 
~., p.39. 
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significantlJr lower,36 than that among the full-fare males 

(26.1 years and 28.4 years respective~). In the Carlton sample, 

however, two assisted males were married men from Trieste, a 

category probably not well represented among Hempel t s assisted 

migrants, most of whom were young and. unmarried, being selected 

as labourers on the cane_fields. 37 If we ex-clude these two males 

from consideration, the average age among the assisted males 

drops sharply from 26.1 years to 24.8 years, a figure significantly 

below that recorded among the full-fare arrivals.38 Since age is 

related to conjugal condition, in that more young than older men 

tend to be unnarried, type of passage was related to conjugal 

condition on arrival, and a significantly lower proportion of the 

assisted than the unassisted males (qt21 and 4q(96) were married 

on arrival in Austral1a.39 

Age at arrival seems also to be related to region of 

origin in Italy. Differences in the average age at arrival among 

persons from different parts of Italy are, however, to some extent 

a function of the type of passage, since as Hempel found a high 

proportion of assisted migrants were from the Vemto-Friu1i.40 

In the Carlton sample, two out of every three (11121) of assisted 

36 
Test of significance: t = 1.60, d.f. = 115, O.20,>p> 0.10. 

37 
Hempel, Qp. cit., p.41. 

38 
Test of signi.ficance~ t ::I 3.75, d.f'. = 113, p <.0.001. 

39 
x2 Test of significance: = 7.69, d.f. = 1, 0.01") p>O.OOl. 

40 
Hempel, Gp. cit., p.74. 
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males but only one in three (34"102) of the utassisted males were 

from this part of Italy. Thus a discrepancy would be expected 

between the average age at arrival of males frOO1 the Veneto-Friuli 

and that among those from Basilicata-Oalabria, almost all of' whom. 

were unassisted. In the Carlton sample, no significant differences 

between the average age at arrival of males from different regions 

of Italy were found. Among males from the Veneto-Friuli the 

averageWls 2'7.0 years, among those from the Abruzzi, Basilicata, 

and calabria 28.8 years,41 and among the Sicilians, many of whom 

were unmarried on arrival, 26.4 years.42 The absence of significant 

findings in the Carlton sample seemed to be the small rumber of 

observations involVed. 

In so far as regional differences in age at arrival did 

exist they appeared to reflect differences in the propol-tion of 

males in each regional group who were married on arrival. As 

Table VIII.8 shows the average age at arrival among married adults 

was several years above that among unmarried adults. The 

proport ion of males married on arrival varied wide ly, from le sa 

than one-quarter (1q!46) of those frOOl the Ve~to-Friuli (or 000-

third, 9/26, if we exclude assisted males), to slightly less than 

one-third of the Sicilians (10/34) and over one-half of those 

from the A.bruzzi, Basilicata and Calabria (27/51). The Carlton 

4J. 
This average was not significantly lower than that among the 

Veneti-Friulani: T = 1.08, d.f. = 96, 0.30)- p> 0.20. 
42 
This was not significant1y 

Calabria figure: t = 0.92, 
lower than the Abruzzi-Basilicata
d.f. = 59, 0.40> p> 0.30. 
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sample is unf'ortunately too small to permit any meaningful 

interpretations of these discrepancies. Future research might 

e:xamine in a larger sample differences in tM marriage patterns 

by regions in Italy, and differences in the pe:rmanency of 

resettlement among the different regional groups of Italian 

immigrants. Discrepancies in the average age at arrival and the 

proportion of unmarried males might reflect differences in age 

at marriage, or an intention on the part of young, unnarried males 

to reside onlJ temporarily in the COI:lntry of immigration. 

Residential Mobility in Australia 

Nine out of ten Italians in the sample had come direct 

to Victoria from Italy. Few had settled elsewhere in Australia 

first (Table VIII.9). 

TABLE VIII.9 Sample: state of First Permanent Residence in 
Australia of Italian Immigrants 

State of First 
Males Females Persons Permanent: Residence 

Victoria 166 137 303 
New South Wales 5 1 6 
Australian Capital 

Territory 1 1 
Queensland 9 5 14 
South .Australia "- "-
Western Australia 3 3 

Total 188 143 331 



As we might expect in a population in which most females had 

been called out from Italy by menfolk emigrating before them, 

significantly fewer females than males had moved to Victoria 

after residing elsewhere in Australia.43 No doubt the males did 

not bring their wives and families to Australia until they them-

selves were relatively pennarently settled. Another factor also 

operated, in that few of the wcmen bad been assisted. Among the 

males, eight of the twenty-two who had settled initially in 

states other than Victoria had arrived as assisted migrants and 

had been directed to New South Wales (3), Queensland (2), and 

South Australia (2). This significantly high degree of inter_ 

state mObility44 of assisted Italian migrants is explicable in 

terms of their contract with the Australian governnent to work as 
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directed for the first two years of their settlement in Australia, 

after which they tend to move to places of their own chebe,45 

Since the pattern of settlement of the Italian female 

is detemdred largely by the male who precedes her, Tables VIII.IO 

and VIII.ll have been restricted to adult male arrivals. The 

most interesting finding emerging f"rom Table VIII.IO is that the 

pre-war arrivals in the sample exhibited a significantl,y greater 

mobility than those who came to Australia in the post-war periodl;6 

43 
f Test of significance: = 6.73, a.f. '" 1, 0.02"> p,;;> 0.01. 

44 
f Test of significance: = 8.94, a.f. = 1, 0.0l> p;> 0.001. 

4, 
Hempel, Op. cit., p.56. 

46 
f Test of significance: = 15.16, a.f. = 1, p< 0.001. 



TABLE VIII. 10 

Sample : Place of First Permanent Re;3idenoe in Australia of 
Adult Male Pre-war and Post-war Italian;. Arrivals 

Place of First Permanent Adult Male Arriva1§ Total 
Residenoe Pre-war Post-war 

Melbourne Metropolitan Area 9 93 102 

Other Parts of Victoria 9 16 25 

Other states of Australia 7 14 21 

Total 25 123 148 

TABLE VIII.ll 

Sample: Plaoe of Subsequent Residence in Australia of Adult Male 
Italian Arrivals Who Resided Initially in Victoria 

Initial Plaoe of Residenee 
Place of Subsequent Total 

Residence Melbourne Other Parts 
Metropolitan Area Of Victoria -

Always in Inner &Iburbe" 81 81 

Always in Melbourne 10 10 Metropolitan Area 

Always in Victoria 7 23 )0 

Temporarily Interstate 4 2 6 

Total 102 25 127 

26' 

~ Comprising the municipalities of the City of Melbourne, Fitzroy, 
Collingwood, Richmond, South Melbourne, Port Melbourne, and Brunswick. 



'iVhereas three-quarters of' the post-war iJmnigrants settled first 

in the Melbourne metropolitan area, almost two-thirds of the 

pre-war arrivals came to Melbourne onl,y after prior residenoe 

elsewhere in Victoria or interstate. This discrepancy part~y 

reflected the effect of the depression and the dif'f'iculties 

experienced by these early inmdgrants in finding permanent 

employment, but it resulted partly also from a natural movement 

of successful Italians from rural to urban areas. Thus five of 

26( 

the seven pre-war arrivals who settled initially in other states of 

Australia had been cane fanners in Queensland, who, as they grew 

older and prospered, decided to leave the heat and toil of the cane

fields for the cooler climate of Melbourm. .Among the post-war 

arrivals, the pattern was quite different, and even though a 

substantial number of full-fare immigrants, particularly among 

those arriving in the late 'forties and early 'fifties, had been 

nominated by Italiam resident in Viotorian country towns, the 

majority settled immediately in Melbourne and stayed there. As 

Table VIII.ll shows, onl,y 5 per cent of the adult males who 

settled initially in Victoria had resided outside of Victoria qy 

the time of interviewing, and 80 per cent had always lived in 

Melbourne's inner suburbs. 

Origin in Itaty: territorial composition 

The changing composition of Italian migration to 

Australia has already been mentioned in preceding chapters. A 

sumnary of' these changes i~ contained in Table VIII.l2, according 

to which in the early period of Italian migration to Australia, 



TABLE VIII. 12 

Territorial Composition of Italian Migration to Australia 
1882-1917, 1920-1940, and 1952-1956, 

Percentages 

Region of Birth in Italy 

Piemonte 
Lombardia 
Trento 
Veneto 
Friuli 
TriS'ste 
Liguria 
Emilia 

Toscana 
Umbria 
Marc he 
Lazio 

Abruzzi e MOlise 
Campania 
Puglie 
Basilicata 
Calabria 

Sicilia 
Sardegna 

Not Stated 

Total 

Numbers 

1882-1917 1920-1940 1952-1956 

10.4 
41.0 

0.5 
( 5.7 ( 

2.0 
0.7 

3.7 
0.1 
0.9 
0.7 

0.2 
3.5 
3.5 
2.6 
0.7 

23.8 

100.0 

3,869 

8. 1 
15.3 

1.4 

~23.9 

0.3 
0.7 

4.3 
0.1 
0.7 
0.1 

2.0 
2.5 
4.1 
0.8 

12.1 

23.6 

100.0 

11,144 

1.2 
2.3 
0.5 

10.4 
5.5 
6.7 
0.6 
1.2 

2.6 
0.2 
1.8 
2.9 

12.8 
7.5 
3.2 
1.5 

21.3 

17.0 
0.5 

0.3 

100.0 

109,276 

269 

Source: 1882-1917, and 1920-1940, C. A. Price's analysis of 
Naturaliziation Records. See also C. A. Price, l1E.U.ropean 
Minorities in Australia 1$40-1940, II Historical Studies, 
Australia and New Zealand, VI (November 1954), pp. 292-294. 

1952-1956, Official Italian statistics, quoted in 
Hempel, Op. cit., Table I. 2. 



1882 to 1917, two out of every three Italian settlers were from 

L.c:mbardia or Sicilia (mainly the Lipari Islands). Between 

27( 

World War I am World War II the proportion of Italians from 

Lorobardia dropped sharply, and the Veneto-Friuli became the major 

northern Italian source of immigrants so far as Australia was 

concerned •. Although the proportion from Sicil,y remained constant 

at' rough~ one-quarter of all Italian settlers in this period, 

marw came new; not from the Lipari Islands but fl'OIll Catania and 

to a lesser extent Siracusa, two adjacent provinces on Sicily's 

eastern seabord. In the intezwar period southern Italians, frcm 

Calabria and Puglia, began to settle permanently in Australia. 

These trends have contirued in the Italian iIrunigration since 1945, 

and while the proportion of Italians from northern Italy and Sicily 

had steadily decreased, the proportion from southern Italy has 

increased. As emphasised in Chapter VI, these changes in the 

composition of Italian immigration in Australia were reflected 

in the Carlton area. Thus Carlton, settled by Italians mainly

between the wars, became a predcminantly northern Italian suburb, 

whereas in North Cal'lton, whose Italian population has been almost 

entirely the prodUce of Italian Immigration since 1945, southern 

Italians are far more numerous. 

None of the members of: the sample had arrived in 

Australia prior to 1922. Of those who arrived between 1923 and 

1942 however, a significantly high proportion bad come from 

the Veneto-Friuli, ccrnpared with the post-war arrivals (24/U 
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TABLE VIII. 13 

Sample : Geographical Origin of Italian Immigrants and their 
Children 

Geographical Origin Immigrants 
Native-born* Total 

Pre-war Post-war 

Vicenza 20 33 17 70 
Traviso 1 25 6 J2 
Other Veneto 16 3 19 
Udine 3 .18 6 27 
Other North Italy 3 2 1 6 

Toscana 6 5 3 14 
Other Central Italy 8 1 9 

Abruzzi e Molise 36 8 44 
Foggia 1 7 5 13 
Potenza 3 56 10 69 
Calabria 1 41 6 48 
Other South Italy 3 3 

Siracusa 1 27 8 36 
Other Sicilia 2 7 4 13 

Trieste 5 5 

Total 41 289 78 400"" 

x Classified according to the origin of father 

~ight persons of Italian connexion, one Yugoslav-born female, 
and one Australian-born child of a British-Australian father excluded. 



compared with 9q/289). 47 Among the post-war inmigrants the 

largest provincial group was from Potenza in south Italy 

(Table VIII.13). 

Pre-war arrivals. A small proportion (ore-sixth) of the 

pre-war iImnigrants in the sample had arrived as children (Table 

VIII.14) • 

TABLE VIII.14 Sample: Geographical Origin in Italy of Pre-war 
Italian Immigrants, Adults and Children 

Geographical Origin Adults Children Total 

Maie Female Mai:O Female 

/ 
Vicenza 12 5 1 2 20 
Treviso 1 1 
Uains 1 1 1 3 
Alessandria 2 2 
Sondrio 1 1 

'Eoscana 4- 1 1 6 
Potenza 1 1 1 3 
Foggia 1 1 
Reggio Calabria 1 1 

Messina 1 1 
Catania 1 1 
Siracusa 1 1 

Total 25 9 3 4- 4-l 

Only one of these child-arrivals, a female from Vicenza (aged 

thirty seven) was still unmarried. Two males, from Vicenza and 

4-7 
Teat of significance~ f = 75.69, d.f. = 1, p.(O.OOl. 



Udine,. had married British-Australians, and the remaining four 

persons had married Italian--born spouses: a maJ.e from Potenza 

had married a post-war arrival frem the same prGvince, a hale 

from Vicenza had married her second. cousin, and two females frcrn 

Sondrio and Tosoana, who had settlod initially in Queensland, 

had married Italians from Alexandria and Toscana respectively. 

The parents of only two of these seven child-arrivals (the 

unnarried female from Vicenza and the male fran Potenza who had 

continued to live in his parental hane after marriage) were 

included in the sample. The parents of the others were either 

deceased or resident ela&where. 

A very high proportion of the adult pre-war arrivals 

had been males, and although ten of them had been married in 

Italy prior to emigration, four of their wives did not arrive in 

Australia until after the war. The wife of a fifth had died in 

1954. Moreover three other males, from Vicenze. (2) and. Siracusa, 

had married British-Australians, who do not appear on Table 

VIII.1.4. Another, from Vicenza, was divorced from his British

Australian wif'e. In addition, tbi'ee males, from Vicenza, Toscana. 

and. Reggio Calabria, had never married. So far as the adult 

27, 

females were concerned, seven had been married bef'ore leaving Italy. 

Three arrived within two years o'f their husbands, and two eleven 

years later. A sixth arrived in 1939, three years after a proxy 

marriage. The seventh, who was unable to emigrate to Australia 

in the 'twenties to join her fiance because o'f mssolini IS 



restrictions on the departure of unnarried wanen,48 was married 

during her fiance I s brief return to Italy in 1929, whereupon both 

re-embarked for Australia. The remaining two females arrived as 

fiancees and were married soon after reaching Australia. 

Half of the pre-war arrivals in the sample originated 

from one province in northern Italy, Vicenza, and most of these 

came from the Altipiano of Asiago, a plateau 1,000 metres above 

sea-level seme twenty miles fran the city of Vicenza.49 Two 

other early arrivals were the first Italians from their villages 

to ocme to Australia and set in motion migration-chains which are 

still operating. One, who arrived from his native conmune of 

Montemurro in Potenza in 1925, was known among his fellow paesani 

as the "Cristofaro Colombo'" of his village; the other, who 

arrived in 1922 with several others from his village Sortino 

(Siracusa), nUmbered himself among the first eleven II Captain 

Cooks tl from his oommune. 

Few of these early Italian arrivals had been living in 

27~ 

Carlton or North Carlton before the war. In 1935, or.J;ynine of' them 

had settled in Carlton, and of these all 'but one (a Tuscan) were 

f'rc.m Vicenza, Treviso, or Udine. By 1939 the rn.unber had dau.bled 

to eighteen persons, as a result of a movement to the oity of 

Vicentini from country centres suoh as Heathcote, Myrtlef'ord, 

48 
MacDonald, gp. oit., p.139. 

4-9 
See below. Chapter X. 
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Shepparton, Korumburra and Wonthaggi. Even 60 over half' of the 

pre-war arrivals in the sample did not settle in the Carlton area 

until after the war, when the urban movement of Italians not only 

from country areas in Viotoria but interstate as well continued. 

Six persons in the sample, from Alexandria (2), Vicenza (1), 

Sondrio (1) f and Livorno (2) had spent many years on the northern 

Queenslani ca.nef'ields around Ingham and. Inniatai1 before settling 

in Carlton. 

Post~ arrivals. By contrast with the pre-war arrivals, 

seven of wham took British-Australian wives, only one post-war 

-Italian male, an assisted migrant from Torino, had married an 

Australian girl. This fact, in conjunction with the smaller 

proportion of married men still separated from their wives, had 

the effect of lowering the apparent masculinity rate among the 

post-war arrivals to below, but not signifioantly below, that among 

the pre-war arrivals (Table VIII.15) .50 There seemed to be some 

evidence in support of Hempel t s finding that masculinity rates 

varied from one region of Italy to another, 51 but owing to the 

ama.ll numbers involved these differences were not statistically 

significant in the Carlton sample. The slightly higher masculinity 

among the northern Italians can be attributed to two factors, the 

high proportion of assisted migrants from these parts of Italy, 

and differences in the pattern of migration from each area. These 

50 
Test of significanoe: r- = 1.65, d.f. = 1, O.20')p>O.10. 

51 
Hempel, Qp. oit., pp.72-74. 



differences are best illustrated by comparing the ratio of 

children to adults among the arrivals from the several regions 

and provinces of Italy.52 

27j 

The proport ion of children among the post-war arrivals as 

a whole (89/290 or 30 per cent) seems quite high, in view of the 

fact that only 35 per oent of the adult males in the sample were 

married prior to leaving Italy (Table VIII.8). Two-thirds of them 

(59/87) were under ten on arrival, and even by 1960 over haJj' of 

them (5q!87) were still under fifteen years of age. But while the 

overall child-adult ratio averaged 4.3, it varied widely from one 

regional group to another. There was no sjmple northern-southern 

Italian differential, however, and the differences within Ol'¥' 

division of Italy were as great as the differences between divisions • 

.Among the northern Italians for SDmple, very few of post-war 

migrants fram Treviso, Pad.ova, Belluno or Verezia had been children 

(a ratio of 1.1). .Among those from the neighbouring province of 

Vicenza, on the other hand, the proportion of children was very 

high (a ratio of 7.4) and was exceeded only among migrants fran 

Potenza (8.1), while being itself well above the proportion of 

children among persons from Calabria (4.3), or Sicilia (2.6). 

The main reason for the high proportion of children among the 

post-war immigrants from Vicenza, and also Udine (a ratio of 6.4), 

compared with other parts of northern Italy, was that mat\Y persons 

from Vicenza and Udine, but few from other parts of the Vereto-Frluli, 

52 
This ratio is expressed as the number of children per 10 adults 

from a particular part of Italy. 
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TABLE VIII.j5 

Sample : Geographical Origin of Post-war Italian Arrivals, 
Adults and Children 

Adults Children Total Geographical Origin 
Males Females Males Females 

Vicenza 13 6 5 9 33 
Treviso 15 7 3 25 
Other Veneto 9 6 1 16 
Udine 8 3 4 3 18 
Other North Italy 2 2 

Toscana 2 2 1 5 
Lazio 3 2 1 6 
Other Central Italy 2 2 

Abruzzi e Molise 12 11 5 8 36 
Foggia 3 2 1 1 7 
Potenza 19 12 10 15 56 
Catanzaro 4 2 2 3 11 
Cosenza 3 3 6 
Reggio Calabria 11 7 2 4 24 
Other South Italy 3 3 

Catania 1 1 2 
Messina 1 2 1 1 5 
Siracusa 13 10 1 3 27 

Trieste 2 1 2 5 
Fiume (Yugoslavia) 1 1 

Total 123 80 37 50 290 
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had settled in Carlton before the war and. ~ since brought 

out relatives. Most of the post-war arrivals fran elsewhere 

in this part of Northern Italy had been assisted migrants, 

mostly unmarried. ThuB eleven of the fifteen post-war male 

arrivals from Treviso had been assisted migrants. Only one (a 

full-fare arrival) had been married prior to emigration and 

even he had been nominated by a brother who arrived three years 

earlier on an assisted passa~. 

Similar discrepancies in the child-adult ratio existed 

among the southern Italians. The highest ratios were recorded 

among the migrants from Potenza (8.1) and the Abruzzi (ratio 5.6), 

figures which were substantiall.J" higher than among the Ca.labrians 

(4.3), and significantly higher than among the Sicilians (2.6) • .53 

Since ,only 3 per cent of the adult migrants from southern Italy 

or Sicily were assisted, the type of passage oould not have been 

responsible for such discrepancies. Further investigation is 

necessary before we can explain why the migl'ation from Potenza and 

the Abruzzi tends to be more a migration of conjugal families 

than that from Calabria or ~ily, and. why almost twice as maf\Y 

adult males from Potenm and the Abruzzi than fran Calabria and 

Sicil,y (17/31 compared with 9/31)5!.- were married prior to 

emigration. Saaio-cultural differences, including variations in 

famil3" structure, age at marriage, or family size, may be important 

53 
:t?-Test of significance: = 4.40, d.f. = 1, 

54 
X2 Test of significance: = 4.24, d.f. = 1, 



here in explaining why in the Carlton sample emigration from 

Potenza and the Abruzzi tended to occur after marriage but that 

fram Calabria and Sicilia before marriage. 

280 

Although, as we have said, the Italian population of 

Carlton reflected in a gemral way the changes which have occurred 

in the territorial composition of Italian migration to Australia, 

and that the proportion of southern Italians among the post-war 

arrivals was significantly higher than it had. been among the pre

war settlers, in other respects its territorial composition was 

quite atypical (Table VIII.16),. Whereas the most l'll.Ul16rOUS 

regional groups leaving Italy for Australia between 1952 and 1956 

were from Calabria, Sicilia, the Abruzzi and the Veneto, in 

Carlton two regions alone, the Veneto and Basilicata, accounted 

for half the post~ar arrivals. The Basilicatans indeed 

represented a proportionately huge concentration oompared with 

their proportion in the total Australian intake: Melbourne is 

the centre of Basilicatan settlement in Australia, and within 

Melbourne, North Carlton. By contrast with the Basilicatans the 

proportions of Sicilians and Calabrians, who are reputed to be 

concentrated in North Melbourm and. Fitzroy respectively, were 

relatively low. 

Australian-born uersons ot Italian origin. Seventy

seven persons were second-generation Italians (Table VIII. I?) and 

one, as mentioned above, third-generation, being born in Australia 

to first or second generation Italians. .All those over ten years 

of age were children of pre-war arrivals, as their distribution 



TABLE VIII.l§ 

Geographical Origin of Po st-war Italian Arrivals in the Sample, 
Compared With Italian Emigrants to Australia, 1952-1956, 

Percentages 

Region of Origin in Italy 

Fiemonte 
Lombardia 
Trento 
Veneto 
Friuli 
Trieste 
Liguria 
Emilia 

Toscana 
Umbria 
Marche 
Lazio 

Abruzzi e MOlise 
Campania 
Puglie 
Basilicata 
Calabria 

Sicilia 
Sardegna 

Not Stated 

Total 

Numbers 

Sample 

0.3 

25.6 
6.2 
1.7 

0.3 

1.7 
0.3 
0.3 
2. 1 

12.5 
0.3 
2.8 

19.7 
14.2 

12.1 

100.0 

289 

Australia* 

1.2 
2.3 
0.5 

10.4 
5.5 
6.7 
0.6 
1.2 

2.6 
0.2 
1.8 
2.9 

12.8 
7.5 
3.2 . 

17.0 
0.5 

0.3 

100.0 

109,276" 

x Based on off'ieial. Italian statistics, quoted in Hempel, Op.cit., 
Table I. 2. 
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by origin suggests. Three were aged sixteen (1), or seventeen 
282 

(2), and the remainder were between twenty and twenty nine. Only 

two of these adult children were married, both to Italian-born 

0...., ... '" 
spouses from Vicenza. -Btte to the small nunber of adult second.-

generation Italians included in the sample, few observations of 

their behaviour could be made. It was interesting, hOW'ever, 

that of the seven males over the age of fifteen, one was still 

at High School, five had entered trades (four as mechanics and one 

as a jeweller), and ona had become a clerk with an Insurance 

Ccmpa:ny. 

TABLE VIII.17 Sample: Fatherl s Origin in Italy of Children of 
Italian Parentage born in Australia. 

Fatherl a 
Age of Children Total Origin in Italy 

o - 10 Over 10 In. f. 

Vicenza 12 5 13 4 
Treviso 6 2 4 
other V"aneto 3 2 1 
Uaine 6 4 2 
Piemont~ 1 1 

Toscal'lti 1 2 3 
I.a.zio 1 1 

Abruzzi e Molise 8 3 5 
]loggia 3 2 2 3 
Potenza 10 3 7 
Calabria 6 5 1 

Catania 2 1 1 
Messina 2 2 
Siracusa 6 2 3 5 

Total 67 11 41 37 

" One female born to a British-Australian father excluded. 

p. 

17 
6 
3 
6 
1 

3 
1 

8 
5 

10 
6 

2 
2 
8 

78" 
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Ten of the sixty-seven children ten years of age or 

younger" had tieeo been born to pre-war arrivals, mostly to persona 

who arrived as children. The remainder were all children of' 

post-war arrivals, as their age-distribution suggests. Two-thirds 

of them (37/57) were 8 till under three in 1960. 

Finally, the distribution of the native-born by origin 

in Italy showed some interesting, but not statistically significant, 

differences canpared with the origins qi' the foreign-born. As we 

might eJgJect the proportion of' Australian-born :t;:ersons of northern 

Italian or Sicilian origin was re1ative~ high compared with the 

southern Italians, a greater number of wham had married in Italy 

and begun their families prior to emigration. Since, how-ever, 

the figures in Tables VIII.16 and VIII.17 relate only to children 

resident with parents at the time of inter\Tiewing and not to all 

children ever born to these parents, no inferences can be drawn at 

this point on f'a.mily-size. This will be discussed in 

Chapter IX. 

Naturalization 

Immigrant populations in Australia are ccmposed of 

three distinct categories of persons, so far as nationality is 

concerned: the foreign -born of alien nationality, the foreign-

born who have become British nationals by naturalization, and the 

native-born, who are in most cases British nationals by birth.55 

55 
It is usually possible of course for a person of alien nationality 

to claim that nationality for his child, regardJ.ess of the child1s 
birthplace, should he so desire. 
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In the Carlton sample 19 per cent of the Italian population were 

British nationals by birth (Table VIII.lB). 

TABIE VIII.18 Sample::: Nationality of lI-1Ales, Females and Persons 
of Italian Origin 

Nationality Males FemaJ.es Persons 

British by Birth 38 

Naturalized British, 
~or.merly Italian 57 23 

Italian 131 120 

Total 229" 181-

~ One no~Italian excluded: the British-Australian husband 
of a female fram Asooli-Piceno. 

~ Seven non-Italians excluded: six British-Australians 
married to Italian males, and one Hungarian national 
married to an Italian male. 

79 

80 

251 

410 

Among the foreign-born persons 74- per oent and 54 per cent of 

males and females respectively (138/188 and 78/143) had been 

resident in Australia for more than five years and tws ful£illed 

the residential qualification necessa~ for naturalization. In 

fact only 42 per cent of the eligible males and only 30 per cent 

of the eligible females had adopted British nationality. Of 

these eight?! naturalized persons half' (U) were the pre-war 

arrivals, two-thirds of wham were naturalized by 1939; the 

l'6maining third (11141) J bestirred no doubt by the restrictions 
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on the personal freedom of enemy aliens in time of war, were 

naturalized between 1945 and 1948.56 .Among the post-war arrivals 
JiU6I&&.£ 

very few of thosejfor naturalization had renounced their allegiance 

to ItalJ'. Only 26 per cent of the eligible males (29/:w,.) and 

18 per cem of the eligible females (1q!57) had been naturalized. 

llthough in the absenoe of comparable figures it is difficult to 

assess the relative significance of such proportions~ in absolute 

terms they seem quite low, particularly when we consider that 

sixteen of the thirty-nine naturalized post-war arrivals had been 

children under sixteen when naturalized and had acquired British 

nationality by virtue of their fathers' naturalization. 

In his analysis of r.aturalization among males and females 

of Italian birth in Queenslani at the time of the 1933 and 194'7 

census, Borrie noted that a higher proportion of' females than males 

was naturalized, from which he concluded tentativeJ..y that "marriage 

and the establishment of a home was an important incentive (among 

Italian women) towards naturalization ll
•
57 The f'indings of the 

Carlton Survey present a rather different picture. Excluding 

pre-war arrivals, all of whom had been naturalized by 1948, we find 

that among the post-war arrivals si~een years of age or older who 

had been in Australia longer than five years at the time of the 

present survey, a signif'icantly higher proportion of males than 

56 
This impetus tOW'ards naturalization after the war was commented on 

by Borrie, Ope cit. (},relbourne 1954), p.l24. 
57 
~., p.140. 
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females had become naturalized {2l./98 and 5/48 respectively) • .58 

In the light of this finding it appears that the high proportion 

of Italian-born females in Queensland naturalized in 1933 and. 

1947 was the product not of a differential. incentive towards 

naturalization on the part of females, but of other faotors, 

namely, the institutional framework governing naturalization at 

those times. Until 31st March 1937, the wife of an Italian subjeot 

who became a naturalized British subject automaticallY acquired 

British nationality herself,59 and until 26th January 1949, 

although her assumption of British nationality was no longer 

automatic, she could acquire British nationality if her husband 

was naturalized simp~ by making a Daclaration of Acquisition. 

Since 26th January 1949, however, it has been ns08Ssary for wives 

to submit to the whole process of naturalization independently of 

their husbands, a. far more arduous procedure than it had been 

prior to the changes in the Act in 1937 and 194.8. The high 

proportion of naturalized women of Italian birth in 1933 and 

1947 was therefore probably little more than a reflection of the 

facts that, (1) since the proportion married tends to be higher 

among Italian-born t'emales than males, (2) since until 1937 the 

naturalization of a married male was autClnaticalJvr acccmpanied by 

that of his wit'e, and (3) since between 1937 and 1949 it was a 

58 
Test of significance~ 

59 
d.f. ::: 1, 

Borrie, Op. cit. (Melbourne 1954), p.24. 
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comparatively easy matter for a woman to become naturalized 

once her husband had done so, the proportion naturalized ,was 

higher among Italian-born women than among ItaJ..ian-born men. 

With subsequent changes to the Act this is no longer the case 

and fewer women have 'beccme naturalized. The Italian woman 

indeed has little i:mm.ediate advantage to gain from naturalization. 

The franchise interests her little; privileges other than Social 

Service benefits mean little to most women,60 and to qualify 

for the old-age pension she has in any case to fulfil a 

residential 'qualification (twenty years continuous residence in 

Australia) in addition to being naturalized. For the alien male 

naturalization is probably more attractive -- after all he has 

to work. But for the woman, who spends most of her time in the 

home, it brings at first more responsibilities than rewards; she 

reasons that if she is still alive in twenty years that will be 

aoon enough to think about naturalization, 'in nice time to 

collect the old-age pension. 

The number of naturalized females was too small to 

test for a relationship between origin and naturalization. Among 

the post-war male arrivals sixteen years or over at the time of 

interv'iewing who were eligible for naturalization, however, there 

60 
These other privileges include: use of a British passport and the 

right to return to Australia at will and. without a permit; entitle
ment to hold a commissioned rank in Australia's armed forces; the 
full range of Social Service benefits (subject to residential 
qualifications); entitlement to sit on juries; and eligibility for 
permanent Gov'ernnient positions; and the right to seek election to 
Federal or state Parliaments or to local goverrunent bodies. 



was no evidence at all that northern Italians tended to recone 

na.turalized to a greater extent than southern Italians! slightly 

les5 than one-quarter (8/37) of the eligible adult northern 

Italians, and slightly more than one-quarter adult southern 

Italians, had become naturalized .. 61 

Occupational Distribution of Males 

Proportions in the work force. In view of the marked 

differences between the age-structures of the Italian and total 

populations of the Carlton area (see above, Table VII." .1), the 
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similarity between the proportions of males in the 'Work-force 

seems at first surprising (Table VIII.19). This similarity arose 

from the fact that while the proportion of males under sixteen 

was higher among the Italians than in the total population of 

this area in 1954, the proportion over sixty-five was lower, and. 

these differences counterbalanced each other: 74 per cent of the 

males in the sample and 74 per cent of the total population in 

1954 were between sixteen and sixty five years of age. Among the 

females, on the other hand, a lower (but not significantly lower) 

proportion of the Italian than the total population was in the 

work-force. 62 This discrepancy was entirely accounted for by 

differences in the proportions of working-age: 69 per cent of all 

females in Carlton-North Carlton in 1954 were between sixteen and 

sixty five, ccmpared with 63 per oent of the females in the sample. 

61 
Test of significance: 

62 
Test of significance: 

d.f. = 1, O.50>p>O.30. 

dS. = 1, O.lO'>p>O.05. 



There was no observable tendency for Italian women of adult ages 

to enter the work-force in greater numbers than the adult female 

population of this area as a whole. 

Occupational status of males. Characteristic of the 

distribution of Italian-born males in Australia at the time of 

the 1954 census was the relatively high proportion "self

employed"_ 63 This tendency reflected the large number of 

independent rural settlers among Italians in Queensland and 

Western Australia, and was not generally typioal of Victoria, 
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where the main Italian concentration was in the metropolitan area. 

In Victoria in 1954 the proportion of self-employed Italian-born 

males was relatively low (2.5 per cent of' all self-employed males 

in the State) compared with Queensland and Western Australia (3.5 

per cent and 5.5 per oent respectively). 64 

In the Carlton survey difficulty was experienced in 

distinguishing self-employed males from employers. There were 

for example eight shop-proprietors, some of wham used family-

labour. The writer :failed to elicit clear information on the 

occupational status of these males. Thus the distinction between 

lIemployerll and. "self-employed II on Table VIII.19 is not definitive. 

Even so, it is clear that while the sample proportion of males in 

the "employer" and "self-employedlt categories as a whole (14 per 

63 
Zubrzyoki, Op. cit., p.102; Table 10, p.104. 

6lc 
~., Statistical Supplement, Tables LXXI, LXXII, and LXXIV. 



cent) was somewhat below the Victorian ~igure for Italian-born 

males in 1954 (16 per cent), it was slightly above65 the 

comparable Carlton ~igure in 1954 (11 per cent). 

TABlE VIII.19. Distribution o~ Males and Females in the Carlton 
Sample by Occupational Status, compared with the 
Total Population o~ Carlton-North Carlton at 

30th June 1954. 

Occupational Sample Carlton-North 

status 
Carlton 

Numbers Percentages f6rceritages 
M. F. M. F. lYi. F. 

Employer 7 1 3.(} 0.5 3.4 1.0 
SeH-Employed 16 2 7.0 1.1 4.6 2.4 
Employed 145 43 63.0 22.9 64.7 29.6 
Helper 6 3.2 0.2 0.5 
Unemployed 1.4 0.5 

Total in Work Force 168 52 73.0 27.7 74.3 34.0 
Total Not in Work Force 62 136 27.0 72.3 25.7 66.0 

Grand Total 230 188 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

In the sample a number of employers or self-employed 

males were shop-proprietors: greengrocers (2), expresao-bar 

proprietors (2), grocers (2), one fishmonger, and a wine-saloon 

proprietor. The remainder were either building-contractors or 

independent tradesmen: six concrete-contractors (all from the 

65 
Test of signi~icance~ r = 1.46, dS. = 1, 0.30')p>O.20. 
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Veneto-Friuli), four bootmakers, a plasterer, a mowmental mason, 

a jeweller, a tailor, and an interior decorator. A disproportionate 

number of these twenty-three males were pre-war arrivals, who 

oonstituted half' (141'23) of all males in the tlemployer" aId flself-

employed tl categories, but less than ore-tenth of' the employees 

(12l~5).66 This general relationship between occupational status 

and period of residence in Australia was also evidenced in the 1954 

census, and. according to unpublished figures 75 per cent and 52 

per cent of male Italian-born employers and self-employed persons 

had been in Jru.stralia for fifteen years or more. respite this 

high proportion of early immigrants, Jna11Y of whcm were as mentioned 

above from northern Italy, the proportion of northern Italians in 

the employer and self-employed categories was not significantly 

higher than the proportion of southern Italians and Sicilians 

(Table VIII.20).67 

TABLE VIII.20 Sample: Occupational Status of Males by Division 
of Origin in Ita~. 

Division of 
Origin 

Occupational status 
EmPloyer or Total 
Self-employed Employee 

Northern Italy 12 63 
Central Italy 1 10 
Southern Italy 7 55 
Insular Italy 3 16 

Total 23 '" 14'5-

66 
Test of significance (Yates t correction): 

p (0.001. 

75 
11 
62 
19 

7 16Q. .. 

x2 = 27.59, a.f. = 1, 

Iltest of significance: X 2= 0.632, d.f. = 1, 0.50';> P:::::' 0.30. 



Occupational grade. According to official Italian 

statistics a large nwnber of Italian males caning to Australia 

are unskilled. Between 1950 and 1955, 43 per cent of males 

68 leaving Italy for Australia were agricultural labourers. In 

the Carlton sample, an ever higher proportion described their 

pre-migration background as agricultural, 58 per cent stating 

that they had been contadini, an inclusive Italian term denoting 

a peasant backgrOUnd. When interviewees were asked what their 

occupation had been prior to emigration, contadini seemed the 

natural reply, uttered with a typically Italian shrug of the 

shoulders as though to im.ply, ttv/ell, what else there to do in 

!!l!. part of Italy?" It should not be assumed, however, that these 

agricultural workers were without other occupationa~ experience. 

Seasonal migration within Italy, and to other continental countries, 

has a history even longer than that of transoceanic migration. 69 

One in eight of the contadini in the sample (1:;(84) said that ,he, 

had. worked in the factories of northern Italy, as building labourers 

or miners in ]'rance 1 Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland. The real 

proportion may well have been higher than this, since a rumber of 

the informants were reticent to discuss their pre-migration 

background at length. 

One-third of the males had been craftsmen in Italy. 

Although the proportion of craftsmen was not significantly 

68 
Hempel, op. cit., Table IV. 1, p.131. 

69 
Foerster 1 Qp. cit., pp.4-5. 



highe~Oamong the northern Italians than among males from other 

parts of Italy (Table VIII.21) the type of craftsmen differed 

"9' .::. < 

to acme exten:t. Whereas half the Northern Italian craftsmen were 

bricklayers (8) or mechanios (4), one of every two craftsmen frcm 

southern Ita~ was a carpenter (6), tailor (2), or bootmaker (2). 

The "miscellaneous" workers ccmpriaed three commercial travellers, 

three clerks, three shop assistants, a policeman, and a mercbant-

sailor. 

TABLE VIII.21 Sample: Pre-migration Background of Adult Males 
of Present or Former Italian Nati-onality, 
classified by Ddvision of Origin in Italy. 

Occupational Division of Origin 

Background Northern Central Southern Insular Total 
Italy Italy Italy Italy 

Agricultural 36 3 35 10 B4-
Craftsmen 23 3 21 3 50 
1liscellaneous 4 2 2 3 11 

Total 63 8 58 16 145 

As we might expect in a population, most of whose members 

were unskilled or at most semi-skilled workers on arrival in 

Australia, half_ the males in the sample were employed as operatives 

(mostly in factories) or as general labourers. The number of 

70 
Test of significance: x2 = 0.13, d.f.; 1, 
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craftsmen (Table VIII.2?) was o~ slight~ above the number who 

had possessed skills on arrival, and the increase of ten males in 

this occupational grade was ana to the movement of pre-war 

arrivals into trades which required no qualifications other than 

capital and e:xperienoe, such as concreting and plastering. In 

addition to this occupational mobility among the early arrivals, 

five youths who had been still at school in Italy had learnt 

crafts in Australia: four had became apprentice motor-mechanics 

and one an apprentice plasterer. 

There was o~ ons professional or semi-professional 

male in the sample t a musician who had arrived from Vicenza. in 

1938 with his mother and was employed by an Italian night-club 

in the city. The proportion of :nales in the administrative grade 

was relAtively high, and of these the majority were shop-

proprietors. Six of these eight proprietors had businesses in 

Carlton or North Carlton; two, the wim:-saloon and a grocery, were 

in Northcote and Brunswick respectively. Six of these eight 

proprietors were southern Italians or Sicilians, which while not 

a statistically significant proportion71 is suggestive evidence 

in support of an opinion commonly voiced among Italians that 

southern Italians and Sicilians show a greater preference for 

retail business than northern Italians. The other males in the 

administrative grade were the Friulan managing-director of a 

71 
Test of significance (Yates' correction): 

0.50> p;:>0.30. 
x2 = 0.85, d.f. = 1, 



TABLE VIII.Zl 

Sample: Occupational Grade of Males and Females of Italian 
Origin and Connexion ~ 

Occupational Grade~ 

Professional and Semi-
Prof essional 

Administrative 
Commercial and Clerical 

Domestic and Protective 

Craftsmen 

Operatives 

Labourers 

Not stated 

Total in Work-force 
Total Not in WOrk-force 

Grand Total 

Males Females 

1 

10 

5 

7 

60 

51 

33 

1 

168 
62 

230 

1 

3 
14 

8 

3 

52 
136 

188 

" Classification based on that used in official 
publications.. Australia, Bureau of Census and Stat
istics, Classifications d Classified List of 
Occupations and Industries revised June 1947 • 
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TABLE VIII.23 

Sample Occupational Grade of 1'12.1es by Division of Origin in Italy 

Division of Origin in Italy 
Total Oocupational Grade 

__________ ..::Northern Italy Central Italy Southern Italy Insular 

Professional and Semi- 1 Professional 

Administrative 4 
Commercial and Clerical 2 

Domestic and Protective 3 

Craftsmen 33 

Operatives 12 
Labourers 20 

Not stated 

Total in Work Force 75 
Total Not in Work Force 27 

Grand Total 102 

~ One British-Australian excluded 

3 

1 

1 2 

5 17 

3 :os 
1 11 

1 

11 62 
2 29 

13 91 

3 

1 

1 

5 
8 
1 

1 

10 

4 
7 

60 

51 

33 
1 

19 167 
4 62 

23 229" 

N 
~ 
0:0 



large Italian concreting fir.m, which he had founded in 1929 five 

years af'tar his arrival in Victoria and. which in 1960 employed 
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57 men, and t~ manager of a service station in Ascot Vale, a 

post-war arrival from Vicenza employed by one of the oil companies. 

Few males were in clerical or ccmmercial occupations. 

Two, a British-Australian married to an Italian-born female and 

an Australian-born son of a pre-war arrival fran Siracusa, were 

clerks with city firms. A third, an Italian from Rama, worked in 

an Italian butchery in North Carlton. A fourth, from Vicenza, 

was employed in an Italian delicatessen in North Coburg, and a 

:fif'th, a pre-war arrival irem. Ale:xandria, was an agent for a 

South Australian winery. 

Seven males were in occupations classified as domestic 

or protective: two chefs, both pre-war arrivals from Toscana and 

Catania, ona of wham worked in a North Melbourne hotel and. the 

other in a restaurant in Toorak; two e:xpresso barmen from Treviso 

and Reggio Calabria, employed respectively by a &viss in the city 

and an Italian in St. Kilda; two hospital cleaners, from Belluno 

and. Potenza, working in the ·Children's Hospital, Carlton, and 

st. Vincent I s Hospital, Victoria-parade; and a pre-war migrant 

from Vicenza, who was employed as a handyman and gardener by 

the local Roman Catholic church. 

Taking these first four occupational grades together, 

we may make three general observations. Firstly, there was no 

significant tendency for occupational grade to be related to 

division of origin in It~. Secondly, almost all of them worked 



in Carlton or in the inner suburbs (23/23. Table VIII.24-). 

Only two males ware employed in suburbs more than three miles 

distant frC!ll the oentre of the Carlton area (a chef in Toarak 

and an e:x:pres8o barman in st. Kilda). Thirdly, ccmparativeJ,y 
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few worked for non-Italians: nilE were employers or self-employed 

and four of the fourteen employees worked for Italians. 

Craftsmen. Slightly more than a third of the males 

in the sample work-force were craftsmen, employed in a wide variety 

of occupations. The largest class was the motor mechanics (10), 

followed by carpenters (8), bricklayers (6), plasterers (5), 

concrete-contractors (5), bootmakers (4), electricians (3), and 

'truck-dr.ivers (3).. Also there were two jewellers, two bakers, two 

monumental masons, two oJW-vrelders, a fitter and turner (these 

last three were employed by General Motors-Holden at Fishennan's 

Bend, Port M31bourne), a panel-beater, a tailor, a painter, an 

interior decorator, and a lineamanwith the State Electricity 

Commission. 

Fcurteen of these sixty craftsmen were employed or 

self-employed: five concrete-contractors (all from the Veneto), 

four bootmakers, a tailor, a jeweller, a mon.unental mason, a 

plasterer, and an interior decorator. Many of' the other 

tradesmen were employed by Italians, and eleven craftsmen in the 

sa~le (mainly bricklayers) were employed by Italian contractors 

in Carlton or nearby suburbs. Such Italian craftsmen f'requently 

made employment for their fellows, and in the Carlton flat 

occupied by the writer and his wife in 1960, the concreting and 



TABLE VIII. 24 

Sample Plaae of Employment of Males by Occupational Grade 

Occupational Grade 

Professional and Semi-
Professional 

Adminstrative 

Commercial and Clerical 

Domestic and Protective 

Craftsmen 

Operatives 

Labourers 

Not Stated 

Total in Work Force 

Place of Employment 
!t ~ Total 

Carlton-North Carlton Inner Suburbs Other Suburbs 

7 

2 

3 

24 
8 

20 

64 

1 1 

3 

3 

2 

26 

38 

10 

83 

2 

10 

5 
3 

20 

10 

5 
7 

60 
51 
33 

1 

167 

!K Suburbs within a three-mile radius of the Carlton area, mainly South Melbourne, Port 
Melbourne, the City proper, North Melbourne, Ascot Vale, Brunswick, Coburg, Northcote, 
Fitzroy, Collingwood, and Richmond. 

R:Suburbs beyond a three-mile radius of the Carlton area, mainly Preston, Heidelberg, 
Toorak, St. Kilda, Brooklyn, and Sunshine. 

N 
c:o 
e.c 
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and bricklaying had been done by the Italian owner, who was a 

concrete-contractor; the carpenters, the painters, and the 

french-polisher were all Italians. Only the floor-sanding and 

the carpet-laying were carried out by non-Italians. 

The remaining tradesmen, who were not employers, self-

employed, or employed by other Italians, worked in factories or for 

Australian contraotors. Again the majority were employed in 

suburbs close to Carlton (Table VIII. 24) , mainly in Brunswick, 

the city proper, Port Melbourtl3, and the Fitzroy-Collingwood-

Richmond area. Even so, a comparatively high proportion 

(Table VIII.~) was employed in more distant suburbs. Half the 

persons employed at places more than three miles distant from 

. 72 
Carlton were craftsmen. 

Although with regard to pre-migration background 

occupational grade did not seem to be significantly related to 

division of origin in Italy (Table VIIl.2l), by the time of 

interviewing the proportion of craftsmen of northern Italian 

origin was significantly higher than among southern Italians and 

Sicilians.73 The emergence of this discrepancy after migration 

was the effect of two equally important factors. Firstly, as 

suggested above, occupational mobility tended to assume a 

different form among the different regional groups, 50 that 

72 
Test of significance: 

73 
Test of significance: 

J? "" 1.70, d.f. = 1, O.20>p>0.10. 

i'- = 13.72, d.f. = 1, p<O.001. 



whereas the suocessful northern Italian tended to 'beccme an 

independent contractor, that is a craftsman, the southern 
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I*alian' or Sicilian was more likely to became a shop-proprietor, 

thus entering the administrative grade of occupations. Secondly, 

the work-forces shown in Tables VIII.21 and VIII.22 are not 

directly comparable, in that the Carlton work-force had been 

affected by the retirement of elderly Italians fran the work

force and the entry into it of youths who had not been employed 

in Italy. This latter factor was of considerable importance, 

since whereas raur youths of' northern Italian origin (including 

two .Australian-born males) had entered trades after leaving school 

in Australia, aJ.l six of the southern Italian youths who had 

completed their schooling in Australia had found emplQYment as 

operatives in factories. 

Operatives. Since all factory-workers in the Carlton 

sample (excJnding tradesm.en) were classed as operatives, owing 

to the difficulty of distinguishing semi-skilled from unskilled 

factory workers, it is not per.missible to conclude from Table 

VIII.23 that a high proportion of southern Italians and Sicilians 

were "semi-skilled 11 but a high proportion of northern Italians 

"unskilled". This table simply reflects the ract that whereas 

most of the unskilled workers fran southern Italy and. Sicily had 

found jobs in factories, the typical northern Italian contadino 

was employed by Italian concrete-contractors, most of whom were 

from the same part of Italy. Some of them had even ncminated 
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these northern Italians so that they could employ them. as 

concrete-labourers. 

Four out of five operatives in the sample were 

factory-workers (4Y'51). Although little analysis of occupational. 

mobility was made, the frequency with which these Italians changed 

employers, while considerable, was not so great as ona might 

expect. The thirty-three adult male factory-workers who arrived 

between 1947 and 1956 had been in Australia for an average of 

6.9 years, and had been with their present employers an average 

of j.4 years. Twelve had reen employed in the same factory less 

than three years. 

Little pattern emerged frcm the analysis of the types 

of factory in which these Italians worked. The largest number of 

operatives working at a single factory were four males employed 

by General Motors-Holden at Fisherman's Bend, where according to 

one estimate 74 every fourth wages employee is an Italian. 

Italians say that the Holden is the all-Australian car built with 

American capital and New Australian labour.75 Two other operatives 

were also employed by motor rnarufacturers, by the Ford Company in 

Fawkner and the Austin Distributors in South :Melbourne. The other 

operatives ~re distributed in a wide variety of factories, 

including a tobacco factory, a soft-drink factory, a glass 

74 
Petrolias, ~ cit., p.49. 

75 
This quip is not of course quite accurate, since .American technical 

skill rather than American dollars had been the basis of General 
Motors-Holden's success in Australia. 
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manufactory, paint-works, shoe-factories, food manufactories, a 

spring factory, and so on. Only four facto~ workers ware 

employed in suburbs more than three miles distant frOOl Carlton. 

As Table VIII.24 shows, although fewer operatives than labourers 

were employed in Carlton aroa itself, most operatives were 

employed in factories in the inner suburbs (South Melbourne, 

Port llelbourne, North Melbourne, Brunswick, Fitzroy, Collingwood, 

and Richmond) .. 

Finally, in addition to the forty three factory employees, 

there were eight other operatives: four railway assistants, a 

tram conductor, a P.M.G .. assistant, a wine cellerman employed by 

an Italian merchant in Carlton, and a rigger who worked for an 

Australian demolition compa~. 

labourers. Thirty-three males described themselves 

as labourers, the majority of wham consisted of concrete labourers 

(20/33). All except two concrete labourers -were northern Italians 

from Vicenza, Treviso, or Udine (15/20). As mentioned above, marw 

of the eal'l,y arrivals from this part of ItaJ.,y had gone into 

business as concrete-contractors, a trade :Iltvoured by Italians in 

Melbourne. OnJ..y two southern Italians worked as concrete labourers, 

and most southern Italian labourers were employed by governmental 

or semi-governmental bodies such as the state Railways (5), the 

Melbourne City Council (1), and the Melbourre and Metropolitan 

Board of Works (1).76 Three were wharf-labourers, and the 

76 
Petrolias, Op. cit., pp.53-54. 



TABLE VIII.25 

Sample Oocupational Grade of Males Classified qy Period of Residence in Australia in Conjunction 
with Occupational Status 

Occupational Grade 

Professional and Semi-
Professional 

Administrative 

Commercial -Clerical 

Domestic-Protective 

Craftsmen 

Operatives 
Labourers 

Not Stated 

Total in Work F@rce 

Period ol'_:RelJ1gmlg~ __ ¢l.Ilg. :Q_(Hnipat~oiii( :St.iius 
Pre -war ---Po at-:wa:r--- Australian-
Arrivals Arrivals born 

High 
Status 

4 

8 

12 

Low 
Status 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 

4 

12 

High Low High Low 
Status Status Status Status 

5 1 

2 2 

4 

6 40 4 

50 

29 
1 

11 127 6 

TarAL 

High 
Status 

9 

14 

23 

Lo" 
Status 

1 

1 

5 

7 

46 

51 
33 

1 

145 

GRAND 
TarAL 

1 

10 

5 

7 

60 

51 

33 

1 

1&1 

Note: The "high status" oategory comprises employers and self-employed males, the l!low status" 
employees and helpers. 

<:;.; 
<=> 

""" 



remainder (3) were employed by builders or other contractors 

o~ non-Italian origin. ~ke the operatives, only a handful o~ 

the labourers were employed at any distance from the city; one 

worked at Preston, one at Sandringham, and another at Altona. 

Among the craft amen, operatives, and labourers, then, 

some interesting differences emerged. A significantly high 

proportion of' the craftsmen were northern Italians, a number of 

whom. were pre-war arrivals who had. advanced themselves to the 
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status of employers or self-employed persons. Among the operatives, 

on the other hand, most of whom worked in factories, a relatively 

high proportion were southern Italian and Sicilians. The majority 

of unskilled northern Italian labourers had found work as concrete 

labourers, mainly with Italian contractors. Finally, most males 

in these three occupational grades worked either in the Carlton 

area itself or in the inner suburbs, very few were. employed in 

suburbs more than three miles away from Carlton. 

Occupational Distribution of J.;~emales 

o\''Ving tc the peculiar composition of the sample female 

population, with its high proportion in the under sixteen age

groups and the deficiency of unnarried adult women, the proportion 

of females in the work-force was somewhat lower than it had been 

among females generally in the Carlton area at the time of the 

1954 census (Table VIII.19 . above) • Further, as a direct result 

of the deficiency of unmarried females sixteen years of age and 

over in the sample population, almost two-thirds of the women in 

the work-forae were married (Table VIII.26). The total number 



of unmarried females of Italian origin in the ~ple was very 

small compared with the number married. 

Married Women in the work-force. According to 

unpublished figures relating to the employment among married 

77 women, 12.6 per cent of married women were estimated to have 

been in the work-force in 1954. This proportion varied signif'i-

cantly from one birth-place group to another, while quite low 

(10.9 per cent) among Australian-born wives, it was far higher 
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among wives of foreign birth-places, excluding the United Kingdcm 

(29.2 per cent). This latter figure compares very olosel¥ with 

the sample proportion. Three out of ten married women in the 

sample were in the work-force (Table VIII.26). 

77 
Australia. Bureau of Census and Statistics. ItUnpublished 

Report by the Commonwealth Statistician Relating to Families 
in the 1954 Census. II (Canberra 1959), Table 25a. Hereafter 
cited as The 1954 Survey of' Families. 



TABLE VIII.26 

Sample Women in the Work-force Classified qy Age in Conjunotion With Conjugal Oondition 

In Work-force Not in Work-force TOTAL GRAND Conjugal Condition 
0-15 Over 15 0-15 Over 15 0-15 Over 15 TOTAL 

Never Married 3 16 64 2 67 18 85 
Married 31 68 99 99 
Widowed 2 2 4 4 

Total 3 49 64 72 67 121 188 

TABLE VIII.27 

Sample : Working Wives Classified by Division of Origin in Italy in Conjunction With Age 

• 

Wives in Work-force All Wives 
Division of Origin 

20-29 30-39 Over 39 Total 20-29 30-39 Over 39 Total 

Northern Italy 3 1 1 5 14 7 12 33 
Central Italy 1 1 2 2 3 3 8 
Southern Italy 3 9 1 13 12 18 6 36 
In sular Italy 2 1 2 5 6 1 5 12 

ALL ITALY 9 12 4 25" 34 29 26 8e/'" 

"" * Six wives of Italian connexion excluded Ten wives of' Italian connexion e:m.luded. 
<:;; 
Cl 
--:) 
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Only six of these thirty-one working wives in the sample, 

however, had a child under the age of five, and in three of 

these six cases the wives concerned worked in shops where they 

also resided. Two others worked part-time only and in the sixth 

case the husband worked night-shift and was at home during the 

day to mind his two-year old daughter while his wife went out to 

work. There was no evidence that working-wives of Italian origin 

neglected their children by taking employment outsicle the home. 

Indeed the writer's impression, formed from a variety of 

observations in the field and during interviews, was that in 

Carlton and North Carlton the Italian child compared more than 

favourably in dress, appearance and general conduct with children 

of other ethnic origins, including British-Australia~ 

According to Table VIII.2? a much higher proportion o£ 

married wcmen from southern Italy and. Sicily were in the work-

78 
£orce: less than one-sixth o£ the northern Italian wives but 

more than a third of those £rorn southern Italy were employed. 

An important factor in this discrepancy, which arose largely from 

the large number of southern Italian wives between thirty and 

thirty nine years in the work-force appeared to 1:e the dif£ererrt 

pattern of migration £rom southern Italy. Only nine of the 

thirty three northern Italian wives but twenty five out of 

78 
Test of significance: 
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thirty six of those from southern Italy had been married prior to 

migration. 79 Thus, whereas most of the northern Italian wives 

had married in Australia, by prol;Y, or in Italy to successful 

Italian immigrants who had returned temporarily fram Australia 

to rind a bride, a much higher proportion of the southern Italian 

wives had already begun their families prior to their husbands t 

emigration and consequently had heavier financial responsibilities . . 
on arrival in Australia. For this reason, the southern Italian 

wii's frequently found paid employment soon after arrival and in 

some cases deferred the birth of further children in the initial 

years of resettlement: six of the nine southern Italian women 

between the ages of thirty and thirty-nine who were in the work-

force had not had a child subsequent to their arrival in Australia, 

even though they had on the average been in Australia :ror 5.3 yea.rs. 

Also related to the high proportion of southern Italians 

wives in the work-force was a difference in age-structure. A 

significantly high proportion of them were between thirty and 

thirty five years of age,80 but relativeiY few over thirty nine, 

compared with the northern Italian wives. The fact that northern 

Italian wives tended to be older meant that there was less need 

for them to work. 

Occupational status and occupational grade. Three 

females in the sample were proprietors. Two were self'-employed 

79 
'rest of si_gnificance: 

80 
Test of significance: 

J? = 3.50, d.f. = 1, 0.10>p>0.05. 

J? = 5.691, d.f. = 1, 0.02> p> 0.01. 
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and cwmed a confectiorery in North Carlton and a haberdashery 

in I(ew respectively. The third, who owned a ladies' hairdressing 

salon, employed two hairdressers (Table VIII.19 above). These 

three females are classi£ied in the administrative grade of 

occupations (Table VIII.22 above). 

Although the greatest proportion of females in the 

work-force were employers a n.unber were classified as Ithelpersll. 

All s:i_x "he1rers H were in fact females working in shops owned 

by their husbands (3), father (1), father-in-law (1), and 

~,rried son (1). These six females were all in commercial 

occupations. 

In addition to these six ffhelpers" there were also 

eight employees in the commercial and clerical grade of occupations: 

three shop-assistants and five typists. Three of these typists 

were Australian-born girls of Italian parerrf:;age. The two other 

typists and two of the three shop-assistants were all under ten 

years of age on arrival in Australia. 

Comparatively few women in the sample were employed in 

81 
danestic or protective occupations. As Odencrant z f'ound in 

New York almost fifty years ago, the imnigrant Italian woman does 

not turn readily to domestic or personal service. Only eippt 

wanen in the sample were thus employed, and two of these eight 

were Italian by marriage and not by birth or descent: a Yugoslav 

81 
Louise C. Odencrant z, Italian Wcmen 

~C:::o",ndi=·t"i"o::ns=-..:i"n ... N::;ew==-""Y",o",r"k-,C",1"·t,,,-y (New York 
in Indust~: A 
1919), p.). 

Study of 
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hospital cleaner and a HUngarian nurse in a mental hospital. 

The remaining domestio and protective workers comprised a hospital 

cleaner, two kitchen-hands, two hairdressers, and. a doctor1 s 

reoeptionist. This last was an Australian-born girl of Italian 

parentage who worked for an Italian doctor in an inner suburb of 

Melbourm. 

Half the females in the work-force were operatives and 

worked in factories in the inmr suburbs. The clothing trades 

led in the employment of these women, as they did in new York 

82 
at the turn of the century. All twenty-four factory workers were 

employed in clothing flact ories in and around. the Carlton area, 

mostly as machinists (17), cutters (2) and cotton-winders (2). 

Even though in most cases their employers were non-Italians, the 

majority worked with other Italianwamen and did not speak 

English at work. ~ three of these clothing ~actory employe6s 

were not ~irst-generation Italians: an Australian-born girl o~ 

Italian parentage and two British-Australian wives o~ Italian 

inmigrants. The occupations o~ three women (including two 

British-Australian wives) were not ascertained. 

Australian censuses and o~~icial statistics do not 

classify persons according to the birthplace o~ their parents. 

For this reason the study o~ ethnic groups in Australia, in so 

far as it haa been based upon such statistios, has been confined 

82 
~., p.37. See also Petrolias, OF. cit., p.44. 



to the consideration of persons of foreign-birth. Persons of 

foreign origin, those born in Australia to persons of foreign 

birth, cannot be investigated except by means of a field-survey_ 

The Carlton sample consisted of first genaration 

immigrants and their Australian-born children. Only one th~

generation rtalianwas encountered, since Carlton-North Carlton 
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is an area of initial immigrant settlement and few Australia~born 

persons of Italian origin had remained in this area after marriage. 

They tended to move to better suburbs. 

The inclusion of the second gemration of immigrants had 

interesting effects on the demographio structure of this population, 

and served to correct the heaV"J concentration in the young adult 

age-groups. The inclusion of persons of Italian connexion had a 

slight effect on masculinity rates, since m,ore Italian-born males 

than females marry non-Italians. 

other factors relevant to the study of an immigrant 

group were also considered: type of passage, age at arrival, 

conjugal condition, residential mobility in Australia, origin in 

Italy, naturalization, and occupational distribution. Throughout 

this analysis the complexity of the relationships between 

variables has been emphasized. Cause and effect are linked 

together chain-wise, in a fashion that renders extremely complex 

camparisons between northern and southern Italians, or between 

Italians and other immigrant groups. In the analysis of one 

variable, such as origin in Italy, other variables lJ]lst be held 

constant: type of passage and period of residence are, for 



eJalmple, closely related to origin in Italy. In a small sample 

it is almost impossible to hold such variables constant and 
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still have enough instances to make valid comparisons. Tendencies 

rather than statistically significant differences are the result. 

respite these complexities relationships between origin 

in Italy and behaviour in Australia were found. Thus a higher 

proportion of northern Italian males had been unnarried prior 

to emigration. This implies that they likewise tended to be 

yOUl\:,a6r on arrival in Australia and that they had fewer financial 

responsibilities than most of the southern Italians, a higher 

proportion of whom were married prior to emigration. Naturalization 

and origin in Italy were not significantly related. Northern 

Italians did not tend. to become naturalized to a greater extent 

than southern Italians. In occupational distribution,. however,. 

some interesting patterns did emerge. A significantly higher 

proportion of' southern Italian wives were in the work-force. 

A significant~ higher proportion of northern Italian males were 

tradesmen in Australia, but not prior to emigration. This 

difference emerged only after arrival,. as a result of a differen

tial pattern of occupational mobility and also a difference in 

the occupational distribution of northern and southern Italian 

youths not employed prior to emigration. Again,. whereas the 

unskilled northern Italian worker tended to 'beccane a builder l s 

labourer,. the unskilled southern Italian usually found a job in 

a factory. In so far as this sort of discrepancy has a bearing 

on assimilation, presumably the southern Italian occupational 



pattern is more acceptable than the northern, since at least 

southern Italian men Vlorked with British-Australians. f.!Iost of 

the northern Italian labourers were employed by Italian 

concrete-contractors in the inner suburbs and worked only with 

other Italians. 
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IIAIlRIAGE AND TIlE ITALIAN FAMILY 

"Lack of balance between the sexes in migt"ants caming 
to Australia f'rom Southern. Europe was seen by speakers 

--.in last night l 3 Meet The Press discussion as a major 
factor behind the recent growth of' a vice traffic 
involving teen-age girls in Victoria. One suggested 
solution, the provision of more assisted passages to 
family groups from Southern Europe, would seem to mrit 
close study, although at first glance it seems to 1 
challenge the present basis of our migration policy." 

"We PSiY immigrants to come to Australia f'rom northern 
Europe; we pernd t them to come from southern Europe 
and we reject those from Asia." 2 

General 

Until reoent years information on the family in Australia 

had been restricted to what could be gleaned from official statistios 

and tQ the. passing comment~, often based on partial and incomplete 

observations, of persons with some interest in the structure of the 

Australian family. Thus Borrie could write in the f'irst chapter of' 

the f'irst book devoted exclusively to the study of' marriage and the 

f'amily in Australia that "the Australian family is a subject which 

lmtil now has escaped the serious attention of' scholars in this 

country." 3 Barrie had himself't however, made a preliminary analysis 

1 The Herald. (Melbourne), leading columns, 30th Janua.ry 1961. 

2 Mr. Cairns, Parliamentary Debates (Australia, House of' Represent
atives), 9 Eliz. II, Vol. H. of'R. 28, p. 1760. 

3 w. D. Borrie, Australian Family Structure: Demographic ObsQ<
vations ( in Marriage and The Family in Australia, ad. A. P. Elkin, 
Sydney 1957), p. 1. 



of the basic demographio characteristios of the Australian family, 

in which he noted not only a secular decrease in family size from 
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the turn of the century to 1947 but also an urban-rural differential 

in family size and a possible relationship between family size, 

economic status, and religion.4 Since economio,~tatus and religious 

affiliation are partially related to ethnic origin, we might further 

ask to what extent f~ composition is related to ethnio origin. 

None of these suggested relationships halL reOtld.ved much investigation, 

Blld they remain as areas in which further study is required. Some 

attempt will be made here to examine the composition of the Italian 

family and the ways in which it differs from what appears to be the 

Aus tralian f"amily type. 

Although the birthplaces of the members of the sal!!Ple have 

already been discussed Bome reoapitulation of this earlier analysis, 

with special reference to persons over the age of fifteen, is 

necessary, to provide a proper perspective tor the discussion of the 

Italian family. As we have already seen considerable discrepancies 

in the proportion married existed among Italians from different 

parts of Italy. The proportion of children among immigrants fi'om 

the Udine-VenetoJ for example J was relatively low compared with that 

among persons f'rom the Abruzzi, Potenza, or even Calabria. The 

number of adults from each part of Italy varied, and whereas in the 

total foreign-bom sample population Italians from the Udine-Veneto 

consti tutW, 34 per cent but those :f'rom the Abruzzi, Potenza, or 

4- W. D. Borrie, II Observations on the Family in AustraJ.ia," 
The Australian Quarterl,y. r£!l (Dec. 1953), pp. 55-56. 
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Calabria 41 per cent of persons of' all ages, these proportions were 

reversed when persons ewer fifteen only were considered, becoming 

39 per cent and 36 per cent respectively (Table IX.i). The consid

eration of adults only increased the weight of groups among 'Which a 

high proportion was unmarried on arrival in Australia and decreased 

the weight of those in which a larger proportion of the arrivals 

consisted of children born in Italy prior to their parents' emigration. 

In short, the proportion married among southern Italians was law 

relative to their total number, since a high proportion of them was 

under sixteen: 37.3 per cent of southern Italians but only 22.4 per 

cent of northern. Italians were fifteen years of age or younger. 

The second effect of restricting this analysis to adults 

only was that the number of persons in any particular analysis was 

somewhat reduced. Persons Wlder sixteen constituted 29 per cent of 

the sample population. Thus some of the detailed analysis attempted 

in this chapter founders for want of numbers, and only the numeric

ally important categories of. origin in I~aly have been considered: 

the provinces of Udine, Vicenza, Potenza, and Siracusa, in addition 

to broader regional groupings such as "Other Veneto" (the Veneto 

excluding the province of Vicenza), Abruzzi e Molise, and Calabria. 

The "other Italian" category consists of persons from Toscana, Lazio, 

and other parts of central Italy, a few northern Italians from 

Piemonte, Trieste, and Emilia...Romagna, a number of southern Italiam 

from Puglie md. Campania, and a few Sicilians from Messina and 

Catania. The characteristics of this residual category are not 

analysed except in the overall figures. 



TABLE IX" 

Sample Origins of the Adult* POpUlation Classified by Place of Birth 

Origin Foreign-born Native-born All Birth121aces 
Males Females Males Females Males Females Persons 

Udine 13 5 13 5 18 
Vieenza 30 20 3 1 33 21 54 
Otber Veneto 26 14 26 14 40 

Abruzzi e Mblis8 14 11 14 11 25 
Potenza 25 16 25 16 41 
Oalabria 21 13 21 13 34 
Siracusa 14 10 1 1 15 11 26 

Other Italian 25 19 2 2 27 21 48 

Foreign non-Italian 2 2 2 

British-Australian 1 1 6 1 7 8 

Total 168 111 7 10 175 121 296 

i£ Persons sixteen years of age and older 

~ 
f-'" 
c:::> 



A third effect deriving from the exclusion of children 

under sixteen was that the number of Australian-born persons of 

Italian parentage was reduced to negligible proportions, to 3.4-
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per cent of the total adult population. Only two second-generation 

Italians were marri~d, ~ their e~ect on the figures presented 

below can be ignored. One, a male aged twenty seven whose father 

had been born in Toscana, had. married an Italian-born girl from 

Vicenza in 1958 and had a son aged two months at the tilm of inter

vieri.ng. The other, a female whose father had been born in Vicenza, 

was married to a post-war Italian arrival from the same province in 

1959; they had. no children. Both these persons are classified in 

the tables according to their fathers' origins. Two females of non

Italian origin ~ eight British-Australians had married persons 

of Italian origin, and separate figures for these persons of Italian 

cozmexion have been provided where relevant. The female British

Australian of foreign birth (Table IX.1) was the English wife of 

an Italian itmrl.gr-ant, and was herself a first-generation immigrant. 

Conjugal coOOi tion 

Although at their time of arrival in Australia marked 

discrepancies existed in the proportion married among Italian iImnig-

rants from different parts of" Italy (Table VIII.2 above), by the 

time the present survey was conducted tbese discrepancies had to 

S~ extent disappeared. Many of the young men from northe:m Italy 

who had been single on arrival in AustraJ.ia had. subsequently married, 

while a number of the southern Italians Who had been dependent 
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children on arrival had since grown to adulthood. As Table IX.2 

shows, in 1960 the number of unmarried adults from the Udine-Veneto 

(hereafter in this ohapter called "northern Italians") was not 

significantly higher than among persons from the Abruzzi, Potenza, 

Calabria, and Siracusa (hereaf'ter in this chapter oalled "southern 

Italians").5 Even so it should be noted that the masoulinity rate 

among "never married" persons was very high (3.9 males to 1 female), 

and that 16 of the 32 unmarried adult males from the Udine-Veneto 

had. been assisted to Australia by the Australian goverrunent or by 

I.O.E.M. This high masculinity rate reflected the shortage of 

marriageable females of' Italian origin, and there was some evidence 

that because of this imbalanoe between the sexes Italian girls 

reared in Australia tended to marry at relatively young ages. Price, 

for example, found whereas the average age at marriage for northern 

Italian females married prior to emigration had. been 23.3 years, in 

Australia it dropped to 20.4. years f'or f'emales who arrived as 

children, or who were born in Australia of' northern Italian parents. 

He also observed a similar trend among southern Italian f'emales, the 

corresponding f'igures being 20.3 and. 19.4 years respectively. 6 

According to Table n.2, 200 married persons were included 

in the Carlton sample, and of' these all except f'our were married 

couples enumerated together. Three married males, all f'rom Calabria, 

had wives and f'amilies still in Italy, and the husband of' one married 

5 Test of significance: r = 0.29, d.f'. = 1, O.70")p>0.50. 

6 Price, gp. cit. (Canberra 1955), Table VIII.A. 



TABLE IX.2 

Sample Conjugal Conditions of the Adult Population Classified Qy Origin 

Origin 
Never Married Married All Conjugal Conditions 
Males Females Males Females Males Females PerSOns 

Udine 5 8 5 13 5 18 
Vicenza 13 5 17 16 33 21 54" 
Other Veneto 14 2 11 11 26 14 4rJG' 

Abruzzi e Mblise 2 12 11 14 11 25 
Potenza 11 1 14 15 25 16 41" 
Calabria 10 4 11 8 21 13 ~ Siracusa 6 2 9 8 15 11 

Other Italian 9 4 18 16 27 21 48" 

Foreign non-Italian 2 2 2 

British-Australian 1 7 1 7 8 

Total 70 18 101 99 175 121 296 

"* Two divorced and one widowed male inoluded. ""- One l.ridowed male and One widowed 
female included. 

P One widowed female included in each case. 
W 
N 
'-'-



woman, who had. arrived :f'rom Siracusa in late 1959 and was resident 

with a married son in Carlton, was not enumerated with his wife, 

since he was Ii ving temporarily with another married son in a 

Victorian C01.Ultry town. These:four married persons who were enum-

erated separate~ from their ,spouses have been excluded from the 

subsequent analysis. The origin in Italy of the remaining 98 

married couples enumerated together in the Carlton survey is shown 
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on Table U.2, and. as metnioned above only two persons of Italian 

origin were Australian-born, a male of Tuscan origin (Mother Italian") 

and a female of Venetian origin (Vicenza). 

Type of MaxTiage 

As only half the couples in the saJl!Ple bad been married 

prier to emigration (Table IX.3), the DmllS by which the remainder 

married is obviously important. To what extent did Italian men 

find it necess~ to return to Italy for wives, how many married by 

proxy, and how many married Italian" girls brought out from Italy as 

fiancees? How many married women they met for the first tirre in 

Australia, and how many married non-Italians? Tables IX.3 and IX.4. 

answer these questions for the Carlton surv-ey. Only half (26/49) of 

the men who had been single on arrival in Australia married women 

whom they met for the first time in this COtmtryl 10 had married 

proxy brides, 9 fianoees imported from Italy, and 5 had to make a 

special trip home before they oould find a suitable wife. 

Type of marriage was closely related to origin in Italy. 

A signit'icantly higher proportion of southern Italian. than northern 

Italian husbands had married prior to emigration (Table IX.3). 7 

7 Test of significance: ? = 4-.72, d.t. = 1, 0.05 >p ::>0.02. 



TABLE IX.3 

Sample :.Type of Marriage by Origin of Husband 

Type of Marriage _ 
Married prior to Married after Emi~gj;,:i.Qn __ Origin of Husband 

Emigration By Proxy In Italy 1 In Aust~~i~Z--fu---A~~traii;? 

Udin. 5 1 1 1 
Vicenza 7 1 2 7 
Other Veneto 1 2 2 2 4 

Abruzzi e Malise 6 2 1 1 2 
Potenza 12 2 
Calabria 6 2 
Siracusa. 2 2 1 2 2 

Other Italian 9 1 1 7 

British-Australian 1 

Total 48 10 5 9 26 

1 Husband returned to Italy with express intention of marrying. 
2 Husband married a female to woom he had been engaged prior to emigration. 

3 Husband married a female whom he met for the first time in Australia. 

TDrAL 

8 
17 
11 

12 
14 
8 
9 

18 

1 

98 

e;., 
N 
e;., 
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Price also noted this relationship in Griffith, where he found that 

59 per oent of southern Italian, but only 37 per cent ot: northern 

Italian, husbands had been married prior to emigr-ation.
8 

Moreover, 

a slightly, but not signif'icantly', higher proportion of southern 

I taliane who married after migration had married by proxy, compared 

With the northern Italians, most of whom had married wOlOOn they met 

for the first time after migration, fiancees brought out f'rom Italy, 

or women whom they net when they returned to Italy intending to find 

a wife.9 Price did not report any evidence of this tendency in his 

Grif£ith study.10 

Since fewer of the northern Italians in the salQPle were 

married on arrival in Australia, a higher rate of intermarriage 

with British-Australians would be expeoted among northern than 

southern Italians. Slight evidence of this tendency was found, and 

five maJ.es from the Udine-Veneto but only one from southern Italy 

had married British-Australians.11 It should be noted, however, 

that all six o~ these intermarriages involved pre-war arrivals, 

among whom the proportion of northerners was in any case high. Only 

one post-war arrival, !'rom TorinO, had. married a British-Australian 

gU:'1. With an inc~ase :in_ th~:praport1on of females in the Italian 

immigr:oant intake and in the number of Aus tralian-born f'ernales of 

Italian parentage reaching marriageable ages, post-war Italian 

8 Price, Cp. cit. (Canberra 1955), Table VIII.B. 

9 Test of signifiaance4Yates'correction): x2 = 1.32, d.f. = 1, O.30)p>O. 

10 Price, Lee. cit. 

11 Test of significanoe (Yates'Correction): x2 = 0.75, d.f. = 1, 
0.50> p" 0.30. 
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arrivaJ.s have been able to find wives of' Italian origin far JOOre 

readily than in previous times. Interestingly enough, Prioe, who 

studied an area where southern Italians had been a substantial 

element in the pre-war Italian population, fcnmd. that It •• • the males 

of all Southern groups have tended to marry British females more 

. 12 
than males of' all Northern groups.· OOllOlusions such as this 

make it· difficult to find a rational basis for the stereotype that 

northern Italians are more easily assimilated than southern Italians, 

if intermarriage is to be used an an index of assimilation. 

Interval between arrival at husbands and wives 

In a migration from a country in parts of' which per capita 

income is by Western European standards still quite lOW,13 it is not 

sw:::prising that Italian families, very few of' which receive any sort 

of governmental assistance towards the cost of their passage, find 

it iDpossible to emigrate as a famdly unit. Hempel found that only 

30 per cent of' married males in his sru:qple had been accompanied by 

their rives during the initial emigratiJ.~ and. in the Carlton sWl!Ple 

the proportion was even lower, less than one-fifth (Table IX.At-). 

Al though the average period of separation was quite long, this 

average figure was affected by two extraordinary separations of 19 

and 24 years. Three out of four wives whose husbands had emigrated 

to Australia without them had in fact been :reunited with their 

husbands by the end of three years, Hempel also reported that most 

12 Price, OP. cit. (Oanberra 1955), p. 23. 

13 G. Parenti, Ital,y (in Economics of International Migration, 
ed. Brinley Thomas, London 1958), p. 94. 
14 Hempel, Cpa cit., pp. 104-106. 



TABLE IX.? 

Sample: Differences in Relative Arrival in Australia of Husband and Wives Married. 

Origin of Husband 

Udine 
Veneto 

Abruzzi e Molise 
Potenza 
Calabria 
Siracusa 

Other Italian 

Total 

Prior to Emigration Classified by Origin of Husband 

Husband and Wife 
Arrived Together 

2 
1 

1 
1 

4 

9 

Husband and Wife 
Arrived Separately 

3 
7 

6 
12 
5 
1 

5 

39 

Total 

5 
8 

6 
12 
6 
2 

9 

48 

Aver.ge Number of Years 
By Which Husbands Preceded 

Wives to Austr,-' ~_H 

4.33 (4.03 ) 
4.29 (8.10) 

3.83 (2.26) 
3.17 (2.30) 
3.20 (1.26) 
2.00 ( N/A) 

7.60 (6.44) 

3.77 V..86) 

~ For husbands and wives who arrived separately only. Standard deviations are given in 
brackets. 

~ 
N 
= 
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wives had. rejoined their husbands within four years, and that after 

the third year of separation the proportion of wives rejoining their 

husbands fell substantia1~.15 

The period of separation involved in this sort of delayed 

family migration appears to have decreased since the pre-war period. 

Borrie .found that in 1951 only three in ten wives were reunited 

with their husb8Ilds by the end of the third year of separation, and 

16 that four in ten cou,ples had been separated for ten years or longer. 

Separations as long as these seem attributable to the disturbing 

effects of the depression and later the war. Suclf'disturbing influencel 

have been largely absent during the immediate post-war period, and this 

together with a pro~ssive ~strative policy which has striven to 

facilitate the reunion of families separated during the eJDigratory 

17 process, has meant that since the end of the Second World War 

relatively few Italian families have been separated for more than 

three or four years. 

Hempel reported that period of separation was related to 

origin in Italy, and that it tended to be longer among Calabrians 

and Sicilians than among Venetians.18 HelI!Pel attributed this 

discrepancy to the larger number of Venetians receiving assisted 

-
15 ibid., p. 104.. 

16 ;;:;;:;'e, Cp. cit., (Melbourne 1954), p. 87. 
17 MCDonald, Qp. cit., pp. 133-155. 
18 Hempel, Qp. cit., p. 105. 
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passages. This factor was absent from the Carlton sample" in which 

only two married men (from Udine and Trieste) had been assisted. 

Perhaps for this reason no relationship between origin in Italy 

and length of separation was observed. Indeed" in so far as a:ny 

differences did exist, the period of separation tended to be shorter 

among the southern than the northern Italian.s. More importantly, 

however, We should remember that while the actual duration of the 

separation was no longer among the southern Ita1ian~, clearly its 

incidence was far more marked. As Table U.4 shows, most of the 

northern Italian husbands in the Carlton sample married after and 

not before their initial emigration. 

Origin in Italy of husbands and wives 

Characteristic of the pattern. of Italian marriage is the 

proportion of spouses born in the same paese. Barrie found that 

75 per cent of Italian-bor.n oouples had married a person ~m the 

same province,19 and Hempel reported an even higher proportion, 

84 per cent.20 In Carlton similar results were obtained, and three 

out of four husbands in the s~le were married to women f'rom the 

same province (Table IX.5). This high degree o:f intra-provincial 

marriage cannot be taken as evidence of Italian "clannishness" or 

campanilismo. Both Borrie and Hempel make it clear that the 

majority of the marriages included in their surveys had been con

tracted in Italy prior to emigration.21 Thus residential propinquity 

19 Barrie, Cp. cit. (Melbourne 1954), p. 86. 

20 Hempel, Qp. cit., p. 92. 

21 Berrie, 9p. cit. (Melbourne 19~), p. 87; Hempel, Qp. Cit., p. 93. 



Sample 

Origin of Husband 
Same 

Province 

Udine 4 
Vicenza 13 
Other Veneto 7 

Abruzzi e MOlise 9 
Potenza 14 
Calabria 8 
Siracusa 7 

Other Italian 11 

British-Australian 

Total 73 

TABLE IX.5 

Origin of Husband by Origin of Wife 

Orifuin of Wif e 
Italian Orig ItaIian Oonnexlon 
Same Same Different British- Other 

Region Division Divisions Australian 

2 1 1 
1 3 
1 2 1 

1 2 

1 1 

2 1 2 1 1 

1 

5 3 8 7 2 

TOrAL 

8 
17 
11 

12 
14 
8 
9 

18 

1 

98 

~ 
N 
~ 
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and not oameanilismo would be a sut'ficient explana.tion of this 

frequency of-intra-provincial mar.r1~ among Italians married in 

Italy. Hempel argues that tf ••• the almost complete absence of intel"--

marriage between partners originating in two provinces which do not 

have a COlllllOn border U provides strild.ng evidence of an ••• clannish

ness, which is mach stronger than in other European countries •••• tt22 

While campanilismo should be emphasized as a :factor influencing the' 

behaviour of Italians both in Italy and. in cotmtries of immigration, 

marriage statistics relating to marriages contracted in Italy do 

not provide conclusive evidence on this phenomenon. Residential 

propinquity is a basic determinant in the choice of a spouse, as 

is shawn by studies in the American cities of PhiladeliJhia23 and 

New Haven,24 and also in the New South Wales provincial oentre, 

CampbelltdMn,25 where two-thirds of the marriages contracted 

between 1922 and 1952 involved persons who lived Within a fi:fteen 

mile radius of the tow.n.
26 

Hempel himself accepts at a later stage 

of his argument the importance of residential propinquity, :in 

stating that "according to the Italian yearbooks, from 80 to 90 per 

22 Hempel, Qp. cit., p. 95. 
23 James H. S. Bossard, "Residential. Propinquity as a Factor in 
Marriage Selection, If The Amerioan Journal of Sociology. XXXVIII 
(Sept. 1932), 219-224. 

24 Maurice K. Davie. and Ruby Jo Reeves, -Propinquity of Residence 
befOre Marriage," The American Journal of SOCiology, XLIV (Jan.1939), 
51 ()..517 • 

25 J. H. Bell, "Residential. Propinquity as a Factor in Marriage 
Seleotion,· The Australian Quarterly, XXIX (March 1957), 74-77. 

26 ibid., p. 75. 
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cent of Italian marriages were concluded between men and women born 

in the same regional area. This rate is high but does not diff'er 

much from o1iher. .. European cotmtries.tt27 

The residential propinquity hypothesis, that the proportion 

of marriages decreases as the distance between the contracting parties 

inore~es, 28 implies as its corolla:ty an increase in the rate of 

extra-regional and extra-provincial marriages among Italians who 

ma.rry af'ter leaving Italy, since emigration tend to reduce the 

distance between Italians from different parts of Italy. Italians 

emigrate from the Veneto, from BasiliZcata, or from Calabria, and 

find. themselves next door to one another in Carlton or on adjacent 

farms in Griffith. Does the frequency of' extra-provincial marriage 

increase in these oonditions of residential proximity? Hempel t s 

sample offers no evidence on this question, since most of the 

marriages examined by him had been contracted in Italy prior to 

emigration. B:orrie tried to answer this question, but since he was 

unable in 25 per cent of" cases to establish the precise origin in 

Italy of" Italian oou;ples in his sample, his conolusions on extra

provinoial marriage are inconclusive.29 Prioe deals speoif'ioally 

with this question of intennarriage, and his f"indings support the 

residential hypothesis hypothesis. Price found that 22.6 per oent 

of' Italian males over the age of" eleven on arrival in Australia 

who had narried in Australia had. married wives bom outside their 

27 Hempel, Cp. cit., lIP. 99-100. 
28 

Bossard, Op. cit., p. 222. 

29 Borrie, Qp. cit. (Melbourne 1954), pp. 84-86. 



own region of birthio among those wo had been under twelve on 

arrival or born in Australia of Italian parents the proportion 

of extra-regional marriages was significantly higher (47/99) .31 
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The Oarlton figures offer little evidence an this point (Table IX.S). 

Worth noting as a very slight tendency in the predicted direction 

was that whereas no northern Italian married in It~ had taken a 

southern Italian spouse, three suoh marriages had occurred among 

those who married after emigration. 

Table IX.5 suggests an apparent relationship between 

in-marriage and erigin in Italy. A significantly higher proportion 

of southern Italian husbands had married women from the same province 

than was the case among northern Italian husbands, one-third of whom 

had contracted extra-regional marriages. 32 This finding does not 

iD:!Ply that southern Italians exhibit a greater tendency towards in-

marriage than northern Italians but siDply refleots the high pr~ 

ortion of them married prior to emigration. As already me%ltioned 

the degree of in-marriage was greater among those who married prior 

to emigration. Price has further suggested that the frequency of 

extra-regian$l ~age is partly a function of the size of each 

group, and that the smaller the regional group the greater the 

degree of out_marria~.33 

30 Price, O:P. cit. (Canberra 1955), Table VI.B. 

31 Test of significance: X2 = 24.99, d.f. =' 1, p< 0.001. 

32 Test of significance: X2 = 4.85, dS.;: 1, 0.05> p > 0.02. 

33 Price, Cp. cit. (Canberra 1955). p. 22. 
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Age at marriage 

The range of variation in a~ at mar.ria~ was considerable. 

The yOtulgest of the husbands was married at nineteen and the oldest 

at forty four; one in six was under twenty four when married (17/98) 

and three in six were between twenty four and twenty eight years of 

age at marraige (48/98). The average age at marriage among the males 

was 27.2 years, e. figure which approximated the Australian average 

for age at marriage in the post-war period, whioh has varied from 

27.0 years in 1948 to 26.3 years in 1959.34 As Table IX.6 shows 

some variations in age at marriage existed among the major regional 

TABLE IX.6 S_le Average Age at Marriage by Sex _ Origin in Itsly 

Origin in Itsly 
Average Age at Marriage 

!.!ales Females 

Udine 27.0 22.0 
Vicenza 27.8 23.2 
Other Veneto 27.4 24.4 
Abruzzi e Molise 26.8 22.4 
Potenza 26.6 21.9 
Calabria 28.0 20.9 
Siracusa 28.6 21.9 

Other ItaliSll 26.7 21.8 
Foreign non-Italian 29.0 
Britis~ustralian 22.0 23.2 

Total 27.2 22.6 

None of these discrepancies was, however, statistioally significant. 

Interestingly enough the widest discrepancy was not between northern 

34 Australia, ..... Bureau of Census and Statistics, Demography Bulletin, 
1959, Table ~, p. 33. 



Italians and southern Italians, but amongst the southerners. 

Husbands from Potenza averaged 26.6 years at marriage but those 

from Siracusa 28.6 years.35 In so far as these differences had 

more than a fortuitous origin, age at marriage seem to be related 

to type of marriage. The slightly younger average age at marriage 

observed among husbands from Potenza reflected the fact that most 

of them had married prior to emigration. Table IX.7 shows that 

men who married prior to emigration tended to marry at younger ages 

than those who married after emigration. 

TABlE IX.7 Sa.DlPle: Average Age at Marriage by Sex 
and Type of Marriage 

Type of Marriage 

Married prior to emigration 
Married by Proxy 
Married in I talyx 
Married in Australiax 

Married in Australia-

Total 

If See notes to Table IX.3 

Average Age 

Males 

26.6 
26.3 
32.2 
28.4 
27.1 

27.2 

at Marriage 

Females 

22.2 
23.0 
20;8 
23.1 
23.3 

22.6 

Husbands who married by proxy also tended to be relatively young at 

marriage. Both these factors seem relevant in explaining the 

slightly lower average ages at marriages observed among husbands 

from Udme, the Abruzzi, and Potenza. The Calabrians, however, 

35 Test of significance: t = 1.255, dS. = 21, 0.30) P) 0.20. 
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offer an exception to this explanation. Among the wives similar 

variations in age at marriage were also observed. The youngest 

female had married at sixteen, the oldest at thirty seven. The 

majority (69/98) were under twenty four when ma=ied, ana only 

four were over twenty eight. There was some tendency for women from 

southern Italy to marry at younger ages than those from northern 

Italy: four out of five (34/42) of the southern Italian wives, but 

only three out of' five(20/33) of' the northern Italian wives, Were 

under twenty four at marriage.36 The youngest group of' wives, those 

of Calabrian origin, were signif'icantly younger at marriage than 

the oldest group, from the Veneto excluding vicenza,37 a finding 

which gains some support from Price, who reported that in Griffith 

the average age at marriage of Calabrian wives married in Italy was 

20.3 years, compared with .23.3 years among Venetian wives.38 

The differences in average age at marriage by type of 

marriage (Table IX .. 7) were not particularly marked, with one 

exception, males who had returned to Italy to f'ind a Wif'e. These 

five men had all been in their early thirties at marriage and had 

married women rouch younger than themselves. The slight tendency 

already mentioned for persons married prior to emigration to be on 

the average youn~r at marriage than those married after e~gratian 

is also supported by Price's f'indings, which show this same tendency 

among both males and females.39 The cause of such a discrepancy 

36 Test of signifioance: X2 ;: -4.52, d.f. = 1, 0.05> p> 0.02. 

37 Test of' significance: t = 2.525, d.f.;: 14, 0.05 ">p)- 0.02. 

38 Price, Opt cit. (Canberra 1955), Table VIII.A. 
39 
~., T abIes VIII.A and VIII.B. 



may be that endgration delayed marTiage slightly among those who 

had been single on leaving Italy. 

Relative ages o~ husbands and wives 

According to the 1954 census of' Australia 73 per cent of' 

husbands were older than their wtves.40 Among Italians in Carlton 

this proportion was signif'icently higher J and nine out of ten 

Italian rrusbands were older than their wives (Table IX.B) .41 

TABIE IX,8 Sample : Relative Ages of Husbands and Wives 

Wives whose husbands were: 
Origin of husband 

Yotmger Same Age Older TarAL 

Udine 2 6 8 
Vicenza 2 15 17 
Other Veneto 1 1 9 11 

Abruzzi e Molise 1 1 10 12 
Potenza 1 13 14 
Calabria 8 8 
Siracusa 9 9 
Other Italian 2 16 18 
British-Australian 1 1 

Total 6 6 86 98 

The average diITerence in age between husbands and. wives was 

substantiaJ.ly greater among the Italians (4.41 years) than among 

Australians generally (3.3 years). 42 

40 The 1954 Survey of' Families, Table 5. 

41 Test of significance: X
2 = 10.38, dS. = 1, 0.01> p> 0.001. 

42 The 1954 Survey of' Families, Table 6. 

3SE 



Marked dif'terences in the average discrepancy between 

the ages of husbands and their respective wives were noted in the 

Carlton sample among the several regional groups. Although among 

all groups husbands tended uniformly to be older than their wives, 

the average ditrerence in age between spouses varied from 3.25 and 

3.93 years respectively among couples Where the husband had come 

from Udine or Potenza, to 6.75 years among the Calabrians. T1rl.s 

latter figure was significantly higher than that observed among 
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the couples from the Udine43 or Potenza.44 These discrepancies are 

probably related to variations in patterns of marriage and in fami~ 

structure in these different parts of Italy. Again it should be 

noted that no simple northern-southem Italian differential was 

observed, and that the differences within each of these two broad 

categories were of considerable magnitude (Table lX.9). 

TABlE IX.9 Sample : Average Difference in Ages of Husbands 
and. Wives by Origin 

Origin of husband 

Udine 
Vicenza 
Other Veneto 

Abruzzi e Molise 
Potenza 
Calabria 
Siracusa 

Other Italian 
British-Australian 

Total 

43 Test of significance: 
44 Test of significance: 

Average Number of Years by Which 
Ages of Husbands Exceeded Those 

of their Wives 

t;;; 2.167, 
t;o 2.168, 

3.25 
4.88 
4.64 
5.08 
3.93 
6,75 
5.44 
2.94 

d.f. ;0 14, 
d.f. = 20, 

0.05> p >0.02. 
0.05";> p::- 0.02. 
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Family size 

In Queensland in 1951 Barrie reported an average family 

size among Italian-born females married for ten years or longer of 

2.92 children, a figure which " ••• inplied a fertility considerably 

above the Australian average for similar durations of marri~."~5 

Since this statement was made, little inf'ormation on the fertility 

of Italians, or o~her ethnic minorities in Australia, has been 

published. Price, however, has cORlPrehensive data for Italians in 

Griff'i th, and the 1954 census report (as yet unpublished) does 

analyse the fertility of migrant wives. This latter source does 

not,unfortunately, permit a detailed comparison of' the fertility of 

native-born wives with that of' the non-British i.rom:igrant population, 

since no analysis of' the fertility of Australian-born wives by 

duration of marriage was shown. l:?ince the fertility of' British

born and Australian-born wives may be reasonably assumed to follow 

a similar pattern, the average issue of Brl"tish-born wives may be 

used as a basis for assessing the relative fertility of the native 

Australian population and the major non-British immigrant groups. 

The relative fertility of post-war migrant Wives in 

Australia at the time of the, 1954-,census is sh9wn on Table IX.10, 

according to whioh wives born in the United Kingdom were the least 

fertile of a1;L the birthplace grqups considered. Th~ United Kingdom 

figures were the lowest at all durations of marriage, with one m:i.rur 

exception. The Italian figure was slightly lower for wives married 

45 Borrie, OE. cit. (Melbourne 1954.), pp. 90-91. 



TABLE IX.10 

Australia I Average Issue of Existing Marriages of Post-war Migrant Wives by Duration 
of Marriage. Selected Birthplace~ Only. 30th June 1954. 

---------------------------~~~--------------Duration of Marriae:e All 
Less TbiIi Ten to Twenty Years Durations 
Ten Years __ Nin_~teen __ yea.rs_ _and Jlver. 

Birthplace 

United Kingdom 1.00 2.13 

Italy 1.05 2.72 

Greece 1. 18 2.35 

Malta 1.82 4.53 

Netherlands 1.26 3. (Jl 

All Post-war Migrant Wives 1.16 2.28 

Post-war Migrant Wives, United 
Kingdom excluded. 1.19 2.40 

Source: Unpublished figures relating to the 1954 Census. 

2.55 

3.69 

2.87 

6.67 

4.16 

2.83 

3. CI!, 

1.79 

1.83 

1.76 

3.61 

2.30 

1.76 

1.74 

<:J.:) 

~ 
~ 
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less than ten years. This low Italian figure t:or marriages or 

relatively short durations ~ reflect interruptions to cbild-

bearing caused by proxy marriages or delayed f'amily migration, 

in which the husband precedes his wife to the CO'Wltry of immigration, 

often only a few years after his marriage. 

The most striking discrepancies in average issue occurred 

in marriages of completed fertility (twenty years' d.un.tion or longer), 

where the average figure for wives bom in the United Kingdom was 

considerably below every other figure except that for the Greek-

born wives. The fertility of Italian-born wives was not outstandingly 

high oonq>ared with wives hom Malta or the Netherlands. Whereas the 

post-war migrant wives from Malta or the Netherlands had given birth 

to an average of 3.4-1 and 2.27 children respectively af'ter eight years 

of marriage, the corresponding figure t:or Italian wives was 1.73, an 

average issue similar to that for wives born in the United Kingdom 

at the same duration o~ marriage (1.69 children). 4-6 

In interpreting these figures on average issue among post-

war migrant wives, it should be noted that few of those married 

for twenty years or longer could have borne many children in Austrai.ia, 

sinoe these figures relate only to those foreign-born wives who came 

to Australia between the end of the Second World War and the 19.54-

census. These figures reflect not ethnio fertilities a£ter migration 

but the fertilities of migrant women in their countries of birth. 

The high cODq>leted fertilities of MaJ.tese, Dutoh, and Italian wives 

4-6 The 1954- Survey o~ F_lies, Table 25. 
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does not imply that these women are bearing large families in 

Australia. This. is a conclusion that can be established only by 

further research, in which the fertility of women of foreign origin 

who bear their families after migration can be compared with that 

of' the native Australian population. Price has already done this 

for Italians in G-riffith, and ooncluded that Rat first glance it 

would appear that the two principal groups in Griffith Lthe Venetians 

and the Calabrian..!!? have been maintaining earlier regional habits in 

having families which are relatively large compared With the 

Australian average ••••• 47 Price did, however, qualify this general-

lzation in noting that this highe~ average tertili ty among Italians 

has tended to decline in the post-war period. Moreover, the 

fertility of British-Australian temales married to Italian males 

Was also relatively high in Griffith. Even so an average family 

size of 2.71 children among women of Venetian birth or origin 

married in Australia between 1934 and 1938 clearly implied a 

fertility well above the Australian average, 1.98 child.ren.48 

Borrie49 and Price50 both reported a higher fertility 

among southern Italian than northern Italian wives. A similar 

differential was observed also in the Carlton sanple, as Tables IX.11, 

IX.12, and IX.13 show. The average family size of wives from the 

47 Frice, OP. cit. (Canberra 1955), p. 28. 

4B .!P.!9:., Table IX. 

49 Borrie, Qp. cit. (Melbourne 1954), pp. 90-91. 
50 Frice, Qp. cit. (Canberra 1955), p. 28. 



TABLE IX." 

Sample Average Issue by Origin of Wife and Average Duration of Marriage 

Origin of Wife Number of Wive s 

Udille 5 
Vicenza 16 
Other Veneto 11 

Abruzzi e M:>lise 11 
Potenza 15 
Calabria 8 
Siracusa 7 

Other Italian 16 

Foreign non-Italian 2 

British-Australian 7 

Total 98 

" Average Issue 

2.00 
1.75 
1.27 

2.18 
2.40 
2.62 
1.14 

1.88 

2.00 

1.71 

1.91 

Average Duration 
of Marriage 

18.40 
20.13 
3.45 

10.00 
15.20 
13.75 
6.00 

16.75 

14.50 

18.43 

13.96 

3t: Comprising children who survived the first month of life only. 

~ 
~ 

"" 



TABLE IX.12 

Sample : Duration of Marriage by Origin of Wife 

Duration of Marriage 
Origin of Wir e L$S6 Than Ten to Twenty Yea.rs 

Ten Years Nineteen Years and Over 

Udine and Veneto 19 3 10 

Abruzzi e Moliae, Potenza." 
Calabria, and Siracusa 16 17 8 

lUI Wives 44 25 29 

TABLE IX. 13 

All 
Durations 

32 

41 

98 

Sample : Average laSlle by Origin of Wife and Inration of Marriage 

Duration of Marriage 
All Origin of Wife tess Than Ten to Twenty Years Durations 

Ten Years Nineteen Years and Over 

Udine and Veneto 1.16 2.00 2.40 1.63 

Abruzzl e Moliae" Potenza, 
1.06 Oalabria, and Siracusa 2.47 3.75 2.17 

All Wives 1.09 2.32 2.79 1.91 

w 
H;;. 

"" 



Abruzzi and Calabria was high compared with that amomg wives from 

Udine and Vioenza, even though among these latter groups the average 

duration of marriage was somewhat longer" AI though none of these 

observed disorepanoies was statistically significant, they acoorded 

with the findings of other studies. In Carl ton differenoes in 

family size also tended to be related to type of marr:l.age, and as 

Borrie found51 the average f~~ size among oouples to whom one 

or more ohildren had been born in Italy prior to emigration was 

signifioantly :t~ger than among those whose ohildren had all been 

born in Australia (3.00 and 1.22 ohildren respectively, marriages 

of ten years' duration or longer only) .52 This differential partly 

acoounts for regional differenoes in family size in the Carlton 

sample, sinoe more southern than northern Italian wives had begun 

their families prior to emigration. Nevertheless basio differenoes 

in family size existed from one regional group to another. Whereas 

only one of the fourteen northern or oentral Italian wives who had 

begun their families prior to migration had oontinued child-bearing 

in Australia, twelve at' the twenty eight southern Italian wives 

married prior to emigration had given birth to children both in 

Italy and Australia. The findings of both Barrie and Price suggest 

that under similar condi tiona of duration and type of marriage 

southern Italian wives exhibit a higher fertility than northern 

Italian wives.53 

51 Borrie, Op. oit. (Melbourne 1954), p. 90. 

52 Test of si2Jli:f'ioance: t =.3.'!2,~, d.f. = ,+-/ , C~,C ;. ';..' r '> (.CT! .. 

53 Borrie, Loc, cit.(Melbourne 1954); Prioe, ~L"o"o,-. -,=cO!i"'t. (Oanberra 1955), 
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Basic d.if'ferencea in the pattern of marriage and in 

family composition existed among Italians from different parts of' 

Italy. Whereas among northern Italians marriage tended to occur 

after the emigration of the male, among southern Italians marriage 

usually occurred before migration and delayed. family migration was 

the rule. This discrepancy Was at once the cause and the effect of 

other differences between the two groups, since type of' marriage 

seemed to be related to age at marriage and completed size of family. 

Those who married prior to emigration tended to marry at younger 

ages and to have larger families than those who emigrated first and 

married later. Socio-cultural dif'f'erences were also involved, 

however, and other studies have suggested that under similar 

candi tiona of age at marriage, type of marriage, and duration of 

marriage southern Italian wives tend to have larger families than 

northern Italian wives. These regional differences tend to be 

perpetuated among the second-generation. In GriffithPric~ fourid that 

Ca1abrian girls born and reared in Australia. still exhibited a. 

tendency to marry at younger ages and bear more children than their 

northern Italian counterparts. 

At the broader level of analysis, Italians in Carlton 

showed marked differences from the Australian population with 

regard. to marriage and the family. Every study of Italians in 

Australia has suggested that Italians tend to have larger families 

than native-born Australians. The extent to Which this difference 

may be perpetuated among subsequent generations ~ be debated, 
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and Price noted a fall in the fertility of Italian girls married 

at Griffith in recent years. But the level of Australian fertility 

seems likewise to have declined, 54 with the result that Italians 

are still having somewhat larger families than Australians generally. 

Differentials of family size need further investigation. Price 

studied a rural area, where i"ertili ty tends in any case to be 

higher than in metropolitan areas.55 What is the level of fertility 

among Italians reared in urban areas'? The Carlton survey tells us 

Ii ttle about this. As we emphasized above ~ Carlton and North 

Carlton were essentially suburbs of first-generation Italian settle

ment, and those children who grew up and married in Australia tended 

to move to other suburbs. 

54 Borrie, Or. cit. (December 1953), p. 49. 

55 ibid., p. 53. 
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CIDlPTER X 

KINSHIP. CHA1li I!IGlIATI(l;. AND REGIONAL CQNCENTRliTICMI: 

TWO CASE STUDIES 

"It is indeed possible for a country, as has 
happened in the case of Italy, to arrive sudd
enly, as the result of exoeptional circumstances, 
at for.ming a single state, but it WOuld be a 
mistake to suppose that it thus acquires simul
taneously a national soul. It is clear to me 
that in Italy there are Pledmontese" Sicilians, 
Venetians, Romans, ete., but it is not clear as 
yet that there are Italians." 1 

The relationship one to another of the concepts which 

comprise the title of this chapter ~ not be altogether obvious. 

There is nevertheless a fundamental nexus between them, end in this 

chapter it will be argued that the force of kinship, reinf"orced by 

local ties, is basic to chain-migration, and that chain-migr-atiDn, 

by which is meant the type of migration in whioh the emigration of 

one person hom a particular part of Italy leads directly to the 

emigration of others from the same part of' Italy, 2 produces in its 

train regional concentrations of paesani in countries of resettle-

1 Gustave La Bon, The Psychology of Peoples (London 1899), p. 15. 

2 R. A. Loohore, From Europe to New Zealand: An Account of Our 
Continental European Settlers (Wellingtol1 1951). p. 23 



mente Such regional concentrations have been reported. in many 

studies of Italian migration.3 In Australia Gamba,4- Borrie,S 

Price, 6 Bromley, 7 Hempel, 8 
and McDonald.9 have all stressed the 
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importance of the local, or paesano, tie as a determinant not only 

of the geographical distribution of Italian inmigrants but also of 

their pattems of marriage and occupational distribution. The 

nature of this tie has not received as much attention as its effeots. 

It will be argued here that :in IIl8l'lI' parts ot: Italy, partioularly :in 

rural. Italy (the main source of Australia's Italian iladgrants), 

this paesano tie is essentially a kinship tie; for where residential 

mobilit,. has been, and. still is, relatively low, the kinship tie 

and the local tie become in time indistinguishable, each reinforc-

ing the other. 

In the Carlton area regional ooncentrations were quite 

marked. Acoerding to the preliminaz:y analysis several commtmes -

Viggiano, Roana, Sortino, Floridia, and. San Marco in Lamia -

aocolmted for approximately one-seventh of Italian adu1ts in. these 

3 .. ~-
See Foerster, Of. cit., pp.1tJ.-4.35. 

4 Gamba, OP. cit., p. 5. 

5 BOITie, Cp. cit. (lielbourne 1954), pp. 77-84. 

6 Price, Op. oit. (Canberra 1955), pp. 1-2. 
7 Bramley, Cp. cit., pp. 29-49. 

8 Hempel, Op. Cit., pp. 53-63. 
9 McDonald, Op. cit., Chapter 7. 
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two suburbs (Table III.10 above). In Italy itself' these same five 

communes contained in 1951 only 0.16 per cent of the total Italian 

population. Field investigation showed that while numerous persons 

from Sortino, Floridia, and San Marco in Lamia resided in Carlton 

and North Carlton, the centres of these regional concentrations 

were located elsewhere in Victoria. The Sicilians :from Sortino 

were oonoentrated in South Gippsland and to a lesser extent in the 

inner suburbs of Melbourne; those f'romFloridia lived mainly in 

North Melbourne and also aro\D1d llildura and Swan Hill in the Murray 

River valley; while the main settleJl'l8Bt of' Italians from San Marco 

in Lamia was found in Shepparton, in the Ovens River valley. The 

two other communes, Viggiano and Ro~a, were far more iD!Portant in 

the Carlton area, and were in fact only the central commmes in a 

substantial migration from two clearly defined parts of Italy, 

L'alta valle dell'Agri in the province of Potenza and L'altipiano 

del sette comurJ.i in the province of Vicenza. In this study these 

areas will be termed the Upper Agri Basin or Viggiano and its 

Environs, and the Altipiano of Asiago respectively. The former is 

a district some twenty-five miles south-west at Potenza, consisting 

of six conmmes, Marsico Nuovo, Marsico Vetere, Viggiano, Tramutola, 

Montemurro, and. Grumento Nova (Figures 17 and 18). In November 

1958 7.4 per cent of Italian adults in Carlton~orth Carlton had 

been born in this area, over half of them in Viggiano alone. 
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Slightly fewer had come from the Altipiano of A~iago (5.2 per cent), 

from the five communes of R08J1a, Asiago, Gallio,. Rotzo, and!£!!. 

There was none from the two other of the n seven" cOlDllUnes, Lusiana 

and Ene&9,(Pigures 20 and 21). The comparative strengths of these 

two ooncentrations can be gauged from Table X.1 J which shows that 

in the Oarlton area the number of persons from the Upper Agri Basin 

and the Altipiano of Asiago were proportionately fi:f"teen and thirte:en 

times as great as the number from their respective provinces, 

Potenza and Vioenza, notwithstanding the fact that in Carlton and 

North Carlton the number of Italians from these two provinces was 

proportionately tenfold that from Italy as a whole. Thus in 1958 

the eleven communes mentioned above accounted for one in every eight 

adult Italians in Carlto~orth Carlton. In 1951 in Italy th.,. had 

oontained slightly less than one-thousandth ot Italy's total 

popul.ation. 

Within the Carlton area itself these two major groups 

tended to be concentrated in distinct pockets. The majoritY' of 

persons from the Upper Agri Basin lived in a few blocks of North 

Carl ton, above Fenwick-street and east of Rathdowne-street, while 

those from the Altipiano settled mostly in Carlton, in two general 

areas: those from Asiago were concentrated in the area bounded by 

Rathdowne-, Kay-, Nicholson-, 8lld Princes-streets, and a pocket of 

persons from Roana was located in the few blocks bounded by Swanston-, 

Queensberry-, DruDIDOnd-, and Faraday-streets. Other, smaller 
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Table X.1 

Adult Italian Population of Carlton-North Carlton in 1958, 
compared with the Total Italian Population in 1951. 

Selected Areas of Italy only. 

Birthplace in Carl ton-North Italy 1951 Adults in Carlton-North 
Italy Carlton 1958 Carlton per 1,000 Total 

Population in Italy. 

Grumento Nova 32 2.385 13.42 

Marsico Nuovo 15 9.332 1.61 

Marsico Veters 21 2.251 10.72 

Montenrurro 46 2,882 15.96 

Tramutola 27 3.432 7.87 

Viggiano 168 4.152 40.46 

'roTAL 309 24.434 12.65 

ALL PO~lENZA 372 445.216 0.84 

Asiago 50 6.925 7.22 

Foza 5 1.720 2·91 

Gallio 23 2,806 8.12 

Roana 125 4.713 26.52 

Rotzo 13 905 14.36 

TCIl'AL 216 17,069 12.65 

ALL VICENZA 590 607,693 0·97 

ALL I'.rALY 4.1 69 47,138,235 0.09 
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pockets also existed, oonsisting in ~ instances of ~ a few 

related families. The accompanying map showing the distribution of 

dwellings ocoupied by one or more persons from each of these dist

ricts illustrates graphica1~ the extent of these concentrations 

(Figure 16). In interpreting this map it should be remembered 

that place of birth in Italy was not available for all adults in 

the universe but only for naturalized persons of former Italian nat-

ionality and 20 per cent of adult Italian nationals. Since natural

ized persona constituted a minority in the universe (610/4,561 adults), 

and since a number of these naturalized persons were family groups 

rfi!:sident at a single address, it is estimated that the birthplace of 

at least one Italian resident Was known~ in m:llY two-thirds to four

fifths at the ,addresses in the universe. Thus it seems reasonable 

~o increase the densities shown on the map by one-half to one-

qua:H;~r, particularly in the case of persons from the Upper Agri 

Basin, a higher proportion of whom were post-war arrivals and hence 

still Italisn nationals (Table X.3). Viewed in this light these 

two concentrations are even more remarkable. 

Up to this point these concentrations have"been considered 

only in relation to the total population of the Carl ton area. 

Another oomparison oan be made, to discover the extent to whioh all 

persons in AUBtralia from these two districts of Italy are :in fact 

concentrated in Carlton and North Carlton. This comparison oan be 

made only for the inter-war period, 1920-1940, using Price's estim-



Table X.2 

Sample: Suburb of Residence of Persons from the Uppe.r Agl~i Basin 
and the Altipiano Qf' Asiago. 

Region of Origin Carlton North Carlton 

Upper Agri Basin 15 

Altipiano of Asiago 22 

All Italy 185 

Table X.3 

54 

14 

224 

Samples Arrival in Australia of Foreign-born Persons from the 
Upper Agri Basin and the Altipiano of Asiago. 

Region of Origin Pre-war Post-war 

Upper Agri Basin 3 56 

Altipiano of Asiago 16 8 

All Italy 41 289 

Total 

59 

24 

330 

353 



ates, based on a sample of naturalization files. According to 

price,10 between 1920 and 1940 about eighty males from Viggiano 

854 

and its environs and about 180 males from the Altipiano of Asiago 

settled in Australia. In 1958 the Carl ton area contained twenty 

nine and sixty three males respectively from these two districts of 

It~. In other words, by the time of the present survey the Carlton 

area contained approximately one-third of the males from the Upper 

Agri Basin or the Altiplano of Asiego who settled in Australia 

between 1920 and 1940. These proportions reflect extraordinary 

concentrations, since some Qf those recorded by Price in his estim-

ates JIIllst have been deceased by 19.58. 

In the saDple, as opposed to the universe fromwhioh the 

sample was drawn, the proportion of persons from the Upper A.gri 

Basin or the Altiplano was even higher, 16.9 per cent and 8.8 per 

cent respectively, compared with 7.4 per cent and .5.1 per cent in 

the universe. This discrepancy JIlS8' have had. several explanations. 

Firstly, the figures ere not directly cOIqparable, since the universe 

consisted only of adults. A relatively high proportion of persons 

from Potenza, however, were under sixteen years of age. If only 

Italian nationals sixteen years and over and. naturalized persons 

twenty-one years and over are considered, the sample proportions are 

reduced. to 14.5 per cent and 7.4- per cent respeotively. Secondly, 

10 Personal c01ll!mJ.IJi.cation with Dr. C. A. Price, November 1961. See 
also Table VIII.12 above. 
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between 1958, when the universe was oonstructed, and. 1960, when the 

sample was interviewed, the number of' persons from these two areas 

Dl8\1 have increased disproportionately owing to the D>VeIDent out of 

the Carlton area of persons from regions of' Italy poorly represented 

in these suburbs, and the movement into the Carlton area of' Italians 

from these two major concentrations. No adequate evidence is avail-

able to test this supposition. Thi:rdly, replacement may have fav

oured the inclusion of' the les8 mobile members of this Italian popul-

ation, presumably persons from the more numerous regional concent

rations. Fourthly, the "universe" proportion was itself based on a 

20 per cent sample of' Italian nationals and was therefore sUbjeot 

to elTor i tsel:f. Thus the significance of the discrepancy between 

the universe and the sample proportions is obscure. The semple 

proportions were subjeot tc relatively large standard errors of 

1.8 per cent and 1.4- per cent respectively. 

AS already mentioned Italians t'rom the Upper Agri Basin 

tended to be ooncentrated in particular parts of the Carl ton area. 

Table X.2 shows that a disproportionate number of these Italians 

lived in North Carlton, ooupared with those :from the litipiano, who 

by oontrast were ooncentrated in Carlton.
11 

The map showing the 

distribution of addresses at which these persons resided euphasizes 

the same point graphically: fifty seven of the eighty five addresses 

ocoupied by persons :f'r0lD the Upper Agri Basin were in North Carltoq • 

compared with only twenty six of the seventy nine occupied by persons 

11Test of signif'icance: X2 = 16.02, d.f. = 1, p<,O.OO1. 
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from the Altipiano.12 This segregation was explioable partly in 

terms of the different periods in which these two groups settled in 

Melbourne. The migration of' J.,ucanian workers failed to reach numer-

ically si~ificant proportions until after the Second World War, 

whereas most of the persons.trom the Altipiano arrived before the 

war (Table X.3). Thus the former tended to settle in suburbs of' 

lOOre recent Italian settlement, including Nort}). Carlton, and the 

latter in areas o-r lon~stablished settlement, mainly Carlton. 

The sample figures are, however, small. Let us look in oloser detail 

at the history of' migration from these areas to . Australia, With 

particular reference to these Melbourne concentrations. 

A Note on Sources 

First, a word on sources ~ be apposite. The bulk of the 

int'ormation contained in this chapter was obtained not from the 

random s8IJI)1e but from selected informants, some of whom became known 

to the writer through s~le interviews. This history of emigratien 

from the Upper Agri Basin is based upon the inf'ormation provided by 

four Viggianese, whose genealogies are appended, and two Monte-

murresi, whose genealogies have not been reproduoed in this work. 

Few persons from. communes other than Viggiano or Montemurro were 

interviewed, and for this reason little information is available on 

chain-migration from other tOWll.S in the Upper Agt-i Basin. SimilarlJ' 

the discussion of' migration :from the Altipiano is in fact limited to 

12 ~ 
Test of significance: ~ = 19.15, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001. 



Roana and .A.siago, although one or two persons :fl"om Gallio were also 

interviewed. Italians.:from other parts of the A..ltipiano were not 

well represented in the Carlton area. Three main inf'ormants were 

used in tracing this migratory movement, in addition to those early 

arrivals from the .A.siago plateau included in the random. sample. 

Wherever possible dates of arrival, dates and places of 

birth have been verified by referenoe to alien registration cards 

or the naturalization index held by the Department of Immigration. 

Where these reoords were deficient passenger-lists of migrant vessels 

arriving in Melbourne and Sydney were inspected. Most of the 

informants' statements utilized in this ohapter have been verified 

in this W83. Where such verification has not been possible, a olear 

reference to this effect has been made in the text. It is admitted 

that these historioal sketches are incOlI!Plete : they are, it is 

hoped, accurate so far as they go. 

Migration from the Upper Agri Basin 

The mountains of Basilioata have been a traditional fount 

of emigration in southern Italy.13 Emigration had begun as early as 

1860,14 and by 1869, when Carpi I S statistics on Italian emigration 

were first collected, it was already on the increase.15 Most of this 

13 Italy, Inchiesta Parliamen.tare sulle Condizioni dei Contadini 
nelle Province Meridionali e nella Sicilia ( Roms. 1909-1911), Tal. V, 
Tome 1, p. 80. Quoted hereaf'ter as Italy, Inch. Parl. 

14 ibid., p. 9. 

15 Foerster, Op. Cit., p. 102. 
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Figure 18. VIGGIANO AND ITS ENVIRONS. POTENZA 

SOURCEs Touring Club Italiano. Carta d1Italia alla scala di 1s5000 oo0 
(Milano 1949). 
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early migration was directed to Argentina and Brazil, and by the 

turn of the oent~ to the United States as well.16 Among these 

early emigrants speoial classes abounded, among them the ambulant 

musioians of Viggiano." These Imlsioians derived exclusively from 

Viggiano and its neighbouring t01m., Marsioo Vetere, in the Upper 

Agri Basin, and were among the first Italian migrants in every part 

of the world. ItVarpa a1 00110 -- son V1gg1anese -- tutto 11 mondo 

e il mio paese. II 17 By the 18"70' 8 these wand.ering musioians were 

pl~g on the streets of Melbourne.
1S 

B62 

The musioal propensities of the residents of Viggiano have 

long been famous. In roore recent times even Carlo Levi, bemoaning 

the dullness of lit'e in the Basilioatan village to which he had. been 

banished. during Mussolini I IS regime admi. tted that tI at Viggiano they 

sang and made music, but not in these parts.,,19 So great indeed had 

been the Viggianese talent for music and so wide its fame that by 

the middle of the nineteenth century foreign speculators regularly 

traversed Luc8J1.ia and other parts of' Italy in search of children 

whom they might carr;y off: to France, England, Germe.ny, or America 

as acrobats, street-musicians, or siDple mendicants. As Reclus had 

16 Italy, Inch. ParI., Vol. V, Tomo 1, p. 62. 

17 Ibid. See also Pietro Lacava, "La Basilicata," Nuova Antologia, 
5 aor. 212 (marzo 1907). p. 124. 

18 
McDonald, Op. cit., p. 129. 

19 Carlo Levi, Christ Stopped at Eboli (trans. Francis Prena,ye, 
London 1948). p. 35. 
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noted, "Viggiano, a small town in the Basiliaata, is more especially 

haunted by these trafickers, ~or its inhabitants possess a natural 

gift for musio.1t20 By 1873 this traffic had assumed such notorious 

dimensions that a law was passed in Italy preventing the emigration 

of children hired out by parents. 21 

The role of the foreign speculator, or padrone as this 

personP',was often called is well substantiated. It is not so olear, 

however, to what extent these itinerant II'Dlsicians were exploited. by 

padroni and whether their mig;ration was in fact a form of child

slavery. Mayhew's Organ Man from Parma denied that these children 

were exploited: 

It is only the people 883" that the Italian boys are 
badly used; they are not so, the masters are very 
kind to them. If he make. 1/- he brings it home; if 
3/- or 4/- he bring it home. He is not commandeJo 
bring home so much; that is what the people sq. 

Whether or not exploitation was universal, certainly foreign entre-

preneurs and padroni, usually Italians already resident in foreign 

oOWltries who arranged for the emigration of child-musicians, plBJ'ed 

an important part in directing the world-wide wanderings of the 

Viggianese .musicians. How these travellers chanced upon ,. Australia 

20 R .. "-Elisee eclus, The Unl.versal ~ography : The Earth and Its 
Inhtobitants (London 1876-189 .. ), Europe Vol. I, p. 298. 

21 McDonald, Op. cit., p. 22. 

22 Henry Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor: The Conditions 
and E • of Those That Will Work, Cannot Work and Willl!ot Work 
London 1864 , Vol. III, p. 187. 
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1s not known. Whether they came via the "Bureau in Paris" which 

according to the Rev. Brace dispatched child-musicians all over the 

world n ••• carrying ponderous harps for old ruffians"23 we do not 

know. Freeman, attributed the ,presence of so maQY Italian street-

musicians in ear~ Melbourne to the activities of Melbourne padroni, 

who were as he puts it quick to realise that 

the English-speaking race had taken into its head 
that if a man be an Italian he must be a lWCial 
genius ••• .However sk1.lf"Ul. Mr. Greathead Dl8Jr be in 
his own particular line, he would draw together 
but small audiences it' he retained his patronymic 
in its plain English; but as 'Si@.Or del C~o 
Grosso' he might beoome the rage.24 

In the face of such encouragement it was perhaps natural. for Melbourna 

and not Sydney to attract a substantial colony of Viggianese 

JlIllS1cians, for in the 1870's and 1880's Melbourne was the cultural 

25 centre of . ,Australia. 

The first Viggianese musician recorded as settling perman-

ently in Melbourne was Francesco Barrile, from Karsico Vetere 

(Table X.4.). He arrived in Australia in 1885, and it seems safe to 

assume that others had visited Australia before this, but moved on. 

Michele Gagliardi, for example, who provided the information shown 

em Viggian.s. Genealogy III (Appendix E). thought that his paternal 

and. maternal grandfathers, Michele Qagliardi and Francesco Ottoano, 

23 Charles Loring Brace( The Dangerous Classes of 'New Yorlc and Twenty 
Years' Work Among Them third. edition with addenda, New York 1880), 
p. 195. 
2J,. Freeman, Qp. e1t., p. 205. 25 Twop~, Qp. cit., p. 3. 



TABLE X.4 

Viggianese Musicians in l~elbourne in 1920. 

Name 

Barrile, Francesco 
Nigro, Giovanni B. 
Arcaro, Francesc'o 
Leone, Antonio 
Evangelista, I .. :icbele 
Gagliardi, Felice 
Lallattaglia, Leonardo 
LaBattaglia, Prospera 
LaBattaglia, Scipione 
Nigro, Giovanni 
Barrile, Giuseppe 
Vi ta, j;:atteo 
Vita, Pasquale 
Briglia, Giuseppe 
Candela, Giovanni 
LaCava, Pasquale 
Gargaro, Saverio 
Barrile, Angelo 
De Sanetis, Rocco 
Gagliardi, Amerigo 
Germano, Salvatore 
Gagliardi, Rocco 
Arcaro, Prospera 
Barrile, Giuseppe 
Boffa, Domenico 
Giordano, Antonio 
~darsicano, Pasquale 
Nigro, Antonio 
Candela, Vi,ncenzo 
DeSanctis, Vincenzo 

Place and Date of Birth 

rlarsico Vetere, 1857 
Vi3'giano, 1879 
Viggiano, 1879 
Marsico Nuovo, 1868 
I:arsico Vetere, 1858 
Viggiano, 1879 
Viggiano, 1883 
Viggiano, 1878 
Viggiano, 1882 
Viggiano, 1888 
Marsico Vetere, 1896 
Viggiano, 1886 
Viggiano, 1888 
Marsico Vetere, 1878 
Viggiano, c.1875 
Viggiano, 1889 
Vigsiano, 1861 
karsico Vetere, 1884 
Viggiano, 1892 
Viggiano, 1888 
Grumento Nova, 1893 
Viggiano, 1874 
Viggiano, 1884 
Marsico Vetere, 1891 
New York, 1880 
Viggiano, 1880 
Viggiano, 1897 
Vigeiano, 1897 
Viggiano, 1873 
Viggiano, 1900 

Year of Arrival 

1885 
1888 
1890 
1891 
1893 
1893 
1893 
1893 
1893 
1894 
1896 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1906 
1907 
1907 
1908 
1911 
1511 
1911 
1913 
1913 
1914 
1920 
1920 

Source: Electoral Rolls, personal illtel"views, and genealogies. 
Dates l3.sve been verified ·from the infortns,tion carded on the 
Naturalization Index (Depa,rtment of Imrdgration, Canberra). 
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had first visited Melbourne in 1880. 

Throughout the 1880's ma.tW Viggianese musicians visited 

Australia. Michele Gagliardi himself returned to Melbourne in 

1886, this time accompanied by his two sons, Rocco and Felice. 

The practice among these itinerant musicians was for two, three, or 

SODSltimes four men to travel together, playing to whatever audiences 

they could draw together, in. cafes, private houses, on the streets, 

or even at the gold-diggings, a popular venue SlOOng the earliest 

Italian arrivals in Victoria.
26 

The basic instruments pla;yed by 

the Viggianes1 were the harp and the violin, supplemented by a f'lute 

and a second violin when more than two musicians travelled together. 

It was common for fathers to take their sons, and uncles their 

nephews, with them on their travels J and this explains the young 

ages at which so many of these musicians first arrived in Australia 

(Table X.4). For this reason the " ••• villainous-looking individual 

with an enormous ha.Il''' so strictured by Brace f'or sending out his 

little lads" ••• late at night, to excite the compassion or our 

citizens, and pl~ the haz1f27 was more of'ten the lads' father or 

uncle than a msrcenary padrone. 

Travelling was the very existence of' the Viggianese 

musician, and most of' them began their travels early in l1f'e. Rocco 

Gagliardi (Viggianese Genealogy III, and Table X.4-) f'irst came to 

26 N. O. P. Pyke, "An Outline HistorY or Italian Illinigration into 
Australia, tt The Australian Quarterly, xx: (Sept~ 1948), p. 100. 

27 Brace, CP. cit., p. 195. 
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Melbourne at the age of twelve with his father and younger brother 

in 1886. After two years of travelling around Australia he returned 

to Italy, revisiting Australia in 1893, accompanied on this trip by 

a third brother, Amerigo, only five years old. This time the 

Gagliardis stqed in Australia IIIlch longer, and when they returned 

to Italy in 1905 Felioe remained in Melbourne. He was now twenty 

six and had lived in Australia for fourteen years already. Rocco 

married in Italy and after the birth of his son, Jliohele, he 

returned to Melbourne in 1908, where he Ii ved until his death only 

a few years ago. Travels such as these seem to have been typical, 

as is shown by the I1f'e-history of Cav. D. Boffa, now in his eighties 

and the acknowledged head of Melbourne's Viggianese OOll'mD.Ulity. 

Domenico Boffa was horn in New York in 1880, or at least so he 

estimates, since he has never been able to obtain a birth oertif

ioate •. His father, an ambua.nt musician, had settled in New York 

in 1875, but after his first child died in infancy he determined to 

guarantee the survival of his seoond by returning to Italy. Aocord

ingly when Domenico was born his f'amily returned to Viggiano. But 

as soon as his son was old enough, Marco Boffa set out on his 

travels once more, and in 1889 took Domenico With him to Melbourne. 

By the time he was seventeen Domenico Boffa had already visited 

Australia twice and South Africa once. The year 1897 found him in 

Italy, stuclying musio at the University of Salerno, and in 1902 he 

revisited South Africa with a Viggianese hazpist; he himself played 

the violin. From 1906 to 1909 he was in Italy, but in 1911 



he returned once more to Johannesburg. Two years later he came 

to Melbourne, where he married and settled. 
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By 191.3, when Domenico Boffa settled. permanently in 

Melbourne a flourishing colony of Viggianese musicians was already 

firmlY' established. Although only seven years old at the time, 

Michele Gagliardi, the grandson of the lfichele Gagliardi who first 

visited Melbourne in 1880, well remembered the wedding of Domenico 

Boffa and Giuseppina Varrella, the daughter of another Viggianese 

DB.lSician, which was attended by almost all the Viggianesl in 

Melbourne at that time (1913): the Arcaros, the La Battaglias, 

the Candelas, the Vitas, the G-iordanos, and the Evangellstas, not 

to mention the Gagliardis and the Varrellas (Viggianese Genealogy 

III and Table X.4.). Wby these DBlsicians were so heavily concentrated 

in Melbouxne, and not in Sydney, is related to the fact, mentioned 

above, that lielbourne was Australia's commercial and cultural centre 

at the time of their first arrival in this country. Moreover, 

Jlelbourne was sympathetio to these early Italian settlers, and it is 

significant that in 1896" only seven years after the foundation of 

the parent institution in Italy, Victoria had a Dante Alighieri 

Society, managed by an "influential committee" and. patronized on at 

least one occasion by' rt. a. some of' the most notable people in 

Melbourne society.,.28 Its inaugural meeting was graced by tt ••• a 

delightful programme of musical selections perfor.med by a number 

28 Smith, Qp. cit., Vol. II, pp. 89-90. 



of Italian artists resident in the clty,y29 including no doubt 

Viggianese musicians. 

By the beginning or the First World War almost thirty" 

Viggianese musicians and their families were resident in Melbourne, 

and of these the majority lived in South Carlton. The Sands and 

McDougall's directory for 1914 listed twenty Viggianese musicians 

in a few blocks bounded by Grattan-, Cardigan-, Viotoria-, and 

D:t"lUlInOnd-streets alone, an area in Carlton which contained many 

Italians from other parts of Italy as well. Six of the eleven 

residences in Landsdowne-place, for example, were occupied by 

Italians of non-Viggianese origin. This early concentration of 

musicians reached its peak by" the first and second decades of this 

century, and after 1914- few musicians arrived in Melbourne. As 

Table X.4 shows, even Vincenzo Candela had been in Melboume before 

36S 

the war, although he had returned to Italy to fight :in the Italian 

forces. These early musicians were employed about this time by 

Melbourne theatres to provide incidental music for the silent 

pictures. This permanent source of employment was partly respons

ible for the settlement in Melbourne of these formerly itinerant 

musicians, but this security proved short-lived. The development 

of the gramophone in the last quarter of the nineteenth cent~ had 

already served notice on the street-musician, and although this 

technique for reproducing music developed slow~, its perfection in 

29 The Age (Melbourne), 12th August, 1896. 



1925 made Htalkies" possible and oORPleted the decline of the 

street-musicians who ~or three-quarters of a century had made the 

name of Viggiano famous throughout the world. Melbourne t~ 

contains ~ a fa_ survivors of the original Viggianese settlers, 

who together with a few of their children" like Michele G-agliardi, 

have perpetuated the nru.sical traditions of Viggiano. 

Wherever the Viggianese musician wandered the Lucanian 

worker followed. So it happened also in Melbourne, and virtually 

no Lucanian workers had come to Australia before the First World 

War. There were of course some exceptions to this generalization, 

like the Viggianese who was selling balloons on the streets of 
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Melbourne in 1892, or the fl"'tlit-havdter who arrived in Melbourne from 

Montemurro in 1900~O But these and men like them were wanderers, 

and rounded no migration cha.:ims. Before the First World War the 

emigration of Lucanian workers had been directed to the ~aB.31 

The genealogies reflect this pattern clearly, and except for the 

musicians all the Luoanians who emigrated before 1914 settled in 

North or South America. The maternal uncle of Domenico Boffa (the 

muSician) indeed had di~ared into the Brazilian jungle at the 

age of fourteen as early as 1841, never to be he~ of again'Vigg

ianese Genealogy, I) • After the first war this pattern changed, and 

the iJIInigration laws <>f the United States in 1921 and 1924. brought 

almost to a complete halt the mass migration from the south of 

30 Personal. communication with Dr. C. A. Price, November 1961. 

31 Foerster, £2. cit., p. 103. 
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Italy to the great cities of north America.. 32 The N new imn.igration" 

as a whole was cut back to its 1890 level, and in the case of Italy 

the reduction was very pronounced. In 1920 349,C42 Italian 

citizens had disembarked for the United States : in 1921 this 

number dropped to 67,495 and by 1924 it had dropped even further 

to only 35,374 persons. 33 These restrictions had the immediate 

effect of increasing the flow of Italian migration to Australia,34 

a conclusion already substa:ntiated in Chapter II. Gluseppe,Boffa, 

who described himself as the first Viggianese IIworker" to emigrate 

to Australia in :March 1924- accoJlilanied by three other Viggianesi, 

was emphatic that all the Viggianesi who settled in _ Australia 

between 1924 and 1940 would have preferred to have gone to the 

United States. Australia was only their second choice. 

Australia was, however, a reasonable choice. It already 

supported a colollY of Viggianese musicians, and shipping-agents, 

with a vested interest in finding passengers for the new Italy

Australia run, desoribed it in glowing terma.35 The links with the 

musioians were espeoially powerful, and Giuseppe Boi'fa had himself 

been oalled out 'by his maternal aunt, Veronica, who had settled in 

Sydney in 1910 with her nusioian husband (Viggianese Genealogy I). 

32 Roy L. Garis, 

33 McDonald, Op. cit., pp. 6-9. 
35 Barela, Qp. cit., p. 379. 

34 ~., p. 134. 

, 
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Leonardo Dimase, who desoribed himself' as the first migrant - the 

Christopher Columbus -- of his town, Montemurro, oame to Australia 

as a result of contacts with Viggianese musicians. In 1919, after 

his return from San Paulo in. Brazil, he met his future wife's 

patet'nal uncle, Vinoenzo Candela (Table X.4), who had returned to 

Italy teq>orarily to fight in the war. Then a few years later he 

read. a letter sent from Australia by Domenioo Boffa, the lmlsician, 

urging Luoanian workers to emigrate to A.ustralia. In 1925 Leonardo 

Dimase left Italy for Melbourne and. in so doing set in motion ohain-

migration from llontemurro. 

This new migration of Luoanian. workers was slow to gain 

momentum. The Luoanian peasantry was poor. Oonditions in Australia 

we.re not particularly favourable, and even in 1922 reports of un~ 

ployment 8lOOllg Italian ir!Dnigrants had a.lml?st caused the return of 

one shipload. of Italians.36 The distanoe, the fare, and admirlis-

trati ve controls haJr!pered the immigration of' Luoanians, and whereas 

emigration to the United States had been facilitated by a relative 

absence of governmental controls and. by the activities of' recruiting 

agents who toured Italy engaging labourers for American employers,37 

the prospective emigrant to Australia had to rely upon his cnm. 

resources and those of his lc1n, if any, already established in 

Australia. Giuseppe Boffa, for eXSllple (Table X.5), was helped to 

36 ibid. See also The Age (Melbourne), 29th December 1922. 

37 Personal comzwnication with SiS. G. Boffa, North Carlton, 
September 1960. See also McDonald, 9:P. cit., p. 17. 



TABLE X.5 

Inter-war Arrivals from the Upper Agri Basin, Potenza, 'Who in 1958 
Resided in Carlton-North Carlton. 

Name 

Gradito, Domenico 
Boffa, Giuseppe 
Carrazzo, Pasquale 
DeMaria, Giovanni 
DiI\'Iase, Leonardo 
Falasca, Vincenzo 
Nigro, Giovanni 
Ginevra, Antonio 
Nigro, Pasquale 
Storino, Vincenzo 
Angerame, Giovanni 
Catoggio, Carmine 
Catoggio, Vincenzo 
Gallicchio, Vincenzo 
l,1arrotta, Antonio 
]iazziotta, Antonio 
Toee, Rocco 
Chieppo, Angelo 
Toscano, Nicola 
Tursi, Francesco 
Giannini, Giuseppe 
Varrella, Giuseppe 
Bruno, Antonio 
Falasea, Antonio 
Papaleo, Pro spero 
Varrella, Giovanni 
Caputi, Luigi 
MarsicQvetere, Vincenzo 
Padula, Luigi 

Source: As for TABLE X.4. 

Place and Date of Birth 

Viggiano, 1901 
Viggiano, 1900 
Viggiano, 1900 
Viggiano, 1910 
Montemurro, 1896 
Gl~mento Nova, 1901 
Viggiano, 1901 
Viggiano, 1898 
Viggiano, 1909 
Viggiano, 1904 
Viggiano, 1911 
l~ontemurro, 1901 
1Iontemurro, 1896 
Grumento Nova, 1905 
Viggiano, 1898 
Viggiano 1898 
Corleto Perticara, 1900 
Viggiano, 1923 
Grumento Nova, 1905 
Viggiano, 1896 
Viggiano, 1916 
Viggiano, 1924 
Viggiano, 1893 
Grumento Nova, 1906 
Grumento Nova, 1920 
Viggiano, 1912 
Gru~ento Nova, 1912 
Viggiano, 1908 
Grumento Nova, 1906 

Year of Arri val 

1922 
1924 
1925 
1925 
1925 
1925 
1925 
1926 
1926 
1926 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1928 
1928 
1928 
1933 
1934 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1939 
1939 
1939 
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emigrate to Australia by his aunt Veronica, and another aunt, 

his rather's sister Rosina, f'Otmd. him. initial employment in her 

husband' B fruit-shop. But business was slack, and not wishing to 

be a burdett to his relatives Giuseppe set off" for Lismore (N.S.W.), 

where he found a job as a farm-labourer. The Viggianesi do not 

emigrate to find work on farms, however, and so when Giuseppe 

called out his brother Crescienzo in 1925 he told him not to come 

to Sydney but to disembark in Melbourne. This Crescienzo did, and 

found work immediately with De Marco Bros., an Italian contracting 

firm. Learning or his success Giuseppe lef't Lismore, arriving in 

Melbourne on New Year's Eve 1925. 

One by one, sometimes two and. three at a time, more migrants 

from the Upper Agri Basin arrived in Melbourne. Each called O'tlt a 

relative or paesano, and in this way the number of Lucanians in 

lIelbourne increased. By 1928 the foundations of' future migration 

had been laid, and as Table X.S shows two out of three of the male 

inter-war arrivals from 'Viggiano and its environs resident in the 

Carlton area in 1958 had arrived in Australia by 1928. With the 

onset of the depression few Lucanians emigrated, and those that did 

tended to be dependants of earlier settlers. The number arriving 

increased slightly" in 193s;:"39, particularly aIOOng those from 

Grumento Nova, which had. as yet contributed little to this migratory 

flow. Most or the emigrants f'rom this oonmnme seem to have settled 

in New Zealand, not in Australia.38 

38 Lochore, Op. oit., p. 25. 



So far as we can tell the majority of these inter-war 

arrivals from the Upper Agt-i Basin settled in Melbourne's inner 

suburbs. Few of them appear to have sought e.Jli)loyment in the 

OOtmtry, but preferred to remain in the cit,.. and find labouring 
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jobs with building firms. Many of them lived in Carlton but despite 

their concentration in this suburb they were soon outnumbered by 

northern Italians from. Vioenza and Udme, who emigrated in far 

greater numbers during the I twenties and J thirties than the 

LucanlOns (Table VIII.12 above). By 1940 Carlton had become known 

among Italians as a northern Italian suburb, notwithstanding the 

ear~ ooncentration of Viggianese musicians and the arrival of 

Lucanian workers since 1924. 

By 1947 the attitude of Lucanians emigrating to Australia 

had changed, just indeed as Australia's attitude to non-British 

immigrants changed. ,Australia was no longer second-best to the 

United States but had become to the Lucanian peasant what the 

United States had been forty and f'ifty years before. Australia was 

now a rapidly expanding industrial nation requiring, amongst other 

things, a ready" supply of unskilled labour in its urban areas. In 

the post-war period the flow of Lucanian peasants to Australia 

increased, and ~ earlier arrivals called out relatives and paesani 

who had been unable to m1gr-ate before owing to the depression and 

the war (see for example Viggianese Genealogy I). Exactly how many 

persons from the Upper Agri ~asin have arrived since the war it is 

not possible to estimate, but according to the Carlton informants 
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the majorit,y of them came to Melbourne and found jobs in factories. 

Melbourne has lang been a more heavi~ industrialized city than 

Sydne?9 The Viggianesi and the Montemurresi are heavily conoen

trated in the Melbourne metropolitan area, with only a few families 

of them in Sydney, Adelaide, or Perth. 

Although no reliable estimate can be made of the number 

of Italians from the Upper Agrf Basin in Melbourne tod~, the number 

of Viggianesi can be estimated from the findings of the Carlton 

survey ill oonj\DlCtion with the rrembership records of the Viggianese 

Social Club.4O 16.9 (± 3.7) per oent 01' Italians in the Carlton 

area were from the Upper Agr1 Basin. Thus in 1960 the Carlton area 

contained approximately 1,100 Lueanians (i' 250). Approximately 

two-fifths or these were from Viggiano. According to the records 

of the Viggianese Social Club 31 per cent of Melbourne's Viggianesi 

lived in Carlton or North Carlton (Table X.6). If this proportion 

is reliable, then Melbourne in 1960 contained about 1,500 persons 

of Viggianese origin. This estimate, while subjeot to Wide fiduoial 

limits, is well below Viggianese estima.t~s of the size of their own 

cOD'Dlll.tnity, which Giuseppe Bot'fa put at 2,000 - 3,000 persons, 

including Australian-born persons at' Viggianese origin. Melbourne 

today has the third largest Viggianese population in the world, 

exceeded only by that in New York: (about 3,000 persons) and Viggiano 

itsel1' (4,152 persons in 1951). 

39 Zierer, Qp. oit., p. 271. 

40 Fiducial limits have been calculated at the 5 per cent level of 
statistical significanoe. 



TiG3LE X.6 

The i'.demberGhip of the Viggiano Social Club, by Suburbs 
of Residence 1959. 

Suburb 

Carlton 

l';orth Carlton 

Brunswick 

Fitzroy 

Preston 

Coburg 

Clifton Hill 

JHddle Park 

Other (inc. Not stated) 

TOTAL 

Number of Families 

18 

35 
30 

23 
21 

11 

4 

4 

23 

169 

Source: L'!embership-book of the Viggiano Social Club. 
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The post-war increase in the number of Viggianesi in 

Melbour.ne made possible the formation of one of Melbourne's few 

few regional Italian organizations, and in 1956 the V1gg1anesi 

rounded their own club, the Viggiano Social Club. In 1959 it had 
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a financial membership of 169 families (Table X.6), resident mainly 

in Carlton, North Carlton, Fitzroy, North Fitzroy, Brunswick, 

Preston, and Coburg. It is the second largest regional olub among 

Melbourne's Italians, and. only the Fogolar Furlan (The Friulan 

Hearth), founded in 1957, had IOOre members: in 1959 this latter 

organization had a financial membership of 370.41 The Viggiano 

Social Club was founded mainly through the efforts of' Giuseppe 

Boffa, his brother Mario, and Giuseppe Giannini. Its formation was 

opposed by Giuseppe's "uncle", the elderly musician Domenico Botta, 

who argued that such a club was too narrow in its conoeption and. 

should be more broadly based, to include all Lucanians at least. 

As it is, members of this club nust be of Viggianese origin, with 

the provision that non-Viggianesi mq be admitted to membership on 

the nomination of two financial members of the club. 

The foundation of a Viggianese club must be related to 

the distinctive Viggianese traditions. Viggianesi are distinguished 

:from their fellow Lucanians not only because of their distinctive 

musioal heritage but also by other traditions, which the club 

41 Petrolias, Qp. oit., p. 1294 
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pezpetuates. Although the most frequent club activities are of a 

social nature - a monthly danae, two or three balls each year, and 

an annual picnic -- the most ilI!Portant f'unction in the lit'e of 

Melbourne's Viggianese c~ty centres upon a religious festival 

dating b~k several centuries, the Feast of the Black Madonna of 

Viggiano. The statue of the Madonna is a sixteenth century work, 

and each year in Viggiano this Madonna is transported in religious 

procession from the Chiesa de! Francescani to a sanctuary on MOtmt 

Viggiano, overlooking the town. This sanctuary was built in the 

:fourteenth centur:y and enlarged after the earthquake of 1857.42 

The freschi and the marbl.e altars of this sanctuary date from about 

1600.4-3 This same ceremm.y is celebrated in Melbourne by the 

Viggianese oommunity". They J:lave no statue of the Madonna (Figure 19) 

but a painting has been made, and this is carried through the grounds 

of' the Capuccin monastery in. Hawthorn, just as in Viggiano on the 

first SlUlday in Ma;v the Madc:mna is carried from the church to the 

sanctuary on Mount Viggiano, where until the "first Sl1Il.d.lq in 

September She stands watch over the town. On the last occasion when 

this ceremony was celebrated in Melbourne, about 300 Viggianesi 

partioipated. 

Traditions such as these have led to the growth of a 

42 Leonardo Dimase from ~ontemurro dated his genealogy from this 
earthquake, which was responsible for the death or emigration of 
many of his father'_~ kin. 

4-3 L. V. Bertarelli, Lucania e Calabria (seconda edizione di 
10,000 esemplari, Milano 1938), p. 290. 



Figure 19. 

THE BLACK MADONNA OF VIGGIANO 

M"A'. SS, DEL S. MONTI! 01 VIGGIANO 
I!~GIN" DIH.LA LUCANI"-

FRONT 

PREGHIERA ALLA 

MADONNA DI VIGG1ANO 

M~lIonna !.Ii Viggiano, Ii Tc fan ~oli 
I liali di Viggiano, a Tc devoti; 
Sil, Madonna, To la Protetlricc: 
I Tuoi fedeli, 0 Mlldre. bcn~'di",i. 

J)~tllI Luclll1ia Tu sci la Regina; 
In Auslralia II noi pur sci vieio:L; 

Net cuore, nella mente, in .;aSII, in ollicinn 
Dj Te, 0 Madre I';a, abbinm rellig;c. 

c; bCl1wiei, 0 Vl'rgin", lIel Montc, 
Devoll innanli II Tc chiniam Iii fronlc. 
flonLa' matcrna racchiudi in Tc 
() Mall • .., Santa, prega per me. 

IMPAI ..... TV'"' D. MANo.IllI: 

BACK 

A religious card reproduced for the devotional use 
of Viggianesi in Melbourne. 
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close-knit Viggianese cormmmity in Melbourne. Its centre is in 

the Carlton area, which together with the neighbouring suburbs of' 

Fitzroy, North Fitzroy, and Brunswick contains two-thirds of' all 

the Viggianesi in Melbourne. They constitute a large, clearly 

defined, but inconspicuous, comnnmity wi thin Melbourne's numerous 
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Italian population. The Melbourne editor of La Fiamma., the Italian 

hi-weekly, thought that he had noticed some Italians wearing a 

little badge, but he was not certain what it meant or who its 

wearers were.44 

Other factors contributed to the cohesion of the Viggianesi 

in MelboUlne, in particular the force of' kinship. More often than 

not these persons shared not mere~ a cammon heritage but common 

ancestors as well. The Viggianese genealogies revealed a high degree 

of' cousin marriage, a feature noted by Firth in his st~ of Italian 

kinship,45 and this in conjunction with the :f'requency of sibling 

exchange meant that Viggianesi could of'ten trace a kin relationship 

to one another in more than one W8J'. Such marriage pattern.s were not, 

however, peculiar to persons f'rom Viggiano but seemed typical of 

Italians f'rom many parts I?f rural Italy, whether from Montemurro, 

Sortino, or the Altipiano. For this reason the discussion of' 

kinship as a factor in group cohesion and. regional concentrations 

is better treated after the histo~ of migration from the Altipiano 

has been described. 

44- Personal commtmication with Sig. Enrico PiJl!pini, Carlton, March 
1960. Unfortunately details of this badge were not available to 
the writer at the time of writing. 

45 Firth, Qp. cit., p. 78. 
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:M.i£ation from the AltipbllO of Asiago 

In both its origins and its oourse the migration to 

Australia from the Altipiano of the seven oommunes is less complex 

than that from the Upper Agri Basin, since prior to NovEmber 1922 

no persons from the Altipiano had ever come to this cOWltry. This 

was not because no emigration from this part of' Italy had occurred 

but rather because it had been directed to other destinations, the 

Americas and countries within the European continent itself. The 

Veneto, indeed, is not one of Italy's fertile areas.4-6 Tbe Altipiano 

is even less fertile, and the ground is covered by snow for several 

months of' the year. 

The Altipiano of' Asiago is an isolated l~stone plateau 

3,000 f'eet al:Iove sea-leyel, bounded on the north-east by the'y!! 

Sugana and on the south-west by the, Val d t Astioo. Before the terr-

itorial redistribut~ans following the~First World War it extended to 

the Austrian border~ which was at that time only ten miles from the 

town of Asiago. Partly beoause of this proximity to the more indust

rialized nations'" of Europe, it had been traditional for the men of 

the Altipiano to seek seasonal employment in Franoe, Belgium, Germany, 

and Switzerland, and to return each year to their homes, where they 

spent the winter months with their wives and families. Some 

permanent transoceanic emigration did ocour, mostly to the Amerio84~ 

as the genealogies suggest (Appendix E). 

As a result of the Great War, however~ this pattern of' 

46 Naval Intelligence Division, 
pp. 226-227. See also Foerster, 

Italy (Oxf'ord 1945), Vol. l, 
Op. oit., p. 107. 



Figure 20. 

Venezie 

SOURCE: Istituto Geografico de Agostini. Le Regioni dlltalia 

(Firenze 1960) 
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Figure 21. L I ALTIPIANO DEI SETTE COJ\!lUNIt VICENZlI. 384 

1949). 
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seasonal migration changed. On 15th Ma;y 1915, an Austrian offensive 

Was launched against Italy from the Trentino, and the Asiago 

plateau. taken.47 For three years it remained in Austrian hands, 

despite the vigorous, and numerous, cotmter-offensives of the Italian 

forces. Only in 1918, in the Battle of Asiago (15th and 16th Jme) , 

were the Austrians pushed from the Altipiano at tremendous cost in 

dead and wounded.48 When it was officially opened in 1938, Asiago's 

magnifioent war memorial, II Monumento Ossario, only one of several 

war cemeteries on the Altiplano, oontained the remains of 12,783 

dead as well as those of 19,000 ignoti.49 The war with A'I;lStria had 

desolated the Asiago plateau, and in 1918 only the sacred patroness 

of Asiago, La Beata Giovanna Karia Bonomo, remained standing. With 

this as an. 0Den the task of rebuilding the townships of the Alti

piano was commenced. 50 

By the end of 1921 most of the Altipiano had been rebuilt. 

Its reconstruction had provided abundant erqployment for the men of 

these towns for these few years, but DOW as before the question of 

their future employment arose. Many who in earlier times had been 

seasonal workers were disUlusioned by the ravages of war. Some of 

them had even worked in Austria, an projeots associated with her 

war eff'ort, as they later learned. Others had. never been oVel"II1IlCh 

47 Naval Intelligence Division, Op. oit., Vol. II, p,p. 176-180. 

4.8 L. Russell Muirhead, Northenl Italy :from the Alps to Florence 
(fourth edition, London 1953), p. 20l,.. 

49 Giuseppe Aliprandi, Asiago e LtAltipiano dei Sette Comuni : 
Visione Spirituale (Padeva 1942), p. 81. 

50.iJlg. 
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attached to seasonal. work, with its lII8l1Y inconveniences and long 

separations from home and family. Men such as these began to seek 

new destinations. The United States was now disinclined to admit 

large numbers of Italians and of the other overseas countries 

Australia seemed to offer good prospects. Despite atteJI!Pts by the 

British Consulate in Venice to persuade them to go the South A.:frica 

or South America rather than to Australia, in November 1922 an 

advance party of five men set out fi'om Roana. for Australia: Antonio 

Muraro, who died in Tasmania just after the war, Achille Bonato, who 

returned to Italy a f'fJIW years later with an illness and then died, 

Gino Sartori .. who in 1960 was still living in North Carlton, Cris 

Costa, another Carlton resident, and Giuseppe TUInOlero, who returned 

to Italy in 1958.51 All five apparently intended to go to Queenslend 

but disembarked in Sydney when they heard of' the unenployment trouble 

up north. From Sydney they independently worked their ~ south to 

Victoria, working mainly at mining towns such as Berrima (New South 

Wales), Bendigo, Ballarat, and. Wonthaggi (Victoria). Very few 

persons from the Altipiano ever settled in New South Wales or 

Queensland. The biggest concentrations have always been in Viotoria. 

Before long these five sent back favourable reports to 

Italy. Towards the end. of 1923 another group set out, again all 

51 No independent information on the arrival of Cris Costa or Giuseppe 
Tumolero could be obtained. The Carl ton informants all agreed that 
these five bad constituted the original. party. The dates of arrival 
of the other three were all verified by the records of the Immig
ration Departmgnt. A Cristiano Costa. also arrived in Xelbourne in 
January 1924-. It was not possible to check whether this was another 
person:than the one alleged to have arrived in 1922. 



from Roana and including the brother, Giovanni Sartori, of one of 

the original five. The four others were Alberto Azzolini, MoUo 

Sartori, Giovanni Forte, and Forttmata Martello (Altipiano Genea .. 
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logy II). This last arrived on a business permit (oamera di comm

ercio), for even at this time the Italian govemment was alarmed at 

reports of unemployment among Italians in Australia had had restricted 

the issue of passports to those who had received an atto di chiamata 

from a resident of Australia or who were in possession of £A40 

landing money. 52 

Between November 1922 and March 1924 about eleven men 

from the Altipiano had landed in Australia~3 After the second five 

in NOVember 1923, Cristiano Costa and Celeste Fabris arrived in 

Melbourne on the Esquilil'lo and a month later another five, all from 

Asiago this tilDe, oame to Melbourne on the Orsova: Domenico Stella 

and his brother qristiano (Altipiano Genealogy I), Egidio Lazzari, 

118r10 OJllli.zzuolo, and. Ilario Rigoni. Between Karch 1924 and 

Deoeuiber 1924-, however, .at leNt. another hundred men from the Alti-

piano arrived in Melbourne alone. Late in 1923, for example, 

Fa:rtunato Vellar (Altipiano Genealogy III) received an atto di 

ohiamata from Achille Bonato, one of the first .five migrants from 

the Altipiano and the fiance of Fortunato's sister, Amabile, but by 

52 MCDonald, Op; cit., p. 136. 

53 McDonaJ.d (Cp. cit., p. 134) states that two men :in Rivert""" 
h8.d. arrived in Australia from Cvsuna, a :frazione of Roana, in late 
1923 and that these were the chain-.founders of migration from this 
town; he also states that they had. no-one in Australia to meet them. 
According to the Carlton informants, one of whom Was related to a 
man mentioned byMCDanald, these two did not leave It~ until 
21 st September 1924, arriving in Australia on 7th November with 
over twenty others from the Altipiano on the Carignano. 
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the time he lei't Genoa in February 1924 Fortunato Vellar had twenty 

five companions from Raana, Asiago, and Gallio. This was only a 

beginning, however, and throughout 1924 every migrant ship f'rom 

I tall" seems to have brought a large number of men from the Al tipiano 

to Australia. It was not P2Ssi ble to exam ne all the records of 

Italian vessels wbichput into Port Melbourne during this year,.54. but 

the four examined yielded an estimated total of ninety men from the 

Altipiano: the Principessa Giovanna, on which Fortunato Vellar 

arrived in :March 1924., brought twenty six, the Carignano twenty five 

(November 1921,), the Palermo twenty two (December 1921,), and the 

Re d t Italia seven~een (December 1924).55 This migration from. the 

Altipiano to )(elbou.rn.e reached its peak in 1924, only two years after 

1;:he departure of the original five emigrants. Table X.7 deJOOIlstrates 

this conclusion convincingly. The movement continued at a slower 

pace in 1925 and 1926, with a slight increase in 1927. Although a 

few more arr.ived in 1928 and 1929 by the depression. the migt'ation 

~m this area had alrea.cl,y begun to slow down, and. during the late 

I twenties and throughout the 'thirties new arrivals were on the 

whole dependants or kin of' Italians who had. arrived in the early 

1920' s. Even a. cursory examination of the :family names listed on 

Table X.7 suggests that by the end of 1924 the basis of a..lJDost all 

54 The records held by the Commonwealth Archives Office in Canberra 
date only from mid-1924. Earlier records held in Melbourne could 
not be examined in the time available. 

55 Commonwealth Archives Office (Canberra), "Passenger Lists of' 
Vessels Arriving at Australian Ports," Accession C'l' 72, November 
to December 1924. 



TABLE X.1 

Inter-war Arrivals from the Altipiano of Asiago, Vicenza, Who in 
1958 Resided in Carlton-North Carlton. 

Name 

Sartori, Gino 
Martello, Fortunato 
Basso, I'lo:iesto 
Benetti, .Antonio 
Ga.neva, Giooatta 
Cera, Domenico 
Costa, Cristiano 
DeGino, Domenico 
Fabris, Celeste 
Frigo, Giovanni 
I".'artello, Antonio 
1)osele, Giova:t1Xli 
Pesavento, Vittorio 
Rigoni, Domenico 
Sartori, Giacomo 
Sartori, Giovanni 
Sartori, Giuseppe 
Sil vagni, Giacomo 
Slaviero, Antonio 
Stella, Antonio 
Stella, Cristiano 
Stella, Domenico 
Vellar, Fortunato 
Zotti, Francesco 
Benetti, Gaetano 
:!I~artello, Antonio M. 
Rebeschini, Antonio 
Rigoni, Giuseppe 
ffumalero, Giovanni 
l.Iartello, Domenico 
IJartello, Francesco 
Pangrazio, Girolamo 
Slaviero, Costante 
Valente, Domenico 
Benetti, Antonio 
Fi nco, Domeni co 
Panozzo, Antonio 
Pertile, Francesco 

Place and Date of Birth 

Roana, 1905 
Roana, 1892 
Asiab'"O, 1903 
Asiago, 1884 
Asiago, 1895 
Roana, 1901 
Roana, 1890 
Roana, 1896 
Roana, 1893 
Roana, 1902 
Roana, 1904 
Roana, 1906 
Asiago, 1887 
Asiago, 1900 
Rotzo, 1901 
Gallio, 1895 
RoanG., 1 901 
Asiago, 1902 
Asiago, 1898 
Asiago, 1 893 
Asiago, 1900 
Asiago, 1898 
Hoana, 1902 
Roana, 1903 
Asiago, 1905 
Roana, 1887 
Roana, 1904 
Asiago, 1904 
Roana, 192,1 
Roana, 1909 
Roana, 1889 
Roana, 1905 
Roana, 1908 
Roa:na, 1898 
Asiago, 1894 
Gall iO, 1 894 
Roana, 1903 
Gallio, 1903 

Year of Arrival 

1922 
1923 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1924 
1925 (?) 
1925 
1925 
1925 
1925 
1926 
1926 
1926 
1926 
1926 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
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(concluded over -



Table Xa( (concluded). 

Name 

Pertile, Haria 
Rigoni, Vittorio 
Spagnolo, .A[;ostino 
Valente, Domenico 
Vescovi, Isadora 
Fertile, Edoardo 
Pertile, Ettore 
Vescovi, wgenio 
Zotti, Giovanni 
Fabris, Giulio 
Fertile, Catteriue 
Martello, Giulio 
Pertile, Iliario 
Fabris, Antonio 
lJunari, Pietro 
Pertile, Lino 
Rigoni, Guido 
Valente, Aldo 
Benetti, Antonio G. 
Bernar, Domenico 
Stella, Giobatta 
Frigo, Onida 
Stella, Antonio 
Stella, Felice 

Place and Date of Birth 

Gallio, 1903 
Asiago, 1893 
Rotzo, 1905 
Roana, 1895 
Asiago, 1901 
Gallio, 1911 
Gallia, 1900 
Asiago, 1906 
Roana, 1909 
Roana, 1904 
Gall io, 1902 
Roau5" 1911 
Gallia, 1899 
Roana, 1889 
Gallia., 1909 
Gallia, 1907 
Asiago, 1925 
Ronna, 1923 
Asiago, 1905 
Roana, 1904 
Asiago, 1 913 
Asiago, 1921 
Asiago, 1913 
Gallic, 1912 

Source: As for Table X.4. 

Year of Arrival 

1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1928 
1928 
1928 
1928 
1929 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1936 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1939 
1939 
1939 
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the future migration trom the Altipiano had already been laid. 

As we might expect among an immigt"ant grotl;p whose tradi t-

ional mdgratory patterns had been seasonal, a considerable element 

in this early migration from the Asiago plateau was only teIJilorary. 

Initially 1 t was a migration of males, 56 many of whom intended to . 

work for only a few years in Australia and then return to Italy with 

their earnings. Fortunato Vellar, for example, had. no intention of 

settling permanently in Melbourne and in fact returned to Italy in 

1928 as the employment situation deteriorated. He married soon 

at"ter his return to Italy but found conditions on the continent no 

better than they had been in Australia. lli~ brother, Giovanni, was 

still in Tasmania (Altipiano Genealogy III), and so in 1938 Fortunato 

returned to Australia with his wi:fe and two children. Others went 

back to Italy never to return (see Altipiano Genealogies I and II). 

It is extremely difficult to measure the extent of this 

temporary movement. Price57 has estimated that between 1920 arid 1940 

about 180 men from the Altipiano settled in Australia, of whom a::pprox-

imately 60 arrived in 1924.. According to the present findings almost 

100 men arrived in Melbourne alone during five months of this year. 

If this is typical, then it seems that ,_ onlY about : half of the men 

who came from the Altipiano to Australia ever settled permanently. 

56 The first female to arrive from the Altipiano in Melbourne was 
Catterina Stella, the sister-in-law of Domenico Stella (Altipiano 
Genealogy I); she arrived in October 1924. 

57 Personal con:onunication with Dr. C. A. Price, November 1961. 
Pricels estimates was based on an analysis of naturalization files. 
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The earliest arrivals from the Altipiano did not at first 

concentrate in the metropolitan area. Some of them found initial 

acoommodation in DrtlDInOnd-street boardillg houses, but before long 

even they were forced into the country to find employment. Some 

of the Altipiano males inoluded in the saJl!Ple had worked as ooal 

miners in. Wonthaggi, or as labourers and navvies with semi-govem-

mental bodies as the Forestry Commission, the :Melbourne and Metro-

politan Board. of Works, or the State Rivers and Water Supply Carom-

1asion. Thus in the early I thirties Lyng oould report .. scores of" 

Italian gangs on the roads", and that practically all the navvying 

in the Rubicon hydraulic works was being carried out by Italians. 58 

Throughout the 'thirties conditions in Melbourne improved 

and consequently IP8l\r Altipiano men :found their wa:y back to the 

city,: ·f~ing jobs as building labourers and later becoming sel£'-

employed contractors. Few of them rema.jned farmers or became 

factory workers. Thus by the end of the 1930' s all but one of' the 

pre-war AltipianG arrivals in the sample had settled in Carlton. 

The one exoeption was still a labourer with the Melbourne and 

Metropolitan Board of' Works at 14Bff'ra and oame to the city in 1945, 

settling in North Carlton in 1956. 

As desoribed above, migration to Melbourne from the Alti-

piano reached ita peak in the 1920' s. Fiftyof' the sixty three pre-

war arrivals listed on Table X.7 arrived between 1922 and 1929. 

58 Lyng, OPe cit., p. 97. 



Af'ter 1929 comparatively f'e:w persons arrived. That this migratory 

:flaw reached its peak so soon after its beginnings is important, 

since this meant that after the depression and the war almost 

twenty years -- one generation -- had elapsed, and the ties between 

the Altipiano people in Australia and those still in It~ had 

grown weak. This situation oontrasts strongly with that among the 

Lucanians discussed. above, who mainly for economic reasons did not 

emigrate in large contingents like the men from the Altipiano. 

For the ~canians the process or resettlement had been longer and. 

more labo;rious than it had been for the people or the Al tipiano, 

lll!UlY_ of whom had. earned the money for their rares working on the 

reconstruction or .their townships ai'ter the Great War. Even those 

that arrived later round ~t a_relatively easy matter to slip across 

into Switzerland or France to earn their passage to Australia. 

In the one case, then, emigration came to an early climax and its 

course was I!iliorter. In the other, migration was always a slower 

and more protracted process, and this helped to maintain virile, 

active links between those :that had already emigrated end those for 

whom em1groation was still ~ unf'ulfilled dream. Inmediately berore 

the Second World W~ the number or persons ;from the Altipiano in 

Carlton was probably double the number rrom t~e Upper Agri Basin.59 

But by 1~60 the Carlton area contained only 600 persons (:!: 100) of 

Altipiano origin, compared with 1,100 (! 250) Luoanians. Clearly 

59 This assumes that the pattern. of' residential mabill ty wi thin these 
two populations have been roughly similar (Tables X.5 ana X.7). 
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emigration from the Altipiano to Melbourne decreased considerably 

in the post-war period. 

Other factors have of course influenced the relative :flows 

from these two districts of ItaJ.,y. The "push" towards emigration 

has not been equal in both cases, nor has it remained constant between 

1920 and the presE;nt time. Even so, it Dl8\Y be that what requires 

explanation in the history of Altiplano migration to Australia is not 

why people from the Altiplano no longer emigrate in large numbers to 

Australia but rather why they emigrated in the first place. This was 

the atypical occurrence. As we have shown only the Great War and 

the destrtiction,l':it brought to the Altipiano of As1ago upset the est-

ablished pattern of seasonal migration to countries on the European 

continent, a tradition which has since been re-established in a 

Europe which can offer every promise of.' rennmerative employment 

extended by Australia. 

There has never been any regional organization am:mg 

persons from the Asiago plateau in :Melbourne. Two informants did 

mention a Club Xatteotti, named in memory of' the Socialist deputy 

murdered in Italy in June 1924-,60 which was f'ounded in Carlton about 

1926 and patronized mainly by northem Italians from the Veneto who 

regarded the Club Oavour (founded 1917) as a southem Italian and 

Sicilian organization with Fascist leanings. The Club Matteotti 

apparently closed dawn just before the war.61 • 

60 
The Age (Melbourne), 17th June 1924. 

61 The writer was unable through lack of time to oollect 
information on this olub. 

any further 



Although no formal organization linked the Altipiano 

residents of the Melbourne metropolitan area, informal associations 

reflected as pockets of persons from the same paese living in close 

proximity to one another were frequently encountered in the Carlton 

area. Ties of kinship were strong and dominated the pattem of 

visiting not only aroong persons from the Altipiano or the Upper 

Agri Basin but also 8lIlOllg Italians from most parts of Italy. In. 

numerous residences included in the Carl ton survey visitors, usually 

kin or paesani, were present and many interviews were enlivened by 

the unheralded arrival of someone previously mentioned by the inte~ 

viewee, who would then point with delight at the visitor and 883: 

"Ah, this is the Domenico I was telling you about!" Thus we oome 

to the third and :final. consideration in this chapter, the .force of 

Italian ldnship and its relationship to the process of chain-migt"ation. 

Kinship and chain-migration 

Much of the analysis in this and other studies of Italian 

immigrants in Australia has revolved upon the question of regional 

differences in the bahaviour of Italian immigrants. Such an eJI!Phaais 

is legitimate, and no study can a:N'ord to ignore the inq>ortanoe of 

origin in Italy as a determinant of behaviour among Italians in 

Australia.. Origin in Italy affects not only the cOlI!Posi tion of the 

Italian emigroatory flow to particular countries of resettlement 

but it is also a determinant o.f their subsequent geographical 

distribution and even their occupational pursuits. The force of 

this local tie is so characteristioally Italian that it is, as 
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Foerster observed, • ••• best denoted by the Italian name c!RPanilismo: 

a loyalty to that which falls within the range of the village bell 

tower.n62 This tie has its origins deep in Italian history and 

persists today in. regional dialects and in the bonds that link to-

gether persons from the same paese. It])~er trust is lodged in a 

fellow townsman than in the generaJ. government.tl63 Can;eanilismo is, 

however, more than a feeling of unity generated by the sharing of' a 

COJmOOn physioal and cultural environment. The administrative :£'rag-

mentation which was overcome in Italy only a century ago, allied with 

poor communications among the maqy and isolated parts of mountainous 

Italian peninsula, may have fostered the growth of regional attach-

menta, but once set in motion this feeling of camPanilismo produced. 

its own momentum. Marriage wi thin the paese beoame the rule and 

before IIlSl93' generations had passed the local tie had become a 

kinship tio. 

Campanilismo does not have a constant strength. It varies 

from one part of Italy to another, from one township to another. 

Some towns are ncigeegraphically and culturally :i.solated as others, 

and in each district the degree of endog~ varies. We should not 

expect to find the same strength or C8l!PanaliSlOO among the residents 

of Rome or Venice as among the inhabitants of Viggiano or Roana. 

In Italy the intensity of local patriotism is inversely related to 

the size of the local unit and its geographioal isolation. It is 

62 
Foerster, Qp. cit., p. 432. 63 "bid ~., p. 431. 



direotly related to the degree of endo&81l\Y, that is the number crt 

marriages contracted between members of the same local lmit. 

Rephrasing these suggested relationships in another wa:J', 

we may suggest that campanilismo is a function of geographical and. 

oultural isolation, that it is associated with a relatively high 

degree of endog~, and that these conditions are characteristic 
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of most parts of rural Italy. Since the majority of Italian immigrants 

in Australia are, and have for many years past been, dra'Wll from rural 

rather than urban Italy, canpanilismo has been an inevitable charact

eristic of Italian settlers in Australia. In other words, in isolated 

parts of Italy which for generations past have increased only through 

the natural growth of the local population, the local tie and the 

force of kinab;p have become indistinguishable. Little wander that 

fellow townsmen tend to consider one another as relatives. Very 

often they are. 

What we are arguing, then, is that the looal tie as such 

is not the key to understanding the ~rooess of ohain-migration and 

its product, regional. concentrations, sinoe this local tie oannot 

be oonsidered apart from the force of kinship. The Viggianesi, for 

example, feel themselves to be members of a smgle group not merely 

because they were born in the same town and share a common cultural. 

heritage. They also share common ancestors. In one of the last 

interviews conducted in the Carlton survey, the writer found it quite 

impossible to mention any person from Viggiano or Grumento Nova 

resident in the Carlton area to whom the informant coul.d not trace 



a cognatio or affinal link (Viggianese Genealogy II).. It was not 

surprising that such links existed. What was surprising was that 

they were know.n. 

The reinforcing nature of the kinship and the local tie 

in the two districts 

for some generations 

of It~ disoussed above, both of which have 

64-
been geographically isolated, emer~s ve~ 
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clearly from the seven appended genealogioal charts. These charts 

cannot be described in full here, and only their most striking 

features will be adumbrated. From a comparison of these charts with 

the family names listed on Tables X.4, X. 5, and. x. 7, however, it 

is not tGO much to olaim that twelve to fifteen well chosen informants 

from each of these districts could have rurnished an almost complete 

history of chain-migration from these areas not only to Australia 

but perhaps to other overseas countries of resettlement as well. 

The relevance of these genealogical charts to this present 

discussi~ has to do with patterns of' marriage. Two main features 

emerge f'rom. each genealogy, cousin marriage and sibling exchange. 

Cousin marriage among Ital;.ians was reported by Firth in 

his London study of Italien kinshiP.65 This practice was common 

among the families of Carlton Italians also, more COJImOll indeed 

than the charts suggest, since informants tended to forget cousin 

marriages involving the kin of' asoending generations. Al tipiano 

Genealogy I provides a good eXaII!Ple of this sort of' genealogical 

6J; 
Reclus, 65 Firth , Op. Cit., p. 7 8. Op. cit., Europe Vol.I, p. -217. 
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amnesia. Domenico Stella married a Stella -- no relationship counted. 

Domenico's father also married a Stella -- no relationship counted. 

Domenico's wife's father had usc maITied a Stella - again no 

relationship counted. Patently some of these Stellas must have been 

related, at levels beyond the genealogical memory of the informants. 

Similarly on the two other Altipiano genealogies the Zottis and the 

Martellos probab~ had common kin at remote generation levels not 

remembered by the informants. All the Viggianesi genealogical 

charts contained recognised cousin marriages. On the first, 

Giuseppe Boffa's paternal aunt, Vincenza, had. married a Boffa, whose 

paternal grandf'ather had. been a brother of her paternal grandfather. 

On the second, Francesco G-allicchio had. married Lena Caputi; his 

mother and her maternal grandmother had been sisters (~sa and. 

Carmela Papaleo). On the third, Michele G.1 \ r~ . .'r'tt was engaged to 

be married to Esterina Delia, whom he had. met in Italy in 1960 while 

visiting his relatives in Viggiano with his parentsf their maternal 

grandmothers had. been sisters. On the f'ourth two cousin marriages 

66 bad occurred at the level of' the ~irst ascending generation of ~ts 

wit'e: Vincenzo and Giovannina Nigro had married Francesca and 

Franceso<? Nigro respectively; their paternal grand:tathers had. been 

brothers. 

This brings us to the next consideration, sibling exchange. 

Frequently the siblings of' one family had married the siblings of 

66 Ego is indicated on all genealogies by a square aI"Ol.md the person 
who provided the genealogical information. 
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another. Thus on the fourth Viggianese genealogy just mentioned a 

brother and sister of ane family had married the stster and brother 

of another family. In this case they were also second cousins. 

This practice of sibling exchange produces a peculiar pattern of 

relationships in which the aff'inal links between two families are 

more numerous than in the Anglo-SaJton system, where typically one 

marriage only links two f'amily groups. The diagram reproduced from 

Firth's study illustrates this point (Figure 22). This Italian 

Ultem of preferential mating appears on every family tree except 

the second Viggianese genealogy. The Stella family tree (Altipiano 

Genealogy I) is particularly interesting in this respect, and it 

contains four instances of sibling exchange at the level CJf ~ 

alone. The Boffa genealogy (Viggianese Genealogy I) shows a similar 

tendency, with the additional point of' interest that in this case 

Egidio Boffa was so much younger than his brothers Giuseppe and 

Vittorio, that although he married into the same family as his elder 

brothers, Egidio married into the first descending generation. In 

ma.rrying Angelina Marino, Egidio Boffa married his niece-in-law! 

Yet a fourth marriage had linked the Boffa and Marino families at 

the second asoending generation, when the brother of Giuseppe's 

paternal grandfather, Domenico, had married Anna Maria Reale, the 

sister of the paternal grandmother of Giuseppe's wife. 

These geneal.ogicaJ. oharts, then, illustrate the very 

inportant finding that the people frOD:!< a. partioular part of Italy 

tend not only to be related by birth or by marriage but that very 
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often the frequency of cousin marriage and sibling exchange means 

that these Italians are related to one another in mare than one w~. 

These multiple relationships have an important bearing on cha.in-

migration and regional concentrations. Thus, for example, when 

Giuseppe Boffa nominated. Prospero Karina to migrate to A.ustralia 

in 1953, he was calling out not only his wife's brother but also 

his mm. brother's father-in-law and another's brother-in-law. 

Giuseppe Boffa also gave him accommodation in his own house when 

he arrived, and now Prospera Marino Ii ves in his own house nearby 

in North Carlton. Several Boffa and Marino families lived in close 

])roximity to one another :in the Carlton area, and such pockets were 

typical among the Italians in Carlton and North Carlton. The Papaleos 

were clustered around. the corner of Uni~rsity- and Rathdowne-streets, 

the Catoggios in Garton-street. Stellas, Benettis, and Silvagnis 

lived ~ a few houses from one another around the intersection 

o£ Canning- and Neill-streets. The Vellars, Ceras, and Martellos 

all lived bard. by Argyle-square. .And so we could continue, for 

almost every Italian :family interviewed in the Carlton survey. We 

are led to conclude with Firth that "kinship ties are, for Italianates, 

one of the major 
67 

elements influencing behaviour." 

The two regional concentrations dis,cussed in this chapter 

represent only the two most nwnerous groups of Italians in the Carl ton 

67 Firth, Qp. cit., p. 92. 
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area. Smaller concentrations, consisting sometimes only of, three 

of four related families, were found. among Italians from almost 

every part of Italy. Throughout this area the pattern of Italian 

settlement had been dominated by, and resulted largely from, ohain

migration and. the force of Italian kinship. Regional concentrations 

typify full-fare Italian settlers in this oountry. They do nat, 

however, seem to be oharacteristio of assisted Italian immigrants, 

for the obvious reason that few of those who arrive with govern

mental assistanoe have kin alre~ established in Australia. 

How we are to view dense, often close-knit Italian concentr

ations depends on IlI8lly factors. We ma.y defend them as a necessary 

stage in the cultural integration of a foreign group, or we lDl\V 

d~ecate them as potential foci of ethnic antipathies. In making 

judgements of this sort we must remember that ohain-migroatlon has 

been a recognized characteristic of the Italian migratory movement 

to Australia since the tUHl of the oentury. Chain-migration indeed 

lies at the very basis at the personal nominations system, under 

which four out of very five Italians in the post-war period have 

come to this country. The force of Italian kinship has provided a 

cheap and ready source of immigrants. If' the bonds of Italian 

kinship are acceptable as a means, they should rightly be acceptable 

as an end. Regional ooncentrations may be part of the bargain. 



CHAPrER XI 

CONCLUSIW 

Origin in Italy and Inmdgrant Behaviour 

The relationship between origin in Italy and the behaviour 

in Australia o~ Italian immigrants is well documented. Its existence 

1 
has been noted in every study of Italians in Australia, by Gamba, 

Barrie,2 Price, 3 :McDonald,4 and others. Among Italians in Carlton 

and North Carlton the import8l1ce of origin in Italy as a determinant 

of behaviour was no less marked. Many significant differences in the 

behaviour of Italians from different parts of Italy could be explained 

only in terms of their diff'ering geographical, and. socio-cultural, 

backgrounds. Being a Venetian, a Friulian, an Abruzzese, a Lucanian, 

a Calabrian, -Or a Sicilian was one of the determinants of the 

behaviour of' Italians in the Carlton area. 

This relationship between origin and behaviour was more 

complex than p~arly supposed, and could not be represented as a 

simple northern Italian-southern Italian differential. Very often 

the variations in the behaviour of northern Italians and. southern 

Italians were less marked than those among northerners and southerners 

themselves. Clearly the northern Italian-southern Italian diohotoIqy 

JD8j)" be a satisfactory means of' summarizing broad. differenoes in 

behaviour, but oaution must be exercized to prevent this sort of 

1 
Gamba, -Op. cit., p. 5. 

2 Borrie, Op. cit. (Melbourne 1951,.), pp. 79-80. 
3 Prioe, Qp. cit. (Canberra 1955), pp. 1-2. 
4. McDonaJ.d, OP. cit.,7 p .. vi. 
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olassification from becoming a o~icature. Frequently it conceals 

as much as it reveals, by eliminating differenoes within each 

category. The strongest tie for the Italian is not to his division 

or even to his regione, but to his paese, his own town or village of 

birth and. the immediately surrounding area. 

In so tar as the northern Italian-southern Italian classif

ication was useful in summarizing the broad differences in behaviour 

among Italians in the Carlton area, these differences were in many 

oases not particularly marked.. It was found that emigration from 

Italy to Australia was a highly selective process. While it ma;y be 

true that in Italy clear points of diff'erence distinguish the north 

from the south, in Australia such differences may be less shaJ'p. 

Emigration aoes not provide Australia with a random sample of Italy's 

population: it selects only certain elements. Northern Italy lD83'" 

be more highly industrialized than the south. But the industrialized 

north provides Australia with very few immigrants. Between 1952 and. 

1956 two out of every three northern Italians (excluding Triestiniens) 

emigrating to Australia were from the Veneto-Friuli, a much more 

lightly industrialized part of northern Italian than Piemante or 

Lombardia, which provided only one in six northern Italian migrants 

during the same period (Table VIII.12 above). The difference between 

the northerner of peasant background. and the southern Italian may be 

muoh slighter than that between northerners and southerners as a 

whole. The selective nature of Italian emigration must be emphasized.5 

5 Prioe, O;e. cit. (November 1954), p. 297. 
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Differenoes -between northern Italian and southern Italian 

in the Carlton area did exist. These findings are summarized in 

tabular form, together with their relevant tables in the text: 

TABLE U.1 Selected Variables Classified by Origin in Italy 

Variable Nature of' Relationship 

1,. Suburb of Residence 

2. Type of Occupancy 

3. Household Size 

4. Household Type 

5. Overcrowding 

6. Period of Residence 
in Australia 

7. Type of' Passage 

(VII.2) Carlton oontained a significantly 
higher proportion of households with 
northern Italian heads than North Carlton. 

(VII.5) A higher, but not significantly 
higher, proportion of southern Italian 
padroni were the owner-mortgagees of the 
dwellings ocoupied by them. 

(VII.6) Southern. Italian households were 
larger, but not signif'icantly larger, than 
northern Italian households. 

(VII.ii) There was no significant tendency 
t'or southern I taliane but not northern 
Italians to live in extended family or 
co~osite households. Northern Italians, 
being the earlier arrivals, did tend to 
live as conjugal couple households to a 
greater extent than southern Italians. 

Southern Italians were not observed to be 
living in mare crowded conditions than 
northern Italians. 

(VIII.16) A significantly higher proportion 
of pre-war than post-war Italian arrivals 
W8.S< from northern Italy. 

(VIII.G) A significantly high proportion 
of assisted migrants were from northern 
Italy. 

continued over --



T able XI .1 (continued) 

Variable 

8. Age at Arrival 

9. Masculinity Rates 

10. Naturalization 

11. Pre-migration Baok
groound 

12. Occupational Status 

13. Occupational Grade 

14. Working Wives 

15. Conjugal Condi Hon 
on Arrival 

16. Separation of Spouses 
during Migration 

17. Origin of Spouses 

ii 07 

Nature of Relationship 

(VIII.8) Slight but not signif'icant 
relationships between age at arrival and 
origin in Italy were observed. 

(VIII.1!,. and VIII.15) No signif'icant 
oonnexion between sex composition and 
origin in Italy was observed. 

(VIII.iS) Naturalization and origin in 
Italy were not significantly related. 

(VIII. 21 ) The proportion of males who 
declared that they had been craf'tsn:en 
prior to emigration was not signii'ioantly 
bigher among northern than southern 
Italians. 

(VIII.20) Relatively, but not signific
antly, more northern than southern Ital
ians occupied high occupational statuses. 

(VIII.23) A signif'icantly high proportion 
of southern Italian males was employed as 
operatives. High proportions of northern 
Italian males were employed as craftsmen 
or as labourers. 

(VIII.27) A significantly higher proportion 
of southern than northern Italian wives 
was in the work force. 

(IX.3) A si!!)ll.fioantly higher proportion 
of southern than northern Italian husbands 
was married prior to emigration. 

(IX.!,.) The periGd of separation among 
couples married prior to emigration was 
not related to origin in Italy. 

(IX.5) A significantly high proportion of 
southern Italian husbands had married 
women born in the same province. 

concluded over __ 



Table XI.1 (ooncluded) 

Variable 

18. Age at Marriage 

19. Relative Ages of' 
Spouses 

20. Family Size 

21. Regional Concent
rations 
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Nature o~ Relationship 

(IX.6) No signif'icant relationship between 
age at marriage and origin in Italy was 
observed. 

(IX.9) Calabrian husbands tended to be 
significant~ older than their respective 
wives, compared with husbands from Udine 
or Potenza. No si.n:g;lle northern Italian
southern Italian differential was observed. 

(rx.13) The completed family size of 
southern Italian wives was larger but not 
significantly larger than that of' northern 
Italian wives. 

(Chapter X) No evidence was found to 
suggest that southern Italians concentrate 
in regional groups to a greater extent 
than northern Italians. 

This aumma:r:,r suggests that with respect to many variables 

the differences between the behaviour of' northern and southern 

Italians in Carlton-North Carlton were not particularly marked. In 

a small sample, however, real differenoes might not emerge as stat-

istioally signif'ioant. It is likely, for example, that non-signif-

ioant tendencies noted in the textual disoussion of variables 3, 4, 

9, 18, and 20 would have been statistioally signifioant if distributed 

similarly over a larger range of observations. Hempel fo'lmd olear 

evidenoe of a relationship between masculinity rates and origin in 
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It~,6 and both Borrie7 andPrice8 observed a larger fam1~ size 

among southern Italian wives. In the Carlton survey the most marked 

differences related to occupational distribution, marriage, and the 

family. This is an interesting finding, and suggests that future 

research into the differential behaviour of Italians in Australia 

sholJ.l.d give attention to the family, examining in detail familial 

roles and the extent to which value systems persist among, and affect 

the behaviour of', second and third generations of iJmnigrants. 

Although origin in Italy is an important variable affeoting 

the behaviour of Italians in Australia, other variables should not be 

ignored. Observed dif'f'erences between northern Italians and southern 

Italians lII83" not always be due to aooio-cultural oauses. Type of' 

passage and period of residence in Australia are basic determinants 

of' immigrant behaviour whose effecta are often overlooked. In the 

present surv~ a considerable number of observed differences between 

northern and. southern Italians seem related to period of residence 

in Australia rather than to origin in Italy directly. Household size, 

household type, overcrowding, and occupational status were all 

related to period of residence in Australia, as well as to origin in 

Italy. Comparisons between immigrant groups must endeavour to hold 

these basic demographic variables constant. Ferry for one ignored 

6 Hempel, Op. cit., pp. 72-87. 

7 B:orrie, Op. cit. (Melbourne 1954), p. 90. 

8 Price, Op. cit. (Canbe=a 1955). p. 28. 
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completely differences in period of residence in claiming that the 

lang-established settlers fromPiemonte and Lombardia were easier to 

assimilate than the recently arrived Sicilians.9 Similarly. type of 

passage has a determining effect on the pattern of resettlement dis

pl8iYt'd by different immigrmt groups. Comparisons between Dutch 

and. Italian immigrants tend to overlook the fact that in the post-war 

period as a whole proportionately three times as many Dutch as 

Italian arrivals have been assisted migrants ('lable 1.1 above). 

Thus the different pattern of resettlement displayed by the Dutch 

rtJ.tJ.Y' not mean that they are intrinsically "better" settlers. It may 

mean nothing more than a reflection of the fact that they receive 

three times the degree at governmental assistanoe as Italians who 

settle in Australia. 

Type of passage is. however. related historically to ethnic 

origin. Past experience of Italian immigration is regarded as unsatis

factory and for this reason less encouragement is given by the 

government to migration from Italy than to migration from north

western Europe. Cause and. effeot are bound up together. in suoh an 

intricate manner that it is almost impossible to disentapgle them. 

Whether ethnic concentrations tod~ are the choice. or the fate, of 

Australia's Italian settlers is difficult to determine. Certainly 

the degree of governmental assistance extended to the Dutch must 

favourably influence their pattern of resettlement. Among the 

Italians. by contrast, the full-fare system of immigration perpetuates 

9 The Ferry Report, pp. 14-16. 



the concentrations for which they have so often been criticized in 

the past. 

Metropolitan Concentrations 

The concentration of Italian irmnigr-ants into the metro-

politan areas of Australia represents the most recent development in 

the history of Italian settlement in AUstralia. Italians have 

always tended to form etlmic concentrations, in Westenl Australia 

at the turn of the centuryJ in Queensland in the f twenties and 

'thirtiesJ and in Victoria since the end of the Second World War. 

But whereas in previous times these concentrations tended. to be 

located in rural areasJ today they are ~ in the great cities. 

In 1954- Melbourne's inner suburban area contained as many Italian-

born persons as the State of Queensland as a whole. Such Italian 

concentrations ma;y be criticized on two groundsJ their extent and 

their location. 

It may be said that extensive ethnic ooncentrations are 

tmsatisi"actoryJ since they represent minority groups whose seotional 

1'll9¥ oonflict with those of the majority, usual.J.y the host society. 

Tbis is a legitimate oriticism. It should. not, however, be thought 

that ethnio ooncentrations are a monopoly of the southern European. 

Recent studies in Australia have shown that all immigrantsJ regard-

less of their partioular ethnic originJ assume a geographical dis-

trlbution quite different from that of the native-bornJ or the totalJ 

population. Zubrzyc:ki has demonstrated. that all the major imnigrant 



groups are to a degree segregated in the metropolitan areas of 

Australia.10 The Italians do display a greater degree of segregation 

than some other groups, such as the Dutch, but the degree of this 

residential segregation must be related to type of passage and also 

to the divergent climates of opinion to which each immigrant group 

must adjust. Rose has made the suggestive observation that the 

degree of metropolitan clustering exhibited by the different ethnic 

groups a.pproximates inversely their respective popularities. The 

less popular the group, the greater the degree of clustering.11 

This suggestion receives some support f'rom the 194.7 census, a time 

Boan after anti-Italian feeling in Victoria, and elsewhere in 

Australia, had been at its highest pitch. In Melbourne in 1947 tpe 

degree of clustering among Italians was greater than at aqy other 

census: the City of Melbourne and Fitzroy contained almost half the 

Italian-born population of the metropolitan area,(Table II.8 above). 

The findings of Zubrzycki and Rose may in!ply that etlurl.c concentra-Kons 

are a necessary stage in the resettlement of imnigrant groups. The 

need to reside in close proximity with co-nationals is marked among 

ow foreign-born populations, but it is also evident among the native-

born. British-Australians tend to abandon areas of dense immigrant 

concentration in favour of districts with a higher British content. 

Maqy British-Australians have left the Carlton area because there 

are n too many foreigners". 

10 Zubrz,ycki, Opt cit., p. 84.. 11 Rose, OP. cit., p. 526. 



Italian concentrations are implicit in the structure of 

Italian inJnigration to Australia. The -personal nominations system, 

under which 82 per cent of post-war Italian arrivals came to this 

country, rests on the assumption that new arrivals will depend upon 

Italians already settled in Australia. The nominator accepts respans-

ibility for the housing and the eJli)loyment of his nominee. We do not 

that the nominations-system created Italian concentrations. Italians 

concentrated even in the days of relatively !"ree migration. But 

the present system does perpetuate ethnic concentrations among Italians 

and amon.g southern Europeans as a whole. Even the Dutch, with three 

times the degree of governmental assistance, settle in ethnic concent-

rations. Perhaps if more Italians were given assisted passages the 

degree of concentration among them might decrease; for etlmic 

concentrations are partly an economic necessity in the early stages 

of resettlement. The questions whioh. must be answered is whether 

ethnic conoentrations are too high a price to p~ for the services 

rendered. by Australia's Italian population in resettling 82 per cent 

of our post-war Italian immigrants. 

Italians, and southern Europeans generally, have also been 

criticized because they ooncentrate in depressed parts of the city. 

This tendency is related to the nature of" Italian migration and to 

the fact that most of them pay their own. fares. Houses in the poorer 

parts of the city are all that they CM afford when they arrive. 

Other factors are involved. The occupational distribution of Ital:lins 

affects their residential distribution, since most post-war Italian 



arrivals in Melbourne have found. employment in. industry. The inner 

suburbs are where industrial workers of every ethnic origin tend to 

reside. Although Italians and other southern Europeans concentrate 

in the inner suburbs of Melbourne, it cannot be assumed that they 

live in poor, overcrowded, and. unhygienic oonditions. In the Carlton 

area some examples of overcrowding were encountered but these were 

not typical. Aocording to offioers of the slum reolamation seotion 

of the Housing Commission Italians have gien housing in the inner 

suburbs new life. Italians, Wllike their British-Australian 

neighbours, tend to buy the dwellings they occ~y and to iIlprove 

theD4 12 As another observer has noted, Melbournets inner suburbs 

have broken out in gay, new colours under the transforming influence 

of our continental European settlers. 13 

Finally, the extent of Italian oonoentrations Us' easily 

exaggerated. The Dutch and. many other north-western Europeans are 

not readily distinguishable from Bri tiah-Australians in their Ptws-

ical appearance. Italians are popularly believed to be instantly 

recognizable. The oasual observer overlooks ooncentrations among 

immigrants like the Dutch but bas an exaggerated impression of those 

among Italians. The Carlton area contained numerous Jews, G-reeks, 

Yugoslavs, Maltese, and Lebanese. All these :may pass to the man-on-

the-street as Italians. Even so, objective measures indicate that 

12 Interview with officers of the State Housing Commission of 
Viotoria, September 1~60. 

13 Grant and. Serle, Op. oit., p. 258. 



Italians tend to oonoentrate to a greater extent than many other 

immigrants in the metropolitan areas of Australia. As mentioned 

above it is not altogether olear how much this is an effect, or 

how much a cause, of the present system of Italian inmd.gration. 

I~ moreover Rose's su~stion is valid, it remains to be seen what 

effect the weakening of Australian antipathy to the southem 

/1 ~ ~ 
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European will have upon Italian conoentrations in Australian cities. 

Some Methodological Observations 

The sampling design adopted in the present study had two 

limitations. Firstly, the universe from which the sample was drawn 

was closed, in the sense that only addresses occupied by Italians in 

November 1958 were included in the field investigation.. Secondly, 

no provision was made for examining non-Italians in the Carlton area. 

The basic design of the survey, that of using addresses rather than 

individuals, was on the other hand entirely validated. A modified 

version of this basic design may prove satisfactory for future 

sociologioal investigations in metropolitan areas. Thus the time 

spent in the present study on constructing a universe of Italians 

resident in the Carlton area rtJB:S' be more profitably spent on addit ... 

ional field-work. In preference to spending aJ.most one year in 

drawing up a complicated sample design street-directories could be 

used to provide a list of ~ residential addresses in the area 

being studied. This would be a comparatively simple task and would 

allow the investigation o~ persons of all ethnic origins. If the 

main interest of tb.e study was directed towards one particular 



group, an abbreviated interview could be conducted with persons of 

other ethnic origins, concerned only With obtaining basic data with 

whicn the main findings could be compared. This sort of method 

would have several advantages over that used in the present study. 

Firstly, it would prOvtde a cross-section of the whole population 

of the area being surveyed. Secondly, a oomparative basis eor the 

interpretation of the findings would be available. Thirdly, it 

would bring immigrant studies into a broader, sociological context. 

The main limitation of this method might be that little 

preliminar,y data would be at hand prior to the survey's being 

conducted. In the present study the analysis of the preliminary 

data was fundamental to the design and conduct of the field surve,y. 

This limitation is not insuperable and could be circumvented Qy 

pilot surveys, and Qy conducting some interviews with selected 

informants prior, to the ma1n investigation. It should be noted 

that all these observations apply only to studies conducted in 

areas of dense illlllligrant concentration. Clearly a random sample of 

all residential addresses in an area where 95 per cent of the 

population were native-born would not be a usefUl means of invest-

igating the immigrant members of that population. 

In future studies of inanigrants in Australia, particularly 

among groups whose immigration has been largely chain-migration, the 

genealogical method. of enquir;y should be more widely used. The 

systematic ~licatian of this method provided much information in 

the present study which could not have been obtained in any other 
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way. When questioned directly about their nominees or relatives in 

Australia many informants forget persons with whom they have inf'requent 

contact. Systematic enquiry into kinship provides one ilI!Portant 

method by which this sort of amnesia can be overcome. In any at~ 

of Italian immigrants the genealogical method is an essential line 

of enquiry. Kinship is fundamental to the whole process of full-

fare Italian migration to Australia. Indeed, the nominations system 

has given institutional recognition to this principle which lies 

behind the Italian emigratory movement. In studies of other immigrant 

groups the conparison of genealogical tables may give some insights 

into the pattern of resettlement displayed by different immigrant 

groups. The genealogioal method is a valuable historical tool. In 

the Carlton survey it was apparent that the genealogies of twelve 

to fifteen carefully chosen informants from the Upper Agri Basin 

or the Altipiano o~Asiago could have furnished almost the entire 

history of migration to Australia from these restricted parts of 

It~. In addition to these heuristic applications the genealogical 

method helps to establish rapport. In Carlton a sinoere interest 

in an Italian's family connexions was an impeccable credential. 

Suggestions for FutlU"e Research 

The relationship between origin in Italy and the behaviour 

of Italian immigrants in Australia has been satisfactorily demon-

strated. The present :Pindings suggest that this relationship is 

most clearly seen in occupational behavi.our, in patterns of marriage, 

and in family composition. These last aspects in particular require 



further investigation. Basic differences in fami~ structure exist 

rrom ane part or Italy to another, and the relationship or these 

difrerences to other aspects of ilmigrant behaviour must be analysed. 

The degree to which the Australian-born children of Italian parentage 

reproduce the behaviour or first generation immigrants may vary from 

one group to another, and may be a function of family structure. 

Orricial Italian statistics may be useful here in establishing a base 

from. which operations can be begun. Because of the selective nature 

or Italian emigration, however, these Italian figures must be treated 

with caution. More may be achieved by intensive social-anthropological 

studies of the family, similar to that conducted by Bromley in 

Port Pirie. 

So far as urban studies of Italians are concerned, invest-

igations of Italians in outer residential suburbs of the metropolitan 

areas might be undertaken. One aim or these studies might be to 

establish whether or not areas of second~ Italian settlement are 

emerging in Australia, as they did in some American cities.14 It is 

not clear as yet to what extent the spread of Italians throughout. 

the Melbourne metropolitan area represents ecological succession, 

social mobility, or merely a physical increase in the Italian popul-

ation of Melbourne. 

More generally, three types of immigrant studies need to be 

conducted -- group studies, area studies, and comparative studies. 

Some such studies have already been conducted, for 6XaIlU'le Bromley's 

14 Walter Firey, Land Use in Central Boston (Cambridge, Mass. 1947), 
pp. 220-222. 



work on the Molf'ettese conmrunity in Port Pirie, Pricet s investigations 

into the Italian population at Griffith, and Borriet s study of 

Italians and Germans. More such studies need to be done. Group 

studies in particular are lacking, possibly because of methodological 

difficulties associated with intensive studies of' this nature. 

Problems of scale and residential dispersion limit the usefulness of 

participant observation as a method of sociological enquir.r in the 

study of metropolitan populations. Thus to study the structure and 

functioning of Melbourne's Viggianese community would have involved 

the investigation of a group whose members were spread through 

several suburbs and whose activities frequent~ occurred at the level 

of the extended family. Participant observation in such circumstances 

requires the patience, the skill, and the techniques of Wbwte in his 

study of an Italian slum. in Chicago, and even he restricted his 

enquiry to a small, territorially def'ined group.15 Intensive social-

anthropologioal investigations may prove more practicable in 

provincial-urban or in rural centres, where problems of scale and 

residential dispersion are less acute. Viotoria alone could provide 

several areas where such studies might be profitably conducted. 

Werribee, Shepparton, Myrtleford, and Wonthaggi, to nelre only a fe'll, 

all have large and long-established Italian populations. 

A number of area studies have already been conducted. Here 

the main limitation has been the restriction of the investigation to 
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irmnigrants. As in the present study the oonceptual framework has 

tended to ignore the existenoe of non-immigrants, or of persons of 

different ethnic origins from that with which the study is mainly 

concerned. Suggestions have already been made towards overcoming 

this limitation and towards bringing studies oP immigrants into a 

broader sociological framework. 

Group and area studies provide the empirical basis for the 

third, and most general, type of investigation, the comparative study. 

The aim of' the comparative study is to examine the t"orce of ethnic 

origin as a determinant of human behaviour. Sociological research 

has demonstrated the the institutionalized behaviour of man in 

society is partly a t'unction of such variables as race, religion, 

social. olass, and ethnic origin. The relationship of ethnic origin 

to the familiaJ., religious, economic, political, and social life 

of immigrants in Australia needs closer study. Clearly ethnic 

origin is a major determinant of the behaviour of first generation 

immigrants. Does it, as Firey has suggested, decrease in strength 

among the secOlld generation,16 and does it vary from one ethnic 

group to another? When does ethnic origin cease to be a determinant 

of the behaviour of the descendants of foreign-born people? These 

and many other questions have still to be answered. In answering 

these questi~ns about immigrants a broader sociological perspective 

is essential. We may know a little about European settlers in 

Australia. We knO'W much less about our native British population. 

16 Firey, Loa. cit. 
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APPENDL'Z A 

ALPHAB::1TICAL IN]~ TO THE rfALIAN RBnIONI TOGE.'l'HER 

WITH THEIR RESPEc'rIVB DIVISIONS 

Regioni 

Abruzzi e Molise 

Basilicata 

Calabria 

Campania 

Emilia-Romagna 

Friuli-Venezia Giulia 

Lazio 

Liguria 

Lombardia 

Marche 

Piemonte 

Puglie 

Sardegna 

Sicilia 

Toscana 

lJ.'renti no-AI to Adige 

Umbria 

Val dtAosta 

Ve,neto 

Divisions 

Southern Italy 

Southern Italy 

Southern Italy 

Southern Italy 

Northern Italy 

Northern Italy 

Central Italy 

Northern Italy 

Northern Italy 

Central Italy 

Northern Italy 

Southern Italy 

Insular Italy 

Insular Italy 

Central Italy 

Northern Italy 

Central Italy 

Northern Italy 

Northern Italy 
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AP?ENDIX B 

ALPHABETICAL IN:DEX: TO THE ITALIAN PROVINCES 

TOGEl'lJER WITH 'flJEIR RESPECTIVE REGIONS 

Province 

Agrige.nto 
Alessandria 
Ancona 
Aosta 
Arezzo 
Aseo1i Piceno 
Asti 
Avellinci 
Bari 
Belluuo 
Benevento 
Bergamo 
Bologna 
Balzano 
Brescia 
Brindisi 
Cagliari 
Caltanisetta 
Campobasso 
Caserta 
Catania 
Catanzaro 
Chieti 
Como 
Cosenza 
Cremona 
Cuneo 
Erma 
Ferrara 
Firenze 
Foggia 
Forii 
Frosinone 

Region 

Sicilia 
Piemonte 
:Marche 
Valle d ' Aosta 
Toscana 
Marche 
Piemonte 
Campania 
Puglie 
Veneto 
Campania 
Lombardia 
-:Emilia-Romagna 
Trentino-Al to Adige 
Lombardia 
Puglie 
Sardegna 
Sicilia 
Abruzzi e Malise 
Campania 
Sicilia 
Calabria 
Abruzzi e Malise 
Lombarma 
Calabria 
Lombardia 
Piemonte 
Sicilia 
Emilia-Romagna 
Tascana 
Puglie 
Emilia-Romagna 
Lazio 
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APPENTIIX B (continued) 

Province 

Genova 
Gorizia 
Grosseto 
Imperia 
LIA~uila 

La Spezia 
Latina 
Leece 
Livorno 
Lucca 
Macerata 
Mantova 
IEassa 
Matera 
Messina 
~[ilano 

Modena 
Napoli 
Novara 
Nuoro 
Padova 
Palermo 
Parma 
Pavia 
Perugia 
Pesaro 
Pescara 
Piacenza 
Pisa 
Pistoia 
Potenza 
Ragusa 
Rave'r1Y\a 
Reggio Calabria 
Reggio Emilia 
Rieti 
Roma 
Rovigo 

Region 

Liguria 
Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
Toscana 
Liguria 
Abruzzi e Holise 
Liguria 
Lazio 
Puglie 
Iroscana 
Toscaua 
liiarche 
Lombardia 
Toscana 
Basilicata 
Sicilia 
Lombardia 
Emilia-Romagna 
Campania 
Piemonte 
Sardegna 
Veneto 
Sicilia 
Emilia-Romagna 
Lombardia 
Umbria 
Marche 
Abruzzi e Molise 
Emilia-Romagna 
Toscana 
Toscana 
Basilicata 
Sicilia 
Emilia-Romagna 
Calabria 
Emilia-Romagna 
Lazio 
Lazio 
Veneto 



Province 

Salerno 
Sassari 
Savona 
Siena 
Siracusa 
Sondxio 
Taranto 
Teramo 
Terni 
Torino 
Trapani 
Trento 
Treviso 
Ddine 
Varese 
Venezia 
Vercelli 
Verona 
Vicenza 
Vi terbo 

APPENDIX :B (concluded) 

Region 

Campania 
Sardegna 
Liguria 
Tosca.na 
Sicilia 
Lombardia 
Puglie 
Abruzzi e Molise 
Umbria 
Piemonte 
Sicilia 
Trentino-Alto Adige 
Veneto 
Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
Lombardia 
Veneto 
Piemonte 
Veneto 
Veneto 
Lazio 
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APPENDIX C 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO SELECTED ITALIAN COh'1JNI 

TOGETHEH WITH THEIR RESF::1:CTlVE PROVINCES 

Comune Province 

Asiago Vicenza 
Corleto Perticara Potenza 
Enego Vicenza 
Flaridia Siracusa 

• Foza Vicenza 
Gallia Vicenza 
Grumento Nova Potenza 
Lipari Messina 
Lusiana Vicenza 
1':arsico Nuovo Potenza 
Marsico Vetere Potenza 
11[onteIDurro Potenza 
Roana Vicenza 
Rotzo Vicenza 
s. Hareo in Lamis Foggia 
Sortino Siracusa 
Tramutola Potenza 
Viggiano Potenza 
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